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Notice

This is not an official policy and standards document. The opinions, findings, and
conclusions are those of the authors and not necessarily those of the Environmental
Protection Agency. Every attempt has been made to represent the present state of
the art as well as subject areas still under evaluation. Any mention of products or
organizations does not constitute endorsement by the United States Environmental
'Protection Agency.

Availability of Copies of This Document

This document is issued by the Manpower and To!chnical Inrjrmation Branch, Con-
trol programs Development Division, Office of Air quality Planning and Standards,
USEPA. It is for use in training courses presented by the EPA Air Pollution Training
Institute and others receiving contractual or grant support from the Institute.

Schools or governmental air pollution control agencies establishing training programs
may receive single copies of this document, free of charge, from the Air Pollution
Training Institute, USEPA, MD-20, Research Triangle Park, NC 27711. Others may
obtain copies, for a fee, from the National Technical Information Service, 5825 Port
Royal Road, Springfield, VA 22161.
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INTRODUCTORY MATERIALS FOR
COURSE 450 - SOURCE SAMPLING FOR PARTICULATE POLLUTANTS

This Instructor's Guide is to Provide you as Course Moderator with sistanee

in the preparation and presentation of Course #450 - Source Sampling for

Particulate Pollutants. It will provide you with guidelines, instructions and

some general information that should facilitate your efforts in staging this

course. .

I. Course Description

Course 450 - Source Sampling for Particulate Pollutants is designed as a

four and one half day laboratory course for students of science and

engineering background. The course presents the principles and techniques

necessary for performing isokinetic source sampling proeedures for particulate

matter given in the EPA Reference Method 5 of the Federal New Source

Performance Standards. It should prepare engineers and technicians to

perform and/or evaluate a particulate source test. Lectures cover formulas

describing basic fluid dynamics involved in isokinetic sampling and students

are given experience in problem solving and application using EPA Reference

Methods 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. Laboratory exercises are designed to familiarize

students with the proper use and calibration of source sampling equipment.

Students perform a-source test, make all calculations, and / port results.

Major topics include:

Basic Theories
Description and Analysis of Source Sampling Equipment

Explanation of EPA Method 1-5
Source Sampling Calculations
Iso%inetic Source Sampling Principles
Gam Velocity, Molecular Weight, and Volumetric Flow

Rate Measurement
Laboratory Particulate Source Test
Introduction to Alternate Methods of Particulate Analysis

II. Backgroundt Origin, and Philosophy

The Environmental Protection Agency Air Pollution Training Institute

(APTI) provides courses in air pollution control technology, ambient and

source monitoring, and air quality management. In July, 1976 Northrop

Services, Inc. was contracted to both nresent Training Institute courses

and to provide support and technical services for the Institute as a whole.

Source sampling and other laboratory courses of particular importance

to governmental and industrial personnel concerned with air pollution

problems received early efforts of instructional development to design the

best possible training experiences for the students. This required

thorough.examination of both the materials for instruction and an

examination of the characteristics nf the student audience. From such

studies, the courses have been revised and developed to provide training

that enables every student to achieve the specific course objectives.

1



The demographic characterization of students attending source sampling

classes has shown the following:

Employer

Federal EPP
----Other Federal

State Govommr-nt
Local Government

Industry

Consultant
Other

TABLE I Course 450

16%

12

14

45

6

2

TABLE LI
Occupation Course 450

Admihistrator 3%

Chemist 14

Engineer 44

Ind. Hygenist 1

Phys. Scientist 3

Sanitarian 3

Technician 28

Other 4

TABLE III
Educational
Background

44

Course 450

High School 24%

Bachelor 56

Master 18

PhD 2

Years
Experience

TABLE IV

Course 450

0 - 1 years 48%

2 - 4 31

5 - 7 15

8 - 10 3

> 10 3

Student intellectual characteristics were determined early in the initial
contract year through standardized ability testing given to a total of 186
individuals in 10 different courses offered by the Institute. The Course #450
sample produced the following percentile rank scores:

Percentile Rank

Verbal ability 78

Numerical 70

Spatial 35

Reasoning 51

Memory 47
2



The characterization studies mentioned above have indicated that

for APTI source sampling courses, the course content and instructional methods

should be explicit rather than implicit. Although formal educational level

411
tends to be generally high, the ability testing has indicated the need for

the course content to be presented in a careful and logical order with the

underlying principles and relationships of given concepts being taught-directly.

At critical junctures where students are required to visualize a concept,

infer a relationship, or visualize an added dimension,instruction is mediated

with the use of:

Graphic illustrations usually in the form of 35 mm

Lecture demonstrations,
Inclass problem-solving,
Hands-on laboratory experience
Constant repetition and review of fundamental concepts.

Course #450 is designed to teach the principles of isokinetic sampling to

the engineer who finds it necessary to either conduct or to observe a stack

test.

A stack tester normally stays in this type of woik for 2 or 3

years before moving on to another position. This creates a continual

need to train new people entering this field of work. Students

attending #450 have ranged from high school graduates to Ph.D.'s

involved in research work. The average student (see Tables II and
III) has a bachelor's degree and is employed as a technician or an

engineer. In this course, 50% of the students come from industry

and 50% come from governmental agencies (this createa a forum for

interesting discussions within the course presentations). Most of

the students are also just entering the field of air pollution, 48%

having less than one year'of experience. The apploach taken in
instructing Course 450, is to direct the level of instruction
towards the engineer with four years of cotlege, newly entering the

field of air pollution. Through the use of discussion sessions,
those less prepared and those with more experience are provided the

opportunity to supplement their learning in the course. This

approach has succeeded, with most students gaining the knowledge
they desired upon entry into the course.

The variety of activities that the student experiences in
Course 11450 aides in the assimilation of a great deal of knowledge

in a short a-the. The first 3 days of the Course are very rapidly
paced and produce some stress in the students. The fourth and
fifth day are conducted at a slower pace, still with a variety of

activities, but with more opportunity for questloning and discussion.
Here, the content of the first 3 days is reinforced and refined.
Every effort is made to answer any question asked by a student,
even at the expense of some of the more advanced members of the

class. In fact, it has often occurred that the simpler questions
lead into details that the class as a whole finds valuable. At the

opposite end, the more complex questions, give the beginning stack
sampler an opportunity to realize the complexities that can arise
in performing the sampling method.

3



ITT. Instruction for Preparation and Presentstion of Course

A. Responsibilities of Course Moderator

This course generally requires 41/2 days for a complete presentation.

It can also be expected that anywhere from 35 to 60 hours of additional

preparation will be required by the individual designated Course Moderator.

Preparation and continuity are the principle responsibilities of the Course

'Moderator who will coordinate all on-site activities boLh before and during

the course presentation. The following lists the actual tasks that are

considered the direct responsibility of the Course Moderator:

1. Scheduling the course presentation.

2. Recruiting(hiring) and briefing instructors.

3. Preparation of classr-lom and teaching facilities.

4. Preparation of and distribution of course materials,

5. Presentation of introduction and other appropriate lectures.

6. Maintaining continuity throughout the course.

B. Scheduling

The course itself is designed around a format using 18 lectures

and 3 laboratory sessions, 'all of which are designed to fit into a

41/2 day time frame of morning and afternoon sessions. Because the

course contains a concentrated level of involvement with rather
technical material, it is recommended that no more than seven (7)

hours of class instructio: be presented in one day.

The course materials contain 21 segments each listed below with

its recommended time and schedule placement.

Proposed

§ESLIfilq2

Day #1

Lesson Title

Lesson #1
Lesson #2
Lesson #3
Lesson #4
Laboratory #1

Day #2,

Welcome and Registration
Introduction to Source Sampling
EPA Method 5 Sampling Train
Discussion of Labaoratory Exercises
Lab Exercises

Lesson #5 Isokinetic Source Sampling

Lesson 1/6 Setting the Isokinetic Sampling Rate

Lesson 1/7 Discussion of Laboratory Exercises

Laboratory 1/2 Orsat Laboratory

4

Expected
Time
Required

30 minutes
1 hr 15 min
1 hour
1 hour 30 min
2 hours 30 min

1 hour15 min
1 hour 15 min
2 hours 45 min
lhour 30 min



r

......

pay #3.

Lesson #8

Lesson #9
Lesson #10
Laboratory #3

Day #4

Lesson #11
Lesson #12
Lesson #13
Lesson #14
Lesson #15
Lesson #16

Ray.1.5_

Calculations and Interpretation of 1hour 45 min

% Isokinetic
Definition-of a Particulate 15 min

Discussion of Source Sampling Exercise 1 hr 15 min

RM5 Testing 3 hours

Concentration Corrections
Literature Sources
PFactor Method
Calculation Review
Error Analysis
Source Sampling Quality Assurance
and Safety on Site

Lesson #17 Particulate Sizing Using Cascade
Impactor

Lesson .18 Transmissometers

1 hour15 min
30 min
1 hour
1 hour 45 min

30 min
1 hour'20 min

1 hour

1 hour 15 min



C. Instructors

The four most important criteria in the selection of faculty for
this course are:

D.

1. A knowledge of the methods and procedure in particulate sampling.
2. Practical experience with a facility providing stack sampling.
3. Experience (and ability) to instruct adults using tradit onal

and non-traditional methods, materials and techniques.

4. A positive attitude toward air quality management.

Before instructors are actually involved with instruction in the
classroom the course moderator should conduct thorough briefing and
preparation sessions in which an overview of the entire course presentation
is given. Specific discussion of course and lesson objectives should result
in an assurance that the instructor is well prepared and familar with the
materials, procedures, and techniques that they will be using.

The cou;se moderator should stress the difference in the role that
the instructor plays as comparcd to traditional university instruction
situations. All instructors should fully understand the function of
course and lesson objectives and the relationship of each objective to
their particular materials and to the pre and post testing.

It may be particularly helpful to the instructors if they are able to
sit in on early sessions of the course presentation, so that they get a
feel for the way the students are oriented to the material and be able
to incorporate the strengths and background experiences of the students
into the various instruCtional sessions.

Preparation must be stressed to all prospective instructors. Thorough
familiarization.with all the prepared materials is essential for even
expert" instructors. Laboratory sessions ipuire additional preparation

and shouldAnclude a complete run-through to check out the methods and
equipment before ever presenting them to the students. Remember that
Murphy's law will always hold true in a student laboratory exercise:
"What ever can go wrong, will!"

Physical Setting

Room size: 1300 square ft/24 students
Seating arrangement: Double tables, 6-8 student/table
Audio visual requirements: 35 mm slide proiector, overhead projectors,

large screen
Lecture paraphernalia: Lighted lectern, blackboard, chalk

Laboratory, room requirements: 700 sq ft, electricity, analytical balances.

6



E. Course Materials

In addition to the lesson outlines and audio-visual materials, the

Instructional Resource Materials for Course 450 include copies of the

following items needed for distribution to the student:

1. APT1 Student Manual: "Source Sampling for Particulate Pollutants",

EPA 450/2-79-006

2. APT1 Student Workbook, EPA 450/2-79-007

3, Pre-test

4. Post-test

5. EPA Pamphlet - "Need Air Pollution Informaf.on", June 1979

6. Handout - reprint of article - Leland, Bernice J; Hall, Jerry L.

"Correction of S-Type Pitct - Static Tube Coefficients When Used

for Isokinetic Sampling from Stationary Sources," Env%5onmental

ScienLe and Technology 11:694-700; July, 1977.

7. Handout - reprint of article - Midgett, M. Rodney. "How EPA Validates

NSPS Metnodology." Environmental Science.and Technology 11:655 - 659;

July 1977.

8. Handout - A Monograph Shigehara, R. T. "A Cuideline for
Evaluating Compliance Test Results."

9. Handout - Calculation Form for Method 5 Particulate Test

10. Federal Register - Vol. 42, No. 160, August 18, 1977
"Standards of Performance for New Stationary Sources - Revision
to Reference Methods 1-8."

11. Federal Register - Vol. 43, No. 37, February 23, 1978, Part V
"Kraft Pulp Mills."

7



4.

;

F. Lesson Plan Use

Each lesson plan module is designed to seive'is:

A. Source of lesson objectives
B. Content guide for instructor
C. ..LectuTe outline

D. Directions for usaloof visual aids

E. Guidelines for'approacb to the I.ason.

Each lecture plan outline is carefully timed. Instructors should give

attention to observing tvime schedules, and to becoming familiar with the "pace"

of the lessons to be given.

!nrtructor3 must be famIliar with the visual aids and handout materials

before attempting to, present Any lesson.

Instructors may wish to vary slightly from the format or content for

a given lesson bUt should be cautioned that schedules and losson objectives

must be maintained. Variations should be in the direction of greater student

partiàipation. Instructors should remember that the final exam reflects the

lesson objectives as presented through these lesson outlines.

G. Audio-Visual Materials

The visua s for course 450 include 153 35mm slides. The slides

are keyed usin number references that are also found on the slide.

The number iden ifieS the lecture and sequence of the slide. Thus

L2-16 identifies a slide in lecture 2 that comes before L2-17 and

after L2-15. Some slides that are part of sequences are followed by

a ,letter, thus L2-2a, L2-2b, and L2-2c are all members of a par-

ticu4r sequence.

The specific lessons are as follows:

Lesspn
LeeSon
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

no slides
20 slides
no slides
no slides
4 slides.-
21 slides
35 slides
12 slides
no slides
no slides
7 slides
6 slides
10 slides
no slides
3 slides
1 slide
6 slides
28 slides

Ake

L2-14 through 2-14
Use L7-4, L7-5

L5-1 through L5-4
L6-1 through L6-21
L7-1 through L7-35
L8-1 through L8-12

L11-1
L12-1
L13-1

through L11-7
through LI2-6
through L13-10

L15-I through L15-3
(L16-1

1,17-1 through L17-6

L18-I through L18-27

8
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'll. Grading:Philosophy

The APT/ guidelines for grading student's performance in "Source
Sampling for Particulate Material" and granting Continuing Education
Units (CEU's) are as follows:

The student must:

attend a minimum of 95% of all lchcduled class and laboratory
sessions;

complete and hand in copies of all laboratory data derived in
the laboratories; and

4 achieve an average course grade of 70% or better derived as
follows:

1) 90% from final examination
2) 10% from laboratory performance

I. Other Logistics

Since the Course Moderator will need to consider a great variety of
logistic and instructional concerns, the following checklist is provided
to serve as a guide to meeting these responsibilities.

The course developers have tried to provide you with as much
information and materials as possible to enable you to present a
unique and exciting educational venture.

GOOD LUCK.

9



CHECKLIST
of Activities

For Presenting the Course

A. Pre-Course Responsibilities:

1. Reserve and confirm classroom(s), including size, "set-up,"

location and costs (if anY).

2. Contact and confirm all faculty (speakers) for the course(s),

including their A-V requirements. Send material to them.

3. Reserve hotel accommodations for faculty.

4. Arrange for and confirm food service needs (i.e., meals,
coffee breaks, water, etc).

5. Prepare and reproduce final ("revised" if appropriate)

copy of the detailed program schedule.

6. Reproduce final registration/attendance roster, including

observers (if any).

7. Prepare name badges and name "tents" for svdents and faculty.

8. Identify, order, and confirm all A-V equipment needs.

9. Prepare two or three 12 in. x 15 in. signs on posterboard for

posting at meeting area.

10. Arrange for and confirm any special administrative assistance

needs on-site for course, including "local" Address of

Welcome, etc.

11. Obtain copies of EPA Manuals, and Pamphlets.

12. Pack and ship box of supplies and materials one week prior

to beginning of course (if appropriate).

-13. Arrange and confirm the availability of satisfactory
laborat ry equipment and facilities. (See list following
and la. .scriptions in rear of this manual)

14. Set up needed equipment in the laboratory setting and make
_

sure all equipment and instruments are operating correctly.

15. Have run-through of lab exercise with instructors.

10



CHECKLIST (Cont.)

B. On-Site Course Responsibilities.

1. Check on and determine finkl room arrangements (i.e.,

tables, chairs, lectern, water, cups, etc.)

2. Set up A-V equipment required each day and brief operator

(if supplied).

3. Post signs where needed.

4. Alert receptionist, phone operator(s), watchmen, etc. of

name, location, and schedule of program.

5. Conduct a net speaker(s) (i.e., instructor) briefing session

on a daily basis.

6. Verify and make final food services/coffee arrangements

(where appropriate).

7. Identify and arrange for other physical needs as required

(i.e., coat racks, ashtrays, etc).

8. Make a final check on arrival of guest speakers (instructors)

fortheday.,---,

9. If there is lab worie\on a real stack, find out how to call

the loca".1 life squad or similiar service, in case an

accident c-tcurs.

C. Post-Course Responsibilities

1. Return the following to APTI: (If APTI course):

Student Registration Cards
Ree-Test Answer Sheets Graded

Post-Test Answer Sheets Graded

Laboratory Data Summary Sheets from each student

Student Course Critiques

2. Prepare Course Director Rep)rt including pertinent comments

on the presentation. (If APT1 course)

3. Request honorarium and expense statements from faculty;

order and process checks.

4.. Write thank-you letters and send checks to paid faculty.

5. Write thank-you letters to non-paid guest speakers.

6. Prepare evaluation on each course (including instructions,

content, facilities, etc).

7. Make sure A-V equipment is returned.

8. Return unused materials to your office.

11



COURSE #450

SOURCE TESTING FOR PARTICULATE POLLUTANTS

COURSE GOAL

The major goal of Course #450, "Source Sampling for Particulate Pollutants",
is to provide the student with a basic understanding of the theory and experimental
methnds involved in isokinetic sampling, the foundation of EPA Method 5.

Knowledge of isokinetic sampling, serving as the core of the course material,
will then be amplified with lectures, problem sessions and lecture-demonstrations
in order to present the many facets of particulate sampling. Upon completion of
Che course, the student should be able to design and plan a source test, perform
all of the calculations involved in reporting a mass emission rate, and understand
problems of error and quality assurance. The student should also become conversant
with the methods of particle sizing and transmissometry. He should attain an
awareness of the problems involved in source sampling and be able to recognize what

constitutes difficult experimental situations, a good test, good data, and a good

final report.

COURSE OBJECTIVES

On completion of this course the student should be able to:

Define symbols and common source sampling terms used in source sampling for
particulate pollutants.

Recognize, interpret and apply sections of the Federal Register pertinent to
source sampling for particulate pollutants.

Understand the construction, operation and calibration of component parts of
the Federal Resister Method 5 sampling train.

s Recognize the advantages and disadvantages of the nomograph and its uses in

the establishment of the isokinetic sampling rate.

Understand the "working" isokinetic rate equation and its derivation.

Define isokinetic sampling and illustrate why it is important in sample txtraction.

Apply Federal Register Methods 1 through 4 in preparation for a particulate

sampling test.

Understand the construction, evaluation, standardization, and orientation of the

"S Type" pitot tube and its application to source sampling.

Calculate the "Percent Isokinetic" value for a source test, and interpret the
effect of over or under-isokinetic values on the source test results.

Understand the quality assurance programs involved in source sampling
dealing with nozzle sizing, orifice meter calibration, nomograph standardization
and sample recovery.

List the steps involved in conducting a source test, including completion of

pre-test and post-test forms. The student should he able to recognize potential

problem areas in preparing end conducting a source test.

12



COURSE OBJECTIVES - Continued

Properly assemble, leak check, conduct and recover a Method 5 sample
according to Federal Register, August 18, 1977.

Apply Federal Register Method 3 gas analysis in formulating the stack gas
molecular weight and %rcess air.

Explain the principles b4hind the operation of particle sizing devicec for
sources and name some of those devices being tested by EPA.

Define the terms opacity, transmittance and transmissometer.

Recognize the relationship between optical density and particulate concentration.

13
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LABORATORY EQUIPMENT LIST FOR 24 STUDENTS

COURSE 450

SOURCE SAMPLING FOR PARTICULATE POLLUTANTS

GENERAL EQUIPMENT FOR SOUI10E TEST

24 nomographs
4 meter boxes
4 sample boxes
4 umbilical cords
4 sets of glassware
4 probes
4 filter holders, frits
4 pre-weighed filters
4 containers of silica gel (200g each)
6 extension cords
4 fnlding wood rulers
2 calipers
1 ice chest
4 funnels
2 250m1 graduated cylinders
8 stopwatches
2 boxes kaydry towels
4 tweezers
4 probe wrenches - 3/4" and 1" open end wrenches
1 spare filter set-up
2 sets of spare glassware

miscl. tools
4 rolls duct tape

ice
flyash

TESTING FACILITy - see Laboratory 1 for diagrams.

2060 CFM Squirrel Cage blower with 3/4 HP motor
12" diameter galvanized duct work

6 5 foot sections
4 2 foot sections
3 elbows
2 adapters; 1 to reduce 14" diameter fan inlet to 12" diameter;

1 section to adapt rectangular fan outlet to 12" diameter.

PITOT TUBE EXPERIMENT

4 standard pitot tubes
4 inclined manometers, (oil, reading to at least 6" H20)
4 sets of manometer lines w/connectors
8 ring stands each with 3 finger clamps

14
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WET BULB-DRY BULB EXPERIMENT

1. beakers with water
4 thermometers (to 300°F)
2 wicks

M.W. EXPERIMENT

4 Orsats

15
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!Course location

41)

SAMPLE AGENDA

Name and address of
agency conducting course

(Dates of course)

450 SOURCE SAMPLING FOR PARTICULATE POLLUTANTS

Aan;Wielgent-S-nt

of role of othe:
agencies, if any,
in conduct or
support of
resentation.

Name of course
Director

DAY & TIME SUBJECT SPEAKER

MONDAY

8:30 Welcome and Registration

9:00 Pr'etest

9:45 Introduction to Source Sampling

1. Objectives

2. Definitions

3. Pollutant Mass Rate

4. Gas Physics

10:30 - EPA Method 5 Sampling Train

11:30 LUNCH
12:15 Discussion of Laboratory Exercises

1. Sample & Velocity Traverses for
Stationary Sources

2. Determination of Stack Gas Velocity
and Volumetric Flow Rate

3. Wet Bulb-Dry Bulb Moisture Estimation

4. Orifice Meter Calibration

1:45 Travel to Source Simulator

1

If course is not conducted by EPA, but EPA/APTI materials are used, it would
be appreciated that an acknowledgement appear here.

I1 --- -- _ - --- -
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*Ay & TIME SUBJECT SPEAKER

MONDAY (Continued)

2:00 Laboratory Exercises

Station #1.

Station #2.

Station #3.

Station #4.

Traverse Point Determination

Pitot Tube Calibration

Moisture Estimate

Ca'libration of Orifice Meter

HOMEWORK: 1. Complete Laboratory Exercises Calculations

2. Read Example Problems - Workbook pp. 165-174

3. Work Problems 1, 2, and 3 - Additional Problem Section PP. 177-178

TUESDAY

8:3G

9:45

11:30

12:15

3:00

Isokinetic Source Sampling

Setting the Isokinetic Sampling Rate

LUNCH
1. Review of Sample and Velocity Traverses

2. Reference Method Determination of Moisture
in Stack Gas

3. Gas Analysis for Carbon Dioxide, Excess Air
and Dry Molecular Weight

Orsat Laboratory

HOMEWORK: 1. Do Problems 1, 2, and 3 - Setting Isokinetic Sampling Rate P 57

2. Work Problems 4, 5, and 6 - Additional Problems Section pp 179-181

WEDNESDAY

8:30

10:15

10:30

?e-

Jo.

Calculation and Interpretation of % Isokinetic

1. Equations for % Isokinetic

2. Evaluating Anisokinetic Source Test Results

Definition of a Particulate

BREAK

17
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DAY & TIME SUBJECT SPEAKER

WEDNESDAY (Continued)

10:45 Discussion of Source Sampling Exercise

1. Experiment Design

2. EPA Method 5

3. Report Writing

12:00 LUNCH
12:45 fravel to Source Simulator

1:00 Stack Test

HOMEWORK: Complete Stack Test Data Summary Form

THURSDAY

8:30 Concentration Corrections

Class Problems

10:00 Literature Sources

.10:30 F-Factor Method

11:30 LUNCH
12:15 1. Calculation Review - Hand in Stack Test

Data Summary

2. Discussion of Laboratory Results

3. ERROR Analysis

2:30 Source Sampling Quality Assurance and Safety
on Site

HOMEWORK: Read Manual Selections

FRIDAY

8:30 Particle Sizing

9:30 Transmissometers

10:45 Post Test and Closing

The Course closes at 12:00 a.m. on Friday, please plan to remain until that time.

*Three Continuing Education Units (CEU's) will be awarded to those students who attend a

wminimum of 95% of all scheduled class and laboratory sessions and who satisfactorily
pass examinations based on studies and assignments.
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SOURCE SAMPLING FOR PARTICULATE EMISSIONS

APT1 COURSE NUMBER 450

PRETEST

DIRECTIONS: Circle the hest answer (there is one and only one correct answer for each question). Mark
answers both on your Exam Sheet and on the Answer Sheet. You will be asked to turn in only the
Answer Sheet. (The August 18, 1977 Federal Register and a scientific calculator may be used during this
test. You should take no more than 45 minutes.)

I. How would you correct the "C" factor of your nomograph if your pitot tube had a coefficient

of C = .79?

Take ccorr
nomog

b. Use Ccorr
- nomog

0.85/0.79Cnomog

0'79 Cnothog
0.85

c. The nomograph can't be corrected for a different CP.

d. Use Ccorr (0.79)2
nomog 'nomog

(0.85)

The Type S pitot tube has demonstrated several characteristics that are important in under-

standing its proper function and application in measuring gas velocity. Those characteristics

which can affect its performance are:

a. Tube length and diameter

b. Sensing area and tube length

c. Sensitivity to turbulence and orientation

d. Sensitivity to temperature variation and abusive environments

:I. What assumptions does the nomograph make about the stack gas molecular weight?

a. l'hc molecular weight can be corrected for %CO2 and %02.

h. The dry stack gas molecular weight is measured to he 29.

e. The molecular weight (wet) is assumed to be 29.

d. The stack gas molecular weight is directly related to vs, the stack gas velocity.

4. Correcting pollutant concentrations to 12% CO2 is applicable to:

a.

h.

c.

d.

Non-combustion processes
All chemical processes except oil refineries

Combustion processes
Only those processes burning No. 2 diesel oil

19



5. If the particulate concentration is measured as 0.1 krains per dry standard cubic foot (1)SC1.),

and the stack gas flow rate is 70,000 DSO' per minute, what is thr particulate emission rate

in pounds per hour (7000 grains 1 pound)?

a. 60 pounds/houi
b. I pound/hour
c. 10 pounds/hour

d. Need more information

6. If the gas analysis it6.2% 09, 14.2% CO9, 0% CO, 79.6%N9 and the %1190 is 7.0%, the wet

molecular weight of this mixture is:

a. 29.6

b. 23.8

c. 9.0

d. 30.9

7. The greatest ROW(' of experimental error fur a stack test arises out of the measurements for:

a. Moisture content of the stack gas

b. Molecular weight of the stack gas

c. Velocity of the stack gas

d. Sample point position within the duct

8. The most important aspect of a safety evaluation profedure designed to pre%ent accidents is a

ontinuous:

a. Reminder to personnel of previous accidents

b. Accident analysis program

c. Safety indoctrination program

d. Stronger enforcement of safety rules

9. The on-site sampling team should follow

a. Their developed safety methods

b. Plant safety regulations and those guidelines given in the CRC safety handbook

e. All plant safety guidelines in addition to those developed specifically for the sampling

team

Posted plant regulations

10. The Glass Fiber Filter used in Method 5 particulate mmpling must.

a. Exhibit at least 96.5% collection efficiency

b. Be deasicated 24 hours and weighed to a constant weight

c. Be dessicated 24 hours and weighed to the nearest 1.0 nig

d. Be dessicafrd 6 hours and weighed

20



11. Turloilence is created by any aecil4sory adjiweeit to the Type S pitot tube. The effect of
turbulence upon the calihratimi of the Type S pilot tube is icinimized when the accessory
is separated from the pilot tube hy a distance:

a. 7.62 mm
b. 3/4"
c. 2"
d. 3-

12. The term 6 Rd, is defined as:

a. The stun of the stagnation pressure and static pressure in the duct.

h. The flow reie of dry air flowing through a flat, sharp-edged orifice

c. Sampling Meter Console calibration factor

d. The pressure differential across the sampling console orifice meter that creates a flow rate

through the meter of 0.75 elm dry air at 70°F and 29.92 in. lig.

13. The Type S pitot tube must lie properly oriented in the gas stream if it is to measure the
correct gas velocity impact pressure. A serious drawback of sampling probe design in some

equipment systems is:

a. The pitot tube is permanently welded to the sampling sheath

h. The pitot tube-probe sheath assembly can he accidently twisted into-misalignment in the

gas stream

c. The pitot tube is constructed of 316 stainless steel

d. The pilot tuheprobe sheath assembly is out of round

14. Blowers are necessary on transmissometers to:

a. Prevent mirror lock-np

b. Provide a purge system through the instrument to eliminate the effects of corrosive gases

v. Air-condition the optical system

keep the optical windows free of particulates

llow is transnUttance related to opacity "f

a. % opacity % transmittance flizrdmann number

b. Transmittance (I % opacity) x 100
c. Transmittance/opacity Ringelmium number

d. opacity 100% - % transmit lance
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OS 16. The cascade impactor particle sizer can give representative particle size data if:

a. It is pmpe47calibrated and operated

b. A cyclone is used to knock out large particle in the gas stream

c. Only if it is not at stack temperature when sampling

d. Agglomeration and fracturing of particles takes place in the device

17. For tangential cyclonic Dow in a stack, the best way to detennitpc the velocity is:

a. Orient the pitot tube until maximum reading is obtained. This is the true Ap.

b. Orient the pitot tube parallel to the sides of the stack and the Ap reading is the

upward vector of the velocity.,,

c. Measure the impact pressure and the static pressure separately and by difLrence

obtain the velocity head (Ap).

d. Install gas flow straightening vanes and sample in the usual manner.

18. "lsokinetic," in stack sampling, means:

a. The volumetric flow rate at the tip of the probe nozzle is equal to the volumetric

flow rate at the metering device.

b. The velocity at the tip of the nozzle is equal to the velocity at the metering device.

c. The velocity at the tip of the nozzle is equal to the velocity of the approaching

stack gas stream.

d. A term used by stack samplers impress plant personnel.

19. Cascade impactor particle sizing devices are'subject to errors produced when the sample gas

flow rate through the device is.'toc high. These errors are caused by:

a. Poor leak test procedures

b. Process fan fluctuations

c. Scouring and reentrainment of particles deposited on stage plates

d. Under isokinetie flow through the impactor

20. l'he Type S pitot tube is the most commonly used device for the EPA Method 5 sampling

train gas sensor. It aids in the measurement of the stack gas velocity. The Type S pitot

tube directly measures:

a. The gas velocity impact pressure and static pressure

b. (;as flow rate through the A and B legs of the tube

e. Stack gas viscosity
The difference bt.tween gas viscosity and gas density

22
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21. Source sampling nozzles should be:

a. Tapered to sa 40°
h. Must not exceed 3/4" thametei

c. Calibrated regularly to the nearest (0.001 inch) 0.025 mm

d. Replaced at specific intervals

22. In the following equations

= stack gas velocity

stack cross-sectional area

An = nozzle cross-sectional area

- 0 = sampling time (minutes)

Vm = standard volume metered at the dry gas meter

Vn = volume at stack conditions pasaing through the nozzle

The % isokinetic for a stack may be calculated using equation:

A
a. % isokinetic

b. % isokinetic

An

V

8
A8 0

x 100
V .

c. % isokinetic = n

8 An vs

d. % isokinetic
Vm

x 100

x 100

23. The New Source Performance Standards for a Fokail Fuel Fired Steam Generator define a

particulate as:

a. Any solid or liquid in the stack gas

b. Any solid in the stack gas

c. Any solid or liquid other than uncombined water in the stack gas as meuured by Method 5.

d. Any solid or liquid other than uncombined water as measured by Method 5 sampling

train maintained at 1.5.400°F
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24. An Orsat analyzer is commonly used to determine the composition of a combustion effluent

where N2, 02, CO, and CO2 are the principal ctmslituents of the gas stream. It directly

measures:

a. 02, N2, CO, and CO2

h. CO, CO2, 02

c. CO21 09, N2

N2, 02, CO

25. An Omit analyzer yields results on a:

a. Wet basis because it essentially is a wet chemical analysis.

b. Wet basis because the effluent usually contains moisture.

c. Dry basis because the moisture condenses until the effluent is dry.

d. Dry basis because the vapor pressure of water remains the same.

26. The order in which we analyze the components is:

a. CO21 02, CO

b. 021 CO2, CO, N2

c. CO, 021 CO2

d. N2, 02, CO

27. The Type S pitot tube must be calibrated while assembled in the sampling configuration

for which its use is intended. This is necessary because:

a. The Type S pitot tube is not an accepted standard for gas velocity measurements.

b. It may be Reynold's Number Jependent

c. It is not manufactured according to an established National Standard

d. All the preceding reasons in conjunction with the dictates of good experimental procedure

for preparation and use of any scientific measuring device.
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28. Meet the i ration that best describes the calibration of a pitot tube using a known standard

pitot tube.

Q / A
a. CP =

Ts p

Mg

h. C

K
Path r)

Ts MB

Qs / As

c.

d.

Cp

Cp

cp(stio

Cpotc

p(std)

Om)

A p(std)

A stack eross-mectional area

CP pitot tube. calibration coefficient

Cp(std) standard pitot-static tube cali-

bration coefficieGt

K = dimensional constant

Ms wet molecular weight of the gas

= absolute pressure o the gm

A p pitot tube velocity pressure

Ap(test) = test pitot tube velocity pressure

Ap (std) standard pilot static tube velocity

pressure

29. The D50 of a cascade impactor stage is defined as:

volumetric flow rate

absolute temperature of the gas

a. The particle diameter at which the stage is 50% efficient

b. The D of that stage

c. The particle diameter at which the stage is 50%

d. The D50 aerodynamic diameter of the particles on that stage

:30. The photopic region is

a. The region of the electromagnetic spectrum covered by the spectral output of a tungsten

filament.

b. The effective sensing area of the detector on a transmissometer.

c. The range of particle sines which scatter visible light.

d. The visible region of the electromagnetic spectrum.

25
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31. The moisturewtmtent of the Atadk gas enteminto calculation of the wet molecular weight of

the gas, in the expression:

a. d = Z Mx Bx C. Ms Md (1-11w) 0.025

b. Ms = Md(1Bwd+ 18 (Bws) d. Ms = Md (IBvis)4 Buts

Bws = mole fraction H20 (% H20) Ms = weight molecular weight of the
stack gas

32. What must you do if you encounter effluents other than CO2, 021 CO, or air in order to

detennine the molecular weight?

a. Guess the molecular weight to be 29.

b. Use appropnate analytical procedures to determine the mole fraction of each constituent

of the effluent gas.

c. Go ahead and use the Orsat anyway. The principle is "anything is better than nothing".

d. Use a Fyrite.

33. If you sample over-isokinetically, your particle concentration will be

a. Less than the true concentration

h. Greater than the true concentration

c. The true concentration
d. Greater than the true concentration only if large particles make up a significant percentage

of the particle size distribution

34. A quick approximation of stack gas velocity in a duct can be made using the equation:

a. vs = 2.46 Vfs p

b. Vs = 85.48 Os p)

c. vs Kt, (:I) Ts Pm

Tm Ps

d. vs K c ppp MIII
Ps Bvi
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35, The ideal gas law states that:

PV = RT

Select the statement that is false.

a. The universal gas constant, R, is dimensionless.

b. The above relationship can be used to find the density of a gas at any conditions of

P, T, and M.

c. Moleculir weight is determined by knowing the composition of gas stream.

d. T must be in absolute units.

36. Why is the determination of moisture content of the effluent gas important in isokinetic

sampling?

a. Because moisture temis to corrode the nozzle.

b. Because it enters as a variable in the isokinetic sampling equation and must be considered

in setting the isokinetic flow rate.

c. It can dissolve particulates and yield low results.

d. It is not important in isokinetic sampling.

37. One of the important hydrodynamic principles used in isokinetic considerations, is

a. Large particles tend to move in their same initial direction.

b. Barriers to flow develop vortice8.

c. Pressure is inversely related to volume.

d. A flowing gas stream will decrease the pressure in a tube normal to the flow direction.

38. Which one of the following relates pressure differential across a system to the flow rate

of the gases in the system:

a. Stokes Law

b. Reynolds' Number

c. Bernoulli's Theorem

d. Avagadro's Number

27
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39. Reference Method 4 in the Federal Register outlines the procedures for letermination

of the moisture content of a stack gas. Moisture content is best determired from the

equation: (Note Bwo is the same as Blvd

a.

b.

ws
Vwc

+ 0.02

Vwc V

Vwc(std) Vwsg(std)

c. BW8

Vwc(std)
+ Vsestd) Vm(std)

d. BW8

V
W C

+ Vm

Vwc

Vm

40. The % isokinetic calculated at the end of a Method 5 test is a measure of:

a. The precision with which sampling rates were set based on test velocity and

volumetric flow rate data

b. Experimental discrepancies

c. Experimental error

d. Accurate pollutant mass emissions

TRUE FALSE

41. The static pressure of a duct is that preasure which would be indicated by a gage moving

along with the gas stream in the duct.

42. The nomograph supplied with most commercial EPA trains is the most accurate method

for setting isokinetic flow rate.

43. When any fuel is burned at 50% excesa air, the flue gas will contain the same %021 and

% CO2.
44. An inclined manometer must always be leveled and properly zeroed if good Ap readings are

expected.

45. Gaa straightening vanes will assist in reducing gas turbulence within a duct.

46. The standard pitot tube has standard design criteria accepted by the National Bureau of

Stand/gds.

47. The analy tical technique and properties of the pollutant and other constituents are of

prime importance when designing sampling trains and experiments.

48. Sampling for it.e average pollutant concentration at the point of average velocity is

common practice for isokinetic sampling.

.28
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49. The optical density measured across a stack can be correlated to mass emission concentration.

50. The relationship used to find the proper isokinetic sampling rate when the Ap is known, is:

AH .= K Ap.

I



Name

ANSWER SHEET

Date

26.I. a by d a bcd

2. abed 27. abed
3. abcd 28. abcd
4. abcd 29. abcd
5. abcd 30. abcd
6. abed 31. abed
7. abed 32. abed
8. abcd 33. abcd
9. abcd 34. abcd

10. abed 35. abcd
11. abcd 36. abed
12. abcd 37. abcd
13. a bc d 38. abcd
14. a b c 39. abed
15. abcd 40. abcd
16. a bcd 41. TF
17. abed 42. T E

18. abcd 43. TF
19. abcd 44. TF
20. abed 45. TF
21. a bcd 46. TF
22. a bcd 47. TF
23. i bcd 48. TF
24. abcd 49. TF
25. a bcd 50. TF
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Name

ANSWER SHEET

KEY -- PRE-TEST

#4 50

Date

1. a b c 0 26. b c d

2: a b d 27. a b c

3. a c d 28. a b d
4. a b d 29. b

c d

5. b c d 30. a b c 0
6. 0 b c d 31. a c d

7. a b 0 d 32. a 111 c d

8. a0 c d 33. 0 b c d
v-\.

9. a b 0 d 34. b c d

10. a 0 c d 35. IV c d

11. a c d 36. a 0 c d

12. a cb 0 37. 0 b c d

111
13. ae . d 38. a b d

14. a b c 0 39. a 0 c d

15. a b c 0 40. b c d

16. b c d 41. F

17. a b
e

42. T 0
18. a b 0 d 43. T 0
19. a b 0 d 44. 0 F

20. b c d 45. 0 F

21. a b 0 d 46. 0 F

22. a b 0 d 47. F

23. a b 0 d 4& T0
24. AO c d 49. F

25. a b c 0 50. F



SOURCE SAMPLING FOR PARTICULATE EMISSIONS
APTI COURSE NUMBER 450

POST TEST

DIRECTIONS: Circle the best answer (there is one and only one correct answer for each question). Mark
answers both on_your Exam Sheet and on the Answer Sheet. You will be asked to turn in only the
Answer Sheet. The August lk 1977 Federal Register and a scientific calculator may be used during this
test You will have 45 minutes to complete this teat.

1. If the particulate concentration is measured as 0.1 grains per dry standard cubic foot (DSCF),

and the stack gaii flow rate is 70,000 DSCF per minute, what is the particulate emission rate in

pounds per hour (7000 grains = I pound)?

a. 60 pounds/hour
b. 1 pound/hour
c. 10 pounds/hour

d. need more information

2. A Stack Tester needs an estimated stack gas velocity for pre-survey information. He is told that

the stack gas is exiting from a combustion source and that the average stock gas temperature is
440°F. A velocity traverse with an "S" type pitot tube (C = 0.85) gave the average 6 p 1.0

in 1120. Estimate the gas velocity in the duct.

a. 69 ft./sec.
b. 74 ft/aec.
c. 60 ft./sec.
d. 78 ft/sec.

3. A Type S pitot tube was calibrated against a standard pitot-static tube assigned a Cp 0.998

by NBS. The Type S tube measured if A p = 0.500. The standard tube measured a A p =0.350.

What is the C of the Type S tube based on this data?

a. 0.98 (0.7)2
b. 0.998/ INT
c. 0.998 V077-
d. 0.998/(0.7)2
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4. A Stack Test was performed at a wood fired boiler. The stack gas contained 10%1120 and

traveled up the stack at 30 ft./sec. The stack had a cross-sectional area of 20 ft.2, average

temperature of 335°F, and absolute prmsure of 29.92 in. Ng. What was the volumetric flow

rate in dry standard cubic feet per hour?

a. 144,000

b. 1,300,000

c. 130,000

d. 1,960,000

5. Method 1 presents guidelines for the selection of a sampling site and minimum number of

sampling points for a particulate traverse for a stack diameter greater than 24 inches.

The criterion for using 12 sampling points in the duet states that the
sampling site is at least:

a. 8 duct diameters downstream and 2 duct diameters upstream of a flow dish rbance.

h. 2 duct diameters downstream and 8 duct diameters upstream of a flow disturbance.

c. 4 duct diameters downstream and 8 duct diameters upstream of a flow disturbance.

d. 6 duct diameters downstream and 2 duct diameters upstream of a flow disturbance.

6. The Code of Federal Regulations outlineo the procedures for Method 3. The method gives

details on how to analyze the stack gas for its constituent components using the Orsat. Orsat

analysis makes posaible the calculation of:

a. Mole fraction of CI )2, 09, and CO, dry gas molecular weight and percent excess air in

the duct

b. Percent excess air, CO2, and volumetric flow rate (dry)

c. Percent CO21 02, and CO, and moisture content

d. Only the ,)ercent oxygen present in the dry gas

7. Method 1 guidelines suggest that all sampling points in a rectangular duct he located at the

centroid of an equal area so that:

a. There is a length to width ratio of1:4

b. There is a length to width ratio of 2:1

c. Two and five are concentric equal areas

d. There is a balanced matrix

33
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8. I ;sing Method I guidelines it is necessary to calculate an equivalent diameter

(De ) for rectangular stacks to be sampled. This i li,w

a. (L) (W)

077
b. (L)(W)y

c. 2(L) (W)
De- L + W

4(L) (W)
E.)

W

9. If fibers from a filter adhere to the gasket part of the filter assexnbly a proper procedure to follow would be to:

& Wash the gasket in an acetone/water rinse.

b. Retain the fibers on the gasket for the next run.

c. Scrape off the fibers into the filter recovery ditdi

d. Wipe ti e. fibers off with a Kimwipe.

10. The mole fraction of H20 in a stack gas as calculated by the
Reference Method, is determined ming the equation

a. B
WS

.7
V wc

V + V
+ 0.02

b. Ica = Vwc(std) Vwsg(std)

Vwc(std) Vwsg(std) Vin(std)

e. 11w8
V we

V we V in

V t
wc oh



11. The following statements give some of the advantages gained by using a Type S pitot tube.

Which statement is not always true?

a. The Type S pitot tube is easy to use in small sampling po'rts.

b. The Type S pitot tube resists abutive environments and holds its calibration.

c. The Type S pitot tube consistently calibrates to a known C value of 0.84, therefore,

individual calibration i8 not necessary.

d. The large gas sensing orifices of the Type S pitot tube help prevent clogging in heavily

loaded particulate gas streams.

12. The standard pito t-static tube has small openings surrounding the tube for measuring:

a. Standard presau re

b. Static pressure

C. Rotational gas velocity vector

d. Parallel gas axis angle

13. The small opening surrounding the standard pitol-static tube may clog with particulate in a
heavily loaded gas stream. For this reason the standard pitot-static tube should:

a. Never be used for this type situation

b. Used only to calibrate a Type S pitot tube

c. Be a second choice to a well calibrated Type S tube in this situation

d. Protected from clogging by stuffing glass wool into the small opening

14. The Type S pitot tube is the most commonly used device for the reA Method S Sampling

Train gas sensor. It aids in the measurement of the stack velocity. The Type S pitot tube
directly measures:

a. The difference between total pressure and static pressure

h. Gas flow rate through the A and 13 legs of the tube

c. Stack gas viscosity

d. Difference between gas viscosit and gas density

15. The requirements concerning minimum distances for separation of the Type S pitot tube and
any acceasory on the sampling probe pre established because:.

a. The Type S pitot tube has a slow response time when gas turbulence exists about the

Sen8Orti.

b. The Type S pitot tube has exhibited a sensitivity to gas turbulence that can effect its

calibration coefficient.

c. The Type S pitot tube must be isolated from the sampling nozzle to ensure that the
volume at the nozzle equals the veloeitv of the approaching gas stream.
Niaim facture calibration guarantees arc s.oid if the pitot tube is too close to other train

components.
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,,,,... 16. In the isokinetie rate equation A II h Ap

a. Always equal to 1.84

b. Only a function of the Stack temperature

e. A function of many varialifes

d. Independent of the Cp value

17. Isokinetic sampling is:

a. ! Ised only for gas sampling from stafionary sources

b. la necf ssary when sampling for gases as well as for particulates to obtain the proper

influx of pollutant
e. The same as pmportional sampling

d. Is necessary to obtain a particulate sample having the same size distributio.i as that occurring

in the stack

18. What is the purpose of the Method 5 nomograph'!

a. It is a type of slide rule used to determine the A p for the ehosen sampling train.

b. It is a type of slide rule used to correct the nozzle velocity to standard conditions.

c. lt is a type of slide ruk used to determine a A H from the observed Pp.

d. It is a type of slide rule used to determine a A p from the observed PH.

19. In the expression 6, H = K Lip, K represents the reduction of several variables into a constant
term that may be calculated for the existing conditions at the source. Which of the following
variables is assumed to be zero in the reduction of terms to K?

a.

b.

e.

d.

20. A Source Test was performed at an isokinetic rate of 86%. The emisaions cakulated from

this test are biased:

a. By large particulates and a higher emission rate than true

b. By large particulates and a lower emission rate than true

c. Small particulates and a higher emiasion rate than true

d. Small particulates and a lower emission rate thaNfue
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21. A transmisaometer measures the opacity of an effluent stream using light with wave lengths between

500-600 nm. These wave lengths are chosen for which of the following reasons?

a. These wave lengths are specific to fly ash particles

b. Transmissometer opacity readings in this area of the electromagnetic spectrum are free from

H20 and CO2
c. Present technology does not allow economical construction of instrumenta3 employing other

wave lengths
d. Combustion sources emit light in this region of the spectrum

22. The percent isokinetic should be 100%, and if it is:

a. It ensures sampling accue-ey.

h. It means only that, baaed on the volumetric and velocity data, the proper sampling

rates were used.

c. It means that the souree is in compliance with regulations.

d. It means that only the pollutant mass rate will be accurate.

23. In the elean-up procedures of an EPA particulate train, acetone is used to wash all internal

surfaces of:

a. Nozzle, probe, and front half of filter holder

b. Answer "a," except the probe is rinsed only if the liner is glass

Probe and filter holder only
Acetone is not used because it is highly volatile

24. A sampling team performed reference method 5 particulate test at a municipal incinerator. Test

results showed an emission rate of 0.01 lb./dscf with CO.) in the stack gas. What is the

emission rate connected to 120/0 C09?

a. 0.010 lb./dscf
h. 0.015 Ibidscf
e. 0.020 lb./dse f

0.025 lkidsef
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25. Error analysis of the Method 5 sampling system suggests that the greatest errors occur in

determination of.

a. Stack gas velocity and dry molecular weight

b. Stack gas velocity and sampling site selection

c. Stack gas velocity and wet molecular weight

d. Stock gas velocity and moisture cont .nt

26. If entrained water is observed in the stack.which of the following methods
would give the best estimate for Bwa?

a. Just use the saturated moisture value at the Ataek temperature
b. Use the wet bulbdry bulb method
c. Uae Metliod 4
d. Just use the saturated moisture value at the ambient temperature

27. The moisture content of the stack gas enters into the calculation of the wet molecular weight

of the gas, in the expression:

a. Md MX BX

h. Mg = Md(l-Bws) + l8(Bw5)

C. M8 Md(1Bws) + 0.025

d. Mg -= Md(1-Bwg) + Bws

28. For tangential cyclonic flow in a stack, the best way to determine die velocit) is:

a. Orient the pitot tube until maximum reading is obtained. This is the true Pp

b. Orient the pitot tube parallel to the sides of the stack. The Ap reading is the upward

vector of the velocity

c. " lsure the impact pressure and the static pressure separately and by difference obtain

velocity head ( )

dt gas flow straightening vanes and sample in the usual manner
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29. Best Tester sampling team had just completed a Method 5 test at a cost of $2000 to the source.

The value obtained for the emissions, E, in lbs/106 Btu, was below the standard, indicating

that the source was ;n compliance. The test itself, however, was only 80% isokinetic. This

tmt data:

a. Would be rejected by EPA since it is not within ± 10% of 100% isokinetic

h. (..ould be easily corrected to give the value of E at 100% isokinetic conditi

c. Could be accepted by EPA since the value of E would be even lower at 1

conditions.

d. Could be accepted by EPA since the value of E would be. even higher at 1

conditions.

ons.

00% isokinetic

00% isokinetic

30. (:orrecting pollutant concentrations to 12% CO2 is applicable to:

a.

b.

C.

All processes
Incineration processes and other combustion source-14

Sources in operation prior to April 1, 1970

So Ilrees covered by State Implementation Plan:4

31. The ideal gash w states that:

in
PV HT

Select the statement that is false.

a.

1).

C.

d.

The universal gas constant,H, is dimensionless.
The above relationship can be used to find the density of a gas at any conditions of

P, T, and M.
Molecular weight is determined by knowing the composition of gas stream.

T must be in absolute units.

32. The D50 of a cascade impactor stage is defined as:

a. The average aerodynamic diameter of the particles on that stage

h. The physical diameter of the particles on hat stage

e. The particle diameter at which the stage is 50% efficient

d. Calibration coefficient of that stage
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33. (:aseisle Impactor particle sizing devices are subject to errors pnoloced wls ii the sample gas

Row rate through the device is too high. These errors are caused by:

a. Anisokinetic flow through the impactor

b. Over isokinetic flow through the impactor

c. Under isokinetic flov hrongh the impactor

d. Scouring and reentrainment of particles deposited on stage plates

34. The maximum total angle of radiation that can be projected by the lamp assembly of the

transmissometer is known as:

a. The angle of trajectory

b. The angle of declination

c. The light scattering angle

d. The angle of projection

35. flow is transmittance related to o?acity?

1
a. tranemittance = :Ono

(1-opacity)

b. transmittance/opacity = naql

c. % opacity = 100% % transmittance

d. % opacity = % transmittance naql

36. A transmissometer will provide information on mass emissions from a pollutant source for

a given time period if:

a. The neutral density filters are calibrated to 3% and the particle characteristics do not

change.

b. A reference light source is used and the particle characteristics do not change.

c. The manufacturer supplies a calibration chart.

d. The optical density can be correlated to grain loading and the particle characteristics

remain unchanged.

37. If a post-leak check of a Method 5 train gives a value of .032 cfm.
the test should be:

a. Rejected without question.
b. Accepted without question.
e. Accepted, if Vm is corrected, using the leak rate value
d. Accepted, if Vm is modified by averaging the pre-test and

post-teat leak rates.
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The following questions are related to the diagram of the Method 5 Sampling Train. Questions

vary in complexity from simple identification of equipment to others that test understanding

and comprehension of equipment use.

38. When performing an EPA Method 5 test, in order to draw a sample through the sampling

train at a controlled rate, the by-pass valve is:

a. Turned all the way off

b. Turned clockwise from a fully open position

c. Turned counter-clockwise from an off position

d. Turned to a fully open position
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39. What is the function of the orifice meter in a Method 5 test?

a. It is used to eliminate correcting the sampk volume to standard conditions

b. It is used to determine the value of K of the isokinetic rate equation during the test

c. It is used to determine the flow rate of the gas through the sampling train

d. It is used to determine the flow rate of the gas in the stack

40. In the EPA Method 5 Sampling Train, what are each of the impingers filled with and what is
the correct order?

a. 1 - 100cc 1120, 2 - Dry, 3 - 100cc iv, 4 - Silica Gel (100g)
h. 1 100cc 11201 2 200cc 1120, 3 -- Dry, 4 - Silica Gel (200g)
e. 1 - 100cc 1120, 2 - 100cc H20, 3 Dry, 4 - Silica Gel (200g)
d. 1 200cc 1120, 2 - 200cc H20, 3 - Dry, 4 - Silica Gel (100g)

41. All leak checks for the sample train should be conducted:

a. From the nozzle inlet with all train components at operating temperature

b. From the filter inlet at room temperature

e. From the probe inlet at ambient temperature

d. From the nozzle inlet at ambient temperature

42. The post-test leak check at the highest vacuum recorded during the stack test is:

a. An unnecessary and useless procedure because it is not required by present

regulations

b. A possibte source of error creating particulate penetration through the glass mat filter

c. Required in the August 18, 1977 Federal Register revisions to Method 5

d. The work of a novice teeter unaware of the pi:legible problems

43. The August 18, 1977 Federal Register gives guidelines on the type of sampling probe liner
that may be used in the Method 5 sampling system. It recommends that probe liners be:

a. Borosilicate glass

h. Boroeilicate glass or stainless steel

c. Quartz glass or stainless steel

d. Borosilicate or quartz glass; stainless steel with the approval of the administrator
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44. The Fi.deral Register gliielelines for Method 5 lowest pre-test leak cheek of the sampling train.

The teat mcommeiulations are:

a. A leak check of the entire system at operating temperature and a vacuum gage reading of

15 in. lig

b A leak check of the entire system at a vacuum gage reading of 14 in. Hg

c. A ieak check at the filter inlet at a vacuum gage reading of 14 in. Hg and maximum leak

rate of 0.02 cfm

d. A leak check at the filter inlet at a vacuum gage reading of 15 in. Hg and maximum leak

rate of 0.25 cfm

45. The Ffactur is:

a. Used to determine the concentration of the stack gas.
b. Penrnitted by the Federal Register to convert em:sstults

data for FFFSG into the units lb/106 Btu.
c. Used to calculate the stack gu volumetric flow rate
d. Used to determine the (pmr) pollutant masa rate.

46. l'he EPA Method 5 Sampling procedure specifies that the out-of-statk filter ttmperature
(unless stated otherwise in the subparts) be maintained at

a. -4- 250°F
b. 250°F
c. No greater than 248°F + 25°F

d. 250°F

47. Maintaining the filter at this temperature is:

a. Part of the definition of "partioulate" u the method is written

b. Necessary to prevent sulfate foiration on the glass mat

c. The best temperature to assure a leak-tight filter holder

d. Easier than setting it at any ofher temperature

48. The desired flow rate through the Method 5 Sampling Train is 0.75 cfm dry air at 68°F and

29.92 in. Hg. These conditions are designated by a single term Z\ H. Solving the orifice
meter flow rate equation for a A Ho that meets thi: stated conditions we find:

a. A II@ =
2

km 2

h. Liui6-1;

Km2

c. A 16 0.9244
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3 pts
each

ANSWKII SHEET

KEY - POST TEST
Name

1. b c d

2. a0c d
3. a billd
4.

5.

all others
6.

2 pts
7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

01)b
a b

c

a bOd
a Aid
alpc
a bed
a0c
a bOdb c

allOc

a b cg
Obed
ac d

cd
c

a c

Ob

a c

a b c 44

#450

Date

26. b c d
27. a c

28. a b c

29. a bOd
30. aOc

31. Sb
32. a bOd
33. a b cO
34. a b c

35. a bOd
36. a b c4111

37. a bOd
38. alpc d

39. a bOd
40. a bOd
41. Oh d

42. a bed
43. a b c

44. b c

45. a c

46. a bOd
47. b c d

48. a bOd



ANSWERS TO ADDITIONAL PROBLEMS
Given as Homework

(See Workbook pages 175-181)

PROBLEM #1

Stack diameter: 16"

Upstream to nearest disturbance: 54"

Downstream to nearest disturbance: 125"

Diameter: Upstream: 54" = 3.37 eq. Dia = 8 pts
16"

Diameter: Downstream: 125" = 7.81 eq. Dia = 10 pts
16"

From Figure #1-1 of Federal Register, calculate 10 traverse pts.

1st Traverse
Diameter

choose 12 traverse pts. Because the nuluLer has to be a
multiple of 4.

1

2nd Traverse
Diameter

1

Sample Point
Number

Circular Stack
% Diameter

Distance from
Sample Port
Opening in.

1. lA 0.044 0.70"

2. 2A 0.145 2.33"

3. 3A 0.296 4.73"

4. 4A 0.704 11.26"

5. 5A 0.854 13.66"

6. 6A 0.956 15.29"

7. 1B 0.044 0.70"

8. 2B 0.146 2.33"

9. 3B 0.296 4.73"

10. 4B 0.704 11.26"

11. 5B 0.854 13.66"

12. 6B 0.956 15.29"
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PROBLEM #2

v = K C TOP
s P P TR-ss

Md = 0.44 (%CO2) + 0.32 (%02)

M
d

= 0.44 (14.2) + 0.32 (5.0)

d
= 6.248 + 1.6 i 22.62

K 85.49

C = 0.845

T
s
= 303 + 460 = 763 °R

Ap = 0.15

P
s

= 30.3" Hg

+ 0.28 (%N2 + % CO)

+ 0.28 (80.8)

M
d

= 30.47

Ms = Md (1-B ) + 18 B
ws ws

M
s

= (30.47; (1-0.07) + 18(0.07)

= 28.34 + 1.26
= 29.59

v
s

= (85.49) (0.845)
(30.3)(29.59)

V114.45
= 72.24

896.79

= 72.24 Iri)tis---

ft sec.

) Ps )Qs= 3600 (1-Bws) vs A (TId
s(avg) std

= 3600 (1-0.07)(25.81) (A) (T3)( 3291:392)

16"
Diameter = 8" radius

Area = n r
2

2 201 sq. in.
= (3.14)(8) =

144 sq. in./sq. ft

528)(30.3= 3600 (1-0.07)(25.81)(1.40)6 72-§7§-0

= 8.48 x 10 4 ft3/hr.

QA = (vs)(A) = (25.65 ft/sec)(1.40 ft2)

= 35.91 ft
3
/sec.

Ilk
INF

(35.91 ft
3
/sec) (3600 sec/hr.)

1.40 ft
2

1.29 x 10
5

ft
3
/hr.
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PROBLEM #3

Tstip

v = K C
8 P P PsMs

K = 85.49

C = 0.842

T
s
= 300 + 460 = 760 °R

Ap = 2.5" 1190

P
s
= 30.1 +(-15.0)

13.6

= 28.99

M
d

= 0 44 (%C0
2
) + 0.32 (% 0

2
) + 0.28 (% N

9
7 CO)

% CO
2

= 17

% 0
Z

= 2

% N = 100 -19=81

= 0.44 (17) + 0.32 (2) + 0.28(81)

= 7.48 + .64 +22.68

= 30.8

)M M
d

(1-13
s

III

= ) + 18 (8
ws WS

= (30.8) (1-0.12) 4- 18 (.12)

= 27.10 + 2.16

= 29.26

(760) (2.5)
v
s

= (85.49)(0.842)
.99)(29.26)

= (71.9826)

= (71.9826)(1.4965) ' 107.7LftIsec-:1
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PROBLEM #4

112 0 collected in impingers: 75 ml

112 0 collected in the silica gel: 25 g

Volume = 40.20 ft
3

P
m

= 30.0" Hg

m
= 100 cl + 460 = 560 °R

(40.20) (30.0" li_g)(a) V
m(std)

= K3Y
VmPm

= (17.64) (1)
T
m

= 37.991 SCF

(b) V
wc(std)

= K
1

(V
f
-V

i
)

=(0.04707 ft3/m1) (75m1)

= 3.53 ft
3

(c) V
wsg(std) = K

2
(W

f
-W )

=(0.04715 ft
3
/g)(25 g)

= 1.18 ft
3

V V ,
wc(std) + wsgkstd)

(d) B =
ws Vwc(std) + V

wsg(std)
+ V

m(std)

= 3.53 + 1.18 = 4.71 = .1103
3.53 + 1.18 + 37.99 42.70

.1103 x 100% = 11.03%
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PROBLEM #5

' 410 4(std)
(a) Cp(s) Cp(std) V/IP(s)

V
. 0,99 -gt31--1 0.8512. =

(b) Md = 0.44(7.002) + 0.32(%02) + 0.28 (%N + % CO)

= 0.44 (13) + 0.32(6) + 0.28 (80)

+ 1.92 + 22.4

= 30.04 lb/lb-mole]

(c) Ms = (1-Bws) Md + 18 B
ws

= (1-.1) 30.04 + 18(.10)

= 27.036 + 1.8

ri8.84

T
(d) = K C

s pp PM
s s

= (85.49) (0.851)

= (72.75) (
836.36

29.00)(28.84)
V0.59810

(1/0.59 )

= (72.75) (0.984)(0.768)

454.98 ft/secl

Qs 3600

= 3000

= 3600

( std (Ps )
(1-Bws) vs A

)

s(avg) std

(X- 2299.09(2)

(.9)(54.98)(1200)

(.9)(54A8)(1200)(.652)(0.969)

=LIi x.1708 EISCF
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PROBLEM #6
P, + AH (29.5) + 1.5
n ---

(a) V , , = K,Y V
ar

13.6 = (17.64)(1)(50) 13.6
mksta) m

560

(b)

(c)

V
ws

=

=

B =
ws

C
s

=

= 46.64 DSCF

K
1
(V

f
-V )

0.04707 (100)

4.707

111

= 4.707 SCF

4.707

= 9.19%

.100

.0919

0.00215 g/ft
3

4.707 + 46.64

.0919 x 100%

100 mg
=

46.46 ft
3

46.46 ft
3 =

(0.0215 g/ft3)(15.43) = 0.033 gr/DSCF

T
s
V
m(std) Pstd

(d) %I = 100 x
T
std. s

's 0 min. (60 sec/min) A
n
(1-B

ws
)

= 100 (760)(46.64)(29.92)
(528)(48)(29)(60)(60)(.00034)(1-.0919)

= 1.06 x 10
8
= 0.1297 x 103

8.17 XTd5

= 129.7 %I
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LESSON PLAN

AIR POLLUITION
TIMAINIAND 1141111TrYLTS

TOPIC: WELCOME AND REGISTRATION

COURSE 450 - Lecture I

LESSON TIME: 30 minutes
PREPARED BY DATE 10/2/78

Giuseppe J. Aidina

idso sro
6zs,

Ank IC)

u.)

gir

.14 PRO-C--

Lesson Goal:

Allow students to introduce themselves to tl.) class; determine the actual
level of job experience in the class the number of stack tests in which
each student has participated.

Lesson Objectives:

Each student should know:

1. The following information:

a. Organization presenting the course
b. Organization providing the funds for the course (e.g. - EPA Manpower

and Technical Information Branch)
c. Organization providing the course materials (e.g. Northrop Services, Inc.

under contract to EPA)

2. The name of all instructors and their affiliation

3. The nate and employer of each student in the class

4. Phone number where a student may receive messages

5. Requirements for passing the course

a. Completed registration card
b. Pre-test
c. 95% attendnce - minimum
d. All laboratory work completed and turLed in
e. Post-test 70% minimum passing gr:id
f. Critique

6. Teaching method in the course problem solving using thc bnsics
learned in these lectures.

. 7. All class materials

a. Workbook
b. Manual



c. Quality assurance document

d. Agenda

e. Selected handouts

f. Note paper

g. Federal Registers; 8/18/77; 2/23/78

h. Registration card

i. APTI chronological course schedule

j. EPA Traineeship Program Brochure

7. Location of

a. Restrooms

b. Refreshments

8. AddrPss and phone nuither (919-541-2766) of EPA - APTI
MD-20, Research Triangle Park, N. C. 27711 as the place to contact
concerning course materials and the EPA air pollution training program.

Support Materials:

1. Student materials package

2. Blackboard and chalk
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CONTENT OUTLINE_ ti

3122Course: 450 Lecture 1

Lecture MO: WELCOME AND REGISTRATION 41. PACO-

Page 1 of 3

NOTES

I. Introduce instructors

A. Names and affiliation

B. Experience

C. Areas of expertise

IL Explain relationship between the organization presenting the

course and EPA-APTI-MTIB

III. Logistics of the course location

A. Message phone number

B. Restrooms

C. Refreshments and restaurants

IV. Introductions - have each student stand

A. Let student give name and employer

B. Have the student describe stack test experience

1. Number of tests or years in stack testing

2. Level of participation

a. Observer

b. Engineer in the field

c. Report writing

C. Have the student describe what he hopes to get

from the course

V. Description of teaching methods

A. Training

1. Course directed at training students to perform

a specific skill

2. Methods used in the course will be explicit

not implicit
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CONTENT OUTLINE
450 Lecture 1 kAtisC4

+fr4t PROOLecture Title: WELCOME AND REGISTRATION

page2 of 3

NOTES

B. Instructors

1. will bi there to help student become trained

2. Will add their experience and expertise to the

training

3. Encourage questions

C. Approach

1. Teach the basic math and sampling techniques

2. Solve new problems by applying these fundamentals

VI. Course requirements

A. Completed registration card

B. Pre-test

C. 95% attendance - minimum

D. All laboratory work completed and turned in

E. Post-test - 70% minimum passing grade

F. Course critique completed and turned in

VII. Materials - havP students check that they have

A. Manual

B. Workbook

C. Agenda

D. Quality assurance document

E. Federal Registers; 8/18/77; 2/23/78

F. Note paper

G. Registration card

H. Selected handouts

I. APTI Chronological Course Schedule

J. EPA Fellowship Program Brochure
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CONTENT OUTLINE Ark,

Course: 450 Lecture 1

Lecture Title: WELCOME AND REGISTRATION NpRolc'

Poge_l____ of

N OTES

VIII. Pre-test and registratioli

A. Explain that the pre-eest

1. Tests what they know as they enter the course

2. Does not count in the final course grade

3. Will be correlated to post-test grades to measure
actual learning in the course

4. Students should not guess at answers

B. Registration card - completely filled out

C. Begin the pre-test and tell students to take a break
after the test

D. Collect all tests and registration cards - grade tests
promptly and report low, high, and average grades
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LESSON PLAN

I; 61
ESER!!

1

9.6
TOPIC: INTRODUCTION TO SOURCE

'SAMPLING

COURSE. 450 - Lecture 2
LESSON TIME : 1 hour - 15 minutes
PREPARED BY DATE

J. A. Jahnke 9/20/78

Lesson Goal:

To introduce the student to the symbols and commcn source sampling
terms to be used in the course. To introduce the student to the
basic EPA Method 5 Train and the basic concepts of gas physics
needed for the comprehension of the course material.

Lesson Objectives:

The student will be able to:

Locate the goals and objectives of the course in the course manual,

2. Del c the symbols and common source sampling terms used in the
course.

3. Recognize the basic features of the EPA Method 5 sampling train.

4. Write the expressions for pollutant mass rate and emission rate,
using symbols for stack gas concentration, stack gas volumetric
flowTate, and heat input rate.

5. Recognize the pitot tube equation on sight and understand the
relative importance of the parameters in the equation.

6. Write the ideal gas law equation and be able to describe the
effects of changing pressure and temperature on a gas volume,

7. Recognize the form of an ideal gas law correction equation.

8. Recognize the importance of Bernoulli's principle, gas viscosity
and gas Reynold's number in source sampling.

Student Prerequisite Skills:

Basic mathematiccs.

Level ef Instruction:

College Undergraduate Science 57



%tended Student Prófessional Background:

High school math and high school or collOge general science.

Support Materials and Equipment:

l. Course workbook

2. Course manual

3. Projector

Special Instructions:

This lecture lays the foundation for the rest of the course. Stress

on the ideal gas law equation is important. It has been found necessary

to review the Method 5 Sampling Train before Lesson 3, since some
students may not be familiar with the terminology in the lecture. The

detailed explanation of the sampling train in Lesson 3 supplements this

earlier introduction.

References:

None.
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CONTENT OUTLINE
icono

i" AIM

k2ZZ,courses 450 Lecture 2
cl4r

Lecture Tille: INTRODUCTION TO SOURCE SAMPLING 4,4pmli-

111.1,1MINOMW

Poge_of 5

NOTES

The purpose of this lecture is to introduce the students

to the EPA Method 5 train, source sampling terminology, the reasons

for obtaining Method 5 data, and to review the ideal gas law

equation.

I. Review of course objectives

A. Symbols and terms - objectives

R. Calculations

C. Equipment familiarity

D. Isokinetic sampling

E. Doing the source test

F. New methods

Methods of source sampling

A. Methods of monitoring source emissions

1. Manual

2. Extractive-continuous

3. In-situ-continuous

4. Remote sensing

5. Long path

6. Visible emissions observations

students to turn
to page 3

workbook

slide
L2-1a-f

Turn to page 14
of workbook

B. The manual method for particulates - EPA methods 1.2-2

1. Review Method 5 Train - show flow

2. Define each of terms used pitot tube, orifice

meter, etc.

3. Define isoklnetic sampling

iso - same as, kinetic - pertaining to

motion. State that purpose of M5 train

is that vn = vs

4. Show slides of train

Point out significant features -
orifice meter, fine control knob, filter

holder
59

Diagram on page 18

L2-1
L2-4

1,2-5
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CONTENT OUTLINE /;f1D8r4?%tWel 0

Course: 450 Lecture 2 1$04,1
Lecture Title: INTRODUCTION TO SOURCE SALINGRolS.

Page _2_ of 5

N OTES

III. Nomenclature

A. Symbols and subscripts

1. Review symbols and subscripts - defining
important terms such as Ap, AH, A Ho , etc.

2. Stress that they are using English units since
equipment is designed that way - not a course
in metric conversion

3. Define standard temperature = 680 F and pressure =

29.92 "Hg - define absolute T in °R and absolute

pressure

B. Pollutant mass rate and emission rate

1. Reason for doing Method 5 test - to obtain
concentration, pollutant mass rate, emission rate

a) Concentration c
s

quantity of _pollutant (mass)
quantity of effluent gas (volume)

3 ....81nm.1..

units: grains/ft
3

lbs/ft
M
3

note: 7000 grains = 1 lb

b) Stack gas volumetric flow rate Q
s

ft
3

hr

quantity of effluent
gas passing up stack (volume)

time

, etc.

Qs = A v = ft
2
x ft = ft

3

s s hr hr

*C4---
area of stack stack gas velocity

60

L2-7
L2-8

NomenclaLure on
pages 10-13 of work-
book

Write on chalk-
board or
OH projector

Write on chalk-
board
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c) Pollutant mass rate pmr

quantity of pollutant (mass)

= passing up stack
pmr

time

lbs , grains , grams

hr hr hr

d) Relationship of the three flnirq

pmr c Q
S S

lbs Stress units and
unit cancellation

hr

e) Emission rate - NSPS units are given in terms ot
the weight of emissions/10

6
Btu heat input

pmr
Q

= s

Q11

heat input rate 10
6
Btu

Hr

lbs kee
lbs

10
6

Btu
10

6
Btu_

OUr ht: 111 anti,1

P:wo
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f) Review of pollutant mass rate

1. Refer to slide - pointing out the
large number of variables in the test

L2-9

Page 14 of work-
book

2.' Point out necessity for isokinetic L2-10

sampling

3. I)int out pitot tube equation - make L2-11

no attempt to derive - point out variables

[Memorize]

Comes from Bernoulli's principle

M2
41,

t'
vs = K C

P P P M
AP

s s

EPA I 1

M2 M2 M3
M4

Will do these in the laboratory

4.' Re-emphasize importance of emission rate
calculation - This is the END RESULT

c Q
E = s s______.

Qil

IV. Gas physics - review of concepts !By now, students
,are somewhat tired

A. Ideal gas law and almost satu-
rated but this is

1. Important in course Berlitz and the

PV = RT PV = nRT

review terms R 21.83
lb-mole R

review mole concept

instructor must
press on

Write on board

Few students under-

mole = molecular weight in stand the concept

grams or pounds of the
stress

mole
it!-;

-

import-

2. A trick

RT RI

V M
c concentration

ance in chemistry

Ask students what
c is
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B. Correcting pressure or volume to standard conditions -
very important

1. Do this derivation

T T
std

V = nR ---- V

" 1'2:corr P
std

stack
to

std

for the same number of moles (molecules) of gas,
what volume would these molecules occupy at
standard conditions, rather than stack conditions?

nRT
std

V P T
,

I'

corr std s std=
V
s

nR T
s

P T
std s____

P T

corr
V V

s Pstd Ts

Very important to uiierstand this - essential for
understanding operati9n of Method 5 tr-4-.

C. nther terminology of gas physics

1. Bernoulli's principle

1/2 mAv
2

+ mg ;'.h + VAp = 0

Pitot tube equation derived trom this expression

2. Viscosity

3. Revnolds'number N
Pt

hi

NOTES

. Refer students to
Course Manual

Chapter 2

page 2-10
They are now too
saturated to absorb
ny more mathe-
mat Tcikt' a

break-next lecture
to he !dlow and
tell easing ott
Note: Students
who have had no
previous expert-

. once in source
sampling will
);et whm

mean, by
Tuesday atternoon-
Review the detint-
tions on octasion
throughout the
course.111=1110.
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Lesson Goal:

Ttl4C: EPA METHOD 5 SAMPLING TRAIN

COURSE' 450 - Lecture 3
LESSON TIME 1 hour
PREPARED SYGiuseppe J DATE 9/15/78

Aldina

cD s7-4?.
cs-1

lifik 73
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94°411'44 PRol-c)'\°7

To familiarize the students with the equipment used for EPA Method 5
Particulate sampling; point out construction details required in the
\Igust 18, 1978 Federal Register; illustrate equipment design factors
:luencing sampling accuracy and convenience.

Lesson Objectives:

The student will be able to:

1. List the construction and calibration requirements for the Method 5
sampling nozzle

2 List the nozzle, probe, pitot tube, and thermocouple placement
requirements to minimize aerodynamic interferences

3. List the approved construction materials for the nozzle probe,
pitot tube, and probe liner

4. Describe the probe locking system for preventl14; .-Asalipnment ;n
the gas stream

5. Describe the advantages and disadvantages of various types of
sample cases and glassware

6. List the advantages and disadvantages of various materials used
in constructing umbilical lines

7. Describe the advantages of magnehelic gages for prssure measurev,ents
and list the requirements for using these gages in an EPA Method 5
Sampling System

8. Compare the cost effectiveness of the .mograph and calculator

Student PI-erequisite Skills:

None

65
6 t /



Support Materials and Equipment:

1. Course Workbook

2: 8/18/77 Federal Register

3. Sli e Projector

4. ERA Method 5 Sampling Train - Nutech

Special Instructl.ons:

None

References:

Federal Register.- Vol. 42, No. 160, August 18, 1977. "Standards of
Performance for New Stationary Sources - Revision to Reference Methods 1-8."

The purpose of this lecture is 6-familiarize you with EPA Method 5

sampling equipment and Its coustruction requirements given in the 8/18/77

Federal Register. The descriptions will start with the sampling nozzle

and proceed through the sampling system to thg Meter Console.

At the end of this lecture you should be able to:

1. List the construction and calibration requirements for the Method 5

sampling nozzle

2. List the nozzle, probe, pitot tube, and thermocouple placement

requirements to minimize aerodynamic interferences

3. List the approved construction snatertals for the nozzle probe,

pitot tube, and probe liner

4. Describe the probe locking system for preventing misalignment in

the ';as stream

5. Describc. the idvantag(s and disadvantages of various types of

sample ,'ases and glassware

6 List the advantages and disadvantages of various materials used

in constiucting umbilical lines

Describe the advantages ot magnebelic gages for pressure measurements

and list the requirements for using these gAs in an EPA Method 5

Sampling System

Complrt th., t nsv:,,,yr-,n', and rtil cntator

61)
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NOTES
Course: 450 Lecture 3

Lecture Title. EPA Method 5 Sampling Train 1i pRof OPE. 1

I. The Sampling Nozzle Ref. FR 8/18/77
page 41777,

A. Must be made of 316 SS cr glass paragraph 2.1.1
and p 41781 pare-

1. Seamless tubing graph 5.1
(Calibration)

2. Other materials must be approved by the Administrator

B. Must be button-hook on elbow design - unless Administra- Show nozzle during

tor approves otherwise discussion and
illustrate

1. Must have sharp, tapered leading edge calibration

2. Taper must be on the outside with < 300 tape/ angle

3. Constant internal diameter should be preserved

C. Range of nozzle sires should be on hand - 0.32 - 1.27 cm

ID suggested

D. Calibration - Record results in laboratory logbook

1. Calibrated before initial use in the field

2. Using micrometer measure ID to nearest 0.025 mm
(0.001 in)

a. Measure 3 separate diameters

b. Average the readings

c. The difference between the low and high numbers
shall not exceed 0.1 mm (0.)0!. in) or

nozzle must be reshaped

3. Nozzles that have been nicked, dented or corroded
must be reshaped and recalibrated

4. Each nozzle must have a permanent identification

The Pitot Tube - "S" Type is recommended; others may be used ith

Administrator approval

A. Construction details and calibration procedures are
covered in the lecture on Reference Method 2

B. Position in relation to the sampling nozzle is of interv:it
here (page 41764 FR 8/18/77)

1. The nozzle entry plane must he even with or hciow

pitot orifice

2. Centerline of oriiice and nozzle must agree

3. Minimum separation for 1 .3 cm diameter noz!le and

___pitgt tube is22_1121
67

71 4

Li-1

(use slide 1.;-4
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Lecture Title: EPA Method 5 Sampling Train PF01-

Page_Lof 6

NOTES

Position of pitot tube in relation to the sampling probe
sheath and thermocouple is also important.

1. The probe sheath end and pitot orifice opening must
be separated by a distance of 7.62 cm.

2. The Thermocouple must either be offset 1.90 cm at
the pitot tip or be no closer than 5.08 cm to pitot
orifice.

III. The Sampling Probe

A. 2.54 cm in diameter is most useful and, prevents probe
from becoming a flow obstruction in the duct. This is

covered in more detail in RM 2 lecture.
-

B. Should be 316 SS or equivalent

C. Pitot tube should be firmly welded to the probe.jThis
helps prevent pitot misalignment

D. The probe should be designed to prevent accidental
misalignment in the gas stream

1. During use it is common to handle the sample train
and probe

2. Very easy to misalign some sampling systems

3. A good probe will not allow itself to be twisted

into misalignment

4. Misalignment causes errors in velocity measurement

L3-2

(use slide L7-5)

illustrate points
discussed with a
sampling probe

Refer to RM 2
discussion of pito
tube misalignment
error

5. Full evaluation of possible errors owing to mis-
alignment covered in RM 2 lecture Compare Nutech

Probe - Sample

E. Probe should be designed to protect the liner and prevent Case interface

accidental breakage . to some other.
I Nutech System work

1. Nutech System - glass liner is not exposed to stre4 very well.

and easy breakage

2. Other systems glass liner is more exposed to

breakage

IV. Che Probe Liner

A. Must be borosilicate or quartz gla:;s tubing

1. Must havc nesting systsm cagable of maintaining exi

gas temperature of 120 + 14 c (248 + 25 F).
\

a. Exit temperatUre calibrated as shown in APTD-

0576

b. Administrator may specify other temperature
rannirpmpnts

68

: Reference: page
1 41777 FR 8/18/77,
1 paragraph 2.1.2
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2. Borosilicate glass liners used up to 480°C (900°F)

3. Quartz glass liners used from 4800 C - 9000C

(900 - 1650°F)

B. Stainless steel liners (316SS) may be used with the

approval of the Administrator

V. The Sample Case

A. Federal Register requirements

1. Filter heating system capable of maintaining a
temperature around the filter holder of 120 14 C

(248° + 25°F)

2. Temperature. gage capable of 3
o
C (5.4°F) accuracy

B. Desirable features

1. Light weight

2. Good insulation hot and cold areas

3. Positive probe alignment locking system

4. Easy accessibility to all parts

5. Good glassware protection

6. Good electrical system

7. Reasonably accurate thermostat for filter chamber

and probe heater

8. Single point monorail attachment

9. Durability

Nutech Sample case
incorporates many
of these features.:
It is good for clans
illustrations.

10. Flexibility for vertical or horizontal stack traverses

11. Sometimes two piece construction is added convenie4e
able to separate heated filter and cold impingers

C. (lassware 2 types; decision on W;!' is personal meicreoce

1. Ball joint

a. Standard type

h. Weirks well

c. Must use non-volatile silicone grease

d. Grease is inconvenient, messy, and can
contaminate sample or catch particulate

69
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2. Compression Fittings(screw type)

a. More convenient

b. Reduced contamination probability

c. Es.cier to clean

d. Can, however, increase breakage

VI. The Umbilical Cord

A. The umbilical cord is simply a bundle oç lines for:

1. Vacuum tube

2. Pitot tubes

3. Electrical connections

B. It is recommended that:

1. Keep it simple - don't add too many lines

a. Makes it heavy

b. Hard to repair a broken line when so many are

wrapped together

2. Use heavy rubber vacuum tubing for the pump-impinger

connection

a. Not cut easily

b. Not easily melted or burned

3. Use Tygon for the pitot tube lines for the same

reasons as B2

VII. The Meter Console

A. Meter console encloses the gas metering system il1ustrat4d

on page 41777 FR 8/18/77 Figure 5.1

1. An enclosed system is not required but is usually
1

easiest to use

2. It is recommended that the meter console be a simpl,

system containing

a. Flow control valves

b. Pump

c. Dry gas meter with dialfaole calibration of 0.11

CFM/Revolution

70
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d. Pitot tube differential pressure gage

3. Communication systems and thermocouples are cheaper
and more useful as separate components

a. Lower initial cost

b. Easier to repair and check

c. Can be used for other applications without the
full sample train

B. Desirable features

1. Light weight

2. Reliable leak free pump preferably oil lubricated
fiber vane

3. Easy readability

4. Good temperature controls

5. Averaging dry gas meter thermometer (must be
accurate to + 3°C (5.4°F) )

6. Rugged construction

7. Good carrying handles

8. Magnehelic differential pressure gages

a. FR 8/18/77 allows magnehelic gages when they
agree with 3 oil manometer Ap readings in the
duct within 5%

b. Very reliable when properly calibrated

c. Easier to qad

d. Less sensitive to vibrations

e. No need to continuously recheck zero setting

VIII. The Nomograph

A. This course covers the derivation of the isokir.-tic rate.
equation

I. Nomograph is used to solve the equation for AH
based on the stack gas variahles

2. A calculator can solve the equation more accurately

B. Nomographs must be calibrated

71
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1. Check scale alignment

2. Check accuracy

C. Nomograph is an expensive specialized slide rule

1. Calculator is more accurate and more easily reset

2. Calculators can be used to work up other data.
Nomograph does only one calculation

This lecture has covered an overview of the EPA Method 5
Sampling Train. We have

1. Identified individual components

2. Listed FR requirements

3. Pointed out some advantages ard disadvantages of
different equipment designs
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LESSON TIME: 90 minutes
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Lesson Coal:

Provide the students with explanations of the laboratory procedures to be

performed in the Monday afternoon Laboratory.

Lesson Objectives:

The student will be able to

1. List the procedures for applying reference Method 1 at circular and

rectangular stacks

2. List the steps involved in performing an "S" type pitot tube

calibration

3. Describe the procedures for wet bulb-dry bulb moisture estimation

4. Calibrate the meter console orifice meter when the dry gas meter has

been calibrated against a reference volume standard.

Prerequisite Skills:

None

Support Materials and Equipment:

1. August 18, 1977 Federal Register 3. slide projector

2. Blackboard and chalk

7 3

4.450 workbook



Special Instructions:

Refer students to FR during the lecture so they may mark important items

References:

Federal Register - Vol. 42, No. 160, August 18, 1977. "Standards of
Performance for New Stationary Sources - Revision to Reference Methods 1-8."

The success of the afternoon laboratory sessions depends upon a thorough
understanding of the methods and procedures used. The experience gained in
this laboratory will be very useful When actually performing an EPA Method 5
test or any other type of sampling. You (students) will calibrate an "S"
type pitot tube, calibrate the meter console orifice meter, perform wet bulb -
dry bulb moisture estimates, and apply Method 1 guidelines for sample and
velocity traverses. After completing the lab you should be able to:

1. Select a sample site and sampling traverse points following
Reference Method 1 Criteria

2. Describe and perform the calibration of a Type S pitot tube

3. Calibrate an orifice meter

4. Estimate the percent moisture in a stack gas

74
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Course: 450 Lecture 4 1, ..-
Lecture Title- Discussion of Laboratory Exerciaelspnot(

I. Reference Method 1

A. Principle

1. Aid in making representative measUrements from a
stationary source

a. Pollutant emissions

b. Total volumetric flow rate

2. Stack cross-section is divided into equal areas

3. A traverse point is located in each equal area

B. Applicability - The method may be applied to flowing gas
streams in any duct, stack, or flue except under any of
the following circumstances:

1. Cyclonic or swirling gas flow (defined on page
41758 paragraph 2.4) exists in the duct

2. The stack is smaller than 0.30 m (12 in.) in
diamet2r or the F-oss-sectional area is less than
0.71 m (113 in. )

3. The measurement site is 1..zss than 2 duct diameters
downstream or less than 0.5 diameters upstream
from a flow disturbance

C. Description of Laminar Gas Flow

1. Laminar gas flow is a theoretical concept - it may
never exist in actual practice

2. Laminar flow in a duct is described in thts
drawing:

iss Flow --

3. The "Bullet" shape of the gas is caused by friction

a. Gas layer closest to the stack wall dissipates'
some energy as friction and slow'S down

1

b. The layer of gas above the boundary layer
proceeds to give up some energy contacting
the slower more viscous boundary layer

..M1.1

Lab exercise

in the workbook
covered on page 21

Note paragraph 1.2
page 41755, 8/18/77
FR

A description is
covered in the
procedures sectioni
of this lecture
(El).

A hand drawing on
the board is more
effective, here,
than a slide

This should remain
simple try not t
get bogged down
In fluid dynamics
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c. This action proceeds - theoretically - in a
symmetrical manner across the gas velocity head

4. It is easiest to measure the velocity pressure of
a gas when it is in a flow pattern approximating
laminar flow

D. Flow Disturbance

A flow disturbance is a

a. Bend in the duct

b. Expansion or contraction of the duct

c. Visible flame

2. At 8 duct diameters downstream and 2 diameters
upstream of a flow disturbance

a. Velocity head profile is assumed to resemble
Laminar conditions

b. The minimum number of sample points may be used

3. Draw flow disturbance at 84 and 24)

8c6 2s6

When sampling at this
point the minimum # of
pis may be used - 12 pts. .

7()

NOTES

ilote: Laminar flow
AT-not exist ever
InAt at 84) and 24)

the assumption is
made that the flow
reasoLably resembles
Lamina/

= diameter

Point out that these
are minimum criteri4
There can he more
than 84) and 21
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0 L. diameters of "straight run" from all

disturbances

2. Based on duct diameters straight run locate the

sampling site 77

4
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Course: 450 Lecture 4

Lecture 7711e: Discussion on Laboratory Exerciseg"-101

4. When sampling at a site other than 84) and 24)

a. You will have to use the chart on page 41756

to determine the number of traverse pL..
required

b. You may not sample at a site that does not
have at least 24) downstream and 0.54) upstream

of a disturbance

E. Procedures - Circular stacks

1. Determine the following

a. Duct internal diameter - is it larger than
n.3 meter?

b. Cyclonic flow condition using the Type S

pitot tube

1) Prepare differential pressure gage

2) Connect pitot tube to the gage

3) Position pitot tube orifice openings
perpendicular to the plane of the stack,
cross-sectional area-orifice is parallel

to the gas flow

4) At this point the "S" tube should show

"0" reading on the gage. (Equal forces

will act on both orifice openings)

5) If the gage does not show 110" rotate the

pitot until a "0" reading is shown

6) Record the rotation angle from the
original position

7) Repeat the procedure for all traverse pts.

8) Assign traverse pts which require no
rotation to reach 110" gage reading a

value 0.

9) Average ail readings. If the average 2f

all rotation angle:, is greater than 10

the duct has an unacceptable flow condition

Use pitot tube for
demonstration; See

page 41758 (directly
below Figure 1.4)

IIINIMMIMINIm
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a. Choose the most convenient site

b. 80 and 20 not always possible

c. Choose a site that will allow the least number

of traverse pts.

3. Use the graph on page 41756 to determine the number

of traverse pts. for sampling. Use the graph given

tor the appropriate duct internal diameter

a. Remember when reading the graph that both

upstream and downstream diameters from a

disturbance are important

b. You can always sample more traverse pts but

never are you allowed to sample less than the

minimum shown on the graph

c. The number of pts. must be a multiple of 4

d. This number is the total traverse pts. Haif of

these are on each traverse diameter

4. Calculate the percent diameter into the duct from

the stack wall for each traverse point. Refer to Figure
1-3 on page 41758.

a. Use the table 1.2 on page 4175 A

total traverse Ets
2

pts/diameter

c. Find the pts./diameter in the table and

multiply actual duct 4 by the decimal % shown

LAAMPLE:
duct 4 = 100 cm

total traverse pt:. = 12

traverse pts/diameter = 6

1st pt = 100 cm h 0.044 = 4.4 cm trom stack wall into the

duct

2nd pt = 100 cm x 0.146 = 14.6 cm into the duct

5. Locate the traverse pts on 2 perpendicular

diameters one of which is in the plane 4 highest

anticipated dust concentration

6. Note guides for location of traverse pts. within

2.5 cm of the stack wall in paragraphs 2.3.1 and

2.3.1.1 78

..11.111 40.

Refer to page
41757 paragraph
2.3.1 for detail:,
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F. Procedures - Rectangular Ducts

1. Check for cyclonic flow

111111111

4wwwwwwwwIMAIMP,

Page...5_0f 10

NOTES

2. Calculate duct equivalent diameter

2 LW
D
E 1,-+W

Determine the duct diameters

4. uRe he apprcpriate graph on
cf traverse pria.

of straight tun which describes
balanced matrix

page 41756 tS.determin procedure
page 165

Check 450 workbook
roblem section

5. Refer to Table 1-1 for the required Balanced Matrix

II. Calibration of the "S" type pitot tube

A. The complete details of the reference method 2 will be

covered in lecture seven.

1 All Federal Register requirements will be highlighqd.

2. Today we want to give the procedures for calibratio

cf the "S" tube in the laboratory

B. Equipment

1. Standard pitot-static tube or -andtl Tube.

2. Inclined oil manometec (usc only one)

3. Calibration duct

Lab exercise
covered on page 24

in the workbook

a. Must have at least 84 and 24) straight run from

disturbances

b. Capable of steady gas velocity of IS -,/sec

(30-40 ft/sec)

c. Ports must be arranged so Prandtl Tube and

"S" Tube would be at the same point in the

gas stream

4. Type S pitot tube attached to the sah.pling probe

tube used in Wednesday's source sampling lab, including

the sampling nozzle.

5 Laboratory data sheet

C. Procedures

wurkbuok page 26

1. Record identification ntmbers of all equipment used

2. Level and ze-o the manometer
79

3. Check Probe-Nozzle-Pitot tube arations and recur
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NOTES

4. Leak check the system

a. Prandtl tube and tubing to manometer

b. Pitot tube and tubing'hio manometer

c. Recommended leak check is positive pressure at

impact opening and negative pressure at static

opening to 7.6 cm (3 in) 1110.

d. Leak check should be stable for 15 seconds

5. Check the calibration duct for cyclonic flow

6. Mark Prandtl and "S tube so they will be at the

same p)int in the duct

7. Mark legs A and B of the "S" tube

8. Insert Prandtl tube

a. Record Ap (when reasonably steady)

b. Remove the tube

9. Insert leg A of the "S" tube

a. Record Ap

b. Remove

10. Insert Prandtl tube

11. Insert lAig B of the "S" tube

12. Repeat 8-11 until 3 pairs of readings are completed

13. Measure duct static pressure

14. Record

a.

c.

All Ap readings

b. Duct. static ?ssure

Duct gas temperature

d. Actual barometric pressule at the site

Make sue students
:. keep all pitots

properly level and
aligned in the duc

80
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15. Calculate

a. C for the "S" tube for each reading

r(std)
CP(s) CP(std)

Ap

b. Calculate average Cp for leg A and leg B

c. Average deviation for leg A and B

C"..(s) _

0.01

d. Deviation between leg A and B

IZT -
1 0.01l'A

16. Calt_ala

a. velocity (m/sec)

/

VS
p
avg

b. Volumetric f low rate (ill

3
/Hour

Qs = 1600 (v ) A 1-B 1

s s ws
(.1.:;td..)( \

P Ts
/std

Wet Bulb Dry 10111) Moisture Estialate

A. The Wet Bulh-0!-v Bulb Technique lor r.oisturc estimation
is used in thi.; laboratory

1. Reference Method 4 will be discussed latet

Page

NOTES

C
p(std)

= 0.99

M. =
r

29 for dry

A:;SUNt
ws

to, this calcl:lati

p:wk. 27 in workbook

:vet Bulb-Dry Br 11
1.s ea,:v and can gie y.,00d estimite

ot the 11)0 contcnt ot t lit ,;tach

B. Thie 11,0 In t he st.lck hv 1 ton':. 1 ot ra! I ia
Pressurt-,

1.
ws

1.1 i it' ,)! I f `'npo t 1 i qi t i,,,.1 t jai
i'ptc,;:.Uit to lot.t1 ';.',.:11,:ln p1 c.;,-.11

fbe worltbool< t izt ".

W.:11W knOW1CCo't'
11 .';
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Lecture Tit_11.9.1e:cussion on. Laboratory Exercises44 Pnc'Itci

a. The saturated V".P. H 0
at constant temperature

and pressure 2

b. Latent heat of vaporization for 1120

3. The % 112 0 can be found using

Page 8 of 10

V.P.
a. The calculation Bws P ,

, page 30 of Workbook

NOTES

Note: The wet bulb
dry bulb procedure
does not work in
acid gas streams

b. Psychometric chart page, page C-22 of Course Manual

c. Nomograph page 32 of Workbook

C. Procedure

I. Take dry bulb temperature

2. Take wet bulb temperature

a. Preferably using the same thermometer or one

very similar

h. Cover entire area inserted /nto the duct with

a cotton wick, tightly wrapped around the

thermometer

C. Saturate wick in H
2
0 before inserting into the

duct

d. Watth temperature rise carefully

e. When temperature rise stops r-q.ord the tempera jiii e

. Temperature will rt.-;e after the

momentary pause

3. csc any pr(wedure given in ( .f (1!4:,.1 he, k 1.1 ocedutle!,

f,)r agrement it Intered

IV. I )1 it ice Met cr ca 1 ihr a t Ittit

At) 1))/t, i I 3 iht at ion

(it 'lilt( met et

i!) v met t.'1

1 3 )! I )1:1

l,:`) 3`, 3.. par..

I ht 3.41 ill
woli when th,

t t int t i I ! !

!)( '31 I .

1110 I C I t, 3 it 'it t It I I , }. .

tit s .1 I i .t i 1 t,!.:t t
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NOTES

3. We will calibrate orifice meter for the desired

flow rate

C. Orifice meter AHra is a calibration factor. It is the

pressure differefitial across the meter which allows

0.75 CF(V flow rate at 29.92 in. Hg Barometric pressure
and 68 F.

D. Workbook shows equations used

T
m

°R H ,11

1. Q = K
m m V Pm Mm-

2. Solving for AH at given conditions

(0.75 CFM

)

_ _

Km

E. Procedure

2
(29.92) (29)

528

1. Follow lab instructions

2. Use form on page 36 of workbook

0.9244

in

Solve equations should fall within 1.5 2.1 ir

H
2
0 or there is pr8bab1y a mistake

V. Closing Comments

A. A large amount of information has been presented very

quickly

Workbook page 33

1. A great many things to cover, however, tt confusion Experience has

exists itAwill all come together by Wednesday shown this is very
true

Do NO1 become discnraged

Lahoratory will he

;Iectic

ilItYllitt)fti Will hHp With .11! p(ohl(1.1!,

.'11V.)111 V.tI I: I TIT,

v1mt.F.1.11

.1'. V,'11 :Mt I

!:1;: i i I Ii. 14.1j 11:1 i I IV.

111 ;l11

!1 `ItI " I it

i 1 V

[it It 11.1 Vt !:tud.,tit

t li ii hi 1,1, !-

t dko
'It lily
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3. Pitot tube calibration

4. Moisture estimation

5. Orifice calibration

6. Volumetric flow rate

8 1

Sheet on page 41
to be turned in on
Wednesday morning.
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TOPIC: ISOKINETIC SOURCE SAMPLING

COGRSE 450 Lecture 5
E SS TIMF 1 hour 15 IthnuteA,, ,

PRE PA RE D BY DATE 40/ 78
J. A. Jahnke

Lesson Goal:

To present the concept of isokinetic sampling, providing the rationale of why

it is necessary to sample isokinetically for particulate matter.

Lesson Objectives:

The student will be able to:

1. Define isokinQtic sampling

2. Illustrate why isokinetic sampling is neessary when sampling for
particulate emissions

3. Stale how the particulate concentration given by the Method 5 train

will (hange when the sampling is performed over isokinetically

4. State how the particulate concentration given by the Method 5 train
will change when the sampling is performed undel: h;okinctically.

Student Irerequisite Skills:

Ability to multiply and divide

Suppott Materials and :411.1.pcwin:

Course workbook

Sitde projoctor

St



Special Instructions:

This lecture is the first of a sequence of three lectures given on
isokinetic sampling, Tuesday morning. The three lectures work extremely
well together, if presented with a proper appreciation of how fast the

students can grasp the concepts.

References:

None
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NOTES

I. Review of previous day's material

A. Ask following questions concerning M5 sampling train.

1. Where is the orifice meter?

2. Where does one read Ap? , AH?

3. What is Ap related to?

To warm up the cla
it has been found
necessary to first
review some of the
previous day's
material. Conduct
this part as a
question and answe
session.

4. What is AH related to? L5-1 9,

5. What is AHra? students did this Monday laboratoryp Note: These

but were n6t formally presented with it in lecture.' questions are
slanted so that th

rTH
m

K rn
m

Qm2 P M
AH =

TTI In

@ Km
T

AH
(.75)

2
(29.92) (29.0)

-
@ 2

K (460 + 68)
m

6. What is the isokinetic sampling condition?

v = v stress this:

7. What happens in the impingers?

8. Does the same amount of gas (volume) go through the

nozzle as goes through the orifice meter, per
unit time?

9. How does the pressure and temperature change from
the nozzle to the orifice meter?

10. What is pmr, E ?

11. Write the pitot tube equation

12. What is the expression for a volume correction?

II. lsokinetic sampling

A. Definitions ana principles

1. Isokinetic

a. "Iso" denotes equality, similarity, uniformi

b. "kinetic" nertain to motion

87

student may be
better able to
comprehend the
Tuesday morning
lectures.

L5-2
Turn to page 45 o
workbook.

' 1 "I
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NOTES

c. Isokinetic sampling is where velocity of'gas

through probe nozzle is equal to stack gas

velocity

2. Principles

a. Large particles tend to move in same initial

direction have enough inertia to deviate

from streamline pattern

b. Small particles tend to follow streamlines

c. Intermediate size particles are somewhat
deflected.

- . ...-,/
JIA,IIP\

- - . .

d. This is watered down aerodynamics for purpose

of this lecture a large particle '5 pm in

diameter small particle 1 pm in diameter

(This corresponds with EPA's feelings for
large and small particle definitions but youl

may get some argument)

B. The Example

1. 1007. Isokinetic sampling what would be the concen

tration coilected?
Note: Assume a large prticle weiop-; h m.vis units

and that wy wefthiM;

v = v

ass uit,:
Mass rate = M =

m n-

ii minute

5 ,
Flow rate - = tt /minute

moss rate throuip
...concentration = _

volumetric llow rate throu0

61....... ....lesarra 1111/

mass units/N.ImIte
_ _

t /riiiktrito

88

Draw on chalk
board

Refer back to
L5-2

I WI
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mass units
24.1

ft
3

Page c,f

NOTES

2. 200% Isokinetic
Larger volume collected per unit time large
particles not sliced out by nozzle, are lost. All

smaller particles in volume are collected.

v
n

= 2v
s

Qn = 2 ft
3
/min

=
(4x6)+(8x.03)

n 2

=
2 Z.2

=12.1
mass units

2
ft

3

Over isokinetie sampling gives concentration lower
than true

L5-3

3. 50% isokinetic L5-4

Smaller volume collected per unit time large
particles don't follow streamlines, but punch into
nozzle.

,

n
= .D ft /3,min

4x0 + (4x.01)

.48.2 mass minutes
. . . _ _

ft
3

Under isokinotft hiv.het ,onc..utta-

tion than true.

4. Generalizations;

a. 100% Isokinetic gets r presentative particul
distribution on filter

b. Over isok {net it. -get lower weight ot pat t

per amount of V011.1111t thIC to I

part its t hrough iner t ia yit eyt

89 9 f)

go. 1 1,111111111"
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c. Under isokinetic get more weight of particles

per amount of ,.lume due to addition of large

particles punching through streamlines.

d. These are generalizations .may have exceptions

in special cases refer to references given otit

page 47 of course workbook.

C. The Question Problem is, how does one sample isokineCigally?

Given the EPA Method 5 train, how is it set up so that

vn = vs ?
Go immediately on

.
to next lecture.
Class should still
be fresh and
interested. Don't

take a break, or
attention will be

lost.

0 4
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TOPIC:THE ISOK1NETIC RATE EQUATION

COURSE. 450 Lecture 6
LESSON TIME: 1 hour 15 minutes
PREPARED SY: J. A. JahnkEDATE 9/20/78

Lesson Goal:

To derive the isokinetic rate equation for the EPA Method 5 train, from

basic principles of the ideal gas laig, and to present methods for its

solution.

Lesson Objectives:

The student will be able to

1. Recall the basic equation for establishing the isokinetic rate,

.-- KAp_

2. Explain that gas passing through the sampling train undergoes changes

of moisture -Iontent, temperature, and pressure.

3. Explain that the isokinetic rate equation is derived from the

requirement that v must equal v , and that one obtains the final

expression by subsPituting the pftot tube equation and orifice meter

equation and by making proper corrections for pressure, temperature,

and moisture content.

4. Recognize the fact that a separate oquat oxists for the determination

of the nozzle diameter

5. Calculate the value of Dn, the nnzzle diameter, given the appropriate

input data, using a calculator or a slide rule

6. Calculate the value of K and AH, given the appropriate input data,

using a calculator or a slide rule

7. Calculate values of D
n

, K, and aI using a source sampling nomograph

8. State the assumptions oi the source sampling nomograph

9. Check the accuracy of the sour samHing no;ograph and ro(ognic

the effect of errors in computed AH values on test results.

496



Intended Student Background:

High school math and high school or college general science. Attendance

at 1st day laboratory mandatory for comprehension of this lecture.

Support Materials and Equipment:

1. Course workbook

2. Slide projector

3. Pocket calculator with square root function, for each student

or slide rule to do extended calculations

4. One source aampling nomograph for each student

Special Instructions:

Some students may "turn off" when they realize you are going to derive an

equation. Never tell them that you are doing a derivation -- just do it as

if it proceeds logically out of the last lecture don't make a big deal

out of it. Approximately 1/2 of the class will be lost or won't care about

the equation after the derivation is finished (depending upon your

plecentation abilities). Immediately after the derivation, the students

are to calculate the problem given on page 59 of the workbook. The students

that didn't care, will now care very much, especially if you go around from

student to student to see how they are doing.

References:

Yergovitch, T. W., "Development of a Practical Source Sampling Slide Rule",

JAPCA 26 #6 June 1976, pp 590-592

94

97
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I. Derivation of the Isokinetic Rate Equation

A. AN KAT The relationship between v and vn. Note t

get Ap from pitot tube --Set the AH calguleed from this

equation with the orifice meter. This makes vn = vs

Ask following questions:

1. On what oil manometer do we read Ap?

Ans. - red

2. On what oil manometer do we read AH?

Ans. - Yellow oil manome'er

3. How is the AH set? Ans. - with fine control

knob. (students should know this from lab,

but '1, 1/2 the class will not understand it ;at)

B.
n

=
nvn

= Anvs under isokinetic conditions

What is the area of the nozzle?
2

An is Tr
2

ThereforR
7rD

n
Q = vs is the volumetric flow rate through the
n 4 nozzle

C. What is the volumetric flow rate through the orifice met

m
H

m IT
A

PMQ
m

= k
m m

D. If the stack gas contained no moisture, how would Q

be related to Ot2 Would it be the same? No beef:115e

have change of temperature and pressure through the tral

flI

T
s n

'n P
s

T
m

'm

95

Page 1 of_13____

NOTES

L6-1

at

This is the core oi
course. Once the
student understand4
this concept, fie if
half 4ay home to
doing the method.
Slower students
may not grasp this

until Wednesday
afternoon.

L6-2

r? L6-3

This equation was
used in Monday
afternoon lab and
should have been
reviewed in 1st kl

hour Tuesday morni

L6-4
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For lecturer's
information
don't give in
class unless
asked

-"ince

<ff
14(PROP

Pdge of _IL_

NOTES

PsVn s n RT P V = n RTmm m 111

ns nm (since have no H
2
0)

P T P T
m V or Q 1

m
1v Qmn P T n PsT

111 mS

Imqr

E. Nlw, if stack contains moisture L6-5

n (1 B ) = n
m

(I - B )
WS WM

n
s

(1 - B ) = nm
if use silica gel i.e. the numbei

ws

of moles of gas at stack conditions is made up of

combustion gases and water. The fraction of

combustion gases (1 B ) times n
s m, gives n .

ws

F. Flow rate corrected for T, P, and moisture, is now

1 - B T P
Q wm s m

n (1 - T 13- Qm
ws m s

Since

PVn = n RT T' V = n RT
s 111

(1 - B )

n , B )
s ki in

ws

(1 B )

P
win

V = n RT
s n (1 - B ) m s

ws

PmVm
but n =

m RT
m

96

OM,

L6-6

Do not give this
derivation In
lecture unless
asked. It is too
invo/ved and you
will lose most 01
the class if you
give it it would
also waste too much

time.
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Solution

gnm(1

therefore

(1 -B)
WM

PVmm
jr7F

P T
m s

y,T,

'''s

Vm

Pm
,

1.11/11.

Psyn (1 B )ws

(1 - Bwm)

V im
n (1 -B)

ws

(1 - B )
wm

PT
s m

Ts

qn (1 - Bws)
.1111111.

i8 then:
(1 -B ) TP

wm s m

Tm Ps "(m

Km

T AH
m

-B)TP
les DI El

P M
111 In

substituting for Qm

H. Now substitute for Qn

2 (1 -B) TP ITH
n Dn

v
WM Elm Km m

s (1 B ) T P P M
4 ws m s m m

I. What is the pitot tube equation?

v K C
8 P P V P M8 8

J. Substitute

1.13

n

2
TsAp (1-B ) T P

wm s m
...--- KpCp

(1-B
K

) T P
s 8 ws M 8

97

iv

Page_I of

NOTES

T
m
AH

P M
111

L6-8

L6-9

L6-10
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K. Simplifying

AH = 1) n4

(1-11 )
2

M T P

( 1TIVP
4Km

s s m(1-B )2 M T P
ws m m s( Ap

Page 4 of 8

NOTES

L6-11

L. Note moisture relationships for molecular weight L6-12

M = - B ) + 18 B
wm

Ms = Md (1 - B ) + 18 B
ws W8

M. Substitute to obtain Isokinetic rate equation

AH = [11D
n
4

(

/

wrnTrK
P
C

2

p
(1 -Bws)` md(1-B

WII1

4Km (1 -Bwm)1 md(1-Bwid + le %Is

N. Now want to get ii.bove equation into a working form using

all of our constants and variables

Define AHm as the orifice pressure differential that

gives 0.73 cfm of air at 68°F and 29.92"4

0. Substitute values into orifice meter equation

2

.131 in
AH = M

m
Km

Tm

(.75 cfm)
2

(29.92 in. Hg)(29.0)
(460 + 68°F)Km2

.9244
All

@
=

K
m
2

98

L6-13

TmPa

T P Ap
s m

/L6-14

L6-15
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NOTES

P. Assume the following

B 0
wm

.9244
AH =@

K = 85.49

Q. 1#10kinetic rate equation working form

il

AH = 846.72 D
n
4
AH

@
C
p

2
(1-8 )2

Md Tm Ps
Ap

WS - -
M T P

S

R. Shnilarly, one can derive an expression for the nozzle
diameter

1.--

(1-B ) iTsMs1

T C
111 p

(1-B )
ws

V P
s
Ap

S. Immediately turn to page 53 of the course workbook and
have the students do the lecture problem.

Ans:

Ms = Md (1-8
ws

) + 18 B
ws

M
s

= 29 (1-.12) + 18 (.12) = 27.7

Dn
\/(

0.0357 QmPin\
1

r-T-F-1
S S

TCp
)

(1-B )

m ws
P
s

(0.0357) (.75) (30.0) 1 ((740) 27.7

(540) (.85) .86 (29.6) (.80)

.241

L6 - /

L6-18

Do not take a
break

102
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N VIES

choose .25" nozzle

then

[

2
Md Tm P

s
AH = 846.72 D4 AH0Cip

2
(1-Bws) IT y-

s a m

= (846.72 (.25)4 1.85(.85)2(.88)2 R
(

7T
74g 4)

3 .0
5 ( 2 .1

Ap

Tell the class to
choose a .25" nozz e
after they have
completed the firs
part of this
calculation

= 2.59 Ap

AH = 2.59 Ap

T. Ask questions:

What do you do if Ap = 1.0
.130

.60

Say if moving probe from traverse point to traverse poin

- get new Ap'$ at each point, calculate and set new AH's

at each point.

How do you set the AH?

II. Using the nomograph to solve the isokinetic rate equation

: Now take a break.
Have each student
pick up a nomograp
during the break.

A. The nomograph - A type of slide rule to do the calculati ns

glien in I. Show several types of nomographs. Show

several types of other slide rule calculators. Mention

prices - Nomograph $140
Slide rule $40 -* $140

B. Assumptions of the nomograph

1. Assume

C = .85

T
m

= 530°R

= 1.84" 1120 100
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Ps = Pn = 29.92"Hg

M
d

= 29.0

B = .05
ws

Substitute into

[

,2
Md T P

M 8 A
AH = 846.72 D

n
4
AH

@
C 13
p

2
(1-

ws
) T P 1 '11'ms

s m

get

ApAH = K@C
Ts

K = 5.507 x 10
5

C is a correction factor

2. C Factor

a. C factor corrects for AH
@'

T
m'

H
2
0

'

P
s'

and

b. C does not correct for C or M
d

C. Using the nomograph

Pm

L6-19

1. Compute C factor using data for previous lecture Ask students value

problem
of C factor they
obtain.

C should = .91 or .32

2. Turn nomograph over compute nozzle diameter

D
n

= .241

3. Compute K and AH using nomograph and choosing nozzle L6-20

diameter of .25"
work along with
students. Ask
students for value
obtained.

K = 2.59 when Ap is set = 1

Show use of nomograph to obtain AH from Ap's

4. Nomograph check for scale alignment. Fill in table

given in slide
101

L6-21
Ask for student
comments.

104
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NOTES

D. Errors in calculating AH

1. Calculator and equation, the best way

a. Problems with battery dischargIng

b. Punching numbers or operatiems incorrectly
(Magnetic and programs minimize this)

c. Soiling with fly ash (put calculator in plast4

bag)

2. Nomograph

a. Can get errors up to 10% of true for AH values

this will contribute approximately a 57. error

to the % isokinetic.

b. Check out nomographs at pretest meeting.

c. Many stack samplers are used to nomographs and

find them tc be more convenient than calculato s.

3. Slide rule calculators

a. More accurate than nomograph, less accurate
than calculator.

b. Smaller, convenient

c. Problem with scales moving.

4. Microprocessors

a. Available through Radar - Glass Innovations.

b. Expensive.

c. Save some work, but stack sampler not doing

much during this period of test anyway.

5. Choice of AH calculation method is that of individual

just be sure that method is done correctly.

III. Assign homework problem - page 57 of Workbook. Ask to hand in NOTE: It 19

page 59, with answers, Wednesday. sufficient to do
problems 1 & 3.

102
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LESSON PLAN

Lecture 7
2 hours 30 minutes

DATE:

J. Adlina 10/2/78

Lesson Goal:

Illustrate to the students the proper methods for completing RM1 and R42.

Explain the RM4 method for moisture determination. Explain the RM3

procedures for gas analysis.

Lesson Objectivea:

The student should be able to:

1. Fully describe and perform RM1 procedures

2. List all Federal Register requirements for pitot tube calibration,

construction, and use

3. Describe RM4 procedures for moisture determination

4. Use RM4 equations for calculation of Bws

5. List the procedures for RM3 gas aaalysig0

6. Calculate and mathematically define

a. M
d

b. M
s

c. % Excess air

Prerequisite skills:

None

Level of Instruction:

College undergraduate science

105



Intended Student Profesional Back

Genera' §eiettee

round:

Support Materials and Equipment

1. FR 8/18/77 4. 450 Workbook

2. Blackboard and chalk 5. Standard pitot

3. Slide projector 6. S-type pitot tube
7. Orsat apparatus

Special Instruction:

Point out the important sections to the students in FR 8/18/78. This

lecture has a Kfeat deal of latitude. Students generally show interest

in.all sections. Concentrate on areas of greatest student interest as

indicated during the lecture.

References:

Federal Register - Vol. 42, No. 160, August 18, 1977. "Standards of

Performance for New Stationary Sources - Revision to Reference Methods 1-8."

This lecture is divided into several discrete sections:

I. Review of the Sample and Velocity Traverse Procedures for RM1

II. DC:ailed Evaluation of "S" Type Pitot Tube Calibration and RM2

III. Discussion of RM4 - Determination of Moisture in Stack Gas

A. Procedures

B. Calculations

IV. Discussion of RM3 - Gas Analysis for CO2, Excess Air and Dry

Molecular Weight

A. Procedures

B. Calculations

After the RM3 discussion we will proceed to the laboratory for practice

in using the Orsat apparatus for gas analysis.

106
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I. Review of Rma procedures

(The review should be done with the,instructor drawing the

schematic diagrams necessary for RMI proceduresfrom

FR 8/18/77. Class input shotild be requested to assist in

making the drawings).

A10111111

II. Reference Method 2 - Determination of Stack Gas Velocity and

Volumetric Flowrate

A. Principle

1. Average stack gas velocity is determined from the

gas density and average velocity pressure head

T
s

15 K C
117 M Average

2. The gas velocity and stack cross-sectional area are

used in calculating the average standard dry gas

volumetric flow rate

Tstd PS
3600 (Tr _) (A ) (1-B ) --

S 5 WS T
std s

B. Applicability

1. Not applicable to sampling sites that do not meet

RM1 criteria

2. If cyclonic flow exists

a. Install gas straightening vanes

b. Calculate the total volumetric flcwrate

stoichiometrically

c. Move to another sampling site

107

Pogo J._ 0_11.

NOTES

Note: v may be
appgoximated

Assuming Ps 30;

, 30

C
s
. 0.85

v
s

2.46'17-Ap
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NOTES

C. Standard or Prandtl Bitot tube design specifications

1. The Standard or Prandt1 pitot tube has specific

design criteria accepted by the National Bureau

of Standards

2. (Point out construction details shown on the L7-1

slide)

3. The constructinn of this tube following these criteria

has shown

a. Turbulence around the measuring orifices it

does not occur to any significant amount Lhat

could affect readings

b. Gas stream orientation sensitivity is greatly

reduced

c. The calibration coeffici.tnt (C ) is generally

0.99 + 0.01

4. The C of the standard pitot tube may be determined

by NIA, however, the FR allows the user to assume

C , 0.99 + 0.01

5. An "S" type tube must be calibrated against a Prandtl

or standard tube

6. The Prandtl tube is not generally used for source

sampling

a. Static pressure taps may be plugged in a 1,.aavy

particulate gas stream

b. The long impact opening section is difficult

to get into standard diameter ports

D. The "S" type (Stausscheibe) pitot tube

1. The Federal Register now includes construction

details for the "S" type tube

2. The Federal Register describes

a. Proper tube alignment

b. Appropriate sizes nf tubing for construction

c. Preferred plane of orifice openings

d. Proper configuration with the probe and samplin

nozzle to minimize aerodynamic interferences

108

Slide L7-1

Notel It is more
convenient and
clearer to students
to refer to C as

the calibratign
coefficient

Slide L7-2

Slide L7-3

Slides L7-4

L7-5

.1 1 o
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Page

NOTES

3. When all construction. and placement requirements

are met the baseline coefficient C for the "5"

type may beassumed to be 0.84. P

(Refer to FR page 41764, paragraph 4.1 and 4.1.1)

Ask class laboratory groups:

1. How many calculated a C
p
different than 0.84?

2. How much different?

3. What Conclusion would they draw?

E. Calibration of the "S" type tube

1. Equipment

a.

b.

Calibration duct

1) Proper port openings

2) 8 and 2 diameters minimum

3) Capable of steady gas flow

a) Single pt. calibration 700 m/min
(2000ftimin) or about 30-40 ft/sec

b) 4 pt. calibration - variable from

180-1525 m/min(600-5000ft/min) at
regular intervals

Pitot tubes

Inclined manometer - sensitivity is stated

in paragraph 2.8 FR page 41762

[.....

d. A mock-up port surrounded by circular graph

paper is shown in these slides SO we may
discuss misalignment errors of the "S" type

tube.

109

Note; FR language
states "eliminate"
interferences,
teferenc.s specifi
cally state
"minimize"

Students should
recognize the need
for ralibration of
the "S" tube C .

Slide L7-6

L7-7
L7-8

Note The single
pt. calibration Is
accurate to +3%
above 305m/min
and + 6% from
180-305 m/min. A

4 pt. calibration
is therefore
preferable

L7-9

L7-10 - No need to
dwell on sensiti-
vity just refer
students to FR if
necessary.

L7-11; L7-12
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2. Procedures

a. Check for duct blockage

(i n duct
length of Probe) (Probe

2%,, \ diameter ) x 100
Duct area

b.

C.

page__4,0 11

NOTES

Check for cyclonic flow - pitot tube may be use L7-13;

as in IR or streamers can be effective L7-a4

Remember if the pitot tube is oriented as shown

a proper flow condition is indicated by a zero

reading on the manometer

d. The velocity profile across the duct may

resemble these readings

e. Mark the standard pitot tube and ":3" type so

they will be at the same place in the gas

atream

f Insert the standard tube with the "S" type

tube removed and record the Ap

A. Insert leg A of the "S" tube and record AP

h. Repeat this procedure for leg B

i. Collect 3 sets of readings for leg A

and B at each velocity used for the calibration

j. Plot the data for the readings

a. This is actual NBS data for an "S" type

tube calibration

b. K plotted against Reynold's Number gives

a very detailed description of all gas

parameters

c. It is sufficient for source sampling

purposes to plot K versus gas velocity

110

L7-15

L7-16,

L7-20

L7-21

L7-22

17, 18, 19

L7-23, 24, 25

1.7-26

L7-27
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3. Misalignment errors

a.

OD St',
Jo fcs

4/4, p.ole0A

Poge_sof_11.

During the course to this point we have
mentioned misalignment errors

1) The "S" type pitot tube does not measure
the correct gas velocity'vector unless
it is aligned parallel with the stack
wall - perpendicular to the gas flow

L7-28

L7-29

L7-30

gas flow

2) Turning the pitot tube out of perpendicular
giving it a yaw angle - produces velotity yaw angle
measurement errors L7-31

gas flow
3) We will evaluate yaw alignment errors.

Pitch errors are much less critical and
do not becomeevident unless gross pitch -a-- pitch

error is made angle

b. Examining the theoretical pressure distribution
in a duct and the AP readings we would get
us(ing an "S" type tube and rotating it through

90 of yaw angle we can plot the data

Stop on slide L7-33 and point out % error in velocity

readings versus degree yaw misalignment. Cyclonic gas

flow creates the same problems.

Ask if there are questions on the method

III. Discussion of Reference Method 4 - Determination of Moisture

Content in Stack Gas

It is necessary to determine stack gas moisture content s

measured volumes can be corrected to dry standard conditions

and the volumetric follow rate of the stack gas can be calcu-

lated on a dry basis.

A. Principle - Reference method only

A gas sample is extracted

2. che moisture in the gas is removed by passing througl

the cooled impingers (as in Method 5 train)

3. The volume of 1190 removed is measured volumetrically

or gravimetricatly 111

17-32

L7-33

This should strongl
point out to the
student the need
for careful align-
ment of the "S"
tube and the
problems caused by
cyclonic flow.
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NOTES

B. Appliciability

1. The reference method using the Mechod 5 sampling

train is designed for accurate moisture determination

in the stack gas

ir2. The reference method is often conducted simultaneousl

with pollutant emissions meAsurement

a. Method 4 is actually combined with MetLod 5

during a particulate run

b. Only the H20 tr,Apped in the combined run is

used for reference method moisture determiaation

c. This means that even if RM4 is run along with

Method 5 only the H20 in the Method 5 train is

considered reference method moisture

3. The reference meti,od can yield questionable results

in saturated gas streams or streams that contain

112 0 droplets

a. Under these cunditions a second H
2
0 determinat±op

Is made

b. The second H
2
0 determination may be done using

stack temperature and a psychrometric chart

or vapor pressure tables or by alternate method I

approved by the administrator

c. We used wet bulb - dry bulb

1) Makes a good estimate of 1120 in the ges

2) Quick

3) Only H20 in Method 5 is actual RM HO

so wet bulb-dry bulb is a good way to

a) Save time

b) Get NO estimate for nomograph

calcuications

0 Could be used as 2nd method for H
2
0

in saturated gas streams

112
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NOTES

C. Plocedures

1. RM4 procedures use the RK5 s.4mpling train

2. The R144 system requires RM5 operation with the
follawing variations

a. Sample at a constant rate + 10%

b. Traverse at least 8 pts in the duct

c. Sample rate maximum = 0.021m
3
1min (0.75cfm)

d. Minimum sImple volume 0.6 scm (21 scf)

e. Run time shall RM5 run time

3. Since we will be operating RM5 this discussion will
be all that we alot to R144

D. Calculations

1. The Ideal gas law

PV RT

2. Solving for volume

V
mRT
PM

3. Substituting oli2oVlici = m

P H
2
OVliq RT

V =Wc PM

4. Then at standard conditions the H
2
0 collected in the

impingers can be converted to standard cubic volume
by:

a. V
wc(std) P

(V - V ) p
H20

RT

std MH
2
0

113
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b. Replacing known terms and solving

V K
1

(V
f

- V
i
)

we(std)

K
1

= 0.04707 ft
3
/m1

K1 = 0.001335 m
3
/m1

5. The same equation is
caught in the silica
equation written:

10
Page _8 Of

NOTES

solved to convert grams of H10

gel to vapor with the simplitieci

V = K
2

(4
f
- W )

wsg(std)

K
2

= 0.04715 ft
3
/m1

K
2

= 0.001335 m
3
/ml

6. The dry ga:., volume metered at standard conditions

V V
mm(d)

(P
+ AH ) (T td;bar s

13.6

(std)
T
m

7. The mole fraction of H2
0 is then

V + V
wc

(std) wsg(std)

ws V + V
wc

(std) wsg(atd)

V

m(std)

is This is the equatio
in the Federal
Register. To be
completely correct
it should include
a dry gas meter
correction factor (Y

IV. Reference Method 3 - Gas Analysis for Carbon Dioxide, Oxygen,

Excess Air, and Dry Molecular Weight

RM3 gas afialysis yields data used in calculating the percent

excess air in a duct; stack gas molecular weight; and process

emission rate using the F-Factor.

A. Principle

1. A gas sample is extracted from the stack

a. Single pt. grab sample

b. Single pt. integrated sample

c. Multi pt. integrated sample

d. Multi pt. grab sample

114

Note: Tell the
class that we will
cover the sample
procedure and
calculations then
go to the lab to
practice the Orsat
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2. The sample is analyzed for CO2, 02, CO

using an Orsat analyzer or Fyrite

a. The Orsat must be used for
11.

1) Excess air calculations

2) Emission rate calculations based on the

F-Factor

b. Pyrite may be used when only the dry molecular

weight of the gas is needed

B. Applicability

1. Applicable for C00, 00, CO, excess air, and dry

molecular weight aetetminations from fossil-fuel

combustion processes

2. May be used at other processes where other compounds

are present in the stack gas if these compounds

are not in high enough concentration to effece the

results

3. Other methods and modifications may be used with

administator approval

C. Procedures - Emission Rate and Excess Air

1. Check the FR subparts for appropriate procedure

a. Single pt. grab sample

b.

C. 1

Multi pt. integrated sample

Multi pt. grab sample

...4
2. The procedures given here are for emission rate

and excess air determinations

a. The data for these procedures is the most

critical

b. It is good practice to use these procedures

for all determinations

c. These collect the greatest amount of data

115

Slides
L7-34 = Orsat
L7-35 Pyrite

F -Factor:

E = CsFd 20.9-%0
covered la ei in
the course

Sample probe no
closer than 1 meter
to stack wall

At least 8 traverse
pts in the duct.
Follow RM1
procedures
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NOTES

3. Sample train - draw train shown on page 41769

FR 8/18/77

4. Train operation - general for all procedures

-a. Leak check the train at 250 mm Hg (10 in Hg)
foowing paragraph 3.2.2 page 41770

b. Position the probe at the traverse point

C. hirge sampling lines

d. Sample at a constant rate and equal length
of time at each traverse point

e. Sample for the same period and simultaneously
as the Method 5 sample

f. Collect at least 30 liters (1CF) of stack gas

g. Analyze using the Orsat

5. Orsat Analysis

a. Analyze sample within 4 hrs after extraction

b. Leak check the Orsat

1) Bring bubbler solutions to reference marks

See workbook
Page 67

2) Bring burette solution to mid scale and This requires

record reading thorough instructor
explanation

3) Let apparatus sit for 4 minutes

4) If all solutions still at reference marks
leak check is OK. Find any leaks noted

c. Analyze the stack gas

1) CO
2

read directly as %CO2

2) 0
2
is cumulative so

%0
2

(CO
2

+ 0
2
) - %CO2

3) CO is also cumulative so

7 CO (CO2 + 02 + CO) - (%02 +

4) N
2

is determined by difference

100 - (CO
2

+ 0
2
+ CO) = % N

2

116
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d. Calculations

1. Dry Molecular weight (Md)

M
d

0.44(%CO2) + 0.32 (%02) + 0.28 (%N2) + 0.28(%C0)

2. Apparent 14.2t, molecularweight (Ms)

M
s

M
d
(1-B

ws
) + 18(B

ws
)

3. % Excess Air

%EA
%0

2
- 0 5 (%C0)

0.264(%N2) - %02 + 0.5(%C0)
x100

Proceed to Orsat Laboratory The Orsat Lab is designed for

practice only. Students will need instructor demonstration
of Orsat procedures and careful attention during the practice

session.

pogo 11 of 11

NOTES

This is the correct
equation FR 8/18/77.
page 41771 Equation
3-1 is wrong.

1 9
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LESSON PLAN

TOPIC: CALCULATION AND INTERPRETATT
OF % ISOKINETIC

COURSE: 450 - Lecture 8
LESSON TIME:1,hour 45 minutes
PREPARED BY: J Jahnke DATE: 9/21/78.

Iwomml

;60 ST4h,

ab 04; Arik :r

21Wa
1/4#

°It PRC0'w

Lesson Goal:

To present the concept of % isokinstic, derive the expression given for % I
in the Federal Register, and present the method used for evaluating the
adequacy of source tests which are not 100% isokinetic.

sson Oblectivea:

The student will be able to:

1. Locate the equations for %I in the Federal Register and in the course
workbook.

2. Explain how the %I expression is derived.

3. Explain the relative importance of the variables in the %I expression
and point out which ones should be closely checked on the source test
report.

Illustrate the effect of underistlkinetic sampling on the measured
pmr, relative to the true pmr.

5. Illustrate the effect of overisokinetic sampling on the measured pmr,
relative to the true pmr.

6. Evaluate whether a source test should be rejected or accepted, based
upon the value of the % isokinetic and whether the emission rate value
is above or below the standard.

Student Prerequisite Skills:

Ability to multiply and divide and to have deductive reasoning ability.

Level of Instruction:

College undergraduate science



Intended Student Professional Background:

High school math and general science.
Understanding of previous day's material is important for this lecture.

Support Materials and Equipment:

1. Course workbook

2. Federal Register - Vol. 42, No. 160, August 18, 1977. "Standards of

Performance for New Stationary Sources - Revision to Reference Methods 1-8P

3. "A Guideline lor Evaluating Compliance Test Results"- A Monograph

by R. Shigehara

4. Slide projector

Special Instructions:

This is an important lecture for agency people. The latter part of the

lecture, however, is difficult for some -,,eople. One should proceed carefully

and slowly in this presentation. Hand out the monograph'by R. Shigehara

at the end of the lecture - not before, or everyone will immediately turn

off. For those who don't understand the lecture, the monograph will serve

as a "cookbook" procedure for them.

Referepces:

122
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NOTES

I. Derivation of the % Isokinetic Equation L8-1

Page 72 in workboo

A. Expression given in Federal Register
Refer to 42 FR 41782 August 18, 1977
Equations 5-7 and 5-8

B. %I indicates how well the source tester was able to

achieve the AH's required for isokinetic sampling.

C. %I is not an indication of the accuracy of the test. Stress Point C.

Ex. - If one drops the filter paper and loses particulate

matter, this does not show up in the %I calculation

D. %I value is important to source tester and agency operator

since it provides one of the bases for accepting or

rejecting a test, as given in paragraph 6.12.

1. If 90 < %I < 110 tests are accJptable These concepts are'
difficult for somei

2. If E < standard and %I < 90, test can be accepted. students. Explain !

(on approval by Administrator )
later, at end of !

lecture.

3. If E > standard and %I > 110, test can be accepted

(on approval by Administrator)

E. Derivation
vn

1. %I = x 100 "definition"
v
s

2. From the equation of continuity

Qn
v =
n An

3. Q
n

from collected data

VE11111111

Q = V + V
metern sw corrected

0

where 0 = sampling time period

123
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% Isokinetic

4. Correction of volume metered at orifice, tc stack L8-5

conditions

Vorifice
corrected

( Ph
+

P
s

flT stress that all ar
. 6 )

Tm
i V

meter
really doing is
relating the volum

to of gas going throu h

stack cotditions the orifice meter !

to that going i

through the nozzle!

5. Correction for water collected in impingers

and

V p
lc 1190 = MH20

P V = 1 RT
s sw M s

RT
V =

11/H 0 ssw
2 M.. F7-

ti

2
0 s

RT
s

V
sw

= Vic pH
2 "H

2
0 s

Note:

V
LC

= volume of

liquid collected i
impingers and sili
gel. Silica gel
volume obtained
from weight differ
ence using Fig. 5-
42 FR 41780
Aug. 18, 1977.

L8-6

= the volume of water vapor at stack conditions.

6. Substituting T & P correction into Qn

V
AH

v K + T11. ( Ph T 7L6n
s lc 3

PH
2
OR

where K
3

H
2
0

0

=.00267 in Hg ftl/ml °R

124

t

L8-7

1

point out value o
K
3

in paragraph
6.12 so they will
believe you.
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7. Substituting into %I expression L8-8

Q,
%I . loo = loo

vs vs An

V

%I = [-.1( V + ( P + ]
p 3 lc ff'm b 13.6

100

A
n

Ov
s

8. %I - Federal Register Expression
L8-9

V AH
100 Ts EVlcK3 + pb +

7.1 = 608vPAs s n

9. %I FR expression from intermediate data L8-10

T
s
V
m(std)

%I = K4 PvA0(1-B )ssn ws

Note that all this
is, is

. v
n

K
4
= 0.09450 for English units

-NTs-

x 100

10. Special features of the expression

a. A
n

is in ft
2
or m

2

(42 FR 41781 paragraph 6.1 nomenclature)

b. Values for A should be extended to 4 or 5

decimal placen s - be wary of rounding off.

c. A source test observer should check the values

of A
n

, B
ws

and V
LC,

since small changes in the

values can have a great effect on the value of

%I. A source tester may attempt to alter the

value of %I by modifying these input values,

so that the test will be approved without

question. The student should be warned about

this.
125

ihere v is obtain

from V
nwhich is

correcTed back to

; nozzle conditions.
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Acceptable results

1. Review of pmr

2.

In

pmr is n A-4
V s s

Qs

Page 2.1_____of

NOTES

Pmr is an older terminology.
For pmr calculate by the
concentration method.
pmr

a
is calculated by the ratio

of areas method.

Effect of non-isokinetic conditions on the pmrmeasured
value

a. First consider small particles < 1 pm under

or over isokinetic sampling will not matter,

since particles will follow streamlines and

m will not vary

b. Second, consider large particles > 5 pm
under isokinetic sampling get too high a

concentration because large particles punch
into probe and collect too much mass for a
smaller volume. This varies as 1/v

c.

d.

Over isokinetic oampling ÷ get too low of a
concentration because get too few large
particles for the larger volume collected.
This v&ries as 1/v

L8-11

,L8-12

good review of
Tuesday morning
concepts

If plot pmr
measured

vs the % isokinetic,

pmr
true

obtain the plot of given on page 7b of Workbooli.

An actual particle distribution will lie
somewhere in between.

e. Question:

If a test is done at 80% 1 and the value of th
emission rate is below the standard, should th
test be accepted or rejected?

Answer:

Accepted, since if the test was conducted at
100% I, the value of the emission rate would
be even lower. This is obvious from the graph

126

L8-12

This is an extreme
important point.
Efforts should be
made to see that t
students understan
this.

Point out on graph,
difference of

pmr
meas.

80% > pmr
measured

at 100%
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f. Question:

Page 5 of 6

NOTES

If a test is done at 120% I and the value of tbe
emission rate is above the standard, should the
test be accepted or rejected?

Answer:

Accepted, since if the test was conducted at
100% I, the value of E would be even higher : pmr at 100

measured
and still above the standard

same comment

mr at 123
measured

. Question:

In the previous question, if the results of
the test meant that a $5,000,000 piece of
control equipment would have to be installed, i

would you still accept the test?

Answer:

Debate

Note that if a test is not 100% Isokinetic, the
value for Cs will be wrong. The above arguments
are for an agency's use.

If a source operator needed the information to
size a particulate control device, the above
arguments are useless in giving him the right
answer. Paragraph 6.12 is only a consideratio
to be used for agency test approval, and doesn t
have too much to do with the value of the
emission rate.

Note also that if a test is 100% isokinetic,
no way does this imply that the value of Cs,
pmr, or E obtained, is the true value. Errors
other than those due to not achieving the
calculated emission rate may arise.

These may be the following:

1. Wrong input of variables into isokinetic
rate equation will give wrong AH's. This,

however, will not appear in % I calculation.

2. Errors in nomograph will similarly not show
up in % I calculation.
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NOTES

G. Causes of a test not being 100% isokinetic several reasops
why a test may be out of isokinetic, are:

1. Moisture guessed wrong in setting isokinetic samplitg
rates.

2. Inability to follow rapid fluctuations in Ap and
corresponding calculated AH's. Negative flow

3. Heavy grain loading-- plugging filter so can't
achieve AH's at end of the test.

4. Large temperature variations not corrected ilL rate
calculation

5. Leak in pitot or sampling lines (broken probe,
lopsided filter, broken frit)

H. Handout "A Guideline for Evaluating Compliance Test
Results" - A Monograph by R. T. Shigehara.

This is EPA policy and may be used as a guideline for
administrative approval of tests < 90% or > 110%
isokinetic.
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PREPARED BY: DATE :

Giuseppe J. Aldine 10/2/78
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Lesson Goal:

To point out to students the legal and scientific definitions of

a particulate. Show students how sampling train is set-up and how physical

operation can affect the particulate definition.

Lesson Objectives:

The student should be able to:

1. *Write the Federal Register definition of a particulate given in

the NSPS regulations.

2. Describe the sampling train parameters effecting the definition

of a particulate.

3. Define "particulate" for the sampling train configurations given

on page 78 of the workbook.

Prerequisite Skills:

None

Level 3f Instruction:

College undergraduate science

Intended Student Professional Background:

General Science

Support Materials and Equi ment:

1. Federal Register - Vol 43, No. 37, February 23, 1978, Part V, "Kraft Pulp Mills"

2. 450 Workbook

3. 450 Manual

*Originally given in FR 12/23/71. Has been updated several times in various

FR's. Best example is FR 2/23/78 Part V, page 7584 Introduction.

131
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-The-course-up-to-this point handoalt.with the. reference method . _

procedures for particulate source sampling. We have /3resented the

bulk of the procedurer required to get a sample from a stack gas. Now

we want to direct more attention toward the type of sample we take and

the various parameters which can effect the final emissions calculations.

This lecture begins this phase of the course. We will define a particulate

both legally and scientifically.

132
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I. Legal Precedent --The Clean Air Act

A. New source performance standards

1. The Clean Act gives EPA a mandate to protect our

air resources

2. The Act sets the policy for Standards of Performance Refer to manual,
page 9-1 for pre-

a. The term "Standards of Performance" means a stan-1 cise language
dard for emissions of air pollutants which

reflects the degree of emission limitation

achievable through the application of the best

system of emission reduction which (taking into

account the cost of achieving such reduction)

the Administrator determines has been adeeuately

demonstrated.

b. This is important for it indicates political

and economic realities which are reflected in

the subparts pertaining to emission sources

B. Legal definition of particulate FR 12/23/71 page 24878

Subpart D, § 60.41, (C)

"Particulate matter means any finely divided liquid or

solid material other than uncombined water as measured

by Method 5."

Ask if anybody
,
knows this for
Federal and state

regulations

Ask if anyone

C. The legal definition refers to the scientific definition readily distin-

for particulate
goishes the

1. The legal definition is stated in (B)
difference

2. The scientific definition is given by RM5

3. Remember that the subparts give specific guides and

requirements for sampling procedures at an affected

facility

4. These are all related to the Clean Air Act mandate

a. The act does not state complete elimination

of air pollution must be achieved

h. NSPS requirements are written with control

equipment technology and cost in mind

c. The sampling methods can measure total

emissions from a cource

d. The subparts specify the samplilw methods used

to test emissiorui
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NOTES

e. The point is that the sampling method
may not measure all emissions from source -
It tests emissions as required in the regulatiolt

f. The regulations may vary to give the source some
economic relief

D. Example

1. The nominal ogeratip tempsraturs of RM5 filter
holdeTa-s--120 + 14 C (248 + 25 F)

L. However, the FR 10/6/75 page 46258 5 60.46, 5(b)

states that RM at a fossil-fuel fired steam
generator may have a filter holder and probe
operating at 160°C (320°F)

Does this effect the particulate catch?

3. Yes

Why?

4. At 320
o
F SO

2
and sulfuric acid mist will pass

through the filter into the impingers

a. RM5 includes particulates caught in the nozzle,
probe liner, and on the filter mat

b. S0
2
can form sulfates on the filter mat at

temperatures below approximately 270 0F

c. H
2
SO

4
can be condensed on the filter mat

and In the probe at temperatures below 250
o
F

d. 320
o
F assures neither SO or H

2
SO4 is included

in ale particulate catch
2

1) An ESP alone would have a tough time
Controlling these to meet NSPS

2) An ESP and scrubber would surely handle
this problem but can be expensive.

3) This strategy is now in line with the
statement of reasonable cost factors
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NOTES

5. These items illustrate all the points we have

discussed

a. There is a legal and scientific definition
for a particulate

b. The scientific definition is R145

C. Particulates caught in RM5 are determined
partly by

1) Operating temperature of the probe filter

2) Portions of the train analyzed

II. Sampling Train Configurations

A. The sampling train set.up, operating temperature, and
segments analyzed effect the definition of particulate

B. We want to examine several sampling train configurations
to determine the effect on the definition of a particulat

1. This may be important in designing source sampling
experiments

2. It is important to be sure a sampling train meets
the requirements of state and federal agencies
when doing compliance testing

3. It gives some background for possible modifications
to a sampling system that may

a. Make the job easier

b. But not effect the particuiate catch we would
get using the straight RM5 system

C. Sample Trains (workbook page 78)

1. Reference Method 5 - Particulate defined

a. Probe - filter temperature

b. Analysis procedures

2. Configuration 1 - Particulate defined

a. Condenser conditions

b. Analysis procedure

135

Cet the class to
join in describing
the particulate
catch for each
system
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3. Configuration 2

a. Probe-filter temperature

NOTES

b. Second filter may have particulate at condenser

conditions

c. Analysis

4. Method 17(Configuration 2)

a. Stack temperature

b. Analysis

c. May yield results significantly lower than RM5

This "definition of a particulate" discussion points out the

important legal and scientific aspects of the part_ullate

sampling method and its relationship°to the Clean Air Act

mandate. The discussion shows that careful preparation must
go into planning stack tests ta. meet test goals, agency

regulations, and allow reasonable sampling procedures. This

leads us into the discussion on designing a stack test and

performing our laboratory.
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Hand out Feb 2, 19
FR on Kraft Pulp
Mills at this point
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Lesson Goal:

To familiarize students with the procedures for designing, planning,

and performing a stadk test; the basic operation of the EPA Methori 5

&sapling train; and present a usable report writing format.

Lesson OljecILILts:

The student should be able to:

1. List the steps involved in designing a stack test

2. List the information necessary in a pre-survey of the stack

test site

3. Recall the planning steps for a stack test

4. Recall a usable report writing format

5. Describe the basic procedures for performing an EPA Method 5

test including filling .t data forms and making calculations

Prere uisite Skills:

Knowledge of operating requirements for RM5 procedures and equipment

(RM1, RM2, RM3, and RM4)

Level of Instruction:

College undergraduate science

Intended Student Prclfilsionallackground:

General Science

Support Materials:

1. Manual page 7-1 3. Programmed calculation sheet

2. Workbook pages 80-81, 79

137
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ftsciakInlotructions:

This lecture is an explanation of the manual and workbook flow
charts, outlines and exercises for the EPA Method 5 test

References:

None

This lecture will center on discussion of the flow thert onworkbook
page80-81. This flow chart contains our thoughts and opinions on
every aspect of planning and performing a source test. After we have
discussed the itemq on page 80 we will go on to the workbook laboratory
exercise on page 82. Writing a source test report will be covered last.

138
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NOTES

I. Designing a stack test

A. Determine stack test necessity

1. A stack test for compliance to regulations is obviou

C.

I).

E.

F.

Often stack tests yield valuable process operation

data

Research the literature - Refer Lo flow chart section

1. This is extremely important

2. Provides information as given in flow chart

Stat test objectives

1. With test necessity and research it is now possible

to write complete test objectives

Objectives are extremely important

a. Every experiment in science has objectives

written prior to beginning the work

b. Experiments are then designed to meet the

objectives

c. Experimental work then evaluated in terms of

meeting, proving, or disproving the objectives

d. Treat each stack test as an original scientific

experiment IT IS an original experiment

Design the experiment - follow the flhw chart description

Do a pre-survey - follow the flow chart

A pre-survey is often overlooked

a. To cut costs

b. It is assumed there will be no problemn

2. A pre-survey

Can save time and money in thy long run

b. Makes the job easier

c. Allows much better planning and experiment

design

Finalize test plans follow the flow (-hart

139

Use flowchart
and these notes
for the discussio

Stress this point
Take no part of
the test for
granted

NOTE:

This is not to impl
that Method 5 is an
experimental method.
It has been well
proven and do(ument
over the past 10 yr
The statements are
given to instill an
attitude which is
held by the authors.

1
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G. Prepare equipment - this is obvious and we have been
doing the type of preparation necessary in our laboratori

1. An important point to make is for the test team
to carry plenty of spare equipment

2. Test All equipment before leaving for the job site

H. Confirmations

1. Travel and accommodations are extremely important

2. Be sure the process is operating at desired
before starting travel

I. Arrival at the site - follow flow chart

1. Inform plant contact of your arrival

2. Review the test plan with all persons involved in
the program

3. Confirm sampling site and process operation

This concludes the first part of our lesson concerning the design

and planning of the source test. Now we want to proceed to
the laboratory exercise on page 84. in the workbook to cover
items on performing the source test.

Equipment preparations

A. Check the nozzle

1. Round tip opening

2. Calibrate the nozzle using a micrometer as describedl
on Monday morning

B. The sampling probe

1. These items have been done by the laboratory staff
to save time for sampling

2. They should bt. checked routinely prior to use

C. Sample case - again this has been done by the staff
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NOTES

D. The impingers are filled by the staff and assembled
The procedure is straight forward and you will get some
hands on experience during the disassembly at the end
o the test

E. Check the umbilical line and meter console

F. The sampling train leak test

1. The completely assembled sampling train is now ready
for a leak test

2. For clarity we will go directly on with the leak tes

a. At an actual test several tasks could be
performed while waiting for the train to
come up to operating temperature

b. A suggested sequence will be presented after
we cover the leak test

3. Bring all train components to operating temp.

4. Turn the fine adjust valve fully crunter clockwise -
open

5. Be sure coarse adjust valve is closed

6. Turn on the pump

7. Seal nozzle opening

8. Slowly open the coarse valve - fully open

9. Turn the fine adjust valve (by pass valve) slowly
in a clockwise direction

10. Watch the vacuum gage as it proceeds toward 380 mm
(15 in) Hg

a. Do not exceed 380 mm Hg

b. If you do exceed 380 mm Hg

1) Slowly re1e:3se vacuum at the nozzle or

2) Leak test at the vacuum reached

C. Do not turn the fine adjust valve counter
clockwise at anytime during the leak test

141
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11. Time the leak rate using the dry gas meter and

a stopwatch. The leak must be less than 0.00057

min (0.02 cfm)

12. After timing the leak rate

m
3
/

a. If it passes requirements record the leak rate

and slowly release vacuum at the nozzle

b. If the train has an unacceptable leak release
vacuum at the nozzle then

1) Track down the leak

2) Re-test

II. Organization on the stack and in the lab

A.

B.

C.

Turn to the flow chart on page 80.

We have covered to this point

1.

2.

3,

4.

Equipment calibration

Laboratory preparations before testing

Train assembly

Leak testing

as

Several of these items can be going on simultaneously

1.

2.

This will save time which is important on site

Suggestions are

a. 1 Technician assemble equipment for the test

b.

C.

1 Technician take measurements for RM1

requirements

Team leader prepare data forms and equations

3. After taking RMI data

a.

h.

Team leader makes RM1 calculations

Technicians assumble travursing system

142

This is the basic
'method in the FR.

The procedure
.described therein 1

is more elaborate i

and should be
followed if wanting !

to meet the letter
of regulations.
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4. RK1 data completed

a. Mark traverse points on probe

b. Do velocity traverse - quick preliminary

c. Do H
2
0 estimate

5. While the train is coming to operating temperature

for leak test

a. 1 Technician prepare RM3 equipment

b. Team leader silve isokinetic equations and

fill out data sheets

c. 1 Technician prepare other sampling trains for

runs 2 and 3

6. When ready perform leak test

7. After leak test

a. Add ice to the impinger bath

b. Record dry gas meter starting reading

c. Inform plant of test about to start

d. Position equipment at point I in the stack

e. Record all data and calculate AH desired

f. Start test and record time

8. ThetrAin remains on during the traverse in the port

a. 15 seconds before time is up at a traverse

point ir e train to next point - this allows Ap

manometr to stabilize

b. Record time interval readings

c. Calculate new AH from Ap

9. Wben the port test time is over stop the train then

alove to next port

10. Repeat the procedures outlined for each port

143 143
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11. Be constantly aware during the test of:

a. Test times

b. Dry gas meter revolutions

c. Stack temperature

d. Sample case temperature

e. Pump vacuum

f. Impinger temperature

g. AH versus Ap readings

D. At the end of the test

1. Remove the sample case and probe from the stack

with the pump off

2. Record

a. End time

b. Dry ras meter final reading

3. Let the train cool then seal the nozzle. Clean-up

should be done in a laboratory or other clean area

III. Data sheet and calculations

A. Data averages

1. Dry gas meter volume sampled - Vm final - initial

dry gas meter reading

2. Average AH - straight arithmetic average

3. Average square root of the Ap readings

4. Average stack temperature

B. Calculations - use programmed sheet and explain to student

IV. 'Report writing - manual page 7-1.

A. This is straight forward and can be done by following the

manual sections.

B. If time is tight instruct students to read the section

as homework
144

Clean-up is not
done in lab except
for measuring H

2
0.

Procedures are
given in manual

page 5-12.
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Lesson Gnal:

To introduce methods of correcting emissions data from combustior sources to

different types of standard conditions.

Lesson Objectives!

The student will be able to:

1. Discuss the relationships that exist in fossil fuel-fired

boilers between excess air, % 02, and % CO
2

2. Define excess air

3. Correct a particulate concentration to standard temperature

and pressure

4. Correct a particulate concentration to 50% excess air using

two methods

5. Correct a particulate concentration to 12% CO
2

6. Correct a particulate concentration co 6% 0
2

Student Prerequisite Skills:

Ability to multiply and divide

Intended Background:

General Science

Level of Instructions:

College undergraduate math

145
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Q. ANNNEWAL

1. Workbook

2. Manual

3. Slide Projector

4. Calculators

Special Instructions:

This is the first lecture Thursday morning. The pace of the course
has been rather rapid and perhaps overwhelming to some students.
Lectures on Thursday areintentionally slower paced so that the students
may have an opportunity to digest the material and ask questions on
points previously covered which may not be clear.

References:

Course Manual - Appendix

146
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I. Correclion of concentration to standard temperature and Page 98 Workbook

pressure

A. Did this in first lecture, us'Lng ideal gas law

derivation is:
mRT

std sV= V = ---
cotr MP

std
s MP

s
std

V
T
std

corr
P
std

T
std

P
sstd = =

V
s

T
s

T P
std

P
s

P
s
T
std

corr
V = Vs

P T
std s

P
std

T
sc

corr V s rT
stdCorr s

P T
std s

=
corr

Cs
P T
s std

B. Need to first correct data tLo standard temperature and

pressure before doing other corrections

C. In EPA reference methods:

Standard Temperature = 68°F

Standard Pressure = 29.92"11g

11. Excess Air Corrections

A. Stoichiometric air vs. excess air

I. If you burn carbon stoichiometrically, what do you geti?

Gas, just CO2 and N9 left over.

2. Boiler operation most combustion sources can't run

stoichiometrically, need more air. Fuel in combus-

tion zone of boiler will deplete immediate region of

oxygen. New fuel entering region will lack enough

oxygen to burn completely and will have incomplete

combustion. Need to add excess air.
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3. When adding excess air, get different percentages

of CO
2
and 0

2'
based upon type of fuel and amount

of excess air.

B. Definition of Excess Air:

Volume Excess Air
1. % EA x 100

Theoretical Volume
required for complete combustion

2. % EA im
% O, .5 (% CO)

.264(7 N2)-Tro2 .5(m)]
x 100

C. Correcting a concentration 1.o 50% excess air.

1. Between 1920-1940 many coal combustion sources
operated at about 507 excess air. Today r.,st

sources operate at much lower excess air.

2. Excess air, 2C02"70 corrections used to correct
2

for dilution of the tlue gas. Note that a concen-

tration can be reduced by dilution and a source
could pass a concentration standard by doing so.

These corrections bring emissions to a common

referent, accounting for such dilution.

3. 50% excess air correction

E
550

s % EA)

150

4. 50% excess air correction from Orsat data

s
50

1

1-1.7(10-2 -)--11733(% N2)

21

C

5. The equations are derived in Appendix of the manual..

They are not equivalent expressions. In fact, both

functions are not good functions and are not contin-:
uous. They will give different values for arbitrary,
values of %0

2'
%N

2'
and %CO, but are almost identi-

cal combustion sources.

148 1 8

Point on graph

L11-3

Refer to Appendix
in Manual for
derivations. Willi

not derive in
class. PageD-1

L11-4
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PROBLEM SESSION

1

Pa
ge 3 4of

NOTES

--------, -
III. Correcting to 1=02

L11-6

A. Used in NSPS for municipal incinerators and by some states

for some other sources.
- _

B. C .. C 12
s
12 8 TC67

2

C. The correction may cause a significant error in the reported

emission rate, due to errors in determining %C00 by Orsat.

One collaborative test contracted by EPA had a getween

test team deviation of concentration value of .1., 15%. When

corrections were made to 12%C0
2'

deviation jumPed to almost

25%.

IV. Correcting concentration to 6% oxygen L11-7

1. Some standards are written in t.:rms of an oxygen correction

instead of a CO
2
correction

_

2. C ...

cs 120.9 - 6.01
s
6%0

2
20.9 - %0

2
:

3. Some standards may be corrected to 3%02 instead of 6%.

Change 6 to 3 in this case.
,

20.9 is the % 0
2

in air.

V. Practice in performing concentration corrections. Page100
; Workbook

A. Perform calculations page 100
of workbook - example given.

Allow 30 minutes
for problem.
Have students
take a break
after they have
finished.

B. Answers - Problem I in workbook
Fill in answers in
Table after most

1

students have

1

finished first

I

problem. Help
those who are
having difficulty.

H OnmtAnWysis C$50

Test % 0
s

PMR C Fmm

Number EA %CO2 1602 %CO N DSCF/min, gr./min. grs ./DSCF C5 % EA Raw Orsat Data
12

1A 10 13.3 2.2 0 84.3 14,300 10,000 .699 .631 .513 .507

18 46.9 9.7 7.1 0.2 83.0 19,400 10,000 .515 .637 .505 .502

149 1 4 9
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CONCENTRATION CORRECTIONS AND 4, .\

Lecture rae. PROBLEM SESSION

..114..**,
C. Answers - Problem II in workbook

Test

Number EA

Orson Analysis

as
DSC F/min.

PMR
gr./min.

Cs

gr./DSCFSC %0 %CO %N

48.6 12.1 7.1 0.3 80.5 18,000 13,000 .722 .716

100 9.1 10.6 0 80.3 24,000 13,000 .542 .714

Fill in answers
1

in table (on
chalkboard or
overhead) after
most students have
finished. Let

the others work
until they get
the correct answers

50
blIMM..11111111%. MI====....

from
% EA Raw Orsat Data

. 715 .712

1Th

D. Note the differences in answers for coal fired boiler,

answers all close. Why? Not so for oil fired boiler.

.723 .721

Refer to Fig. 11-2
coal combustion has
the characteristics
of 12% co, corre-
sponding to approx-
imately 6% 02 at
50% EA.
Oil does not.
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LESSON PLAN

TOPIC: LITERATURE SOURGES

'COURSE: 450 Lecture 12
LESSON TIME: 30 minutes
PREPARED BY: DAT E

J. A. Jahnke 9/21/78

..

Lesson Goal:

To introduce the student to a.Lternate sources of information on source
sampling and environmental control.

Lesson Objectives:

The student will be able to:

1. Jtecall at least three types of sources from which information on
source sampling methodology may be found (books, periodicals,

newsletters, EPA publications).

2. List the most important periodidals and professional organizations
that transmit source sampling information.

1. Tell how to receive assistance in obtaining EPA publications and

computerized literature searches.

Student Prerequisite Skills:

None

Level of Instruction:

Basic

Intended Student Professional Background:

Individual involved in air pollution control programs.

SuEport Materials and Equipment:

1. Course manual-Appendix B

2. Slide projector

3. L.xamples of literature periodicals, books, etc., on air

pollution control.

4. Brochure: "Need Air Pollution Information?"
EPA office of Library Services

153



Special Instructions:

This lecture is easy and light-hearted. It provides a breather in the
morning, but is greatly appreciated by the students, particularly the
industrial people.

References:

None

154
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CONTENT OUTLINE
Course.. 450 Lecture 12 isl, !

NOTES

LITERATURE.SOURCESLecture Title.' <

I. Books on Air Pollution Control, Sources, and Engineering L12-1

A. Fundamentals of Air Pollution - Williamson Good
Introductory Text

B. Industrial Source Sampling - Brenchley, Turley, Yarmac
Written by 3 people who attended this course. Book now

dated, but may have some good reference material

C. Air Pollution - Stern
5 volumes - review articles on all aspects of air pollution.
Good reference

D. Chemical Engineer's Handbook - Perry
Good reference for practicing engineers

E. Source Testing for Air Pollution Control -
Cooper and Rossano
Professional type approach to source sampling - now
dated, but has useful iaformatton

F. AP-40 Air Pollution Engineering Manual
Basic Reference for Agency People -
Beg, borrow or steal.

G. Others

1

II. Periodicals L12-2

A. Journal of the Air Pollution Control Asaociation

1. Very important -refereed articles

2. Ask how many students belong to APCA

3. Others should be encouraged to join APCA if they
are serious about their professional work

B. Environmental Science and Technology

1. ACS publication

2. Refereed articles

3. Articles on all areas of environmental control

155 -154
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Course: 450 Lecture 12
1).

LITERATURE SOURCESLecture Title: PRO1iP

C. Stack Sampling News

1. Sometimes has tips and techniques on source sampling

2. Contains announcements, etc.

3. Articles are unrefereed

D. Pollution Engineering

1. Freebee

2. Articles on all areas of pollution

E. Staub Rheinhaltung der Luft

1. Very important for articles on particulate control

2. Unfortunately - in German - "staub" means "dust" -

comes out 1 year later in English translation

F. Others: Power, TAPPI, Chemical Engineering, etc.

III. EPA Publications

of 3

NOTES

A. Many publications available - obtain through NTIS or EPA

library

EPA Cumulative Bibliography 1970-1976 Parts 1 and 2

PE-265-120 and EPA Publications Bibliography Quarterly

Abstracts Bulletin NTIS UB/D,J42-0l, 02, 03, etc.,

available from NTIS.

B. Note brochure "Need Air Pollution Information?", and

services available from EPA library

C. Mention Federal Register and Code of Federal Regulations -

their importance and the distinction between them.

IV. Newsletters

A. Quick communication on a daily or weekly basis

B. Expensive, but purchased hy most libraries

1. Environmental Reporter

2. Air/Water Pollution Report

3. Current contents

4. IERL Report Abstracts

NO
x
Control Review

PO Control Review, etc.

1 5
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NOTES

V. Other Periodicals on Environmental Topics LI2-5

A. Clean Air

B. Environment

C. Combustion

D. etc. Make your own list

VI. Freebees LI2-6

A. For people who like to get something in the mail

B. Industrial Research, American Laboratory, Laser Focus, etc.

C. Pollution Equipment News





LESSON PLAN

I I IN
FESEETIi

TOPIC: THE F-FACTOR METHOD

COURSE! 450 Lecture 13
LESSON TIME: 1 hour
PREPARED BY: DATE'

J. A. Jahnke 9/25/78

Lesson Goal:

To introduce the student to the concept of the 7-Factor Method. To

show two methods of performing the emission rate calculation and various

techniques that can be performed with F-factors.

Lvsson Objectives:

The student will be able to:

1. Define the F-factor used in EPA Methd 5 calculations

2. Discuss how the F-factor can give a value for the emission rate

3. Describe the requirements for using the 7-factor in the EPA

M,thod 5 test for new FFFSGs.

4. Recall alternate 7-factor methods

5. Use F-factors for cross-checking Orsat and combustion data.

Student Prerequisite Skills:

Ability to multiply and divide

Level of Instruction:

College undergraduate science and math

Intended Student Professional Background:

General Science

Support Materials and Equipment:

1. Course workbook

2. Course manual

3. Slide projector

159
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Special Instructions:

Not many students realize the importance of the Fd factor in the NSPS
requirements for perforuing Method 5. Stress should be placed on this

calculation method.

References:

October 6, 1975 40FR46250

160
159
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Course: 4" Lecture 13

Lecture Me: THE F -FACTOR METHOD

(2122;
14( PRolt.

Page..1._ of _4_

NOTES

I. Emission in terms of lbs/10
6
Btu Heat Input

A. Previously expressed emissions in terms of

pmr
s

Q
lbs

s s

QH
106BtuAle

lbs

10
6

Btu

B. Problems:

1. Uncertainty in QH. What is QH?

(Fuel feed rate) x (fuel heating value)

Does EPA have a standarized fuel truck to check
fuel feed meters? No. - have uncertainty here that
can't check.

2. Too many variables in the equation for continuous
monitoring applications.

II. F-Factor Method

A. Alternate Approach

dilution
E = EF Icorrection

s
.

term

B. Definition of the F
d

factor

volume of theoretical dry
1. F

d
= combustion products/lb

heating value of fuel
combusted (106 Btu/1b)

= ft
3

10
6
Btu

dimensionally, then

161 160

Page 108 Workbock

Write equation
on board

Note: Did this
the first day,
but most people
in class have
forgotten it by
now

write on board

L13-1
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CONTENT OUTLINE
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Course. 450 Lecture 13
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NOTES

Lecture Title: THE F-FACTOR METHOD

2. the emission rate from A, is then

E ,=, djae
lbs lbs

/10
6

Btu 10
6

Btu

dilution correction term is dimensionless

3. F-factors are relatively constant values for specific
categories of fuels.

C. F
d

factor method LI3 -2

1.

L.

E =
s

Fd

uses %0
2

for

This is the

20.9

use in EPA Method 5.

20.9-%0
2

dilution correction.

equation must

3. Examples of F-factors L13-.3

Note more extensive list in manual - numbers in parentheses, Turn to page
give % deviation from the mean of data sets for which 9-11of manual.

the F-factors were calculated.
Point out the

4. EPA Method 5 and the F
d

factor method small deviations.

Required to use this calculation method. Also, required Turn to page 9-12

to perform oxygen traverse while doing Method 5 test. Note of manual.

boxes not too many students realize this. Draw sample
into bag and analyze by Orsat or using continuous oxygen
monitor if approved by administrator. Suggest follow Reter to page

procedures by Mitchell and Midgett - have two analysis 9-1') of manual.

agree to within .3%.

D. F factor method 1.1 3-4

c
volume of theoretical co.

1. F IL:Iterated by comhustion/lh

heating value of fuel
comhusted (106 lituilb)

2. the F factor method

161!

rhis and following
methods may he
gone through
quickly. They are
important for con-
tinuous monitoring,
hut not for method
) Students, how-
ever, should know
that they exi!;t_

LI 3- ti
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41 pRotc,

E. Using Fd factor to calculate E from data given on a wet

basis

20.9
E

ws
F

ws
d

2(wJ

B = fractional moisture content
ws

of stack gas

F. the wet F factor method F

2
E F

0.9
ws [20.9(1-B

wa
)-%0

where Br
a

= fractional moisture content in air

Method used in continuous monitoring applications. Bwa

can be determined by several methods.

G. Use of f-factors for cross checks

1.

F
d(calc) Q

Qsd ( 20.9 - %0
2
)

20.9

Stoichtometric combustion check. If have

a useful calculation to do. If F
d

(calc)

appreciably from tabulated values, have a
in Q

sd
, Q

H
, or %0

2
. Many people use this

their data.

2. Alternate expression

all of data,
differs
problem either
method to check

F
w
(calc) =

ws
Q wa

%0
2(

Qil 20.9

3. Alternate expression

c(calc)

qws

H I

100

163

1 6.2

=1=11

'Define 0

L13-6

2(w)-
Oxygen concentra-
tion on a wet basis

L13-7

L13-8
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CONTENT OUTLINE
Course: 450 Lecture 13

Lecture Title: THE P-FACTOR METHOD

lospo
4sts, Page 4 of

ZU I
NOTES.

4 01

H. F
o

factor

1. Great help in checking Orsat data

20.9 F
d

F
o 100F

c

02(d)

%C o2(d)

2. If value not within 3 .4- 5% of that tabulated, have

a problem with the Orsat data

L13-9

I. Correcting for incomplete combustion L13-10

1. F-factor method assumes complete combustion of fuel

2. Can make corrections, but normalry CO levels are

on ppm levels and do not greatly affect values

7 CO
(%

% CO
C°2)adj 2

(7. 02)adj
= % 0

2
- 5(%C0)

164
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LESSON PLAN

II
05ffill!

Lesson Goal:

/81

OLCULATIONS REVIEW.;
TOPIC: CLEAN-UP PROCEDURES FOR THE

RM5TEST - CALCULATIONS AND PRE-

TEST REVIEW - DISCUSSION OF

LABORATORY RESULTS

COURSE: 450 Lecture 14

LESSOti TIME:1 hour 45 minutes
PREPARED BY: DATE'

Giuseppe J. Aldina 10/2/78

To present clean-up procedures for the RM5 sampling system; review

source test calculations and be sure all students can perform these;

discussion the results of the source test as an introduction to the

Error Analysis lecture.

Lesson Objectives:

The student should be able to:

1. List the clean-up procedures for the RM5 sampling train

2. Make all calculations for an RM5 stack test

3. Distinguish the difference between sampling precision and sampiing

accuracy

4. Answer all questions on the pre-test

Prerequisite Skills:

None

Level of Instruction:

College undergraduate scienc..1

Intended Student Professional Background:

General Science

Support Materials:

1. Manual page 5-12 3. Programmed calculation sheet

Workbook page 113 4. Pre-?est and arnmer key

Sapecial Instructions:

Lecture is foliowyd easily in the monual and wcrkbook

1=17

1 ;)

14



References:

None

We shall start this lesson by reviewing the pre-test since the laboratory

/ did not allow time for a complete clean-up procedure of the RM5 sampling

train. We will go through the flow chart in the manual on the clean-up

procedures to be sure everyone can do this. We will then go through the

calculations for the RM5 test and compare test results.

168
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Lecture rine: CALCULATIONS REVIEW;
Course: 450 Lecture 14

sommillimmulaillillimill".1.11111.11111111111.1111111
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CONTENT OUTLINE NOTES
p ri

I. Review Pre-test

--CLEAN-16PROCEDURES FOR RM5 TEST
CALCULATIONS AND PRE-TEST REVIEW

DISCUSSION OF LABORATORY RESULTS

Awl. WO mew. .

II. RM5 Clean-up procedures - discuss procedures as given on page

5-12 of manual.

III. Calculations review

A. Ask class for any questions on the calculations

B. Go through calculations on programmed calcula0on sheet

IV. Class laboratory results - using page f1,3 of the workbook

ask laboratory groups to give values they calculated.

A. Generally

1. Groups will get similar

a. Velocity data

b. Volumetric flowrate data

2. Some groups will be out of isokinetic limit 90-110%

3. Pollutant mass rate data and concentration.data will

vary but still be comparable

B. Point out the similiarities and discrepancies in the

laboratory results

C. Introduce ERROR analysis topic
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LESSON PLAN

TOPIC: ERROR ANALYS ES.,

COURSE: 450 Lecture 15
LESSON TIME: 30 minutes
PREPARED BY DATE

J. A. Jahnke 9/22/78

Lesson Goal:

To provide the student with an understanding of the distinctions bef-ween

error and precision and to review the types of error that can occur in

source sampling.

Lesson Objectives:

1. The'student will be able to explain the difference between precision

and accuracy.

2. The student will be able to list and decribe three categories of error.

(systematic, random, illegitimate)

3. The student will be able to discuss the relative precision of EPA

reference methods 2-5.

4. The student will be able to use the conz.epts of this lecture and not

miqsapply the terminology in discussions of source sampling results.

Student Prerequisite Skills:

None

Level of Instruction:

College entry level science

Support Materials and Equipment:

1. Course workbook

2. Course manual

3. Slide projector

4. ilau,out - reprint of art idle Midgett , M. Rodney. "How EPA Va 1 i dates
NSPS Methodology." Env ironmenta 1 Sc ence and T(..clmo logy 11:655-659;

411
July 1977.

171
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Special Instructions:

None

References:

Handout - reprint of article - Midgett, M. Rodney. "How EPA Validates

NSPS Methodology." Enviroamental Science and Technoloa 11:655-659;

July 1977.

172
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Course.. 450 Lecture 15

Lecture Tine.* ERROR ANALYSIS

Ave 1 of 2

NOTES

I. The true value

A. True value is what is wanted. Impossible to know what

this is in source sampling

B. Collaborative tests may be close to true value, but not

certain. Can orly talk about deviations

L15-1

II. Differerze between precision and accuracy L15-2

A. Precision refers to reproducibility

Accuracy refers to correctness closeness to true value

B. Bull's eye

1. Closely spaced shot give estimate of good precision, L15-2

but if any from bull's eyes, have poor accuracy

2. Shot near bull's eye means good accuracy, but can

have good or poor precision

3. The 3 method 5 tests give only an estimate of ' Stress

precision tells nothing of accuracy. One value

is no more valid than another if each test was done :

the same

III. Classification of errors L15-3

A. Errors can arise from three basic reasons

1. Can be systematic calibration problem, error in
adjustment, consistent error in reading, etc. may

be corrected in some instances

L. 'Random errors -- errors resulting from fluctuation,

chance. Cannot remove. Idea is to eliminate all

errors except random errors and keep these at a

minimum.

3. Illegitimate errors blunders, things which should

not happen. Dropping the filter, leaks, misreading

a dry gas meter, etc.

B. Emphasize that lit is hard to remove all errors. Difficulk

to get estimat.2 of error ot test. Z1 does not give this.
Average ot tnree tests only gives an estimate of the

precision, not the accuracy of the test.

Errors can affect both precision and accuracy.

173
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CONTENT OUTLINE
Course: 450

Lecture Title:
Lecture 15

ERROR ANALYSIS

Qøo Sro
$;s

dilik

l'et

4( PRO t.c)

NOTES

IV. Estimates of prescision for EPA reference methods

A. Refer to paper by R. Midgett-

11, #7, (1977) p.657 Table 2 - Within laboratory deviation,

the reference methodsof

1. Method 2 - 3.9%

2. Method 5 - 10.4%

3. Method 6 - 4.0%

4. Method 7 - 6.67

B. Between laboratory deviation

1. Method 2 - 5.0

2. Method 5 - 12.1

3. Method 6 5.8

4. Method 7 9.5

C. Note: Estimates are for precision, not accuracy. Discussi

results of laboratory in terms of the above concepts.

1 7.1 1 7;
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LESSON PLAN

TOPIC: SOURCE SAMPLING QUALITY
ASSURANCE AND SAFETY ON THE
SAMPLING SITE

COURSE: 450 Lecture 16
LESSON TIME: 1 hour 20 minutes
PREPARED BY: CATE:

Giuseppe J. Aldina 10/2/78

Lesson Goal:

Stimulate students to be aware of all aspects of the sampling procedure
which effect the quality of the data and the safety of the sampler at the

sampling site.

Lesson Objectives:

The student should be able to:

1. Recall the important aspects of an accident analysis program

2. List the 10 causes of accidents

3. List some personal safety equipment for a source sampler

4. List the important items necessary to assure good quality test data

Prerequisite Skills:

The course up to this point

Level of Instruction:
4

College science

Intended Student Professional Background:

General Science

Support Materials:

1. Blackboard and chalk or ove,nead projector and pens

2. Slide projector

3. Workbook - page 119

4. Manual page 5-15

177
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Special Instruetions:

Let the students think up the quality assurance points with help from

the instructor.

References

CRC Handbook of Laboratory Safety

This lecture is devoted to the safety of sampling personnel at the site and

points of quality assurance for source sampling using RM5. The major aspects

of an accident analysis program and the 10 common dauses of accidents are

presented. The class will then list the major points to evaluate in assuring
good quality source test data for both the tester and observer.

178
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CONTENT OUTLINE
nhArsle: 4513 Lecture 16

Lecture Title: SOURCE SAMPLING QUALITY
AggialANCE AND R.AlmAr AN TKR

SAMPLING SITE

I. Accident analysis

A. Accidents are caused therefore they can be prevented

Page_i_of

NOTES

B. The best system for preventing accidents is an accident

analysis program

1. Analyze all possible causes of an accident before

it happens

2. Take measures to eliminate possible causes of

accidents

3. Ask personnel working in the area for suggestions

4. If an accident does occur

a. Find out how it happened

b. Ask the injured person(s) how it happened

c. Ask the injured person's) for suggestions on
how to prevent a reoccurrence

II. Causes of accidents
L16-1

A. Poor instructions

1. Supervisory persfnnel must give adequate instructions

for

a. Job performance

b. Safety requirements

2. Supervisor should inspect job site for all applicable

concerns and safety

a. Before

b. During nnd

After the job

1,1
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CONTENT OUTLINE
Course: 450 Lecture 16

Lec ture SOURCE SAMPLING UALITY

,v)sro
.)0 Page of

0"' rz

0 .NOTES
4,

(PRoltt

ASSURANCE AND SAFETY ON THE
SAMPLING SITE

B. Poor planning

1. The person-in-charge must properly plan and conduct

the activity

2. Experiment design and performance are extremely

important for job success and safety

3. Specifically for stack test - adequate manpower to

do the job

C. Improper design - the experiment must be designed with

proper equipment, layout, and construction for completion

of the job

D. Proper equipment not provided

1. Safety equipment must be available

2. Proper tools and other equipment must be on hand -

Jury rigging is poor practice

E. Failure to follow instructions

1. All personnel must follow safety rules

2. Explicit instructions must be given to all

personnel involved at the job

F. Neglect or improper use of equipment

1. All personnel must use the proper safety equipment

2. Do not try to use a piece of equipment for a purpose

for which it was not intended (i.e. do not try to

drill a 1/2" hole with a 1/4" drill bit)

G. Faulty equipment poorly maintained equipment is

inexcusable

H. Untrained personnel

1. All personnel should have adequate training before

their participation at the job site

2. Trainees should be closely supervised

180
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Lecture 77ile: SOURCE SAMPLING QUALITY
kattntortiee--Ale-SitrrEuff-eN-Ttitt

Page 3 of._

NOTES

SAMPLING SITE

I. Uncooperative personnel

1. Persons in poor physical condition or poor mental

attitude should be given different assignments

2. This applys to attitudes about co-workers, supervisor,

the job, or working conditions

J. Unpreditable outside agents

1. Agents outside the control of the sampling team

2. Can mean anything such as bad weather or a stinging

insect which may startle someone and cause an

accident

III. Personal safety equipment

A. Hard hat

B. Safety glasses

G. Safety shoes

D. Respirators

E. First aid kit

F. Gloves

1. Leather work gloves

2. Heat protective gloves

G. Proper clothing

1. No shorts

2. Longsleeve shirts

3. Appropriate for weather conditions

H. Plenty of drinking water and some snack food to prevent

fatigue. No salt tablets - Thpy are bad for you

r. Safety belts

Maintain the discussion as long as students make responses

Ask the class to
describe these.
It is more useful
than a simple

' listing.

;
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\CONTENT OUTLINE
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IV. Quality Assurance
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SAMPLING :1TE

Page 4 of 7

NOTES

Ask students what

would make good
quality assurance

A. Introduction checks for a stack

This lecture is to be held as an interactive student-teachertest. They will,

discussion session. Have the students contribute ideas
by this point, be
able to list the

towards the development of a QA program. List points on items given.

the board and have the students list in their workbooks

B. Equipment Calibrations

1. Nozzle

2. Pitot tube

3. Heaters probe and filter

4. Dry gas meter

5. Orifice meter

C. Observations that can be made by the agency observer at

the sampling site.

I. Leak checks - before and after sampling

2. Reference Method 1 requirements

3. Probe alignment

4. Precise meter console operation - data recording

5. Reference Method 3 requirements

6. Overall competancy of sampling team

a. Experience

b. 'Education

c. Professionalims

7. Coordination with source operation

S. Parameter checks on stack gas

a. Stack gas temperature

b. Preliminary traverse for cyclonic gas flow and

C. Moisture content ot the gas

9. Adherence to reference method procedures

10. System vacuum

182
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11. sampling system temperatures

a. Filter

b. Impingers

c. Dry gas meter

12. AH calculation from 4

Parawetere the contro agency observe. should record

1. Test start and end times

"S" type pitot tube Cp

J. Nozzle diameter

4. Leak rate of the train

a. Initial leak rate

b. Leak rate anytime train is disassembled

c. Post-to.,:t leak rate

5. Dry gas meter vo lme

6. K factor for romograph or calculator

I. Average square rot of the Ap readings

8. Av.erage All

9. Volume of H
2
0 trapped in the sample train

10. Filter tare weights

11. Orsat data

D. Process operation data (as applicable)

1. Materials feed rate

rroduction rate

3. Fufl teed rate

Shift chanT-s

). lipsk ts

WS

NOTES
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E. Analytical procedures

1. Clean-up techniques for the RM5 sample train

a. Care taken

b. Thoroughness of clean-up

c. Careful labeling of all samples

d. If sample to be shipped for analysis sample

volume should be marked

4. Laboratory staff

a. Bachelor degree chemist

b. Certified technician

3. Sample znalysis

a. Sample solvent blank taken

L. Sample dried at room temperature or heated to

no more than filter temperature during sampling

c. All data carefully recorded

4. Weighing and desicating

a. Scale sensitivity within 0.5 mg

b. Sensitivity checked routinely

All tare weights carefully recorded

d. Sample desicated 24 hours then weighed to nearest

0.5 mg

e Sample desicated and weighed at six hour Inter- i

1

vals to constant weight + O. mg

5. Overall laboratory oh.,ervations

i. Cleanliness

h. Order

Equinent In good c.)Editiol:

All these observations are important ill good gollirv A.,,:urA,I(k-

in-sessment for the W.15 test.

(4
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We have covered safety at the source with emphasis on accident

analysis and preventing the. most common causes of accidents.

We have, also, listed the major items for good quality assurance

of a RM5 test. This concludes this lecture.
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Lesson Goal:

To familiarize students with the basic principles of inertial particle

sizing techniques and the use of in-stack cascade impactors for gathering

particle size data.

Lesson Objectives:

The student should be able to:

1. Describe the equation of continuity for a flowing ideal fluid

2. List several particle properties and give the most important

property of particles with regard to sizing devices.

3. Define effective particle size

4. Define particle aerodynamic diameter

5. Describe the relationship between particle diameter and its physical

properties

6. List several methods of determining particle diameter other than
inertial sizing

7. Recognize the importance of particle size data

8. Describe the operation of a cas,:ade impactor

9. Define the D
50

for an impa,:tor collection stage

10. Describe the sampling procedures used for an in-stack cascade
impactor

PrercNulsite Skills:

The course to this point.

Level of Instruction:

College undergraduate science
187



Intended Student Profession Background:

General Science

Support Materials and Equipment:

1. Manual page 9-16

2. Workbook page 123

3. Slide projector

4. Cascade impactor

Special Instructions:

None

References:

Laple, C. E., Fluid and Particle Mechanics, University of Delaware;
Newark, Delaware; 1956

Particle sizing is becoming increasingly important in source sampling.
The high cost of particulate control equipment and tighter regulatias
have put great pressure on equipment designers. The design of particulate
control equipment is very much dependent upon good particle size data
A manufacturer can develop better equipment when the actual size
distribution of particles in the gas stream is known. For this reason

in-stack particle sizing has received increased interest.

Particle size data is also important in developing new instrumentation
for source monitoring. In this course we shall deal with particle size
as related to plume opacity measurements. Research is also being
conducted on instruments that continuously measure mass emissions from
a source. The optical techniques used for these instruments require
valid particle size data.

188
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I. Particle properties

A. A particle has several ioportant properties

1. Mass

2. Dimension

3. Chemical composition

4. Aerodynamic properties

5. Optical proTerties

B. The primary distinguishing characteristic of any particq
is particle size

II. Size determination

Several methods for determining particle size

1. Microscopic

a. Taking a measurement of the particle dimensior4

1) Martin's Diameter measures the diameter

across the middle of the particle

2) Feret's Diameter measures the longest
linear dimension of the particle

3) Equivalent projected area-- compares an
irregular particle's diameter to a sphere
that seems to approximate the particle
size

h. These give precise particle dimensions as
viewed under the microscope

c. There are several drawhacks

1) The procedure is expensive when done oftel
enough for a statistically representative
sample

2) Taking samples can cause fracturing and
agglomeration of particles

3) Always an uncertainty of the microscopic
data as related to actual in-stack partie

size distribution

189
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2. Sedimentation and Elutriation

a. Again requires an extracted sample with the

uncertainties involved in taking the sample

from the stack

b. These requife very large saniples for obtaining

sizing data

3. Out of stack inertial techniques

a. Bacho sizer is the most commonly used.

b. Many improvements have been made in these

teclIniques

C . An out of suack analysis always carries the

problem of relating results to actual in-stack

particle distribution

B. In-stack particle sizing when properly conducted provides

the most useful, valid data. We will concentrate on this

method.

C. All techniques used for particle sizing incorporate

empirical relationships and theoretical principles to

det:cribe particle size

1. Size is not really determined

2. These techniques assign the particle an "effective !

size" based on observations of the particle properties

D. Any technique used for particle size analysis will yield

unique data

1. Data gathered by different techniques does not

necessarily agree

2. Data gathered by different designs of instrumentati

using the same principle may not agree

3. These uncertainties require that

a Careful consideration be given to objectives

for the experiment

b. Cost for the analysis be weighed in conjunctio

with the use of the data.

111. Particle physical properties

A. Particle size generally refers to an "eftectivi. size"

190
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1. Described as equivalent or effect diameter

Page _3_ of_9_

NOTES .

2. Great deal of information has been gathered on spheres
of unit density in dry air.

B. Particle sizing techniques seek to define particle size
in terms equivalent to these spheres

1. The most commonly used term is particle diameter

2. Assuming a particle's physical properties will be
equivalent to those of a sphere of the some diameter

3. And that a physical property is proportional to some
power of the diameter

(d)Q = c,c1N d = diameter
cc = shape factor

N = a number
Q = physical property

4. Then particle behavior may be predicted for a given.
set of conditions

5. This is an essential factor in designing control
equipment

We can see the importance of particle size data fro4
this discussion. Now let us move to learning how
an in-stack cascade impactor works to give particle
size data.

IV. Particle Motion

A. The most useful particle sizing methods for stack sampli
purposes define particle size as an "aerodynamic diamete

1. Allows prediction of particle aerodynamic propertie

2. These are extremely important in designing control
equipment

a. Electrostatic precipitators

b. High energy scrubbers

B. Fluid dynamics and Stokes Law These principles will aic
in understand4.ng the operation of a cascade impactor

1. The tube of fluid flow Si ide 1,17-1

The fluid is ideal - incompressible and non vi.cous

191
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b. Flowing from P to Q

c. The mass flux at P is described

dm
dt

plA vli

as t 0

Am
1

p
1
A
1
v
1

.....01104

L17-2

d. We can describe the mass flux at Q as L17-3

dm
2

dt
p2A2v2

as t -+ 0

dm
2

p
2
A
2
v
2

e. We stated before tbat our fluid is incompressi-

ble and non-visccJs. This means p does not

change and dm at both 'cints is equal.
dm dm

21
1)

dt dt

as t 0

Am
1

dm
2

2) pAv
1 1 1 2 2 2

3) Alvl A
2
v
2

f. We see that velocity is changing to get the

same mass flux at both points

h. If we go from Q to P. what happens?

vl is greater than v2

2. Fluid flow around a submerged particle (The slide

shows fluid streamlines around the particle. Show

the students how the velocity of the fluid changes

from point I, II and III)

a. At Point I we have fluid moving toward the

particle

1) Fluid pressure =

2) Velocity = vI

b. At Point II

1) The fluid streamlines come closer together

192
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2) By the equation of continuity we know that

for an ideal fluid the fluid velocity must

increase to maintain the same mass flux

3) The energy to increase velocity must come

from somewhere. Where?

4) The needed energy is coming from the

pressure in the system

5) So P
T

decreases at Point II and velocity

increases

6) This can be proven from Bernoulli's Theorem.

(The intention here is to go over the

relationships shown at the bottom of the

slide not a complete mathematical proof)

c. At Point III in our ideal fluid P
T
would returp

to the value at Point I and V
II

would return

to V
I

.

d. In a real system we would not hae a complete

return to the original values at Point I

1) Some energy would be disipated as heat

because of friction around the particle

2) The pressure at Point III would not returp

to P (It would be some distance down

stream)

3) The net effect would be the lower pressurk

fluid at Point II being pushed back by tht

higher pressure fluid behind Point III

4) This creates vortices which create a net

pressure drag on the particle

3. Stokes Law Gr.1 -fiat ional force versus frictional

force

a. The motion of our submerged particle will he

determined by the forces acting upon it

b. A partic,e will remain at rest in relation to

the fluid until acted upon by some external

force Newton's first law

c. Newton's 2nd Law acceleration caused by a

force acting upon a body is proportional and

parallel to the resultant of that force ati i5;

(WV r:;c v roport i o t tic 411iiTi 04 1 lit' _1(
....M=W.,IIIIIII%N.,.Io.wlna....

rzwnel Par qi

L17-5

It is not necessaty
to v.et too deeply

into the fluid
dynamics of this
system

4
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d. Newton's 3rd Law of Motion-- a body exerting

a force on another body encounters an equal and

opposite force

e. Stokes applied these laws to the motion of a

particle submerged in a fluid and proved

mathematically that a body falling in a fluid

is

1) accelerated by gravity F

2) acted upon by an equal and oppositely

directed frictional force F
R

3) that when F = F
R

the net acceleration on

the particl6 is zero

4) the particle therefore reached a terminal

or settling velocity

5) the particle mass and its terminal veloci4y

determined its ability to move through thq

fluid-overcome the fluid friction.

V. The cascade impactor

A. These principles are used in the cascade impactor

B. The fluid velocity at each stage in the Impactor Is

governed by the diameter of the stage orifice

C. Particles are accelerated through the orilice and reach

1
a terminal velocity when the forcs acting on it are equ.1

D. The particle then has a momentum proportional to its masi

impact on to the cowhich may allow it to
llection stage

E. The particles are fractionated into various size ranges

based upon orifice velocity and particle mass

1. This defines the aerodynamic diameter of the partic

a. An effect diameter based upon the assumption tlat

large particles have more mass than small part cles

b. Assumes uniform particle density

2. The aerodynam diameter of the particle allows

correlation of empirical data to the unknown partik

size for prediction of its physical properties

F. This procedure yields useful data though there arc some

problems

'

1,17-6
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1. Particles may not have uniform density so the size

predicted by the impactor may not be accurate

2. Particles may bounce in-the impactor and land on

inappropriate stages

3. Particles may break on impacting a collection stage

and be reentrained biasing small size fractions

4. No collection stage will 100% efficient in

collecting particles for which it is designed

G. Collection stage efficiency

1. Impactors sold commercially are generally supplied

with stage cut points developed from theoretical

calculations

2. These are not necessarily valid

a. Each impactor even within a given design may

have different fractional characteristics for

a collection stage

b. Impactors should be accompanied by calibration

data developed by the manufacturer using

monodisperse aerosols to obtain actual fractiot

sizes for a stage.

c. The most common experession of fraction size

for a collection stage is the D
50

1) The D
50

is the particle size for which

the stage has at least a 50% collection

efficiency.

2) This is usually called the cut point

diameter

H. Data Presentation

1. The most common and useful presentation is a

cumulative distribution plot on log-probability

graph paper

NOTES
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2. The graph is plotted

% of total
of particles
collected on
a stage

stage particle
size cut point

which should show a straight line on log-probability

paper

VI. Impactor Sampling Procedures

A. The standard sampling train can be used

1. This is the easiest way to do the sampling because

you can operate it just like-g.M5

2. The impactor is positioned at the probe end then a ;

nozzle is attached to the impactor head

3. A pitot tube may or may not he necessary 1

i

a. It is usually easier:to get the impactor into'

the sample point without the pitot tube

b. Though we h:Ne spent the entire course address jng

isokinetic sampling we may not be doing this

with an impactor since it loads up so quickly.

B. Non-isokinetic samplin;

The sampling train is prepared as in RM5

2 The nomograph or calculator is used to determine thl

AH for the :N.,' ;.n the duct

3. A preliminary test should be run to determine it

isokinetic sampling is lppropriate

a. The isokinetic flow rate through the Impactot

may be too high

b. If the flow rate i lot) high errors ok-cur in ti

impactor 196
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1) Scouring of collection stages

2) Reentrainment of particles

4. If the impactor does not show discrete clean partic41ate

catches flow rate will have to be lowered

a. This does bias the sample but not as much as
scouring and reentrainment

b. It will change stage cut points some

c. These are uncertainties that are still being
researched

C. Repetitions it can require as many as 30 sample runs t

get valid data

1. 3 runs should be minimum

2. 9 runs is probably a practical limit

Particle sizing is a complex endeavor. Cascade

impactors give the zdost useful data for stack
samplers but they are not perfect, Always assess

the need and uses of the data l'efore planning a

program for sizing particles in a duct.

i 97
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Lesson Goal:

To introduce the student to the field of continuous .Tacity monitoring using

transmissometers. To show instrument design characteristics, typical
installations, and the relationship of opacity to particulate mass meas..:rements.

Lesson Objectives:

The student will be able to:

1. Define the terms opacity, transmittance, and transmissometer.

2. Express the relationship between opacity and transmittance.

3. Recognize the proper expression for optical density.

4. Discuss the EPA requirements for the design and performance of tranamiss-

ometers placed on sources regulated by NSPS.

5. Define the meaning of photopic and give at least two reasons why light in
the photopic region is to be used in transmissometer design.

6. Explain that optical density is proportional to grain loading and discuss

the advantages and limitations of correlating optical density to grain

loading.

7. List several uses of opacity monitors.

Student Previsite Skills:

Some concept of logarithms and exponential functions (note: students do

learn about logarithms in high school)

Level of In.truction:

College undergraduate physics

199
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Intended Student Professional Background:

General Science

Support Materials and Equipment:

1. Course workbook

2. Course manual

14. Slide projector

4. Demonstration transmissometer, f available

Special instructions:

This is the last lecture in the course. Some students may be restless

by this time, eager to take the post-test and go home. The lecture

should be given to the point, meeting the objectives, without elaborating

on details.

References:

Federal Register - Vol. 40, No. 194, October 6, 1975. "Emission Monitoring."

2.00.
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1. Definition of opacity

A. Opacity is the percentage of visible light attenuated

due to the absorption and scattering of light by partic-

ulate matter in the flue gas.

B. Relationship between % opacity and % transmittance

% opacity 100% - 1 transmittance

G. Opacity monitor = transmissometer.

Transmissometer stands for transmission meter.

II. Single-pass transmissometer

A. Light source, detector, blowers

B. Point out collimating lenses, fact that light source

ane detector are on opposite sides of lenses

C. Blowers used to keep optics clean

ILI. Double pass transmissometers

A. Point out features

B. Note that lamp and detector are on same side of stack,

allowing for simulated zero and Qalibration check.

Page of _A__

NOTES

L18-1

Intro. Slide

1.18-2

Give example
using overhead
projector - look ati

beam of projector
0% opacity 100% is,

put a book in front

of your eyes
100% opacity 0 T

C. Double pass systems more expensive than single pass systems,

but more likely to meet EPA design and performance

specifications.

IV. Commercially available transmissometers

A. Many vendors single pass and double pass

Vendors of double pass transmissometers

Lear-Siegler, RAC, Contravez-Goertz, Estecline Angus,

Dynatron, Data test, Anderson-2000.

Single pass others on list

D. List changes frequently not up to date, vundot:;

in and out of business.

Opacity monitor specifications

A. Have two types of specifications for monitors required

under NSPS and STP's

1. Design specifications 9 (;

--,1,-4,4er,garimeAQ,4aisiataQ44.10asi.14.nu

L18-3

1.18-4

L18-r,b

I 18-h
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B. Design specifications

Spectral response must be in photopic region.

2. Angle of view and angle of projection limited to 5°.

3. Calibration error limited to 3% opacity

4. Response time 10 seconds maximum from 0 to 95, oi

Cal. value.

5. Must have facility for system zero and span check.

C. Performance Specification

I. To be performed with monitor placed on stack.

2. 24 hour zero drift < 2% opacity

3. 24 hour calibration drift < 2% opacity

VI. Photopic region design specification

A. Photopic region--visible region of the spectrum 400-700nm,

corresponds to wavelengths the human eye is sensitive to.

Might have correlations to Method 9.

B. Chosen since have H
2
0 and CO

2
interference in IR region.

H
2
0 not a pollutant.

C. Smaller particles attenuate light better at shorter

wavelengttis. Hence the light wavelengths are limited to

the photopic region.

VII. Angle of projection and angle of view

A. Angle of projector Angl.,1 of the cone of light olected

by the lamp.

B. Angle of view Angle of the cone sensed by the detector

C. 'Amitation necessary, so they don't get contribution of

light fr= outside volumes.

D. Most instruments meet or exceed these spe,.I'ication.

VIII. Transmissometer siting

A. Transmissometers are to he placed at a point which will

give a represen ative value for the opacity.

1..--..

B. be placed in the plane of the bend

C. Should be in accessible location to allow le,00d servicing

of the instrument

-------------

202
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IX. Relationship between emission opacity and monitor opacity L18-12

L
1/1,2

A. 0
1

= 1 - (1 - 0
2

) I.

1

= emission outlet pathlcingth

L
2
= monitor pathlength

0
1
= emission opacity

02 = monitor opacity

B. Used to correlate opacity at stack exit with that seen
across transmissometer pathlength.

C. Necessary in terms of regulation may or may not correlat,!
with EPA Method 9 observation.

X. Transmissometer Applications

A. Installation to satisfy EPA continuous monitoring
requirements - 40 CFR 60.

B. Installation for process performance data - maintenance
and repair indicator, process improvement combustion
efficiency.

C. Installation for control equipment operation - ESP Iuninfi

broken bag detector.

D. Correla'Aon with particulate concentration

E. Maintenance of a continuous emission record.

XI. Correlation of opacity with particulate concentration

A. The Beer-Lambert-Bougert relationship

1-0 = T =
e
-na0

T = transmittance

n = number of particles/unit volume

a = mean particle projected arca

q = particle extinction coefficfcnt

= effluent path-length

B. Optical density

1. O.D. = log -
10 1 - opacity

K = a constant
= concentration

pathlength 203

1,18-13

L1.8-14

1,18-1 5
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2. Optional density is a measure of the ability of an
aerosol to attenuate light.

3. Optical density is proportional to both pathlength
and particulate conrentration, so long as the particle
characteristics remain the same.

4. Can make correlation between EPA Method 5 an.' optical
density

Examples: Lignite for boilers
Cement kiln emissions
Bituminous coal-fired boilers

L18-17
L18-18
L18-19

XII. Examples of opacity monitoring installations

A. Durag analyzer on power plant duct L18-20

L18-21

L18-23

B.

C.

Durag analyzer on power plant duct

Retro-reflector for Durag opacity monitor

D. Transm1ssometer and blower assembly on EPA stationary L18-23

source simulator facility

L18-24E.

F.

G.

Lear-Siegler Model #RM4 transmissometer on power plant
stack
Lear-Siegler Model 1'/RM4 retroreflector assembly on power
plant stack

Protective shrouds on transmissometer located on stack L18-26

H. Portable transmissometer, Lear-Siegler RM4113 on EPA 1,18-27

stationary source simulator

XIII. Course closing

A. This is the last lecture in the course. Have the studen s
take a break and then proceed with the post-test.

B. Post-test

Students need to achieve 70% on post-test betore certitigates
will be awarded. Certificates will be mailed. Have anstier

sheet available so that students may check answers.

C. Hand out course critiques. No student will receive
certificate unless critique is returned.

I). Collect post-test answer sheet!-; .inti crit

20.1
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LESSON PLAN

TOPIC:
MONDAY LABORATORY
INSTRUCTTON8

COURSE. 450
ESSON TIME:

PREPARED BY'
Giuseppe J.

Laboratory 1
21/2 hours

DATE

Aldina 10/2/78

_ttNED STA 1,
41.1 fOtSb

Zi); Alf%
55 trao
4.0 ,c\o

cc.)"It PRol-

Topics: Laboratories

1. Reference Method 1

2. Pitot tube calibration

3. Wet bulb-dry bulb moisture estimate

4. Orifice meter calibration

Lesson Goal:

Give students hands-on experience with RM5 equipment and procedures.

Lesson Objectives:

1. Layout, diagram, and make all necessary decisions and calculations

for RM1

2. Collect calibration data for an "S" type pitot tube and calculate

C for legs A and B

3. Estimate moisture in the stack gas using the wet bulb-dry bulb

technique

4. Calibrate the meter console orifice meter for a AH of 0.75

CFM at 29.92 in. Hg and68 1

Prerequisite Skills:

None

Level of Instruction:

College undergraduate science

Intended Student Professional Background:

General Science
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,Suppor,Materials and Equivment:

1. 450 Workbook

a. ma pages 20-23 ; Pre-aurvey 137-140

b. Pitot tube calibration pages 24-26

c. Wet bulb-dry bulb pages 27-32

d. Orifice meter calibration pages 33-36

2. Laboratory duct - see equipment list (Introductory section of this Guide).

4
3. Laboratory equipment - see equipment list (Introductory section of this Guide)

a. Meter consoles

b. Standard pitot tubes

c. Inclined manometers and ring stands

d. Assembled sampling probes with I'S" type pitot and nozzle

e. Tubing

f. Thermometers

g. Cotton wicks and a beaker of
2
0

h. Stopwatches

i. Extension cords

j. Rulers

k. Tools

1. Duct tape

4. Calculators

5. Pencils
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Figure 1. Laboratory Duct.
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Special Instructions:

1. Assemble duct work before the laboratory is scheduled

to begin

2. Seal all joints in the duct work with duct tape

3. Label all equipment with a group number

4. Put wicks on 2 thermometers

5. Arrange reter consoles on tables so there is plenty

of room around the ra1ibration duct

6. Plug equipment into as many different electrical lines

as possible to prevent overloading circuit breakers

7. Be sure manometers have proper fluid levels

8. Provide space and platforms so manometers can be leveled

on a stable surface

9. Support long duct sections: top sections from ceiling

References:

None

Instructor Preparations:

1. Read all the laboratory procedures and corresponding lectures

2. Check all equipment operations in advance

3. Arrange pitot tube experiments at horizontal ports

4. Arrange meter consoles with stopwatches so there is plenty

of room around the duct

5. Using laboratory procedures check orifice meter calibrations.

Record the data as reference. Al-hd should be 1.5-2.1 in. 112 0

6. Determining the dry gas meter correction factor using a

spirometer would be good practice, but it is not necessary

for this laboratory exercise. Assume IN;MCF 1.0.

7. Note: When the DGMCF is known the laboratory orifice meter

calibration is accurate. APTD 0576 should be the procedure

used by the student as a standard practice unless DCMCF is

determined by spirometer
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rip 8. Divide the students into groups of 6 (unless the student/

equipment ratio will allow smaller groups) before class starts

on Monday

9. Label each experiment so students can easily identify what

exerciae to read in the workbook

IU. Heat and moistule can be added to the duct with a small

propane torch and pyrex beaker with H
2
0 but it is not

necessary

II. A schedqle for each group at an experiment may be desirable,

however, laboratory generally proceeds well without it.

The schedule would diminish student anxiety about finishing

the lab. At a stack test no schedule exists so it may be

most beneficial to allow students to get a feel for the

real times required at a test. They will prefer a structure

but will undoubtedly not keep

12. Post the barometric pressure (for the laboratory) for each

lab in inches and millimeter of Hg

Instructions to the Students:

I. All students should read the laboratory exercises in the

workbook first. (Generally they will not follow this

direction so be prepared to answer many questions)

2. Be sure to perform all required experiments (many students

will try to skip RM1 or the wet bulb-dry bulb)

3. Approach RM1 as if no ports were cut into the duct -

choose the best and easiest sampling location

4. Students should not wait aroun0 with nothing to do. There are

enough experiments and equipmept to keep them working. If an

experiment is occupied, they should do another. The meter console

and RM1 are always available if one of the others is full.

Students should not beat an experiment to death - collect the data

and move on.

6. The molecular weight of dry air is 29 g/g-mole

Less than 3% moisture can be considered dry air.

Pages 40 and 41 of the workbook should be com leted. Page 41

to be handed in on Wednesday morning.

211 lc,21ca-
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Lesson Goal:

LESSON PLAN'

TDPIC: OPERATION OF THE ORSAT
ANALYZER

COURSE. 450 - Laboratory 2
LESSON TIME: 11/2 hours

PREPARED BY: DATE "/2/78
Giuseppe J. Aldina

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111M1111110Mi.1111111111111111111101111111111.

To familiarize students with the operation of the orsat analyzer and the

calculation of stack gas molecular weight

Lesson Objectives:

The student should be able to

1. List the absorbing chemicals used in the orsat and the action of each

2. Perform a leak test on the orsat analyzer

3. Analyze a gas sample Cor CO2' 0
2'

and CO using the orsat

Prerequisite Skills:

None

Level of instruction:

College undergraduate science

Intended Student Professional Background:

General Science

Suaort Materials and Equipment:

I. 450 workbook page 66

2. 4 orsat analyzers

ST)ecial Instructions:

1. Leak check analyzers before class

Check reagent efficiency --it should not take more than 6-8 passes of

air through the 02 bubbler to show 20.9% 02 in the air sample.
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Referer...es:

FR 8/18/78

Instructor:

Demonstrate orsat operation and explain bubbler chemicals

1. Chemicals

A. Burette solution NalSO4 saturated H10 with methyl orange on

red indicator and H
2
SO

4
?o keep it acidic. The burette solution

is made this way to keep stack gases from dissolving in it

B. CO
2

Bubbler 42-46% KOH or NaOH

C. 0
2
Bubbler 42-46% KOH on NaOH and about 10-12 gms

pyrogallic acid (for 1 bubbler)

D. CO Bubbler Cuprous chloride (Cu+C11-) dissolved in a solution

that keeps a high hydrogen ion concentration such as acid or

ammonia with same solid copper to maintain Cu ions in solution.

This prevents oxidation of the solution before CO is bubbled

through it.

2. Operation of the orsat

A. Leak Test

1. Use burette solution as a sort of pump

2. Fill the burette with the red solution

3. Open the CO2 bubbler and bring it to the reference mark

4. Repeat for 02 and CO bubbler

5. Be sure all valves are closed

6. Bring the '1urette solution to the mid point on the scale with

the level bottle and solution at the same height equal

pressure on both sides. Record the reading chosen.

7. Close the burette valve and set the leveling bottle on the

table.

8. After 4 minutes cheek all liquid levels. If the level drops

find the leak.



B. Gas analysis

1. Carefully bring 100 cc of gas into the calibrated burette

2. Push the gas into the CO2 bubbler thenring it back to the

burette

3. Proceed carefully-- do not mix the chemicals

4. After 3 passes read the CO1 scrubbed by leveling the burette

solution and leveling bottle.

5. Recordlthe reading then confirm it by one more pass through

CO
2

bubbler. Once is enough. If the reading is constant go

on to 0
2

6. 0
2

analyze as for CO
2
but

a. allow the gas to reside longer in the bubbler

b. make 5-8 passes before the first reading

7. CO is analyzed as for CO2.

C. Calculatioas

M
d

EM B (2ee RM3 lesson outline)
x x

M M
d

(1-B ) + 18 (8 )

s ws ws

215
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COURSE 450

SOURCE SAMPLING FOR PARTICULATE POLLUTANTS

INSTRUCTOR'S GUIDE

WEDNESDAY LABORATORY

RM5 Testing



TOPIC: MI5 'Testing

COURSE: 450 - Laboratory 3
LESSON TIME: 3 hours
PREPARED Br G.J. Aldina DATE 10/2/78

am.

LESSON PLAN

Ir.mmrimmurra

Lescon Goal:

To give students practice in performing an RM5 source test.

Lesson Obj ectives:

The student should be able to:

1. Apply RM1 for particulate aampling and mark the sampling

probe

2. Calibra,:e the sar.Tling nozzle

3. Determine probe-pitot tube alignment in the sampling duct

4. Record RM5 data on appvopriate forms

5. Assemble and disassemble 1(145 equipment ,

6. Solve the isokinetic sampling rate equation using a
nomograph or calculator

7. Operate the RM5 source sampling train

8. Analyze RM5 samples collected by these procedures

9. Make all calculations to determine RM5 pollutant emission

rate

Prerequisite Skills:

Monday and Tuesday laboratory

Level of Instruction:

College undergraduate science

Intended Student Professional Background:

General Science

218
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Support Materials and Equipment:

1. 450 Workbook, pages 82-93

2. Source Sampling Train

a. Nozzle - to be calibrated before the test

b. Pitot tube - calibrated by student group on Monday

c. Probe

d. Sample case and glassware

e. Tared glass mat filter

f. Umbilical cord

g. Tools

h. Meter console - calibrated by student group on Monday

3. 500 gm of fly ash

4. Laboratory duct

5. Tables and supports for placing sample trains into the

duct. Use ports cut for Monday lab.

219
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!pecial Instructions:

1. Instruct students to organize their experiment properly before

the laboratory followlng the lab exercise and flow charts.

2. Give the following assumed Orsat data and moisture estimate for

the test, unless a real stack is being used, then give data for

same, if known.

CO
2

= 12.5%

0
2

= 6.2%

CO = 0.1%

Approximate 1120 = 5%

3. Assemble the sampling trains for the students (they can get

experience with hands-on while disassembling.)

4. Impingers and silica gel should be:

a. 120 ml 112 0

b. 100 ml 112 0

c. Dry

d. 200 gm silica gel

but tell the students to assume that there is only 100 ml 1120 in

each impinger ( 1 and 2 ) (if they sample about 30-35 cubic feet

this will yield 3-5% moisture in the sample).

111
If a real stack is being sampled, use 100 ml.

5. Analysis for the lab - students should:

a. Weigh silica gel after the test

b. Measure H
2
0 in the impingers

c. Weigh the filter with the particulate catch

d. Weigh probe wash after dried over-night. If this can't be

done because of time, ona of the instructors, or his

csistant, should do it and provide students with the data.

References

Federal Register - Vol. 42, No. 160, August 18, 1977. "Standards of

Performance for New Stationary Sources - Revision to Reference Methods 1-8,

220
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Instructors should:

I. Encourage students to work out their awn sampling team assignments

2. Read the lecture and laboratory exercises

3. Be available for questions and to help students perform

the test

4. Check student calculatlous of K or nomograph settings

5. Work out with students how sampling will be done.
Suggested method is to have one team start at the far

points in the duct and work outward while the other

works its way in. This has proven good practice in

past courses.

6. Try to put the equipment on separate electrical
Lircuits to prevent power outrages. If the load
frequently trips the circuit breaker turn off the
probe and filter heaters in the trains

7. Add fly ash to the duct in small amounts until several

hundred grams have been fed in. One way of adding the fly ash
is to punch a hole in the duct, and supply the ash using a funnel
or some other apparatus. Note: Don't add too much or it might
start leaking out of the cracks in the duct. Tlie concentration

of particulate can be approximated from the weight added to the
duct and the volume of ductwork system.

221
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Method 5 Particulate Test
Calculation Form

I. Neccessary Data

A. Reference Method #1
Area of stack ft2

No. of equivalent diameters upstream
No. of equivalent diameters downstream

No. of traverse points
Total test time (0) minutes

B. Reference Method #2
F+ 450Average stack temperature Ts 0 'R

Stack absolute pressure_ in. Hg.

Barometric Pressure in. Hg.

(-4)ave (in. H20)1/2

C. Reference Method #3
%CO2__; %02 ; %CO , %N2

D. Reference Method #4
Water collected

Impinger H20_ml
Silica Gel _gm

E. Reference Method #5
Area of nozzle ft

Average H __in. H20
F °RAverage meter temperature Tm o+460=

Dry gas meter correction factor
Volume metered Vm= CF

Particulate Weight gm

A. Staiiihid Volum(' Nl('ivird 1 1)1v (;.is MIci 4.1111)1.1114,11 Id, 11)1

Tstd

Pstd
Vm(std)= Vat\

( 11 71s):4 °R

'29.912 in. lig

229
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B. Moisture Content of Stack Gas

1. 1120 collected in iinpingers in standard cubic feet

Vwc(std)= K (Vf Vi)
Vwc = .04707 ft3/m1 ( ml) scf

2. H20 collected in silica gel in standard cubic feet

Vwsg(std)= K (Wf Wi)
Vwsg(std)= 0.04715 ft3/gm gm) = scf

3. Moisture content of stack gas (Bws)

vwc(std)+ Vwsg(std)
Bws =

Vwc(std)+ Vwsg(std) + Vm(std)

BILM

scf)+ ( scf)

scf)+( scf)+ (_. scf)

C. Molecular Weight of Stack Gas (lb/lb-mole)

1. .Md (Dry molecular weight)= EMxBx

Md = (.44) %CO2 + (.32)

(.28) %CO + (.28) %N2 =

%02 +

lb/lb-mole

2. Ms (Wet Molecular Weight) = Md(1 Bws) + 18 Bws

Ms' (1 )+ 18k )= lb/lb-mole

D. Average Stack Gas Velocity

T
vs = KpCp ---s---- -jai))

PsMs Y lave

vs.= 85.49 ft/sec (lb/lb-mole (in. Hg))
°R(in.1190)

)in 112(
)

t

1/2

E. Average Stack Gas Volumetric How Rate

Istd Ps
Qs = (3600 sec/hr)(v5)(As)(1 Bws)

Pstd

Qs (3600 sec/hr)( ft /se0( ft2)()

Qs (is( f hr

223
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F. Pollutant Mass Rate

mass.
PMR = x Qs

Vm(std)

PMR )grn dscf/hr x Ibihr
dscf 454 gm/lb

G. %Isokinetic Variation (Intermediate Data)

TsVm(std)Pstd 100
%I

AneksPsTstd60(1 Bows)

( °R)( dscf)(29.92 in. Hg)
ft2)( min)( ft/sec)( in. Hg)(528°R)(60 sec/min)(1
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Ground glass ball-joint glassware

Nuteell Sample Case with glassware and sampling probe
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110140Protsessn el th InvIripma.nt

PAMIR IINVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
AGENCY

1.444:NAPTO caut PROGRAMS

IFRL 833-13

PART 00STANDARDS Of PIRFORMANCE
FOR NEW STATIONARY MRCSS

Kroft Nip Milts

AGENCY: Environmental Protection
Agency.
ACTION: Pinot rule.
SUMMARY: The standards limit emis-
sions of total reduced sulfur crita)
and particulate matter from new,
modified, and reconstructed kraft pull)
mills. The standards implement the
Clean Air Act and are based on the
Administrator's determination that
emissions from kraft pulp mills con-
tribute significantly to air pollution.
The intended effect of these standards
is to require new, modified, and recon-
attucted kraft pulp mills to use the
peat demonstrated system of continu-
OW emission reduction.
EFFECTIVE DATE: February 23,

1978,
ADDRESSES: The Standards Support
and Environmental Impact Statement
(SSEIS) may be obtained from the
U.S. EPA Library (MD-35), Research
Triangle_ Park, N.C. 27711 (specify
"Standards Support and Environmen-
tal Impact Statement, Volume 2: Pro-
mulgated Standards of Performance
for Kraft Pulp Mills" (EPA-450/..-76-
014b)). Copies of all comment letters
received from interested persons par-
ticipating in this rulemaking are avail-
able for inspection and copying during
normal business hours at EPA's Public
Information Reference Unit, Room
2922 (EPA Library), 401 M Street SW.,
Washington, D.C.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
CONTACT:

Don R. Goodwin. Emission Stan-
dards and Engineering Division, En-
vironmental Protection Agency, Re-
search Triangle Park, N.C. 27711.
telephone No. 919-541-5271.

SUPPLEMEN'ARY INFORMATION:
On Septembei 24, 1976 (41 FR 42012),
standards of performance were pro-
posed for new. modified, and recon-
structed kraft pulp mills under section
111 of the Clean Air Act, as amended.
The significant comments that v.ere
received duriig the public comment
period have been carefully retiewed
and considered and IA here determined
by the Administrator to be appropri .
ate, changes ha%e been in:luded in
this notice of final rulemaking.

ANO REGULATIONS

mt STANDARDS

The standards limit emissions of par-
ticulate matter from three affected fa-
cilities at kraft pulp mills. The limits
are: 0.10 gram per dry standard cubic
meter (g/dscm) at 8 percent oxygen
for recovery furnaces, 0,10 gram per
kilogram of black liquor solids (dry
weight) (g/kg BLS) for smelt dissolv-
ing tanks, 0.15 g/decm at 10 percent
oxygen for lime kilns when bunting
gas, and 0.30 g/dacm at 10 percent
oxygen for lime kilns when burning
oil. Visible emissions from recovery
furnaces are limited to 35 percent
opacity.

The standards alao limit emissions of
TM from eight affected facilities at
kraft pulp mills. The limits are: 5 parts
per million (ppm: by volume-at 10 per-
cent oxygen from the digester sys-
tems, multiple-effect eVanorator sys-
tems, brown stock washer systems,
black liquor oxidation systems, and
condensate stripper systems; 5 ppm by
volume at 8 percent oxygen from
straight kraft recovery furnaces, 8
ppm by volume at 10 percent oxygen
from lime kilns: and 25 ppm by volume
at 8 percent oxygen from cross recov-
ery furnaces, which are defined as fur-
naces burning at least 7 peroent neu-
tral sulfite aemi-chemioal (MEC)
liquor and having a green liquor sulfi-
dity of at least 28 percent. In addition,
TRS emissions from smelt dissolving
tanks are limited to 0.0084 g/kg BLS.

The proposed TRS standard for the
lime kiln has been changed, a separate
TRS standard for cross recovery fur-
naces has been developed, and the pro-
posed format of the standards for
smelt dissolving tanks, digesters, mul-
tiple-effect evaporators, brown stock
washers, black liquor oxidation and
condensate strippers have been
changed. The TRS, particulate matter
and opacity standards for the other fa-
cilities, however, are essentiAlly the
same as those proposed.

It should be noted that standards of
performance for new sources estab-
lished under section 111 of the Clean
Air Act reflect emission limits achiev-
able with the best adequately demon-
strated technological system of con-
tinuous emission reduction considering
the cost of achieving such emission re-
ductions and any nonair quality
hert/../1, environmental, and energy im-
pacts. State implementation plans
(SIP's) approved or promulgated
under section 110 of the Act, on the
other hand, must provide for the at-
tainment and maintenance of national
ambient air quality standards
(NAAQS1 designed to protect public
health and v.elfan . For that purpase
SIP-s mu.-t in some cases require
grea: en i.mp-.s.on reduc: ions t han those
required by suindards (If pet formance
for new sources. S.-. tion 173(2) of the
Clean Air Act. as aiiiended in 1977, re-
quires. among oilier thing.), that a new

or modified source constructed In -an
area which exceeds the NAM'S must
reduce emissions to the level Which re-
fleets the "lowest achievable emission
rate" for such category of sourest,
unless the owner or operator demon-
strates that the source cannot achieve
such an emission rate, In no event eon
the emialion rate exceed any aPPIlo*-
ble standard of performance.

A similar situation may arise When a
major staining facility is to be con-
structed :in a geographic area whieh
falls under the prevention cd.
caht deterioration of air quality provi-
Siena of the Act (Part C). These Provi-
sions require, among other things,
that majOr emit,:ing facilities to be
constructed in sue).* areas are to be
subject te best available control tech-
nology. The term "best available con-
trol technology" (BACT) means "an
emission limitation based on the mai-
mum degree of reduction of each pol-
lutant subject to regulation under this
Act emitted from or which results
from any major emitting facilitY,
Which the permitting authority, on, a
case-by-case basis, taking into aceount
energy, environmental, and economic
impacta and other cods, determines it
achievable for such facility throUgh
application of production gilieemes
and available methods, systems, and
techniques, including fuel cleaning or
treatment or innovative fuel combus-
tion techniques for control of each
such pollutant. In no event shall Impli-
cation of 'best available control tech-
nology' result in emissions of any pol-
lutants which will exceed the emis-
sions allowed by any applicable stan-
dard established pursuant to section
111 or 112 of this Act."

Standards of performance should
not be viewed as the ultimate in
achievable emission control and
should not precinde the imposition of
a more stringint emission standard,
where appropl sate. For example, cost
of achivemen. may be an important
factor in determining standards of per-
formance applicable to all areas of the
country (clean as well as dirty). Costs
must be accorded far less weight in de-
termining the "lowest achievable emis-
sion rate" for new or modified sources
locating in areas violating statutorily-
manditted health and welfare stan-
dards. Although there may be emis-
sion control technology available that
can reduce emissions below those
levek required to comply with stan-
dards of performance, this technology
might not be selected as the basis of
standards of performance due to costs
associated with its use. This in no way
should preclude its use in situations
where cost is a lesser consideration.
?-ach as determination of the "lowest
achievable emission rate."

In addition. States are free under
section 116 of the Act to establish even
more stringent emission limits than
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those established under section 111 or
those neesuary to attain or maintain
the NAAQS under section 110. Thus.
new soUrces may in some cases be sub-
ject to limitations more stringent than
standards of performance under sec-
tion 111, and prospective owm,rs and
operators of new sources should be
aware of this possibility in planning
for such facilities.
ENVIRONMENTAL AND ECONOMIC IMPACT

The promulgated standards will
reduce particulate emissions about 50
percent below requirements of the
average existing State regulations.
TRS emissions will be reduced by
about 80 percent below requirements
of the average existing State regula-
tions, and this reduction will prevent
odor problems from arising at most
new kraft pulp mills. The secondary
environmental impacts of the promul-
gated standard will be slight increases
in water demand and wastewater
treatment requirements. The energy
impact of the promulgated standards
will be small, increasing national
energy consumption in 1980 by the
equivalent of only 1.4 million barrels
per year of No. 6 oil. The economic
impact will be small with fifth-year
annualized costs being estimated at
$33 million.

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION

Prior to proposal of the standards.
interested parties were advised by
public notice in the FEDERAL REUISTER
of a meeting of the National Air Pollu-
tion Control Techniques Advisory
Committee. In addition, copies of the
pi oposed standards and the Standards
Support and Environmental Impact
Statement (SSEIS) were distrubited to
members of the kraft pulp industry
and several environmental groups at
the time of proposal. The public com-
ment period extended from September
24, 1976, to March 14. 1977, and result-
ed in 42 comment letters with 28 of
these letters coming from the indus-
try, 12 from various regulatory agen.
cies, and two from U.S. citizens. Sever.
al comments resulted in chPnges to
the proposed standards. A detailed dis.
cussion of the comments and changes
which resulted is presented in Volume
2 of f'ie SSEIS. A summary is present-
ed het e.

SIGN!FICANT COMMENTS AND CHANGES
MADE IN THE PROPOSID HEGITATIONS

Most of the comment letters re-
ceived contained multiple comments.
The ost significant comments and
changes made to the proposed regula-
tions arc discu!,!,ed

IMPACTS OF THE pf.opw,F kmpROS

Se% eral c(immenter,-; \pr.ssed con-
cern about the 111,:rt-.1.,,,(1 energy con-
sumption wind- vwld result from
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compliance with proposed standards.
These commenters felt that this would
conflict with the Department of Ener-
gy's goal to reduce total energy con-
sumption in the pulp and paper indus-
try by 14 percent. This factor was con-
sidered in the snalysis of the energy
impact associated with the standards
and is discussed in the SSEIS. Al-
though the standards will increase the
difficulty of attaining this energy re-
duction goal, the 4.3 percent increase
in energy usage that will be required
by new, modified, or reconstructed by
kraft pulp mills to comply with the
standards is considered reasonable in
comparison to the benefits which will
result from the corresponding reduc-
tion in TRS and particulate matter
emissions.

EMISSION CONTROL TECHNOLOGY

Most of the comments received re-
garding emission control technologY
concerned the application of this tech-
nology to either lime kilns or recoverY
furnaces. A few comments, however.
expressed concern with the use of the
oxygen correction factor included in
the proposed standards for both lime
kilns and recovery furnaces. These
commenters pointed out that adjust-
ing the concentration of particulate
matter and TRS emissions to 10 per-
cent oxygen for lime kilns and 8 per-
cent oxygen for recovery furnaces
only when the oxygen concentration
exceeded these values effectively
placed more stringent standards on
the most energy-efficient operators.
To ensure that the standard is equita-
ble for all operators, these com-
menters suggested that the measured
particulate matter and TRS concen-
trations should always be adjusted to
10 percent oxygen for the lime kiln
and 8 percent oxygen for the recovery
f urnace.

These comments are valid. Requir-
ing a lime kiln or recovery furnace
with a low oxygen concentration to
meet the same emission concentration
as a lime kiln or recovery furnace with
a high oxygen concentration would ef-
fectively place a more stringent emis-
sion limit on the kiln or furnace with
the low oxygen concentration. Conse-
quently, the Promulgated standards
require correction of particulate
matter and TRS concentrations to 10
percent or 8 percent oxygen, as appro-
priate, in all cases.

Lime Ifilns. Numerous comments
ere received on the emission control

technology for lime kilns. The main
points quesuoned by the commenters
were: (a) Whether caustic scrubbing is
effective in reducing TRS emissions
from lime kilns; ih) whether an over-
design of the mud washing fa(ilities at
lime kiln E was responsible for the
lower TRS emissions observed at this
lime kiln. and ic the adequacy of the
data ba.se used in developing the TRS
st andard.
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The effectiveness of caustic scrub.
bing is substantiated by comparison of
TRS emissions during brief periods

' when caustic was not being added to
the scrubber at lime kiln E, with TRS
emissions during normal operation at
lime kiln E when caustic is being
added to the scrubber. These observa.
tions clearly indicate that TRS emis-
sions would be higher if caustic was
not used in the scrubber. The ability
of caustic scrubbing to reduce TRS
emissions is also substantiated by the
experience at another kraft pulp mill
which was able to reduce TRS emis-
sions, from its lime kiln from 40-50
ppm to about 20 ppm merely by
adding caustic to the scrubber. These
factors, coupled with the emissioa
data showing higher TRS emissions
from those lime kilns which employed
only efficient mud washing and good
lime kiln process control, clearly show
that caustic scrubbing reduces TRS
emissions.

The mud washing facilities at lime
kiln E are larger than those at other
kraft pulp mills of equivalent pulp ca-
pacity. This "overdesign" resulted
from initial plans of the company to
process lime mud from waste water
treatment. These waste water treat-
ment plans were later abandoned.
Since the quality or efficiency of mud
washing has been shown to boo sig-
nificant factor in reducing TRAP*mis-
Mons from lime kilns, the larger mud
washing facilities at lime kiln E un-
doubtedly contributed to the low TRS
emissions observed at this kiln. With
the data available, however, it is not
possible to separate the relative contri-
bution of these mud washing facilities
to the low TRS emissions obsened
from the relative contributions of
good process operation of the lime kiln
and caustic scrubbing.

Comments questioning the adequacy
of the data base used in developing
the standards for lime kilns a ere
mainly directed toward the following
points: the TRS standard was based on
only one lime kiln: sampling losses
which may have occurred during test-
ing were not taken into account: and
no lime kiln met both the TRS stan-
dard and the particulate standard.

As mentioned above, the TRS stan-
dard is based upon the emission con.
trol system installed at lime kiln E
(i.e., efficient mud wa >fling. good lime
kiln process operatic.n, and caustic
scrubbing). While it is true that no
other lime kiln in the United States is
currently achieving the TRS emission
levels observed at lime kiln E. there is
no other lime kiln in the United States
which is using the same emission con-
t rol systern that is employed at t his fa
cility. As discussed in the SSEIS. an
analysis of the various parameters in-
fluenemg TRS tmissions from linw
kilns indicates that this system of
emission n.dui I ion could be applied to
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111 new, modified, or reconstructed
lime kilns and achieve the same reduc-
tion in emissions as observed at lime
kiln E. Section 111 of the Clean Air
Act requires that "standards of perfor.
mance reflect the degree of emission
reduction achievable through the ap-
plication of the best system of con .
tinuous emission seduction which
(taking into consideration the cost of
achieving such emission reduction, and
any nonair quality health and environ-
mental impact and energy require-
ments) the Administrator determines
has been adequately demonstrated for
that category of sources." Litigation of
standards of performance has resulted
in clarification of the term "adequate-
ly demonstrated." In Portland Cement
Association v. Ruckelshaus (486 F. 2d
375. D.C. Circuit, 1973), the standards
of performance were viewed by the
Court as "technology-forcing." Thus,
while a system of emission reduction
must be available for use to be consid-
ered adequately demonstrated, V. does
not have to be in routine use. Howev-
er, in order to ensure that the numeri-
cal emission limit selected was consis-
tent with proper operation and main-
tenance of the emission control system
on lime kiln E, continuous monitoring
data was examined. This analysis indi-
cated that an emission source test of
lime kiln E would have found TRS
emission above 5 ppm greater than 5
percent of the time. This analysis also
indicated, however, that it was very
unlikely that an emission source test
of lime kiln E would have found THS
emissions above 8 ppm. Thus, it ap-
peared that the 5 ppm TRS numerical
emission limit included in the pro-
uosed standard for lime kilns was too
stringent. Accordingly, the numerical
emission limit included in the promul.
gated TRS standard for lime kilns has
been revised to 8 ppm. As discussed
later in this preamble, consistent with
this change in the numerical emission
limit, the excess emission.s allowance
its-hided within the emission monitor-
ing requirements has been eliminated.

This doe.s not reflect a change in the
basis for the standard. The standard is
still based on the best system of emis-
sion reduction, considering costs, for
controlling TRS einis.sions from lime
kilns (i.es efficient mud washing, good
hme kiln process operation, and caus-
tic scrubbing). This system, or one
equivalent to it. will still be required
to comply aith the standard.

Since propo.sal of the standards,
sample losses of up to 20 percent
during emission source testing have
been confirmed. Although these losses
were not considered in selecting the
numerical emission limit included in
the proposed TRS emission standard.
they have been consi(lered in select irg
the numerical emission limit included
in the promulgated standard. Also.
since the amount of sample loss that
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occurs within the TRI3 emission melt-
surement system during source temiting
can be determined, procedures have
been added to Reference Method 16
requiring de'ermination of these losses
during each source test and adjust-
ment of the emission dsta obtained to
take these losses into account.

With regard to the ability of a Hine
kiln to comply with both the TRS
emission standard and the particulate
emission standard simultaneously,
caustic scrubbing will tend to increase
particulate emissions due to release of
sodium fume from the scrubbing
liquor. Compared to the concentration
of particulate matter permitted in the
gases discharged to the atmosphere,
however, the potential contribution of
sodium fume from caustic scrubbing is
quite small. Consequently, with proper
operation and maintenance, sodium
fume due to caustic scrubbing will not
cause particulate emissions from a
lime kiln to exceed the numerical
emission limit included in the promul-
gated standard.

Recovery Furnace. A number of com-
ments were received .regarding both
the proposed TRS emission standard
and the proposed particulate emission
standard for recovery furnaces. Basi-
cally, the major issue was whether a
cross recovery furnace could comply
with the 5 ppm TRS standard or
whether a separate standard was nec-
essary.

Review of the data and information
submitted with these comments indi-
cates that the operation of cross recov-
ery furnaces is substantially different
from that of straight kraft recovery
furnaces. The sulfidity of the black
liquor burned in cross recovery fur-
naces and the heat content of the
liquor, both of which are significant
factors influencing TRS emissions, are
considerably different from the levels
found in straight kraft recovery fur-
naces.

Analysis of the data indicated that
THS emissions were generally less
than 25 ppm. with only occasional ex-
cursions exceeding this level. Con.se-
quently. the promulgated TRS emis-
sion standard has been revised to in-
clude a separate TRS numerical erills
Sion limit of 25 Ppm for cross recovery
furnaces.

Smelt Dissolt-inq Tank. Numerous
comments were received concerning
the format of the proposed TRS and
particulate emission standar& for
smelt dissolving tanks. These corm
ments pointed out that standards in
terms of ernis.sions per unit of air-dried
pulp were inequitsble for kraft pulp
mills which produced low-yield pulps
since both TRS and particulate emis-
sions from the smelt dissolving tank.s
are proportional to the tons of black
heuor solids fers into the tssks. The
black liquor solids produced per ton of
aindried pulp, however, can vary sub-

stantially from mill to mill. A standard
in terms of emissions per unit of air-
dried pulp, therefore, requires greater
control of missi ins at kraft pulp mills
which use low-yield pulps (higher
solids-to-pulp ratio).

Review of these comments does
indeed indicate that the format of the
proposed standards was inequitable.
The format of the promulgated stan .
dards, therefore, has been revised to
emissions per unit of black liquor
solids fed to the smelt dissolving
tanks. Since the percent solids and
black liquor flow rate to the recovery
furnace is routinely monitored at kraft
pttlp mills, the weight of black liquor
soiids corresponding to a particular
emissions period will be easy to deter-
mine.

Brown Stock Washers, Several com-
ments expressed concern about com-
bustion of the high volume-low TRS
concentration gases discharged from
brown stock washers and black liquor
oxidation facilities in recovery fur-
naces without facing a serious risk of
explosions. As discussed in the SSEIS,
information obtained from two kraft
pulp mill operators indicates that this
practice is both safe and reliable when
it is accompanied by careful engineer-
ing and operating practices. Danger of
an explosion occurring is essentially
eliminated by introducing the gases
high in the furnace. Since some older
furnaces do not have the capability to
accept large volumes of gases at
higher combustion ports, this practice
may not be safe for some existing fur-
naces. In addition, the costs associated
with altering these furnaces to accept
these gases are frequently prohibitive.
Consequently, the promulgated stan
dards include an exemption for new,
modified, or reconstructed brown
stock washers and black liquor oxida-
tion facilities v. it bin existing kraft
pulp mills where combustion of these
gases in an existing facility is not fea-
sible from a safety or economic stand-
point.

CON'IlNrol'S MONITORING

Numerous comments were received
concerning the proposed continuous
monitoring requirements. Generally,
these comments questioned the re-
quirement to install TRS monitors in
light of the absence of performance
specifications for these monitors.

At the time of proposal of the stan
dards, both k:PA and the kraft pulp
nul; industry were engaged in dee)op
Ins performance specifications for
'MS continuous emission monitoring
systems. It was expected that this
work would lead to performance sPeci
fir-at ions for these monitoring systems
by the time the standards of perfor

were promulgated Inifort u
nately, this is not the CII.Se In a Join'
EPA industry effort, the compatibilit
of various TRS emission monitoring
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methods with Ref erence Method HI,
which Is the performance test method
to determine TRS emissions, is still
under study, There is little doubt but
that these TRS emission mot toring
systems will be shown to be compati-
ble with Reference Method 18. and
that performance specifications for
thsse systems will be developed. Con-
sequently, the promulgated standards
include TRS continuous emission mon-
itoring requirements. These require-
ments, however, will not become effec-
tive until performance specifications
for TRS continuous emission monitor.
ing systems have been developed. To
accommodate this situation, not only
for the promulgated standards for
kraft pulp mills, but also for standards
of performance that may be developed
in the future that may also face this
situation. section 60.13 of the General
Provisions for subpart 60 is amended
to provide that continuous monitoring
systems need not be installed until
performance specifications for these
systems are promulgated under- Ap-
pendix B to subpart 60. This will
ensure that all facilities which are cov-
ered by standards of performance will
ssentually install continuous emission
monitoring systems where secs red.

EXCESS EMISSIONS

Numerous comments were received
which were concerned with the excess
emission allowances and the reporting
requirements for excess emissions. In
general, these comments reflected a
lack of understanding with regard to
the concept of excess emissions. Con-
sequently, a brief review of this con.
cept is appropriate.

Standards of performance have two
major objectives. The first is installa-
tion of the best system of emission re-
duction, considering costs; and the
second is continued proper operation
and maintenance of the system
throughout its useful life. Since the
numerical emission limit included in
standards of performance is selected
to reflect the performance of the best
system of emission reduction under
conditions of proper operation and
maintenance, the performance test,
under 40 CFR 80.8 ressesents the abil-
ity of the source to meet these objec-
tives. Performance tests, however, are
often time consuming and complex. As
a result, while the performance test is
an excellent mechanism for achieving
these objectives, it. is rather cumber-
some and Inconvenient for routinely
achieving these objectives. Therefore.
the Agency believes that continuous
monitors must play an important role
in meeting these objectives.

Excess emissions are defined as emis
Mons exceec4ing the numerical emis-
ion limit included in a standard of

performance Continuous emission
monitoring. therefore. identifies peri
ods of excess eniissIons and when cons
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bined with the requirement that these
periods be reported to EPA, it provides
the Agency with a useful mechanism
for achieving the previously men-
tioned objectives.

Continuous emission monitoring.
however, will identify all periods of
excess emissions, including those
which are not the result of improper
operation and maintenance. Excess
emissions due to start-ups, shutdowns,
and malfunctions, for example, are un-
avoidable or beyond the control of an
owner or operator and cannot be at-
tributed to improper operation and
maintenance. Similarly, excess emis-
sions as a result of some inherent vari-
ability or fluctation within a process
which influences emissions cannot be
attributed to improper operation and
maintenance, unless these fluctatioiss
could be controlled by more carefully
attending to those process operating
parameters during routine operation
which have little effect on operation
of the process, but which may have a
significant effect on emissions.

To quantify the potential for excess
emissions due to inherent variability
in a process, continuous monitoring
data are used whenever possible to cal-
culate an excess emission allowance.
For TRS emissions at kraft pulp mills,
this allowance is defined as follows. If
a calendar quarter is divided into dis-
crete contiguous 12-hour time periods.
the excess emission allowance is ex
pressed as the percentage of these
time periods. Excess emissions may
occur as the result of unavoidable vari-
ability within the Kraft pulping pro-
cess. Thus, the excess emissions
allowance represents the potential for
excess emissions under conditions of
proper operation and maintenance in
the absence of start-ups, shutdowns
and malfunctions, and is used ail a
guideline or screening mechanism for
interpreting the data generated by the
excess emission reporting require-
ments.

Although the excess emission report-
ing requirements provide a mechanism
for achieving the objective of proper
operation and maintenance of the best
system of emission reduction, this
mechanism is not necessarily a direct
indicator of improper operation and
maintenance. Consequently, excess
emission reports must be reviewed and
interpreted for Proper decisionmaking.

In general, the ccanments received
concerning the excess emission report-
ing requirements questioned- (1) The
adequacy of the TRS excess emission
allowance for lime kilns and (2) the
lack of a TRS excess emission
allowance for recovery furnaces

With regard to the adequacy of the
TRS excess emissions allowance for
lime kilris. a ref-valuation of the TRS
emmion data from lime kiln E h-d the
Agency to the conclusion that. for a
TRS emission limit of 5 ppm. an
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excess emission allowance of 6 percent
VISAI appropriate. However, a similar
analysis also indicates that an excess
emission allowance is not appropriate
at a TRS emission level of 8 ppm. Ac-
cordingly, the excess emission report-
ing requirements included in the pro-
mulgated standard for lime kilns con-
tains no excess emission allowance.
This does not represent a change in
the basis of the standard. The stand-
ard will still require installation of the
best sYstem of emission reduction, con-
sidering costs (Le., efficient mud wash-
ing, good lime kiln process operation,
and caustic scrubbing; or an alterna-
tive system equivalent to the perfor-
mance of this system).

With regard to the lack of a TRS
excess emission allowance for recovery
furnaces, at. the time of proposal of
the standards, no TRS continuous
emission monitoring data were avail-
able from a well-controlled and well
operated recovery furnace which could
be used to determine an excess emis-
sion allowance. Several months of
TRS continuous emission mon:toring
data, however, were submitted with
the comments received from the oper-
ator of recovery furnace D concerning
this point,

A review of the data indicates that,
while some of the excursions of TRS
emissions above 5 ppm reflected either
improper operation and maintenance,
or start-ups, shutdowns, or malfunc-
tions, most of these excursions reflect-
ed unavoidable normal variability in
the operation of a kraft pulp mill re-
covery furnace. Discounting those ex-
cursions in eMissions from the data
which were due to improper operation
and maintenance, or start-ups, shut-
downs, or malfunctions indicates that
an excess emission allowance of 1 per-
cent is appropriate for all recovery
furnaces.

Including an excess emissions
allowance in the promulgated stan-
dards for recovery furnaces, but not
for lime kilns, is a reversal of the pro-
posed requirements. Including such an
allowance for recovery furnaces but
not for lime kilns, however, is consis-
tent with the nature of the different
emission control systems which were
selected as the bases for these stan-
dards. The emission control system
upon which the TRS standard for re-
covery furnaces is based consists of
black liquor oxidation and good pro-
cess operation of the recovery furnace
for direct recovery furnaces, and good
process operation alone for indirect re-
covery furnaces. Neither of these emLs-
sion control systems are particularly
well suited to controlling fluctuations
in the kraft pulping process. Thus,
fluctuations in the process tend to
pass through the emission control
system and show up as fluctuations in
TRS emissions

rhe emission control system upon
which the TRS standard for lime kiln:,
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bt based consists of efficient mud
washing, good process overatfon of the
lime kiln, and caustic scrubbing of the
gases discharged from the lime kiln.
As with the emission control system
upon which the standard for recovery
furnaces is based, the first two emis-
sion c.%ntrol techniques (i.e., mud
washing and good process operation)
are not particularly well suited to con-
trolling fluctuations in the kraft pulp-
ing process. The third emission control
technique, however, caustic scrubbing,
is an "addon" emission control tech-
niqiie that can be designed to accom-
modate fluctuations in TRS emissions
and minimize or essentially eliminate
these fluctuations.

Fsstsctosi TrsTING

A few comments were received
which Questioned the validity of the
results obtained by Reference Method
16, due to sample losses and sulfur
dioxide (S0,) interference.

With regard to the validity of the re-
sults obtained by Reference Method
16, as mentioned earlier, during the
emission testing program, it was not
widely known that sample losses could
occur within the TRS emission nwa-
surement system. Since proposal of
the standards, however, sample losses
of up to 20 percent during emission
source testing have been confirme.i.
Although these losses were not consid
ered in selecting the numerical emis.
sion limits included in the proposed
TRS emission standards, they have
been considered in selecting the n'i
merical emission limit included in the
promulgated'standards. Also, since the
amount of sample loss that occurs
within the TRS emission measure-
ment .system during source testing can
be determined, procedures have been
added to Reference Method 16 requir-
ing determination of these losm s
during each source test and adjust-
ment of the emission data obtained to
take these losses into ar( stmt. This
will ensure that the IRS emission
data obtained during a performance
test are accurate.

It has also been confirmed that high
concentrations of SO, will interfere
w oh the del trnlination of TRS emis-
sions to some extent. At this point.
howeer, It is not known what SO,
concentration let els \kill restilt in a sig-
nificant loss of accuracy in determin.
rag TRS emissions. The ability of a ci
trate scrubber to selernely remove
SO, prior to measurement nf TPS
emissions is now being tested lb addi-
tion, various chromatographic col.
limns might exist which would of ft.c.
t it ely resolt v this problem. As soon as
an nnropriate technique is det eloped
to ot ercome this problem, Reference
Mt t hod 16 will be a nended

pr,h1,-in of SO, interfere:It
w ill not present majt,r dif ficult les to
the use of Refert-nce Method 16 Reis-

Lively high 80. Concentration levels
were observed in only one EPA emis-
sion source test. Accordingly, high SO,
concentration levtls are probably ii(it
a frequent occurrence within kraft
pulp mills. More importantly, howev.
er, high SO, concentrations only inter .
fere with the determination of methyl
mercaptan in the emission measure-
ment system outlined in Reference
Method 16. Since methyl mercaptan is
usually only a small contributor to
total TRS emissions, neglecting
methyl mercaptan where this interfer-
ence occurs should not seriously affect
the determination of TRS emissions.
Consequently. Reference Method 16
can be used to enforce the promulgat-
ed standards without major difficul-
ties.

Miscellaneous: The effective date of
this regulation is February 24, 1976,
Section Illibi(1)(B) of the Clean Air
Act provides that standard., of perfor-
mance or revisions of them become ef-
fective upon promulgation and apply
to affected facilities, construction or
modification of which was commenced
after the date of proposal (September
24, 1976).

Nom An economic assemment has been
prepared as required under section 317 of
the Act This alsn satisfies the requiremti ts
az Ext cunt P Orders 11821 and OMB Circu
lar A107

Dated Ft l';ruary 10, 1978
BARBARA 131.1!M.

Aelow etd inini.st rotor.

Part 60 of Chapter I, Title 40 of t he
Code of Federal Regulations is amend-
ed as follows:

Subpart AGensral Pravisions

1. Section ti0 13 is amended to clarify
the provisions in paragraph tai by re-
vising paragraph tit) to read as follows'

§ 80.13 Monitoring requirenunt4.
For the purposes of this section,

all continuous monitoring slt.stents ri .
quired under applivable subparts shall
be subject to t he provisions of his !.1-,-
tion upon promulgation of perfor-
mance specifications for continuo is
monitoring system under Appendix
to this part, unless:

D The coot muous mut oring
system is subject to the pro., isions 4

paragraphs it U.!) anti ,t Ii of it ;.-.

section. or
t2i herwr-e 'Pt-CO:#-(1 In n :41,111iii

hie subpart or to. he Adn,tiw.irat,,r
. . .

2 Part Pin -,s airt-ti.1.,-.! it\ idoitos ,..h.
part 1311 a.. fo::trA

S.bPor, RI- Stondo,di of rorlo,monc or k.al" P .1p

S.
' .A 1; ;

1 '

60 .13 D.:

rir

60.282 Standard for particolat matter.
60.283 Standard for total redtted sulfur

(T/IS
60 284 Monitoring of emissions and ow-

at Ions.
60 285 Test methods and or«ssiures.

AuTtioarm Secs Ill. 301(a) of the Clean
Air Act, a.s amended (42 U.S.C. 7411.
76011a)l, and additional Rothority as noted
below.

Subpart 86Standards of Porformanco for
Kraft Pulp Mills

60.280 AppIkabiIit und designation of af-
fected facility.

(a) The provisions of this subpart
are applicable to the following affect-
ed facilities in kraft pulp mills: digest-
er system, brown stock washer system,
multip)e-effect evaporator system,
black liquor oxidation system, recov-
ery furnace, smelt dissolving tank.
lime kiln, and condensate stripper
system. In pulp mills where kraft
pulping is combined with neutral sul-
fite semichemical pulping, the provi-
.sions of this subpart are applicable
when any portion of the material
charged to an affected facility is pro.
duced by the kraft pulping operation.

(b) Any facility under paragraph (a)
of this section that commences con-
struction or modification after Sep-
tember 24, 1976, is subject to ric re-
quirements of this subpart

§ 60.251 Definitions.
As used in this subpart, all terms not

defined herein shall hat t he sante
meaning given thein in the Act and in
Subpart A.

(a) "Kraft pulp mill" means any sta-
tionary source 1.1.hich produces pulp
from wood by cooking (digesting)
wood chips in a water solution of
sodium hydroxide and sodium sulfide
(white liquor) at high temperature
and pressure. Regenerat ion of the
cooking chemicals t hrough a recovery
process is also considered part of the
grnft pulp Mil.

b) -Neutral sulfite semichemical
pulping operation" means any oper-
ation in which pulp is produced from
wood by cooking (digesting) wood
chips in a solunon of sodium sulfite
sod sodium bicarbonate, followed by
mechanical denbrating (grinding).

(c) "Total reduced sulfur (TICS
weans the sum of the sulfur corn
pninds hydrogen sulfide, met hyl mer-
rapt an, dimethyl sulfide. anti dimeth

ide . that are telvastd during the
kraft pulping operation and nieliz-ured
h Reference Method 16

CO, "Digester s st cm" tnrans each
oige-uer or each hal( h iii

-tt-r d for t he cooking of IA ood ill
in't lifilWr Mid as;.oc:att-d flii

tank, below tanioN'. chip Sivarnen..'
col:denser

k r %. w
int-ar- st,s-k aei
;Litsi sooners. at tun.; pump,- and
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trate tanks used to wash the pulp fol-
lowing the digester system.

(1) "Multiple-effect evaporator
system" means the multiple-effect
evaporators and associated
condenser(s) and hotwell(s) used to
concentrate the spent cooking liquid
that is separated from the pulp (black
liquor).

(g) "Black liquor oxidation system"
means the vessels used to oxidize, with
air or oxYgen, the black liquor, and as
sociated storage tank(s).

(h) "Recovery furnace" means either
a straight kraft recovery furnace or a
cross recovery furnace, and includes
the direct-contact evaporator for a

ect.contact furnace.
(I) -Straight kiaft recovery furnace"

means a furnace used to recover
chemicals consisting primarily of
sodium and sulfur compounds by
burning black liquor which on a quar-
terly basis contains 7 weight percent
or less of the total pulp solids from
the neutral sulfite semichernical pro-
cess or has green liquor sulfidity of 28
percent or less,

(j) "Cross recovery furnace" means a
furnace used to recover chemicals con-
sisting primarily of sodium and sulfur
compounds by burning black liquor
which on a quarterly basis contains
more than 7 weight percent of the
total pulp solids from the neutral sul-
fite semichemical process and ha.s a
green liquor sulfidity of more than 28
percent.

(k) "Black liquor solids" means the
dry weight of the solids which enter
the recovery furnase in the black
liquor.

(I) "Green liquor sulfidity" means
the sulfidity of the liquor which leaves
the smelt dissolving tank.

(m) -Smelt dissolving tank" means a
vessel used for dissolving the smelt
collected from the recovery furnace.

n) "Lime kiln" means a unit used to
calcine lime mud, which consists pri-
marily of calcium carbonate, into
quicklime, which is calcium oxide.

(0) "Condensate stripper system"
means a column, and associated con-
densers, used to strip, with air or
steam, TRS compounds from conden.
sate streanss from various processes
within a kraft pulp mill.

60 2)42 Standard for particulate matter.
(a) On and after the datr on which

the performance test required to be
cOnducted by §60.8 is completed, no
owner or operator subject to the provi.
sions of this subpart shall cause to be
discharged into the atmosphere.

(1) From any ri-,:overy furnace any
gases hIch.

Contatn particulate Platter in
iixcess of u iu g dscm (0.044 gr dscf
corrected to 8 percent oxygen.

it Exhibit 35 percent opacity or
1"

.ont \ smelt de,sol% ing tank
ariN u.hich (,,ntain
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matter in excess of 0.1 g/kg black
liquor solids (dry weight)t0.2 lb/ton
black liquor solids (dry weight)).

(3) Prom any lime kiln any gases
which contain particulate matter in
excess of*

(i) 0.15 g/dscm (0.067 gr/dscf) cots
rected to 10 percent oxygen, when gas-
eous fossil fuel is burned.

ii 0.30 g/dscm (0.13 gr/dscf) cor-
rected to 10 percent oxygen, when
liquid fossil fuel is burned.

§60.2S3 Standard for total reduced sulfur
(TRS).

(a) On and after the date on which
the performance test required to be
conducted by §60.8 is completed, no
owner or operator subject to the provi-
sions of this subpart shall cause to be
discharged into the atmosphere:

(1) From any digester system, brown
stock washer system, multiple-effect
evaporator system, black liquor oxida-
tion system, or condensate stripper
system any gases which contain TRS
in excess of 5 ppm by volume on a dry
basis, corrected to 10 perrent oxygen,
unless the following ccriditions are
met:

(i) The gases are combusted in a lime
kiln subject to the provisions of para-
graph (a)(5) of this secti ,n; or

(ii) The gases are combusted in a re-
covery furnace subject to the provi-
sions of paragraphs (a)(2) or (a)(3) of
this section; or

(iii) The gases are combusted with
other waste gases in an incinerator or
other device, or combusted in a lime
kiln or recovery furnace not subject to
the provisions of this subpart, and are
subjected to a minimum temPerature
of 1200° F. for at least 0.5 second; or

(iv) It has been demonstrated to the
Administrator's satisfaction by the
owner or operator that incinerating
the exhaust gases from a new, modi-
fied, or reconstructed black liquor oxi-
dation system or brown stock washer
system in an existing facility is tech-
nologically or economically not feasi-
ble. Any exempt system will become
subject to the provisions of this sub-
part if the facility is changed so that
the gases can be incinerated.

(2) Prom any straight kraft recovery
furnace any gases which contain TRS
in excess of 5 Ppm by volume on a dry
basis, corrected to 8 percent oxygen.

(3) From any cross recovery furnace
any gases which contain TRS In excess
of 25 ppm by volume on a dry basis.
corrected to 8 percent oxygen.

(4) From any smelt dissolving tank
any gases which contain TRS in excess
of 0 0084 g/kg black liquor solids (dry
weight) (0 0168 lb/ton liquor solids
(dry weight)].

i5) Prom any lime kiln any gases
w filch contain TRS in excess of 8 ppm

%olume on a dry basis, corrected to
10 per(ent oxygen
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§60,e2rstiiHns.onitering of emission, and op-

(a.) Any owner or operator subject to
:he Provisions of this subpart shall in-
stall, calibrate, maintain, and operate
the following continuous monitsring
systems:

(1) A continuous monitoring system
to monitor and record the opacity of
the gases discharged into the atmos-
phere from any recovery furnace. The
span of this system shall be set at 70
percent opacity.

(2) Continuous monitoring systems
to monitor and record the concentra-
tion of TRS emissions on a dry basis
and the percent of oxygen by volume
on a dry basis in the gases discharged
into the atmosphere from any lime
kiln, recovery furnace, digester
system, brown stock washer system,
multiple-effect evaporator system,
black liquor oxidation system, or con-
densate stripper system, except where
the provisions of §130.283(a)(1) (iii) or
(lv) apply. These systems shall be lo-
cated downstream of the control
device(s) and the span(s) of these con-
tinuous monitoring system(s) shall be

se(t:i) At a TRS concentration of 30
ppm for the TRS continuous monitor-
ing system, except that for any cross
recovery furnace the span shall be set
at 50 ppm.

(ii) At 20 percent oxygen for the
continuous oxygen monitoring system.

(b) Any owner or operator subject to
the provisions of this subpart shall in-
stall, calibrate, maintain, and operste
the following continuous monitoting
devices:

(1) A monitoring dev:ce which mea-
sures the combustion temperature at
the point of incineration of effluent
gases which are emitted from any di-
gester system, brown stock washer
system,' multiple-effect evaporator
system, black liquor oxidation system,
or condensate stripper system where
the provisions of §60.283(a)(1)(iii)
apply. The monitoring device is to be
certified by the manufacturer to be ac .
curate within 1.1 percent of the tem-
perature being measured.

(2) For any lime kiln or smelt dis-
solving tank using a scrubber emission
control device:

(i) A monitoring device for tAe con.
tinuous measurement of the pressure
loss of the gas stream through the
control equipment. The monitoring
device is to be certified by the manu-
facturer to be accurate to within a
gage pressure of -1- 500 pascals (ca. s 2
inches water gage pressure).

(ii) A monitoring device for the con
tinuous measurement of the scrubbing
liquid supply pressure to the control
elltninnent. The monitoring device is
to be certified by the manufacturer to
be accurate within . 15 percent of
design scrubbing liquid supply pres
sure The pressure sensor or tap is to
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be located close to the scrubber liquid
discharte point. The Administrator
may be consulted for approval of alter-
native locations.

(c) Any owner or operator subject to
the provisions of this subpart shall.
except where the provisions of
§60 283(aal)(ivi or 160.283(10(4)
apply-(1) Calculate and recoro on a daily
basis 12hour average TRS concentra.
(ions for the two consecutive periods
of each operating day, Each 12-hour
average shall be determined as the
arithmetic mean of the appropriate 12
contiguous I-hour average total re-
duced sulfur concentrations provided
by each continuous monitoring system
installed under paragraph (a)(2) of
this section.

(2) Calculate and record on a daily
basis 12-hour average oxygen concen-
trations for the two consecutive pere
ods of each operating day for the re-
covery furnace and litne kiln. These
12 hour averages shall correspond to
the 12hour average TRS concentra-
tions under paragraph (c)(1) of this
section and shall be determined as an
arithmetic mean of the appropriate 12
contiguous 1-hour average oxygen con-
centrations provided by each continu
ous monitoring system installed Under
paragraph (a)(2) of this section.

(3) Correct all 12-huur average TRS
concentrations to 10 volume percent
oxygen, except that all 12-hour aver-
age TRS concentration from a recov-
ery furnace shall he corrected to
volume percent using the following
equation.

t21 X '21 TI

where
the concent rat Ion corrected for

oxygen
the concen(ration uncorrected for

oxygen.
X the tolumetric oxygen -oncentrat ion

percentage to be corrected to IS percrro
for recovery furnace,; ond 10 percent for
mc klln.s. incinerators. or ot tier de

%Ives)
thy measured 14 hour average kol
Oc oxygen concert rat um

Id) For the purpose of reports re
(mired under § 60.7' ci, any owner or
operator subject to the provisions of
this subpart shall report periods ot
excess emissions as follows

emissions from any reeovcrY
furnace periods of excess ernIssintis
are

(1) All 12-hour a% erages of TRS von
cent rations above 5 ppm by volume for
straight kraft recove-y furnaces and
aboe 25 ppm by volume for cross rf-
CO% ery furnaces

to) All 6-minute average opacities
that exceed 35 percent

, 2 I For emissions from any lime kiln
periods of excess emissions are all 12
hou r average TRS concentration
abox e 8 ppm by %plume

(31 For emissions from any digester
system. brown stock id as r s stem,
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multiple-effect evaporator system,
black liquor oxidation system. Or con-
densate stripper system periods of
excess emissions are

(1) All 12hour ay craw- 'MS concen-
trations above 5 ppm by volume unless
the provisions of §60.283(a)(1)
ur (iv) apply; or

(iD A14. periods in excess of 5 minutes
and their duration during which the
combustion temperature at the point
of incineration is less than 1200' F.
where the provisitms of
; 80.283(a)(1 )tiI) apply.

(e) The Administrator will not con-
sider periods of excess emissions re-
ported under paragraph (d) of this sec-
tion to be indicative of a violation of
g 60.11(d) provided that:

(1) The percent of the total number
of possible contiguous periods of
excess emissions in a quarter (evclud-
ing periods of startup, shutdown, or
malfunction and periods when the fa-
cility is not operating) during which
excess emissions occur does not
exceed:

(i) One percent for TRS emissions
from recovery furnaces.

(ii) Six percent for average opacities
from recovery furnaces.

(2) The Administrator determines
that the affected facility, including air
pollution control equipment. is main-
tained and operated in a manner
%hich is consistent with good air pol-
lution control practice for minimizing
emissions dunng periods of excess
emissions.

§ 60.285 Test methods and procedures.
(a) Reference methods in Appendix

A of this part, except as provided
under § 60.8( b), shall be used to deter-
mine compliance with §60.282(5) as
follows'

(1) Method 5 for (he concentration
ef part iculat e mat t yr and the assOciat
ed moisture content.

(2) Method 1 for sample and velocity
traverses,

(3) When determining compliance
with § 60.282Ia 2), Method 2 for veloc-
ity and volumetric flow rate,

14) Method 3 for 1,a.; analysis, and
5) Method 9 for v. ible emissions

obi Vor Method 5. (he sampling time
for each run shall be at least 60 min-
utes and the sampling rate shall be at
least 0.85 dsem.'hr (0.53 dscf/min)
except that shorter sampling times,
when necessitated by process variables
or other factors, may be approved by
the Administrator. Water shall be
used as the cleanup solvent instead of
act-tone in the sample recovery proce
dure Outlined in Method 5.

tel Method 17 (ln-stark filtration)
may he used as an alternate method
for Method 5 for determining compli-
ance wit h § 60 282( av Prortded.
'I ha' a constant value of 0 009 g ((ism
IO 004 gr,dscf ) is added to the results
of Met hod 17 and the stack tempera

ture is no greater than 205 C (ca. 400'
F. Water shall be used as the cleanup
solvent Instead of acetone In the
sample recovery procedure outlined in
Method 17

(di For the purpose of determining
compliance with §60.283(a) (1), (2),
(3), (4), and (5), the following refer-
ence methods titian be used:

(I) Method 16 for the concentration
of TRS,

(2) Method 3 for gas analysis, and
(3) When determining compliance

with §60.283(a)(4). use the remits of
Method 2, Method 16, and the black
liquor solids feed rate in the following
equation to determine the TRS emis
sion rate.
E = (eroiFroa 4 ClistaFIOSH CumsFot* + C

modF ?aim) (QN)/BLS
Where:
E mass of TRs emitted per unity of black

liquor solids (g/kgr (1b/toni
Cm:A average concentration of hydrogen

sulfide (HZ) during the test period.
PPM.

eywdm average concentration of methyl
mercaptan (MeSH) during the test
period, PPM.

Cow av e r age concentration of dimethyl
sulfide (13MS) during the test period.
PPM.C,, average concentration of dimethyl
disulfide (DMDS) during the test period,
PPM.

Foe 0.00141'7 g/rna PPM for metric units
0.08844 lb/ft, °PM for English units

Fid.sm 0.00200 gIn. PPM for metric units
. 0.1248 lb ft, PPM for English units

Fmis 0.002583 g/mi PPM for metric units
- 0.1612 lb/ft* PPM for English units

Fimps 0.003917 g/m, PPM for metric unit.s
0.2445 lb/ft) PPM for English units

Q.d dry volumetric stack gas flow rate cor
rected to standard conditions. dscm/hr
(dscf;hri

131.8 black liquor solids feed rate, kg/hr
(1b/hri

(4) When determining whether a
furnace is straight kraft recovery fur-
nace or a cross recovery furnace,
TAPPI Method T.624 shall be used to
determine sodium sulfide, sodium hy-
droxide and sodium carbonate. These
determinations shall be made three
times daily from the green liquor and
the daily average values shall be con-
verted to sodium oxide (Na20) and
substit ut ed into the following ()Qua
lion to determine the green liquor sul
fidity:

GLS 100 C....

Where:
GL.S . peroent green liquor s.:Indity
Cs** average confen t raticn of ,Vat. ex

pressed ti.s Nct10 (mg 1
C.0/1 orcrove concentration or No(

expressed as Na10 'mg 1
a%eragt. roneentrailon of Itia,(

expres.,,ed as Nc..) mg 1)

(el All concentrations of particulate
matter and THS required to be Inca
sured by this section from lime kiins
or inc!nerat ors sha:1 be corrected 10
r.)lunw percent oxygen and those eon

cent rat ions from recoy cry furnace::
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shall be corrected to 8 volume percent
oxygen. These corrections shall be
niade in the manner specified in

80 2114(c )(S).

APPENDIX A REFERENCE METHODS

31 Method 16 and Method 17 are
added to Appendix A as follows.

OP

h srMIC()NTINI'ol,s DCTERMINATION
EMICSioNS mom STATIONARY

Introduction
nip method described below uses the

principle of gas chromatographic separation
anti flame photometric detection. Since
there are many systems or sets of operating
condit ions that represent usable methods of
determining sulfur emissions, all systems

h employ this principle, but differ only
In details of equipment and operation, may
be used as alternative methods. provided
that the criteria set below are met.

1 Principle and Applicability.
1 1 Principle A gliti sample is extracted

from the emission source and diluted with
clean dry air. An aliquot of the diluted
sample Is then analyzed for hydrogen sul.
fide qi,S). methyl mercaptan (bleSH). di-
methyl sulfide (DMEI) and dimethyl disul-
fide +WADS) by gas chromatographic (GC)
separation and flame photometric detection
IFTD). These four compounds are known
collertively as total reduced sulfur (TRS).

1 2 Applicability. This method ia applica-
ble for determination of TRS compounds
from recovery furnaces, lime kilns, and
snudt dissolving tanks at kraft pulp mills.

2 Range and Sensitivity.
2 1 Range. Coupled With a gas chromato-

graphic system utilizing a ten milliliter
sample size, the maximum limit of the FPD
for each sulfur compound is approximately
I ppm. Thls limit Is expanded by dilution of
the sample gas before analysis. Kraft mill
gas samples are normally diluted tenfold
9 resulting in an upper limit of about.10

ppm for each compound.
For sources .wIth emission levels between

10 and 100 ppm, the memurIng range can be
best extended try reducing the sample size
to 1 milliliter.

2 2 Using the sample size, the minimum
detectable concentration is approximately
So ppb

3 Jr; (references.
3 1 Moisture Condensation. Moisture

condensation in the sample delivery system.
the analytical column, or the FPD burner
bloc k can cause losses or interferences. This
potential Is eliminated by heating the
sample line. and by conditioning the sample
with dry dilution air to lower its dew point
below the operating temperature of the
Gt- FPI) analytical system prior to analysis.

3 2 Carbon Monoxide and Carbon Dlox.
c0 and CO, hae substantial desensitiz-

wg el fi rt on the flame photometric detec.
tzir es en after 9 1 dilution Acceptable sys.
terns must demonstrate that they have
e'iminated this Interference by some proce-
duce such as eluting these compounds
h. ;,.re any of the compounds to be mea-
sured Compliance with this requirement
can be demonstrated by submitting chrome-
tql4rams of calibration gases with and with-
,. it c(), in the diluent gas The CO, level

tic approximately 10 percent for the
01 CO, preent The tvio chromato-
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graphs sno,ild show agreement within the
precision limits of Section 4.1.

3.3 Particulate Matter. Particulate
matter In sas samples can cause interfer-
ence by eventual clogging of the analytical
system. This Interference must be ellminat
ed by use of a probe filter.

3.4 Sulfur Dioxide. SO, is not a specific
interferent but may be present In such large
amounts that it cannot be effectively sepa-
rated from other compounds of Interest.
The procedure must -be dasigned to elimi-
nate this problem either by the choice of
separation columns or by removal of SO,
from the sample.

Compliance with this section can be dem-
onstrated by submitting chromatographs of
calibration gases with SG, present in the
same quantities expected from the emission
source to be tested. Acceptable systems
shall show baseline separation with the am.
plifier attenuation set so that the reduced
sulfur compound of concern is at least 50
percent of full scale. Base line separation is
defined as a return to zero t percent In the
interval between peaks.

4. Precision and Accuracy.
4.1 GC/FPD and Dilution System Cali-

bration Precision. A series of three consecu-
tive injections of the same calibration gas,
at any dilution, shall produce results which
do not vary by more than ±3 percent from
the mean of the three injections.

4.2 OC/FPD and Dilution System 'Cali-
bration Drift. The calibration drift deter-
mined from the mean of three injections
made at the beginning and end of anY 8-
hour period shall not exceed ± percent.

4.3 System Calibration Accuracy. The
complete system muat quantitatively trans-
port and analyze with an accuracy of 20 per-
cent. A correction factor is developed to
adjust calibration accuracy to 100 percent.

5. ApparatuA (See Figure 18-1).
5.1.1 Probe. The probe must be made of

inert material such 68 stainless steel or
glass. It should be designed to incorporate a
filter and to allow calibration gas to enter
the probe at or near the sample entry point.
Any portion of the probe not exposed to the
stack gas must be heated to prevent mois-
ture condisstlon.

5.1.2 ple Line. The sample line must
be ma4 of Teflon,' no greater than 1.3 cm
(IC iilside diameter. All parts from the
probe to the dilution Oster^ must be ther-
mostitically heated to 120

5.1.3 Sample Pump. 'I, .! sample pump
shall be a leakleas Teflon-caated diaphragm
type or equivalent. If the pump Is upstream
of the dilution system, the pump head must
be heated to 120° C.

5.2 Dilution System. The dilution aystem
must be constructed such that all sample
contacts are made of inert materials (e.g.,
stainless steel or Teflon). It must be heated
to 120' C. and be capable of approximately a
9:1 dilution of the sample.

5.3 Gas Chromatograph. The RRS chro-
matograph must have at. least the following
components:

5.3.1 Oven. Capable of maintaining the
separation column at the proper operating
temperature ±1 C.

5.3.2 Temperature Gauge. To monitor
column oven, detector, and exhaust tem-
perature C.

5.3.3 Flow Sys.-m. Gas metering system
to measure sample. fuel. combustion RR.%
and carrier gas flows.

_

Mentton of trade names or specific. pr-sd-
ucts does not constitute endorsement by 1he
Environmental Protection Agency
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5.3.4 Flame Photometric Dec.
5.3.4 1 Electrometer. Capable t. : scale

amplification of linear ranges of 10 ° to 10
amperes full scale.

5.3.4.2 Power Supply. Capable of deliver
Mg up to 150 volts

5.3.4.3 Recorder. Compatible with the
ou tput voltage range of the electrometer.

5.4 Gas Chromatograph Columns. The
column system must be demonstrated to be
capble of resolving the four major reduced
sulfur compounds: HiS, MeSH DMS. and
DMDS. It must also demonstrate freedom
from known interferences.

To demonstrate that adequate resolution
hail been achieved, the tester must submit a
chromatograph of a calibration gaa contain.
Mg all four of the TRS compounds In the
concentration range of the applicable stan-
dard. Adequate resolution will be defined as
base line separation of adjacent peaks when
the amplifier attenuation is set so that the
smaller peak la at leaat 50 percent of full
scale. Base line separation la defined in Sec.
den 3.4. Systems not meeting this criteria
may be considered alternate methods subs
Ject to the approval of the Administrator.

5.5. Calibration System. The calibration
system must contain the following comPo-
nents.

5.5.1 Tube Chamber. Chamber of glass or
Teflon of sufficient dimensions to house
permeation tubes.

5.5.2 Flow System. To measure air flow
over permeation tubes at ± 2 percent. Each
flowmeter shall be calibrated after a com-
plete test series with a wet test meter. If the
flow measuring device differs from the wet
test meter by 5 percent, the completed test
shall be discarded. Alternatively, the tester
may elect to use the flow data that would
yield the lowest flow measurement. Calibra-
tion with a wet test meter before a test is
optional.

5.5.3 Constant Temperature Bath. Devlee
vapable of maintaining the permeation
tubes at the calibration temperature within
± 0.1' C.

5.5.4 Temperature Gauge. Thermometer
or equivalent to monitor bath temperature
within ±1' C.

6. Reagents.
6.1 Fuel. Hydrogen (H,) prepurified

grade or better.
6.2 Combustion Gas. Oxygen COO or air.

research purity or better.
6.3 Carrier Gas. Prepurified grade or

better.
6.4 Diluent. Air containing less than 50

ppb total sulfur compounds and less than 10
ppm each of moisture and total hydrocar-
bons. This gas must be heated prior to
mixing with the sample to avoid water con-
densation at the point of contact.

8.5 Calibration Gases. Permeation tubes,
one each of H,S, MeSH, MIS, and DMDS,
agravimetrIcally calibrated and certified at.
some convenient operating temperature
These tubes consist of hermetically sealed
FEP Teflon tubing In which a liquified gas-
eous substance is enclosed. The enclosed RIO
permeates through the tubing wall at a con
stant rate. When the temperature is con-
stant, calibration gases coverning a wide
range of known concentrations can be gen
erated by varying and accurately measuring
the flow rate of diluent gas passing over the
tubes. These calibration gases are used to
caltbrate the OC/FPD system and the dilu-
tion system.

7. Pretest Procedures. The following proce
(lures are optional but would be helpful In
presenting any problem sshwh might occur
later and insalidate the <lit Ire test
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Mter thf complete measurement
system bas been eet up at the ite and
deemed to be operational, the following pro .
cedures should be completed before sam .
piing is iritiatect

?Al Leak Test. Appropriate leak test
procedures should be employed to verify the
integrity of all components, sample lines,
arid connections. The following leak test
procedure is suggested: Por components up-
stream of the sample pump, attach the
probe end of the sample line to a ma no-
meter or %aeuum gauge, start the pump and
pull greater than 50 mm (2 In.) Ha vacuum,
closl* oft the pump outlet, and then stop the
pump and agicertain that there is no leak for
1 minute. For components after the pump.
apply a slight positive preisure and cheek
for leaks by applying a liquid (detergent in
water, for examo!e) at each joint. Bubbling
indicates the presence of a leak.

7.1.2 System Performanee. Since the
complete system is ralibrated following each
test, the precise calibration of each compo.
tient is not critical. However, these compo
nents shoula be verified to be operating
properly. This vet ifica:lon can tw rertormed
by observing the response of floometers or
of the Oe output to changes in flow rates or
calibration gas concentralamis and ascer
taming the response to be within predicted
lin»ts In any comporwnt, or if the complete
system fails to respond in a normal and pre
du-table manner. the source of the discrep-
ancy should be identif wd and correrted
nefore proreeding.

8 Ca/arm/eon. Prior to any sampling run,
calibraU- the system Using the following
procedures. (If more than one run is per-
formed during any 24 hmir period, a calibra-
tion need not be performed prior to the
second and any subsequent rugs The cali-
bration mo I. how-ner. %erified as pre-
scribed Iii S 10. after Ole lost run
made within th. 24 how- ; ru..1

8 1 Cieneral Outsid('rations This et ion
outlines steps to be followed for use of the

FPI) find t hr :11/:,!)13/1 - m The pro-
ve dure does not include detailed instrue.
t moms berause t he operat um of these systons

complex, and it it'qull t S a understanding
of the individual FN,tem being used. Each
system should include a written operating
manual deseribing ir di tail the opt-rating
procedures associated with each component
iii ttw measurcment system. In addition, the
operator should be familiar with the operat-
ing princit les of the eurrponents, particular.
ly the OC/FPD. The co ations in the Bib
hography at the end of this method are rec-
ommended for review for this purpose

8.2 Calibration Procedure. Insert the per-
meation tubes into the tube chamber.
Claci k the bath temperat ore to assure
agreern'snt with the calibration temperature
of the tubes within t C. Allow 24 hours
for the tubes to equilibrate Alternati%elv
equilibration may be verified by injecting
samples of calibration gas at 1 hour inter
%als The permeation tubes can be assumed
to ha% e reached equilibrium when conseeu .
clef' hourly samples agree within the preel
slral !Milts of seeriot,

Vary the amount of air flowing met the
tubes to product- the desireJ conce.ntr.d ions
for calibrating the analytical anJ dilution
s' Y.! ems. The air flow arms:, the tubes must
at ah times exceed the Now requirement of
t hr anal% t teal systems The eouccut m atioe iii
parts per million gen. tP to a tube con-
1.,:ning a Specific permeai 1 cmi be calcula:
d toltjy.s

(1.t!3 (3 Pi I
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where:
C'olConcentratitin of permeant produced in

PPm.
P. Permeation rate of the tube in erg/rnm.
M Molecular weight of the pet-meant

mole).
1. Flow rate, 1,min, of air men pe-rtneont

20' C, 760 mm Hg.
K Gas constant at 20 C and 760 rilm

- 24.04 I/g mole

8.3 Calibration of analysis system. Gen-
erate a series of three ur more known con
ccutrations spanning the linear range of the
F'F'D (approximately 0.05 to 1 0 ppm) for
each of the four mitior sulfur cc, rpounds.
Bypassing the dilution 8y:item, ct these
standards into the OC/FPD analyzers and
monitor the responses Th;oe injects for
each concentration must yield the precision
des-ribed in Section 4.1. Falk ye to attain
this precision is an indication or a problem
in the calibration or analytical system. Any
such problem must be identified and cor
re:1 ed before proceeding.

8.4 Calibration Curve's. Plot the GC!PPD
response in curront (amperes) versus their
causative concentrations in ppm on log-log
coordinate graph paper for each sulfur com-
pound. Alternatively, a least squares equa-
tion may be generated from tiw calibration
data.

8 5 Calibration of Dilution System. Gen-
erate a known concentration of hydrogen
sulfide usinv the permeation tube s:-stem.
Adjust the flow rate of dilutnt air tor the
first dilution stage so thia tho desired level
of dilution is approximated. Inject the dilut-
ed calibration gas into the GC'FPD system
and monitor its response Three injections
for each dilution most yield the precision
described in Section 4 1 Failure to attain
this precision in this step is an indication of
a problem in the Mho ion N.:so in. Any such
problem must he identified and corrected
before proceeding. Using the calibration
data for 11,5 'developed under 8 33 deter-
mine the' diluted calibration g,is. concentra-
tion in ppm. Then calculate the dilution
factor as the ratio of the calibration ga.s
concent rat ion before diluilon to the diluted
calibration gas concentration deternuned
under this paragraph Hepeat this proce-
dure for each stage of dilution required Al
ternatl% ply. the GC 'FPD system may be
collimated by 10-nerating a series of three or
more concentrations of each sulfur com-
pound and di'ut mg these samples before in
ject mg them into the GC/FPD system. This
data will then sene as the calibration data
for the unknown samples and a separate de
termination of the dilution factor will not
be nicessary Howe%er. the precision
quirements of Section 4 1 are still applies

9 Samplrny and AnaO, is Privedure
9 1 Sampling In:,ezt the samphrig probe

into the t, k.rt makaig e-r,a1ri !':a; no di
li.tion air 'r)tt rs th, K through the port
Begin samo.:ng and dil,ite the sample ap-
prommt.ely 9 1 using the dilution *,tent
1.4,,r. II at the or, fac:or Is that
Aa. ii Is determined in paragraph 8 5 Con
dition the en*.re sl,,teni ,ample to: a
minimum of 15 reo.lites prior to commenc
mg anai,sis

2 Ai.ai% sus Mul .1 -!teitr-d
!he (it* 1 Pt) an,tiNt.,; !.,r

Pri,11% 1%

9 2 1 S lt,in it . !r, il ,11:
pi)--1 01 16 undo-to:1i ii:, flf

a put ,1 n.0 that. .3

tiodr1/4 ut iii.re than 6

9.2.2 Observation for Clogging of Probe.
If reduc%ions in sample concentratiuna are
observed during a sample run that cannot
be explained by process conditions, the sam-
pling must be Interrupted to determine if
tile sample probe is clogged with particulate
matter. If the probe is found to be clogged,
the test must be stopped and the results up
to that point discarded. Testing may resume
after cleaning the probe or replacing it with
a clean one. After each run, the sample
probe must be in.spected and, if necessary,
dismantled and cleaned.

10 Post-Test Procedure's,
10.1 Sample Line Loss. A known concen

tration of hydrogen sulfide at the level of
the applicable standard, 20 percent, must
be introduced into the sampling system at
the opening of the probe in sufficient quan-
tities to insure that 'ere is an excess of
sample which must be Vented to the atmo-
sphere. The sample t. ,st be transported
through the entire sampling system to the
measurement system in the normal manner.
The resulting measured concentration
should be compared to the known value to
determine the sampling system loss. A sam-
pling system loss of more than 20 percent is
unacceptable. Sampling losses of 0-20 per-
cent must be corrected for by dividing the
resulting sample concentration by the frac-
tion of recovery. The known gas sample may
be generated using permeation tubes. Alter.
natively, cylinders of hydrogen sulfide
mixed in air may be used provided they are
traceable to permeation tubes. The optional
pretest procedures provide a good guideline
for determining If there are leaks in the
sampling system.

10.2 Recalibration. After each run, or
after a series of runs made wittnn a 24-hour
period, perform a partial recalibration using
the procedures in Section 8. Only HS (or
other permt-anti need be used to recalibrate
the OC/FPD analysis system (8.3) and the
dilution system (8.5)

10.3 Determination of Calibration Drift.
Compare the calibration runes obtained
prior to the runs, to the calibration curves
obtained under paragraph 10.1. The calibra-
tion drift should not exceed the limns set
forth in paragraph 4 2. If the drift exceeds
(his limit, the intervening run or run.s
should be considered not valid. The tester,
however, may instead have the option of
choosing the calibration data set which
v....old give the highest sample values.

11 Calculations.
11.1 Determine the concentrations of

each reduced sulfur compound detected di.
reetly from the calibration curves. Alterna.
tively. the concentrations may be calculated
using the equation for the least square line.

11 2 Calculanon of TRS Total reduced
sulfur will be determined for each anaylsis
made hs. summing the "oneentrations of
eaeli reduced sulfur compound resolved
during a gi% en anal!, Nis

11,S 1)MS. '21)Mt)id
E:quation 16 2

,t here

'I ft: Mta .n ppm. wet
Jam',

lidrogi-n suit t!r Ptun
Meth%1 rim :rapt an ppm

PMS thrnetto', Ppm
i!"11.)S 1 hmet h I : ..tilfide ppm

d 1 ):1 1.ii (1,1(.111,
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11.3 Average TRS. The average TRS will
be determined as follows:

TRS1
i 1Average TRS qn-c)

Average TRS =Average total reduced suflur
In ppm, dry basis.

TRS, -Total reduced sulfur in ppm as deter.
mined by Equation 16-2.

N= Number of samples.
gla B=- Fraction of volume of water vapor in

the gas stream as determined by method
4-Determination of Moisture in Stack
Gases (36 FR 24887).

11.4 Average concentration of individual
reduced sulfur compounds.

Equation 16.3
where:
S, . Concentration of any reduced sulfur

compound from the ith sample injec-
tion, ppm.
Averve.e concentration of ar:y one of the
reduced sulfur compounds for the entire
run, ppm.

N= Number of injections in any run period.
12. Examph, Syncm. Dcscribcd beloa IA a

system Utilized by EPA in gather.ng NSPS
data. This system does not now reflect an
the latest developments in equipmert and
column technology, but it does represent
one system that has been demonstrated to
work.

12.1 Apparatus.
12 1.1 Sampling System.
12.1.1.1 Probe. Figure 16-1 Inir-trates the

probe used in lime ligns and other sources
where significant aRiounts of particulate
matter are present. the probe is designed
with the deflector shield p:aced between the
sample and the gas inlet holes and the glass
wool plugs to reduce (logging of the filter
and possible adsorption of sample gas. The
exposed portion of the probe betueen the
sampling port and the sample line is heated
with heating tape.

12 1.1.2 Sample Line inch inside &sm
eter Teflon tubing. h to 120 C. This
temperature is contr a thermostatic
heater.

12 1 1.3 Sample eak less 'INiflon
coated diaphragm oivalent. Tne
pump head is heatet, 1 hy enclusing
it in the sample dilutein b 12.2.4 beim( ).

12.1 2 Dilution System. . nernatie d:a
gram of the dynamic dilution system is
given in Figure 16-2. The dilution system is
constructed such that all sample contacts
are made of inert materials. The dilution
systm which is heated to 120 C Nast be ca
pable of a mii.nnum of 9 1 dilution of
sample. Equipment used in the dilution
system is listed below-

12 1.2 1 Dilution Pump. Model A-150
Kohmy hr Teflon posit ive di ip:ar e:nent
type. nonadjustable 150 rt - 2 0 per
cent. or Nat% Cent. per diltittun stage A 9 1
dilution of sample is at cornphsht d by corn
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bining 150 cc of sample With 1,350 cc Of
clean dry air la shOWn in Figure 16-2.

12.1.11.1 Valves. Thrwswity Teflon sole-
noid Or manual type.

12.1.2.3 Tubing. Teflon tubing and fit-
tings are used throughout from the sample
probe to the GC/FPD to present an inert
surface for sample

12.1.2.4 Box. Insulated box, heated and
maintained at 120' C, of sufficient dimen-
sions to house dilution apparatus.

12.1.2.5 Flowmeters. Rotameters or
equivalent to measure flow from 0 to 1500
ml!min ± 1 percent per dilution stage.

12 1.3 Gas Chrow t.ograph Columns.
Two types of columns are used for separa.
tion of low and high molecular %eight
sulfur compounds.

12.1.3.1 Low Molecular Weight Sulfur
Compounds Column (GC/FPD-1).

12.1.3.1 Separation Column. 11 m by 2.16
mm (36 ft by 0.085 In) inside diameter
Teflon tubing packed with 30/60 mesh
Trflon coated with 5 percent polyphenyl
ether and 0.05 percent orthophosphoric
a.'id, or equivalent (see Figare 16-3).

12.1.3.1.2 Stripper or Precolumn. 0.6 m
by 2.16 mm (2 ft by 0.085 in) inside diameter
Teflon tubing packed u in 5.3.1.

12.1 3.1.3 Sample Valve. Teflon 10.port
gas sampling valve, equipped with a 10 ml
sample loop, actuated by compressed air
(*RINI^ 16-3).

12.1.3.L.4 Oven. For containing sample
valve. stripper column and separation
colurnn. The oven should be capable of
maintaining an elevated temperature rang-
Mg from ambipnt to 100' C, constant within
It 1' C.

12 1.3 1.5 Temperature Monitor. Thermo-
couple pyrotneter to mea.sure column oven,
detector. and exhaust temperature t 1' C.

12.1.3.1.6 Flow Sy.,tem. Gas metering
system to measure sample flow, hydrogen
flow, and oxygen flow (and nitrogen carrier
gas flow).

12 1.3.1.7 Detector. Flame photometric
detector.

12.1.3.1.8 Eleett ometer. Capable of full
scale ainplification of linear ranges of 10'6
to 10 4 srupets.:. full wale.

12 1.3.1.9 Pov.er Supply. Capable of deli-
vering up to 750 6:oils.

12.1.3.1.10 Recorder. Compatible v. ith
the output voltage mug(' Lf the electrom-
eter.

12.1.3.2 High Molecular Weight. Com.
pounds Cohunn GC/ F1'D11).

12.1.3.2.1. Separatina Coluinn. 3 05 m by
2.16 mm (10 tt by 0.08E5 imide diameter
Teflon tubing packed with 30/60 mesh
Teflon mitt d with 10 percent Triton X-305,
or equivalent.

12.1.3 2.2 ::ample Valve. Teflon 6.port gu
sampling valve equipped with a 10 ml
sample loop, actuated by compre:sed air
(Figure 16-3).

12 1.3.2.3 Other Components All coinpo
nents same as In 12 1 3.1 4 to 12 1 3 1 10.

12.1.4 Calibration. Permeation tube
system (figure 16-4).

12 1.4.1 Tube Chamber Glass chamber
of sufficient dimensions to house perme.
ation tubes.

12 1 4 2 Mass Floatneters Tao mass
flowmeters in the range 0.3 1 /m:n and C 10
1/rnin, to measure air flow mer permeation
tubes at 2 percent These flowmeters shall
be cross.calibrated at the beginning of each
test Using a comement flow rate in the
measuring lange of both floanieti rs. set
and mornior the flow rate of gas oer the
peril:cation t ubcs Injection of calibration

gas generated kt this flow rate as measured
by one flOwmeter followed by inject,ion of
calibration us at the same flow rate as mes .
sured by the other rlowmeter should agree
within the specified precision limits. lf they
do not, then there is a problem with the
mass flow measurement. Each mass flow
meter shall be calibrated prior to the firFt
test with II wet test meter and thereafter, at
least once each Year.

12.1.4.3 Constant Temperature Bath. Ca .
pable of maintaining permeation tubes at
certification temperature of 30" C. within
± 0.1' C.

12.2 Reagents
12.2.1 Fuel. Hydrogen (H,) prepurified

grade or better.
12.2.2. Combustion Gas. OxYgen (00 re

search purity or better.
12.2.3 Carrier Gas. Nitrogen (NO prepuri

tied grade or better.
12.2.4 Diluent. Air containing less than

50 ppb total sulfur Compounds and less than
10 ppm each of moisture and total hydro
carbons, and filtered using MSA filters
46727 and 79030, or equivalent. Removal of
sulfur compounds can be verified by inject.
Ing dilution air only, described in Section
8.3.

12.2.5 Compressed Air. 60 psig for GC
valve actuation.

12.2.6 Calibrated Gases. Permeation
tubes gravimetrically calibrated and certi
fled at 30.0' C.

12.3 Operating Parameters.
12.3.1 Low-Molecular Weight Sulfur

Compounds. The operating parameters for
the GC/FPD system used for low molecular
weight compounds are as follows: nitrogen
carrier gas flow rate of 50 cc/rnin, exhaust
temperature of 110' C. detector temperature
of 105' C, oven temperature of 40' C, hydro
gen flow rate of 80 cc/min, oxygen flow rate
of 20 cc/mi n. and sample flow rate between
20 and 80 cc/min.

12.3.2 High-Molecular Weight Sulfur
Compounds. The operating parameters for
the GC/FPD system for high molecular
weight compounds art the same as in 12 3.1
except. oven temperature of 70* C. and nm .
trogen carrier gas flow of 100 cc/mM.

12.4 Analysis Procedure.
12.4.1 Analysis. Aliquots of diluted

sample are Injected simultaneously into
both GC/CPD analyzers for analysis. GC/
F.PD-I Ls used to measure the low-molecular
%eight reduced sulfur compounds. The low
molecular weight compounds include hydio.
gen sulfide, methyl mercaptan, and di.
methyl sulfide. OC/FPD-II is used to re
solve the high-molecular weight compoimd
The high-molecular weight compound is di
methyl disulfide.

12.4.1.1 Analysis of LowMolecular
Weight Sulfur Compounds. The sample
valve is actuated for 3 minutes in' which
time an aliquot of diluted sample is injected
into the stripper column and analytii al
column. The valve Is then deactivated for
approximately 12 minutes in which time.
the analytical column continues to be fore
flthhed, the stripper column is backflustu d.
and the sample loop is refilled Monitor the
rernor.ses. The elution time for each corn
pouttd aill be determined during calibra
tion

12 4 1 2 Analysis of High Molecular
Weight Sulfur Compounds The procedure
ts essenttally the same as aboe except that
no stripper column is needrd.
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Figure 16-1. Probe used for sample gas containing hign particulate loaoings.
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METHOD 11. DETERMINATION 0? PARTICULATF
RIUSSIONS IRON STATIONARY SOMAS (IN.
OTArK FILTRATION MIITHOO)

introduction
Particulate mat ter is not an ahsollile

quantity, rather. it a function of tempi ra
tore and pressure Therefore, to pre.'ent
anability in particulate matter emission

regulations and/or associated test methods,
thu temperature and pressure at which par .
tieulate matter is to be measured must be
carefully &fired Of the two variable:: e

temperature anti pressure), temperature has
the greater effect upon the amount of par .
ticulate matter in an ef fluent gas stream. in
rnost st at ionary source eategol ies, t he ef I eel
of pressure appears to be negligible.

In method 5, 250' F is established as a
nominal reference temperature Thus.
u. here Method 5 is specified in an applicable
subpart of the standards, particulate matter

(Holed with :esprit. to teolpei Muir in
order to maintani a collection temperat ore
of 250 F Metlwri 5 employs a heated glass

sample probe and a heated filter holder
This equipment is somewhat ewnbersome
and requires ear In Its operation 'There-
fore. where particulate matter concern:a
t ions rover the normal range pi temperatoir
amoelated %kith a specified itego;
are known to be Independent of t..rnpi-ra
tune, it is desirable' to elimirvite the
probe and heating systems. and sample. at
sla('k temperature.

This method describe.; al, in stack aIiI
piing system and sampling pro -erlore. Iii
ii'.. III SIWII CAM'S !le 11,4 .1

oIil % hen specified hN all /ipp:l'Ilbh- n)
part of the standard.. and (40'.' % if 114: rt.,
appl,cable temperature lion,s It 'in.,
or when otherwlse apprmed h., the A'11:.:,
ist rator

1 Pruncip/e and Appllrabili!;;
1 1 Principle Particulan matter

drawn isokinetically fre:rn t1o. 41).1

collected on a glass fiber 1:11er maim:tined
a' shit k rs:.;i, part::-atr
is detertrined gravunetricall> all, I rinoi.ti

lineinnInne.d %Met

Applicability. 'Inv. method applies 11$
the determination of particulate emissions
from stationary sources for deterrenst
compliance %kith source prnt,.;-mai.,
.iandards, rink Alien specific Ii.d
for in an appucahle mihpari if f he Ntati
darit. I hi.. 1:111 ho is roil applii-ahie 1.)
slack that onlain liquid droplet.. .ir are
saturated v.it h v.ater apor In ad.iir ion I to,
method :Alan nt h. ,i.e.1 If III
prolected cross sectional airs of in, probe
exicilsion finer holdi.t r

op'', than S ovrerIit .,f .4a k
ti, nal arra 4

4p:).1.0Is
2 1 l'r.on A -la mat

tram used in Ito!. ierthod i sit eA:1
wore 17 1 Constriction deem', I.e

ii:a$IN nut not all. In I he tram rompotiont
are gt% m 05a1 '('itation 2 in
lion 71. for changes frinn the A;YrI) 051.11

fcr al'
to FiCure 17 1 consult ti tie Adrimostra
tor
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The nperattna and maintenance proce-
dures for many of the sampling train nom-
ponents are described in APTD-0576 (Cita-
tion 3 in Betaken 7). Since correct usage is
important in obtaining valid results, all
users should read the APTD -0576 document
and adopt the operating and maintenance

rocedures outlined in It, unless otherwise
Ave-rifted herein. The sampling train con .
soss uf the following components:

2 1 1 Probe Nozzle Stainless steel (316)
or alms with sharp, tapered leading edge.
'1 he angle of taper shall be 030' and the
taper shall be on the outside to preserve a
eonstant internal diameter. The probe
nozzle shall be of the button-hook or elbow
(iesign, unless otherwise specified by the Ad
ministrator. If made of stainless steal, the
nozzle shall be constructed from seamless
tubing. Other materials of construction may
be used subject to the approval of the Ad-
--"strator.

A range of sizes suitable for isokinetIc
sampling should be available. e.g.. 0.32 to
I 27 cm (1s to 1/2 in)-or larger if higher
ohime sampling trains are used-inside di.

arneter (II)) nozzles in increments of 0.16 cm
o in). Each nozzle shall be calibrated ac-

cording to the procedures outlined in Sec
ion 5 1
2 I 2 Filter Holder. The in.stack filter

holder shall be constructed of borosilicate
or qsartz glass, or stainless steel: if a gasket
1.. used, it shall be made of silicone rubber,
Teflon, or stainless steel. Other holder and
ga.sket materials may be used subject to the
approval of the Administrator. The filter
homer shall be designed to provide a posi-
tn.. seal against leakage from the outside or
around the filter.

2 1 3 Probe Extension. A.ny suitable rigid
probe extension may be used after the filter
holder

2 1 4 Pltot Tube Type S as described in
stection 2.1 of Method 2. or other device ap-
prised by the Administrator; the pitot tube
shall he attached to the probe extension to
anew con.stant monitoring of the stack gas
elocit y tsee Figure 17 1). The impact (high

pre.ssure) opening plane of the pitot tube
shall be even with or above the nozzle entry
plane during sampling (see Method 2.

Figure 2 8b, It is recommended: (1) that
tne pitot tube have a known baseline coeffi-
cient, determined as outlined in Section 4 of
Me thud 2: and (2) that, this known coeffi
cient be preserved by placing the pitot tube
te an Interference-free arrangement with re
'pert to the sampling nozzle. filter holder.
and temperature sensor (see Figure 17 1).
Note that the 1 9 cm (0.75 in) free.spare be
:.Aven the noszle and pitot tnbe shown in
Figure 17 1, is based on a I 3 cm 10.5 in) ID
nfei/he If the sampling train ss designed for
sampling at higher flow rates than that de-
.cribed in APTD 0581. thus necessitating
itt 05e of larger sized nozzles. the free
..pare shall be 1 9 em (0 75 III) with the tarif-
f,. 0Z4-(1 MizZle in Place

Source sampling assemblies t:i)t oo not
eei the minimum spacing requirements of

isssrs 17 1 tor the equn meld of these re
.poreirients e g , Figun 2 7 of Method 2)
trift) be used. howeN cr. the pilot tube coeffi
:erws of such assemblies shall be deter

calibtal,on. using methods sublet-I
!iv Approval of the Adrni::e.t rat or
I 5 Differentia! Pressure Gauge In
t1 manometer or ..otokaierit dek.ce

'Al az, described iii StCtIntl 2 2 of M.'ttud
I iIt. manometer %hall be osed for kelftl'il!,

..1W re.tuthigs Mid thy other tor on
frent tat pres,,t,t, reauaig,

2.1.13 Condenser. It is recommended that
the Impinser system described in Method 5
be used to determine the moisture content
of the stack gaa. Alternatively, any system
that allows meaaurement of both the wcatt;ir
Condensed and the moisture leaving the
denser, each to within 1 ml or 1 g, may be

used. The moisture leaving the condenser
can be measured either by: (1) monitoring
the temperature and pressure at the exit of
the condenser and using Dalton's law of
partial pressures; or (2) passing the sample
gas stream through a silica gel trap with
exit gases kept below 20' C (68' F) and de-
termining the weight gain.

Flexible tubing may be used between the
Probe extension and condenser. If means
other than silica gel are used to determine
the amount of moisture leaving the con-
denser, it is recommended that silica gel still
be used between the condenser system and
pump to prevent moisture condensation in
the pump and metering devices and to avoid
the need to make corrections for moisture
in the metered volume.

2,1.7 Metering System. Vacuum gauge.
leak-free pump, thermometers capable of
measuring temperature to within 3' C (5.4'
F), dry gas meter capable of measuring
volume to within 2 percent, and related
equipment, as shown in Figure 17 1. Other
metering systems capable of maintaining
sampling rates within 10 percent of isokine
tic and of determining sample volumes to
within 2 percent may be used, subject to the
approval of the Administrator. When the
metering system is used In conjunction with
a pitot tube, the system shall enable checks
of isokinetic rates.

Sampling trains utilizing metering sys-
tems designed for higher flow rates than
that described in AFI'D-0581 or APTD -0576
May be used provided that the specifica
tions of this method are met.

2.1.8 Barometer. Mercury, aneroid, or
other barometer capabie of measuring at.
mospheric pressure to within 2.5 mm Hg
(0.1 in. Hg). In many cases, the barometric
reading may be obtained from a nearby na
Donal weather service station, in which case
the station value (which is the absolute
barometric pressure) shall be reques!ed and
an adjustment for elevation differences be-
tween the weather station and sampling
Point shall be applied at a rate of minus 2.5
mm Hg (0.1 In. Hg) per 30 m (100 ft) eleva-
tion increase or vice versa for elevation de.

crease.
2.1.9 Ga..s Density Determination Equip.

Merit Temperature sensor and pressure
gauge, as described in Sections 2.3 and 2.4 of
Method 2. and gas anaiyzer, If necessary. as
described in Method s.

The temperature si n.sor shall be attached
to either the pitot tube or to the probe ex
tension. In a fixed configuration If the tern
perature sensor is attached in the field, the
sensor shall be placed in ari Interference
free arrangement with respect to the Type
S pilot tube openings /as shewn in Figure
17 1 or In Figure 2.7 of Method 2) Alterna
tively. the temperature sensor need not be
attached to esher the probe extension or
pitot tube during sampling. provided that a
d:fference of not more than 1 percent in the
average velocity measuremers is. introduced
TI is alternative is subp.ct to the approval
of the Administrator

2 2 Sample Recovery
2 2 I Probe No;ule Itrw.h Ny bri.o

brush Ait ti stainless steel v. tie ilardit 1 II,
bru:-.ti shall be properly sli.e'd arid .)iapf d

briish itit t he in obi. 7102Vjl.

2.2.2 Wash Bottles-Two. (1.14.4S wash

bottles sre recommended: polyethylene
wash bottles may be used at the option Of
the tester. It is recommended that acetone
not be stored in polyethylene bottles for
longer than a month.

2.2.3 Glass Sample Storage Containers.
Chemically resistant, borosilleate glass bot
ties, for acetone washes. 500 ml or 1000 mi.
Screw cap liners shall either be rubber.
backed Teflon or shall be constructed so as
to be leak.free and resistant to chemical
attack by acetone. (Narrow mouth glass bot-
tles have been found to be less Prone to
leakage.) Alternatively, polyethylene bottles
may be used.

2.2.4 Petri Dishes. For filter samples;
glass or polyethylene, unless othertvise
specified by the Administrator.

2.2.5 Graduated Cylinder and/or Hal.
ance. To meaSure condensed water to within
1 mi or 1 g. Graduated cylinders shall have
Subdivisions no greater than 2 mi. Most lab-
oratory balances are capable of weighing to
the nearest 0.5 g or less. Any of these bal-
ances is suitable for use here and in Section
2.3.1.

2.2.6 Plastic Storage Containers. Air
tight containers to store silica see

2.2.7 Funnel and Rubber Policeman. To
aid in transfer of silica gel to container, not
necessary if silica gel is weighed in the field

2.2.8 Funnel. Glass or polyethylene. to
aid In sample recovery.

2.3 Analysis.
2.3.1 Glass Weighing Dishes
2.3.2 Desiccator.
2.3.3 Analytical Balance To measure to

within 0.1 mg.
2.3.1 Balance. To measure to within 0 5

rng.
2.3 5 Beakers 250 nil
2.3.6 Hygrometer To measure the rela

tive humidity of the laboratory environ
ment.

2.3.7 Temperature (iauge To measure
the temperature of t tit laboratory environ
merit.

3 Reagents.
3.1 Sampling
3.1 1 Filters The in stack filters shall be

glass mats or thimble fiber filters, without
organic binders, and shall exhibit at least
99.95 percent ef ficlency t00.05 percent pent.
tration) on 0 3 micron dioctyl phthalate
smoke particles. The filter efficiency tests
shall be conducted in accordance with
ASTM standard method I) 2986 71 Test
data from the supplier's quality control pro
gram are sufficient for this purpose

3.1.2 Silica Gel. Indicating type, 6 to 16

mesh. If previously used, dry at 175- (' /350'
ior 2 hours New silica gel may be' used as

received. Alternatively, other types of deste
cants (equivalent or better) may be used.
subject to the approval of the Administra
tor

3 1 Crushed Ice
3 1 1 Stopcock Grease Acetone insoluble.

heat stable si:k.one grease This IN not nes

VS.tiar) if screw on connectors with Teflon
sleeves or sim:lar, are used Alternatively
other t ypes of stop, ork grease MA) be used
subject to the approval of the Administra
tor

3 2 Sample Pecoery Acetone, reagrnt
grade, 00 001 percent residue. in glass bat
ties Acetone from metal containers general
ly has a high residue blank anti should not
be used Sometimes. Sunnite rs transfei ar
etone to glass l:-,ttles from metal runtaltwrs

hIr. acetone blanks 'hall be r,in prior to
field its.. and cmiy acetone alit, losx blank
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values (00.001 percent) shall be used. In no
eau shall a blank value of treater than
0 001 percent of the Weight of acetone used
be subtracted from t he sample weight.

3 3 Analysts.
3.3.1 Acetone. Same as 3.2.

3 3 2 Desiccant.. AnhydrStbs calcium sul-
fate. Indicating type. Alternatively, other
types of desiccants may be used. subject to
the approval of the Administrator.

4 Procedure.
4 1 Sampling. The complexity of this

method is such that. in order to obtain rele
able results. testers should be trained and
experienced ith the test procedures.

4 1 1 PrMest Preparation. All compo-
nent.s shall be maintained and calibrated ac-
cording to the procedure described in
APTD 0576. unless otherwise specified
herein.

Weigh several 200 to 300 g portions uf
silica tel in aintight containers to the near.
est 0 5 g Record the total weight of the
silica gel phis container, on each container.
As alternative, the silica gel need not be
prrweighed, but may be weighed directly in

impinger or sampling holder just prior to
t rain assembly.

RULES AND REGULATIONS

Check filters visually against light for Ir .
regularities and flaws Or pinbOle leaks.
Label filters of the proper size on the btu*
side near the edge using mimbering ins
chine ink. As an alternative, label the ship
ping containers (glass or plastie pet ri dishes)
and keep the filters in these containers at
all times except during sampling and weigh.
ing.

Desiccate the filters at 20 5.6 C i611 10

Fi and ambient pressure. for at least 24
hours and weigh at intervals of at least 6
hours to a constant weight. I e.. 00 5 mg
change from previous weighing; record re
suits to the nearest 0.1 nig During each
weighing the filter must not be exposed to
the laboratory atmosphere for a petiod
greater than 2 minutes and a relative' hu-
midity above 50 percent Alternatively
(unless otherwise specified by the Adminis-
trator), the filters may be oven dried at 105'
C (220' F) for 2 to 3 hours, desiccated for 2
hours, and weighed. Procedure!: other than
those described, which account for relative
humidity effects, may be used, subject to
the approval of the Administrator.

4.1.2 Preliminary Determinations. Select
the sampling site- and the minimum number
of sampling po:nts according to Method 1 or
as specified by the- Administrator. Make a

7587

projected area model of the probe ester).
sionflIter holder assembly, with the pilot
tube face openings positioned along the cen-
terline' of the stack. as shown in Figure 17 2.
Calculate the' estimated cross.section block.
age. as shown in Figure 17 2 If t he blockage
exceeds 5 percent of the duct cross sectional
area, the tester has the following options .
el) a suitable out.of qack filtration method
may be used instead of in stack filtration or
(2) a special in.stack arrangement. in which
the sampling and velocity measurement
sites are separate. may he used: for details
concerning this approach, consult with the
Administrator 1 see also Citation 10 in Sec.
tion 7). Determine the stack pressure. tem.
perature. and the :ange of velocity heads
using Method 2. it is recommended that a
leak-check of the pitot lines (see Method 2.
Section 3.1) be performed. Determine the
moisture content using Approximation
Method 4 or its alternatives for the purpose
of making isokinetic sampling rate settings.
Determine the stack gas dry molecular
weight, as described in Method 2, Section
3.6; if integrated Method 3 sampling is used
for molecular weight determination, the in.
tegrated bag sample shall be iaken sitnult a.
nemegiv with, and for the sante total length
of t one. as. t he part leular sample run.
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STACK
WALL

IN STACK FILTER
PROBE EXTENSION

ASSEMBL Y

ESTIMATED [-SHADED AREial X 100
BLOCKAGE = DUCT AREA

(%)

F gu r e 17 2. Projected area model of cross section blockage (approximate average for

a sample traverse) caused by an in ctack filter holder probe extension assembly.
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Select a nozzle size based on the range of
velocity heads, such that It Is not necessary
1. i ?tangy the nozzle sive in order to main-
tar. tsokitirt le sampling rates. During the
rut. do not change the nozzle siv.e Ensure
t La' :he proper f remittal iressille gauge

(!.0,en for the range of celocity heads en.
/see Section 2 2 of Method 2.

a probe extension Itngth such t hat
ail '(%erst. points van be sampled Fur large

I% I on,aier Nampling (runt utilmstie
the stack to retfuer the length of

I
I a tend .arrip:ing time greater than

io the 11-..111!11.1111 total Nampling
t.:. p. c :fled in the test procedures tor the

!melt that Ill the sampling
; r ICC liii 15 111)1 than 2 minutes tor

se- gri :tier tune titli rcal if specified by
tn. A Imitit,t rat or and (2, the sample

n ,corrected to standard condi
IA ;11 1-11-tql Inc required miturnum

iota.; t. tampie ht. 110 ilI P.

111,1. Ililill C acerage sampling tate
. ii. rio):rialeti that the number of

...minted at each point be 3n integer
cr a - ,-/ i tilos one half nimbi t In ordi r
li.. I 9./ kr( 1111i err.as

I InirWir.( g 1
. .0 o ,Io.1 It I

;II .0 91, I r!i'. c r p(Hil.. and lo «tilCur,
1:11. g.t.. 1,.;lno , Iti tfic"i

AII:Ii; 11,1:. I Ins! hete
4 : 11.1 71! I' f Collet I ein
)' ..1 pree.t! -1,11 \ Of he

.I.): :I.11 10- P .1ji «petting, (.1. fiery 1.111
(;( .if«:(i earl (,) trech IlilIll 014
14 (cr mull sampling is ahmit

n
p .; if., f., , .1 to eondi k

;) C IC.0 I IiCC in a:( foilouN pia( e
ICC. ! ../1 r 0 ett 0 f the fir.st tvto int
pii 4.1 :h i":11 impinger millS
alp! tr:shsf. I. ;1;1;)r) S I .01 I. 2011 1.) 3011 g
pr .1 re 1 Iront lts container to
tie ..,,,r)11 NI..te silica gel may be
us. d !Cut I (r fi,ciicj he taken to ensure
th ci " ,t;itte cai Tied mu nen
lb( r ,1 .1 OW 11TII,..lof

r in a c Ican 1.1;.c P for later use in
tie re. um I lc Alternat it CIS /IC

I lie rt I Ve CMIC1,01-
be CI ;IA onnl-(1 to t t1 ICC art.s1 0 5 g ;inn it

It some mearis other than impingers is
tiro r. re mei r.ri. i f I ii
lit ..111.1 i1 ;.0I' t.. 1 t..?*

t (MCI!' r with 1-e
.1 (cite( /1 I / h (1151-etahie airw

ca. gl.ces Place a :abi-;-d ideniito (1 atid
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weighed filter in tilt' filter holder. Be sure
that the filter is properly centered and the
gasket properly placed st) aS not to allow t he
sample gas st reatn to eircurm.-ent the filter
Cheek filler for tears after asSenibly ig Porn
plehed Mark the probe I XI
rt. istant tape dir b some other method to
denote the proper distance into the stack or
duct for each sampling point

Assenible the train as In Figure 17 1, using
a %cry light coat of silicone grease on all
ground gla.ss joints and greasing only the
outer portion II-yr API'D (1576. to mold pos
stbilit !. of contamination by the
grea.se Plat e erci-dird ice around the on
pingers

4 1 4 Leak Cheek Proceolires
4 1 4 I Pretest Leak C leek A pretest

leak check Is reCointnelnled. but lint f

mitred If the t (-Ayr opts to conduet the plc
te.st leakcheck, t ht follou mg procedure
Ntiall be used

Mtet the sampling train has been assem
bh.d. plug t inlet to I he prohe nov:/le (Ault
a material that u ill he able to c it hstand the
stack temperature Insert the filter tic !der
into the slack and %cad appriximateli 5
minute.. mr hinger. if ltref.I.sars / to ado»,

i) rt)/itt il) 115111hin Win %SO
temperate, c or Niack gas stream Tian
on the initop and draw a vacuum i f at Ic

380 onn lig '15 In ligh . note that a locker
ca. num Inas be used. procided t hat .1 is not
\ reeled during t he test fleterrmet t he

leakage rate A leakage rate in escest. of 4
pen r»t of t PC at erage sampling raft or
it 00057 m min (0 02 clinIC whichecer us
less. is unacceptable

The folloa mg leak eheck Instructions for
the sampling tram described in APII) 0576
ami API I) 0581 ntio he helpful. Start 1111.

pump %AIM by pass cake fully open and
vicars(' adjust 1alse cotopletely closed Par
Italic. open the coarse adjust salve and

;ow the tic pass valce until the de
.urt Cf cm-num is real lied Do not recerse Ill
reel am of by pas.s talc c If t

ca.-uum is exceeded. t it her leak check at
this tugher %Actium or end t he leak check as
slow, Ii 1:.,.. and Matt (it er

kVheti the leak check its cornplettd, f Ira
slouly retnot e the plug from the inlet to the
probe not.vle and immediately turn of f nu-
cal num pump Thi:- vols v.ater f foal
being forced backuard and keeps sd cit gel
f pun hemg entrained batkuard

4 I 4 2 1,eak Checks: During Sample lion
If /luting tut. sampling rUn. a ronip«n(1,1
l ).! I .1 of a....scinhly er impinger ) change b(
(-91( s. (I( re,sar% a b ak check shall he cot:

ie ted tinniediatel hi-tore the /. hangc

made. l'he leak cheek shall be done accord
ing to the procedure outlined in Section
4 1 4 1 above. et rept that it shall he done At
a :minim equal to or greater than t he maxi
mum calor recorded up to that point ill t he

If the leakage rate is found tic be tin
Kr( ater than 0 00057 In' '111111 1(1 02 efrn I or 4
percent of the avtrage sampling rate
(cc hiehet ei I:, less l_ the results are lievept
able. awl no I orrection uul tit cd tu be ap
ph( (f to the total cottony cif drc ga.s metered.
if. lieut.( cr. a flight r leakage rate is ob
tamed. the tet.t1 r shall either record the
leakage rate and 111;(11 tmC eorrecr the sarople
comme shout) in Seetion 6 3 of this
in( t hod. oi shall I oni the sampling run

Immediately al ter contiament change,.,
leak cheeks are onrional. it mich leak clerks
are d(nie. the procedure outlined in Set lio.,
4 I 4 1 abut c shall he

4 1 4.3 Post Test Leak Cheek A leak
check is mandatory al the conehision of

ri:n The leak elievk :.hall hi
done in areordance %kith the proeedures out
lined in Seri ion 4 1 4 1. exc ept I hat it ,...han
be conducted at a carilinn rinial to or great
Cr than the maximum cattle reached during
the sampling tun If the leakage rate ls
,f(.11(11Tic.trlci/lb)i.,,rw4i t hati 0 00057 rit'. min

eteeni of the acerage :tam
piing rate cs hi)het er is less). the results att.
riceept able. and no corrction need be ap
plied to t he total colume of dry gas mete-red
If. tiocvecer. a higher leakage rate is on
tamed. the luster shall tither record the
leakage rate and con ert the sample volume
8.5 shock ti in tic(t inn Ii 3 of this ow). hod, or
shall cold the sampling ri

4 1.5 Particulate Train Operation.
During the sattirhug rclit ina/rtain a sant
tiling ran- that sampling is %%Ohm 10
Percent of true Isok otheruisr
specified by the Administrator

For eaelt run. record t lit data required ott
the exam{ le lia'a shiet 11....cti in Figure 17
3 Be sure to record the initial d y gas meter
reacting Riyord the drc gas meter readings
at the beginning and end of I ach sampling
time increment. V. hen ( hanges in flou rates
are made. before and after each leak check.
and uhen sampling is halted Take other
readings required bc Figure 17 3 at least
once at each sample point during each tune
inert-int-tit and ad/lift/mai readings V. hen sig
nificant changes c 20 mrcerit cariation In ve
lord Y readings, nrcessitate additional
adjltstntenl.s ni I".ccl and vtro the
manometer Ili-rause the manometer lest.]
and vl rt: may drift doe to vit.. anon: and
t toperat tire changes. make periodic rim ks

tliC I raIlsr
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PLANT

LOCATION

OPERATOR

DATE

RUN NO.

SAMPLE BOX NO.

METER BOX NO.

METERLiN

C FACTOR

PITOT TUBE COEFFICIENT, Cp SCHEMATIC OF STACK CROSS SECTION

BAROMETRIC PRESSURE

ASSUMED MOISTURE, %

PROBE EXTENSION LENGTH, m(tt.)

NOZZLE IDENTIFICATION NO.

AVERAGE CALIBRATED NOZZLE DIAMETER cm(in )

IFILTER NO

LEAK RATE, na/min,(cfm)

STATIC PRESSURE, mm Hg (in. Hg)

TRAVERSE POINT

NUMBER

SAMPLING
TIME

(9). min.

VACUUM
mm Ho
(in. H)

STACK
TEMPERATURE

(Ts),
°C (°F)

VELOCITY
HEAD

i 6PS).
mm N20
(in. H20)

PRESSURE
DIFFERENTIAL

ACROSS
ORIFICE
METER,
mm 1420
lin. H20)

GAS SAMPLE
VOLUME.

m3 (ft3)

GAS SAMPLE TEMPERATURE

AT DRY GAS METER

TEMPERATURE
OF GAS

LEAVING
CONDENSER OR
LAST IMPINGER,
.4, °C (°F)

INLET,
oc (on

OUTLET,
°C (°F)

,

t--t
TOTAL

Aytt LAvti 1---i,
AVt RA(If 1

F iqure 1 / 3 Par tit ulate field datd
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Clean the portholes prior to the test run
to minimize the chance of sampling the de .
posited matenal To begin sampling, remove
the nozzle cap and verify that the pitot tube
and probe extension ate properly posi
tioned. Position the noizle at the first tra-
verse point a ith the tip pointing directly
into the gas stream Immediately start the
pump and adjust the flow to isoklnetic con.
ditions Nomographs are available. which
aid in the rapid adjustment to the isokinetic
sampling rate a ithout excessive comnuta
tains_ These norookraphs are design( for
use when the TY S pitot tube coefficient
is 0 85 0 02. ard the stack gas equiYalent
density (dry molecular weight) is equal to
29 4 APTO 0576 details the procedure for
using tho nomographs. If C, end M, are out
side the above stated ranges. Jo not use the
nomographs unless appropriate Stt k)S (see
Citation 7 in P.ection 7) are taken to com-
pensate for the deviation.s.

When the stack Is under significant nega-
tive preasure (height of ImpInger stem).
take care to close the coarse adjust valve
before inserting the probe extension assem
bly into the stack to prevent water from
being forced backward. If necessary, the
pump may be turned on with the coarse
adjust valve closed.

When the probe is in position, block off
the openintn .-ound the probe and porthole
tv prevent unreprisentative dilution of the
gas stream.

Traverse the stack cross section, as re
quired by Method I or as specified by the
Administrator, being careful not to bump
the probe nozzle into the stack walls when
sampling near the walls or when removing
or inserting the probe extension through
the portholes, to minimize chance of ex-
tracting deposited material.

During the test run. itt.ae appropriate
steps (e.g., adding crushet. Ire to the im-
pinger ice bath> to maintaii_ 'erlperature
of less than 20 C (68' Fi a' .c ccridenser
outlet; this will prevent excessive mchsture
losses. Also. periodically cheek the level arid
zero of the manometer.

If the pressure drop across the filter be-
comes too high, making isokinetic sampling
difficult to maintain, the filter may be re-
placed in the midst of a sample run. It is
recommended that another complete filter
holder assembly be used rather than at-
tempting to change the fllter itself. Before a
new filter holder is installed, conduct a leak
chack, as outlined in Section 4.1.4.2. The
totci particulate weight shall include the
summation of all filter assembly catches.

A single train shall be used for the entire
sample run, except In cases where simulta-
neous sampling Is required in two or more
separate ducts or at two or more different
locations within the same duct. or. In cases
%here equipment failure necessitates a
change of trains. In all other situations, the
use of mo or more trains will be subject to
the approval of the Administrator. Note
that when two or more trains are used, a
separate analysts of the collected particu
late from each train shall be performed.
unless identical nozzle sizes were used on all
trains. in which case the particulate catches
from the incin idual trains may bP combined
and a single analysis performed

At the end of the sample run, turn off the
pump, remove the probe extension assembly
from the stack and record the final dry gas
meter reading Perform a leak check as out
lined in Section 4 1 4 3 Also leak check the
p.tot hors as des, r,bed Sertion 3 I of
Method 2. the lines must pass this leak

RULES AND REGULATIONS
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check, in order to validate the velocity head
data.

4 1 6 Calculation of Percent Tsokinetic.
Calculate percent isokinetic isee Section
6 II ) to determine whether another test run
should be made If there is diffieultN in
maintaining isokinetic rates due to source
conditions, consult with the Administrator
f(Jr possible variance on the isokinetic rates

4 2 Sample Recovery Proper cleanup
procedure begins as soon as the probe ex
tension assembly is remoyed from ttu stack
at the end of the sampling period. Allow the
assembly to cool

When the assembly ran be safely handled,
wipe off all external particulate matter near
the tip of the probe nom., and place a cap
over it to prevent losing or gaining particu
late matter Do not cap off the probe tip
tightly while the sampling train Is cooling
down as this would create a vacuum in the
filter holder, forcing vonden.ser water back-
ward.

Before moving the sample train to the
cleanup site. disconneci the filter holder.
probe nowle assembly from the probe ex-
tension; cap the open Ink t of the probe ex-
tension. Be careful not to lose any conden-
sate, if present. Remove he umbilical cord
from the condenser outlet and cap the
outlet. If a flexible line is u.sed between the
first impinger (or condenser) and the probe
extension, disconnect the line at the probe
extension and let any condensed water or
liquid drain into the impingers or condens-
er. Disconnect the probe extension from the
condenser: cap the probe extension outlet.
After wiping off the silicone grease, cap off
the condenser inlet. Ground glass sioppers,
plastic eaps. or serum caps (whichever are
appropriate) may be used to close these
openings.

Transfer both the filter holder-probe
nozzle assembly and the condenser to the
cleanup area. This area should be clean and
protected from the wind so that the chances
of contaminating or losing the sample will
be minimized.

Save a portinn of the acetone used for
cleenup u a blank Take 200 ml of this ac-
etone directly from the wash bottle being
used and place it in a glass sample container
labeled "acetone blank."

Inspect the train prior to and during dis-
assembly and note any abnormal conditions.
Treat the samples as follows:

Container No. I. Carefully remove the
filter from the filter holder and place it in
ita identified petri dish container. Use a pair
of tweezers and/or clean disposable surgical
gloves to handle the filter. If it is necessary
to fold the filter. do so Flich that the partic-
ulate cake ts inside the fold. Car ofully trans-
fer to the petri dish any particulate matter
and/or filter fibers which adhere to the
filter holdPr gasket, by using a dry Nylon
bristle brush and/or a sharpedged blade.
Seal the container.

Container No. 2. Taking care to see that
dust on the outside of the probe nozzle or
other exterior surfaces does not get into the
sample, quantitatively recover particulate
matter or any condensate from the probe
nozzle, fitting, and front half of the filter
holder by washing these components with
acetone and placing the wash in a glass con
tamer Distilled aater may be used instead
of acetone when approved by the Adrninis
trator and shall be used when specified by
the Administrator. in these cases. Sake a
water blank and follow Adminv:trator s di
r* tiois on anal% :1*, Perform the acetone
rinses as follou:s

Carefully remove the probe nozzle and
clean the inside surface by rinsing with ac .
etone from ft wash bottle and brushine with
a Nylon bristle brush Broth until acetone
rinse shows no Isthit particles, after a loch
inake a final rinse of the inside surface a it h

acetone
Brush and rinse a ith acetone the inside

part., of the fitting in a similar way until no
Suable particles remain A funnel tglass or
polyet M-lento may be used to aid in trans
terring liquid washes to the container. Rinse
(he brush with aceturo' and quantitantely
collect these aashings in the sample con
tamer Between sampling runs, keep
brushes clean and protected from contarni
nation.

After ensuring that all joints are aiped
chan of silicone grease uf applicable i. clean
the inside of the front half of the filter
holder by rubbing the surfaces with a Nylon
bristle brush and rinsing with acetone.
Rinse each surface three times or more If
needed to remove vi.sible particulate. Make
final rinse of the brush and filter holder.
After all acetone washings and particulate
matter are collected in the sample contain-
er, tighten the lid on the sample container
so that acetone will not leak out when it is
shipped to the laboratory. Mark the height
of the fluid level to determine whether or
not leakage occurred during transport.
Label the container to clearly identify its
contents.

Container No. 3. if silica gel is used in the
condenser system for mositure content de.
termination, note the color of the gel to de
termine if it has been completely spent.
make a notation of it.s condition. Transfer
the silica gel back to its original container
and seal. A funnel may make it easier to
pour the silica gel without spilling, and a
rubber policeman may be used as an aid in
removing the silica gel. It is not necessary to
remove the small amount of dust particles
that may adhere to the walls and are diffi
cult to remove. Since the gain In weight is to
be used for moisture calculations, do not use
any water or other liquids to transfer the
silica gel. If a balance is available in the
field, follow the procedure for Container
No. 3 under "Analysis."

Condenser Water. Treat the condenser or
impinger water as folloas. make a notation
of any color or film in the liquid catch. Mea-
sure the liquid volume to within 171 ml by
using a graduated cylinder or, if a balance is
available, determine the liquid weight to
within t 0.5 g. Record the total volume or
weight of liquid present. This information Is
required to calculate the moisture content
of the effluent gas. Discard the liquid after
measuring and recording the volume or
weight.

4.3 Analysis. Record the data required on
the example sheet shown in Figure 1'1 4.
Handle each sample container as follows-

Container No. I. Leave the contents in the
shipping container or transfer the filter and
any loose particulate from the sample con
tainer to a tared glass weighing dish Desic
cate for 24 hours in a desiccator containing
anhydrous calcium sulfate. Weigh to a con-
stant weight and report the results to the
nearest 0 I mg For purposes of this Section.
4 3. the term constant weight" means a dlf
ference of no more than 0 5 mg or I percent
of total %eight leas tare %eight. whichever is
greater. between two consecutiye weighings
%III) no leSs than 6 tours ot desiccation
time between weighing%

Abernathy)) liv 5511,plt MR1 hr ('!)
dried at the aserage siat k iempt-rai ore or
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103 V (224)* Fl. whietwver is teas: tor 2 to 3 tied by tilt AdminigtratOi. The tester may whichever is less. for 2 to 3 hours. weigh the

eooled in the deskcator. and weighed Ms() Opt to even dry the *ample at the aver. sample. and Use this wetatt as a ftrial

Li ,, nstant weight. unless otherwise speei age stack temperature or 105 C (220' weight

Plant

Date

Run No

Filter No.

Amount liquid lost during transport

Acetone blank volume, ml

Acetone wash volume, ml

Acetone black concentration, mg/mg (equation 17-4)

Acetone wash blank, mg (equation 17-5)

CONTAINER
NUMBER

WEIGHT OF PARTICULATE COLLECTED.
mg

FINAL WEIGHT TARE WEIGHT WEIGHT GAIN I

1

2

TOTAL

Less acetone blank

Weight of parttcu;ate matter

VOLUME OF LIQUID
WATER COLLECTED

IMPINGER
VOLUME

ml

SILICA GEL
WEIGHT

9

F INAL

INITIAL

LIQUID COLLECTED

TOTAL, VOLUME COLLECTED 94 mi_

CONVERT WEIGHT OF WATER TO VOLUME BY DIVIDING TOTAL WEIGHT

INCREASE BY DENSITY OF WATER (1g mil

INCREASE t;

1 g ml
VOt UME WATER. ml

t, 11 4 Analytical dat.i
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Container No. 2. Note the level of liquid in
the container and confirm on the analysis
sheet whether or not leakage occurred
during tramport It a noticeable amount of
leakage has occurred, either void the sample
or use methods. subject to the approval of
the Administrator, to correct the final re
sults. Measure the liquid in this container
either volumetrically to 4 1 ml or gravime-
trically to 0 5 g Transfer the contents to a
ta"ed 250 ml beaker and evaporate to dry.
ne:s at ambient temperature and prssure.
Destecate for 24 hours and weIgh to a rtni
Man, weight Report the re,ults to the near-
est 0.t

Container No 3. This stp may be con
ducted in the held Weigh .he spent silica
gel (or silica gel plus tmpingrr> to the nar-
eM 0 5 g using a balance.

-Acetone Blank- Contamer. Measure ac
etone in this container either volunwtrically
or gra% inlet t Transfer the acetone to a
tared 250 ml beaker and evaporate to dry.
rwss at ambient temperature and pressure
Deswcate for 24 hours and weigh to a con
stant weight. Repert the result,s to the near-
est 0 1 nig

No Ty At the option of the< tester. the
contents of Container No. 2 a.s well a.s the
acetmw blank container may be evaporated
at tcmperatures higher than ambient. If
evaporalion is done at an ehwated tempera-
ture. the temperature must be below the
boilIng point of the solvent; also, to nrevent
"bumping.- the evaporation proces: nust be
closely super% ised. and the contents of the
beaker must be swirled occa.sionally to
maintain an et en temperature. Use extreme
rare. a.s acetone is highly flammable and
has a low flash poInt.

5 Calibratron. Maintain a laboratcry log
of all calibrations

5 1 Probe Nozzle. Probe norzles shall be
calibrated before their initial use in the
field Ilsmg a micronwter. measure the
Inside diameter ol (he nozzle to the rwarest

RULES AND REGULATIONS

0.025 mm (0.001 in.). Make three separate
Memurements using different diameters
Htch time, and obtain the avrage of tlw
measurements. The difference between the
high and 1ow numbers shall not exceed 0.1
mm <0.004 When nozzles become
Mcked. dented, or corroded. they shall be
reshaped, sharpened, and reTalibrated
before use Each nozzle shall be permanent.
ly and oniquely identified.

5 2 Pit ot Tube. If the pitot tube is placed
in an interference free arrangement unh re.
sprct to the other probe assembly compo-
nents. its baseline (isolated tubei coefficwnt
shah be determined as out hned in Section 4
of Method 2. If the probe a.ssembly is not in.
terference-free. the pitot tube assembly co-
efficient shall be determined by calibration,
using methods subject to the approval of
t he Administ rator.

5.3 Metering System. Before ts
use in the field, the metering systtm shall
be calibrated according to the procedure
outlined in APTD 0576. Instead of physical-
ly adjusting the dry gas meter dial readmgs
to correspond to the wet test meter read
ings, calibration factors may be used to
mathematically correct the gas meter dial
readings to the proper values.

Before calibrating the metering system, it
is suggested that a leak.check be conducted.
For meterirL- systems haying diaphragm
pumps. the .rmal leak-check procedure
will not detect leakages within the pump.
For these cases he following leak.check
procedure is suggested: make a 10.minute
calibration run at 0.00057 m'imin 10.02
cfm at the end of the run, take the differ-
ence of the measured wet test meter and
dry gas meter volumes; divide the difference
by 10. to get the leak rate. The leak rate
should not exceed 0.00057 m'/min (0.02
elm).

After each field use. the calibration of the
metering system shall be checked by per-
formIng three calibration runs at a single,
intermediate orifice setting (based on the

FfDIRAL REDIS1ER VOL 43 NO. 37
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previous field test% with the vacuum set at
the maximum value reached during the test
serics. To adjust the vaetium, Insert a valve

ttteen the. wet teut meter anti the. inlet ot
the metering system Calculate the at erage
value of the calibration factor 11 t he call
bration has changed by more than 5 per
cent, reralibrate the meter oter the toll
range of orifice settings as outlwed
APTD-0570.

Alternative procedures, r g . using the 'in
fire meter coefficien's. may be. ust.d. subje I
Iu t he. approval of t he Administ rat lir

NorE if the dry gas meter cm Ha WIC
values obtained before anti alter a

ser1C3 differ by inure than 5 percent the
test series shall either be voided. or calrula
tions for the test serws shall be per

ehef f wie ld %aloeUSI ng whichever metur
(Le , before or after in% es the lower %alto. tit
total sample volume

5 4 Temperature (lamtes Ilse the proue.
durc in Section 4 3 of Met4+5d 2 to alibrate
in-stark tempera? u..e gauges Dial thernmin
eters. such as are used f)r tlw dry gas meter
and condenser outlet shall be calibrated
against mercury in-glass thermometers

5 5 Leak Check of Metering SYstem
Shown in Figure 17 1 That portion of the.
sampling train P-om the pump to the orifice
nwter should be. leak checked omit- to mit itI
use and after each shipment. Leakage. atter
the pump will result in less solume being e
corded than is actually sampled The follow
ing procedure is sugvested (see Figure 17 5i
Close the main valve on the meter box
Insert a one.hole rubber stopper with
rubber tubing attached Into the orifice ex
haust pipe. Disconnect and %mit the low side
of the orifice manonwter. Close off the iov,
side orifice tap. Pressurize the systern to 13
to 18 cm (5 to 7 in.> water column by bloi.k
nig into the rubber tubing Pinch off the
tubmg and obsert e the rnanonwter for one
minute. A loss of pressure on the mano
meter indicate's a leak in the meter box,
leaks, if present. must be. corrected
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6.6 Barometer. Calibrate against s mer-

eury bargittater.
6. Cakiilations. Carry out Caletitenons, re,

mining at least one extra decimal figure
beyond that of the acquired data. Round off
figures after the final calculation. Other
forms of the equations may be used OA long
as they give equivalent results.

8.1 Nomenclature.
A.-Cross-sectional arta of nestle, me (fts).
an-Water vapor in the gas stream. proper-

tion by volume.
C. Acetone blank residue concentration,

mg/g
c Concentration of particulate matter in

stack gas, dry basis, corrected to stan-
dard conditions, g/dacm (g/dscf).

I= Percent of isokinetic sampling.
Low-Maximum acceptable leakage rate for

either a pretest leak check or for a leak
Check following a component change:
equal to 0.00057 ms/rnin (0.02 cfm) or 4
percent of the average sampling rate.
whichever is less.

L, Individual leakage rate observed during
the leak check conducted prior to the
"es" component change (i = 1. 2, 3 , . . n

nO/min (cfm).
L, Leakage rate observed during the post-

test leak check, mgmin (cfm).
m r- Total amount of particulate matter col-

lected, mg.
M. Molecular weight of water. 18.0 g/g-

mole (18.0 lb/lb-mole).
rn,= Mass of residue of acetone after evapo-

ration. mg.
=Barometric pressure at the sampling
site, mm Hg lin. Hg).

P, = Absolute stack gas Pressure. rem Hg
Hg).

P,so= Standard absolute pressure. 760 mm
Hg (29.92 in. Hg).

R = Ideal gas constant. 0.06236 nun HgmV
'K-g-moie (21.85 in. Hg-ft*/11-lb-mole).
Absolute average dry gas meter tem-

perature (see Figure 17-3). IC ('R).
Absolute average stack gas temperature
(see Figure 17-3), IC ('R).

Standard absolute temperature, 293'K
t 528'R).

V, =Volume of acetone blank, ml.
V, = Volume of acetone used in wash, mi.
V Total volume of liquid collected in im

pingers and silica gel (see Figure, 17-4),

mi.
Volume of gas sample a.s measured by

dry gas meter. dcm (dcf).
Voiume of gas sample measured by

the dry gas meter. corrected to standard
conditions. dscm (dscf).

V,,,,,,I.Volume of water vapor in the gas
sample. corrected to standard condi
tions. scm (set).

t.,.-.Stack gas velocity, calculated by Method
2. Equation 2-9, using data obtained
from Method 17, rn/sec (ft/sec).

W, Weight of residue in acetone wash. mg
Y = Dry gas meter calibration coefficient.
Ail Average pressure differential across

the orifice meter (see Figure 17-3). mm
H,C) (in H2O).

p. - Densit) of acetone. mg/mi (see label on
bottle)
Density of water. 0 9982 g nil tO 002201

Po'inli
8 'Total sampling time. mm
8 -Sampling time interval, from the begin

ning of a run until the first component
change. min
Sampling time interval. between two
successne component changes begin
ning with the interal betaren the fir,t
and second changes. min

RULES AND REGULATIONS
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9o-8ampling time Interval, from the final
(aw) component change until the end Of
the sampling rim, min.

13.8 ..,Specific gravity of mercury.
60= Elec/min.
100 =Conversion to percent.

6.2 Average drY gas meter temperature
and average orifice pressure drop. See data
sheet (Figure 17-3).

6.3 Dry GU Volume. Correct the sample
volume measured by the dry SAS meter to
standard conditions (20' C, 760 nun Hg or
68' F, 29.92 in. Hg) by using Equation 17-1.

V
rn(Std)

bar 1
std

P + AH

Phar (Aft/13.6)

im

Equation 17 1

w here.
0.3858' K/mrn Hg for metric units;
17.64' Ft/in. Hg for English units.

Nore.-Equation 17-1 can be used as writ-
ten unless the leakage rate observed during
any of the mandatory leak checks (i.e.. the
post-test leak check or leak checks conduct
ed prior to component changes) exceeds
If L., or L, exceeds L, Equation 17-1 must be
modified as follows.

tai Case I. No component changes made
during sampling run. In this case, replace
V, m Equation 17-1 with the expression:

(V, (14 -L)81

(13) Case II. One or more component
changes made during the sampling run. In
this case. replace V. in Equation 17-1 by the
expression:

Vir - ( L
1

- ) - R -
1 a 112

- (Lp La) I

and substqute only for those leakage rates
CI., or L) which exceed

8.4 Volume of water vapor

41.1

w sto
\"

;!(i) vic ! / ke vic

Equation 17 2

where.
K, 0 001333 m for inetnr units. 0 04707

ft' ml for English units
6 5 Mousture Cnutent

11

t .1;

' %.

1:quatwn 17 3

8.6 Acetone Blank Concentration.

is
C =

a V
.) a

Equation 17-4
8.7 Acetone Wash Blank.

C,V.p
Equation 17-5

6.8 Total Particulate Weight. Determine
the total particulate catch from the sum of
the weights obtained from containers 1 and
2 less the acetone blank (see Figure 17-4).

Nan. -Refer to Section 4.1.5 to aulst in
calculation of results Involving two or more
filter assemblies or two or more sampling
trains.

parriculare Concentration.

(0.001 mg) (m,/Vt))
Equation 17-6

8.10 Conversion Factors:

From To Multiply by
_

rn' ........
gr/ft,
lb/ft, .

0.02632
.. 15.43

2 205,10 '
. 35.31

6 11 Isokinetic V4riatIon.
8 11.1 Calculation from Raw Data.

100 T V, 4. (V Y/T ) (P + AH/13.6/1
5 .!. m m bar

6) s

Equation 17-7
Where:
K,= 0.003454 mm Hg mi/ml-1( for metric

units; 0.002669 in. Hg-ftVm1-'11 for Eng-
lish units

8.11 2 Calculation from Intermediate
Values.

T i P 100
s td

v 15 -66- (1-8sri! s n S irS

7 V

S rniS td
4 r5 v

n
.1 (1 -Rw

s

Equation 17 8
%%here

K. 4 320 fur metric units, 0 09450 for Eng
lish units

6 12 Acceptable Resu ts It' 90 percent
010110 percent, the resi!il.s are acceptable If
the results are low In comparison to the
standard and 1 is beyond the acceptable
range. or. If / Is lea., than 90 percent. the Ad
mintstrator may ,:ipt to accept the results
Use Citation 4 in Section 7 to make ludg
ments Otheraise reiert the res,ilts and
repeat the

7 ft tt1toy1ru0
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16360-01)
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

AGENCY
f FRL 1128-61

KRAFT PULP MILLS

Draft Guide tins Dearstioat Availability

A(iENCY: Environmental Protection
Agency
ACTION: Notice of Availability of
Draft Guideline Document.
SUMMARY: This action announces
the availability of a draft guideline
document for the control of total re-
duced sulfur (TRS) emissions from ex-
isting kraft pulp mills, and invites
public comments on the contents of
the document. Standards of perfor-
mance for control of TRS from new,
modified, and reconstructed }craft pulp
mills are being promulgated elsewhere
in (his issue Of the FEDERAL REGISTER.
Under the Clean Air Act, the Admini.s-
trator must issue this draft document,
consider the public comments received
on the draft, and publish a final guide
line document. Publication of the final
document will trigger the development
ot State plans to control TRS emis-
moms from existing draft pulp mills.
DATE: Comments must be received on
or before April 24, 1978. (60 days after
this publication).
ADDRESS: Comrrt..its should be sub-
mitted, preferably in triplicate, to the
Emission Standards and Engineering
Dit ision, Environment al Prot ection
Agency, Research Triangle Park. N.C.
27711. Attention: Mr. Den R. Good-

A copy of the draft guideline docu.
ment may be obtained from the U.S.
EPA Library (MD-35). Research Tri-
angle Park, N.C. 27711 (specify "Draft
Guideline Document Control of TRS
Emissions from Existing Kraft Pulp
Mills").

The draft guideline document and
all public comments received will be
atailable for inspection and copying
during normal business hours at the
Public Information Reference Unit
'EPA Library). Room 2922. 401 M
Street SW . Washinw on. C.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
CoNTACT.

Don R Goody. Emission St an
dards and Engineering Ditision. En
%irunmental Prott,t.-; ion Agency. Re-
search Triangle Park. N C. 27711.

:eptione 919-541 3271

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
t;, Clean Air np'sies to three

.:ent-ral iatt gor;es f etrii
Cle!1:17% s fr-.

(-1,NSIA .offen
rf-rr, -1 to as cri' r:a p-!:ulants 1-,r

a.r r.a national ;yr

NOTICES
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bient air quality standards, and State
implementation plans are evablished
tinder sections 108-110 of the Act. The
second category consist of pollutants
listed and controlled as hazardous pol-
lutants under section 112 of the Act.

The third category consists of pol-
lutants that are (or may be) harmful
to public health or welfare but are not
or cannot be controlled under sections
108-110 or 112. Section 111(d) requires
control of existing sources of such pol-
lutants whenever standards of perfor-
mance (for those pollutants) are estab-
lished under section 111(b) for new
sources of the same type. For conve-
nience of reference, such Pollutants
are referred to as "designated pollet-
ants," and existing facilities whose
emission:: of such pollutants must be
controlled under section 111(d) are re-
ferred to as "designated facilities."

On November 17, 1975 (40 FR
53340), EPA Promulgated a new sub.
part B to 40 CFR, Part 60 establishing
procedures and requirements for sub-
mittal of State plans for control of
designated pollutants from designated
facilities under section 111(d). A sum-
mary of subpart B and a discussion of
the basic concepts underlying it
appear in the preamble published in
connection with its promulgation. In
brief, subpart B provides that after a
standard of performance applicable to
emissions of a designated pollutant
from new sources is promulgated, the
Admin.strator will publish a draft
guideline document containing infor-
mation pertinent to the control of the
same pollutant from designated (i.e.,
existing) facifities. He will also publish
a notice of availability of the draft
guideline document and invite com-
ments on its contents. After consider-
ation of th :se comments, the Adminis-
trator will "ublish a final guideline
document Pir the pollutant in ques-
tion. and the States will then have
nine months to develop and submit
plans for control of that pollutant
from designated facilities, Within four
months after the date for submission
of plans. the Administrator will ap,
prove or disapprove each plan (or por-
tion thereof). If a State plan (or por-
tion thereof: is disapproved. the Ad-
ministrator ilI promulgate a plan (or
portion thereof within six months
after tht- date for plan submission
These and related provisions of sub-
part 13 are basically patterned after
section 110 of the Act and 40 CFR
Part 51 tconcermng adoption and sub
rn:t;al of State implementation plans
under section 110,

&I:mils:sect in the preamble to sub
par; 13 a distinction is dratAn bet,.keen
:.1es:gt:,cd pollutant \Illicit ma%

c,Itribil;t. to -rd.uigerment
.t 1.n he rtft rre-i to

,i;t1: te; po;:.itant, And :ttost,
f r ti effeets 0:1

i.a',e not bee!! demonstrated

(referred to at "welfare-related pollut-
ant.s"). For health-related pollutants,
emission standards and compliance
schedules in State plans must ordinari-
ly be at least as stringent ab the corre-
sponding emission guidelines and com-
pliance times in EPA's guideline docu-
ments. As Provided in subpart B.
States may apply less stringent re-
quirements when economic consider,
ations or other factors, such as the re-
maining useful life of a designated fa-
cility, make such requirements signifi.
ca.ntly more reasonable. For welfare
related pollutants, States may balance
the emission guidelines, compliance
times, and other information in EPA's
guideline documents against other fac-
tors of public concern in developing
t wit- plans, as explained more fully in
the preamble to subpart B and in the
introductory portion of each guideline
document. Thus, the States have more
flexibility in establishing plans for
welfare-related pollutants than is pro.
vided for plans involving pollutants
that may affect public health.

For reasons explained in the draft
guideline document, the Administrator
has determined that atmosgheric TRS
emissions in the kraft pulping Indus,
try may cause or contribute to endan-
germent of the public welfare but that
adverse effects on public health have
not been demonstrated, As indicated
above, this means that TRS emissions
will be considered a welfare-related
pollutant and the States will have
greater flexibility in developing their
plans than would be the case if public
health might be affected.
EMISSION GUIDELINES: The emis-
sion guidelines and compliance times
contained in the draft guideline docu-
ment reflect the Administrator's judg-
ment on the degree of control attain-
able with application of the best
system of continuous emission reduc-
tion (considering the cost, nonair qual.
ity health, environmental impacts, and
energy requirements of such reduc-
tion) that has been adequately demon-
strated for existing facilities at kraft
pulp mills. including the time within
which these systems can be purchased
and installed. The emission guidelines
peesented in the document for control
of TRS emissions from existing facili
ties at kraft pulp mills are 5 parts per
million (ppm) of TRS from digester
systems. 5 ppm of TRS from mulliPle
effect evaporator systems. 5 ppm of
TRS from straight kraft recmery fur
nace systems design:A for low TRS
emissions (the basi:: for this design is
defined in the guidelir dot unietttl. 20
ppm of TRS frorn all other stra'gh(

raf t recovery f urnace syst ems, 25

POni of TRS froni reco..er% lot
fitt -%stenis. 2u prm ,I 'FPS fr.:a
I :tte :Jr.! '1 ,f TRz
ft" 01 1 11!: 1! 11,,C : ; 't ! -!

t-,.0, clit ran -:a: iar,t; art all
fo.1: hotir eraw 1! r .0111:., ;lilt (1
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-. ;mod to tieeelop engineering data.
'-luhject to t hese eotooderat it.e
.'on-roximate times iv eessary to n-trt,
:It txisting facilitit-s are 3 6 years tui
.."..overy 4urnaces: 2 years for dIge:o
"rs, tnultipleef feet tvaporators. sinett
dissolving tanks and vondensate strip
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gItidclincv,, it:chiding ennssinn t est

data and control
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technology, is clis-
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ttud

!ntersted persons are men ed to par-
ticipate m the dee!,,prnent or thyse
guidennes. The Administrator wel
comes comments on all aspect.s lw

chart Kuidellne docinnert,
vtrit4 rchnological Issues, the
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RULES AND REGULATIONS

[6560-0 I I
Tints 40Proleiction of Environmont

CHAPTER IENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION AGENCY

SUACHAPTIR CAnt PROGRAMS

I1'RI.921 11

PART 60STANDARDS OF PERFORM-
ANCE FOR NEW STATIONARY
SOURCES

Amendments to Kraft Pulp Mills
Standard and Reference Method 16

Eovuoraileilti.1 Protertitn
Agency (EPA).
ACTION. Final rule.
SUMMARY: This action amends the
standards of performance for Kraft
pulp mills by adding a provision for
deterrnLning compliance of :ffeeted fa.
ditties which use a control system in-
corporating a process other than corn.
bustion. This amendment Ls neces.sary
berao:w the stawlards would place
control systems other than combus-
tion at a disathantage. The Intent of
this amendment is to remove any pre-
clusion of new ard improv,ed conteol
systems. This action also arwtris Pet
erence Method 16 to Insure that the
testing procedure is concstent with
the promulgated standard.,
EFFE.C-IIVE DATE: 7, 1978

FOR FURTIIER N I RM N
CONTACI"

Dort U (.;04tdwIrl. P.1111. '.1C)11 Stand
ards and Engini.ei leg I ove.iiiie ieeet
runinental Protect u.ii Agenry. Hr.
search Triangle Park. N.0 27111.
telephone 9t9-541

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION.
Sta.ndards of performance In , Kraft
pulp mills were promulgated on Febni-
ary ::3. 1978 On March 31, 1978. the
National Co-incil for Air and :itream

nprovemem. (NCA-51, requested two
.:hanites to the,,e standards to prevent.
their interpretation in a rnan,:er
which 1:lon..1,toot wit Ic Cif-1r
intent The Liu: pow of !:11 .1. .ti.t9111

therofort6, tat t: . the
intent of the .0

()X CORRY- .

In ".; 60 2:tc . h. ye./ :it ,,,t,iIH
tt not .1 be «ir

recti 11 l.peritied I h.,
th;s t.odi ir,it yin v. to pro% :t ;

sistool b;,..it for t it**
TIZS "I p ri til'
It'rt,tt 1 r, it rrc 0.1
SP! 1 l), I t flalCrn t f.tt . ;. f.t
(Ira 1ootr.,:,;11 to; .1

emission rtchIc tion Whir Ic v., AA woult.r
&Lion The NOASI pointed oilt

34784

er, that the :,peciiIcation of a 10.per
rent n el olirres weich
th,t, I ,

v. wild 116 11.P., I.. 1,I;t d6.6,

Own. II -61 r ol t.;.ner
Choi.

Th( o"rt..0 se of an ern.... ion %tat:Oa: (1
to 1. (au, e erni tO ;AL

rno,p1.-rt. If an nits.);(1, 0 ontr5.. !et h.
mini.* should evol-.e v. h h i.s cai,:ible
of ac!oeving t h.* sa.mis rna.;.9 rite of

vous from a go.(6n facility. use of
that ti:lin.que .hould be permitted.
The standard, a..i written, could have
inhibited the development of new
technoiogies..1 misinterpreted. There-
fore. to remove this potential source of
n-Usiraerpretation. §60.283(a)(1)(v) ha.s
been added to the standard to provide
tor correction to unt.reated oxygen
concentration In the case of brown
stock washers, black liquor oxidation
systems. or digester system.i.

RE:TERENCE MrritoD 16

The second point of concern to the
NCASI wafi the correction factor to be
applied for sampiing system losses
contained in the po.vt-teit procedines
(paragraph 10 1) of metood 1. The
specifc conc. rn a as the specification
that a test gais be introduced at the be-
ginning of the probe to determine
sum-A(' ions in the sampling train The
data for the pr,nyligated stand
a: -1 crui..ider-d ot:lv lt;:.les in the
sarnplinz trial, not th p-ohe or probe

Con.il-quently. th*. pmt-test pro-
cedori are amended to require-the
termination of sampling Crain losses
by introdic:rg the test gas after the
prohe filter core,i.'.ent with the data
bast* supporting the prornulglted
standard..

The Administrator finds that good
cause (-eists fur c-ruttng pri ir notice
and public comment on t nese amend-
ments and for making them imrnedl
atet.v effective because they sImply
C.arify th- t s.ing regulations and
moose no additional substantive re-
(;:nrementri

Section 317 of the Clean Air Act re-
quin-, the Administrator to prepare an

Trvl.
-,:otr. .1661.66.mo 6611 tr.: the .1.1ininistrator
to hp :al in( r t costs asf.o-
ci.ited with th- ame;:drnents

v t A noc.14:15:t I ic,(jt on (Or-I-
A:Mr( 11c 1,111r COT il;L, e
tortnio-d ttY pr..; ,..i.t1 araerld

t:lit 'a;:t :AI trot r'.3 not
rt*iritire voi 01 PC(InOrr.;(

t 111t :
(ted .1,101..1 1. It+

I)." 1.1 .

.1..

L; I ..f I. 1:: It) of (hi-
Cpc!t ot I. our; Pogulations Li atnt-nd
o4I to re.t.i ,is ollotts.

I In 60 283. paragraph (a)14)
amend.. to frad a:. foi:T.1..1
k tin .N't Solociarci f,o total rIlut iii ullur

t TICSI

(at *
rt

I. I Th.- from the digester
system, broy.n stock washer system.
condensate stripper system, or black
hquer ovdat.on system are controlled
by a means other than combustion. In
this ea,se. these ssternn shall not dis-
charge any gases to the atmosphere
which contain TRS in excem ut 5 ppm
by volume on a dry basis, culiected Go
the actual oxygen content of the un.
tr -at ed gas stream

2. In appendix A. paragraplt 10.1 of
method 16 is amended to read as fol-
lows:

10 POST T1S7 ?ROCCO U it 25

10.1 Sample line loss A known ounern-
tration of hydrogen sulf.de at the level of
the applicable standard. ± 20 percent. must
be Introduced into the saniPltr.,g wstem in
sufficient quantrttes to .n.cire that there
an excrm or sample which must be vented
Zo the atmos;here. The sm.mpit mist oe in-
troduced immediately after the probe and
finer and iran.sporteo through tfle remain-
der of the sampling system to tte mia.siu-e-
ment systrm in the mirrnal manner The re-
sulting nir:..6oIrrif s'Iould be
cornparrA to the krma-11 %a;ue tu determine
the sarnt.,1ng gystem

Pm ...rooting greater than .:0 per
rent in a sa.-r.i.,!e run. tin sam;..le run 13 not
to be used when determining the anthmeuc
mean of the pe-formaner test. For sampling
losses of 0-20 percent. the sample concen
trii.lor -oast be corrected by chvid.zr;; the
sample roncentrat:on by the fracuon of re-
covery T:-,e fraction of recove-y is et;.,..tu
one rnir....3 the ratio of the measured

t4) the known conrentration of
hydrogen sulfide in OW Sarnp'e lanr loss pro
cc-ill:re TN,- known Es.:. sa.:ntie ma$, be gen
grated its-ng permea;:.rn
ly ni s
air may h Itsed prci..,-.: a:e
IAi pen-- .a. r! ; ; .at prtelt
pr.,- -, ; rf,1.1:11% a I.? dr
trrrn.161- I 11 er° A b.; --mottling
riy..te
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Title 40-Protection of Environment
CHAPTER I-4NVIRONMENTAL

PROTECTION AGENCY
[FRI. 754-5 J

PART SO-STANDARDS OF PERFORM-
ANCE FOR NEW STATIONARY SOURCES

Revision to Reference Methods I-S
AGENCY : Env ironmen tal Protec lion
Agency.
ACTION: Final Rule.
SUMMARY: This rule revises Reference
Methods 1 through 8, the detailed re-
quiremcnts used to measure emissions
from affected facilities to determine
whether they are in compliance with a
standard of performance. The methods
were originally promulgated December
23. 1971, and since that time several re-
visions became apparent which would
clarify, correct and improve the meth-
ods. These revisions make the methods
easier to use, and improve their accuracy
and reliability.
EFFECTIVE DATE: September 19, 1977.
ADDRESSES: Copies of the comment
letters are available for public inspection
and copying at the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, Public Information
Reference Unit (gPA Library), Room
2922, 401 M Street, S.W., Washington,
D.C. 20460. A summary of the comments
and EPA's responses may be obtained
upon written request from the EPA Pub-
lic Information Center (PM-215), 401
M Street, S.W., Washington, D.C. 20460
(specify "Public Comment Summary:
Revisions to Reference Methods 1-8 in
Appendix A of Standards of Performance
for New Stationary Sources") .
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CON-
TACT:

Don R. Goodwin, Emission Standards
and Engineering Division, Environ-
mental Protection Agency. Research
Triangle Park, North Carolina 27711,
telephone No. 919-541-5271.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
The amendments were proposed on June
8, 1976 (40 FR 23060). A total of 55 com-
ment letters were received during the
comment period-34 from industry, 15
from governmental agencies, and 6 from
other interested parties. They contained
numerous suggestions which were incor-
porated in the final revisions.

Changes common to all eight of thc
reference methods are: (1) the clarifica-
tion of procedures and equipment spec-
ifications resulting from the comments.
(2, the addition of guidelines for al-
ternative procedures and equipment to
make prior approval of the Administra-
tor unnecessary and 13) the addition of
an introduction to each reference in,
od discussing the general use o' the
method and delineating the procedure
for using alternative methods and equip-
ment

Specille c)ianges to the method.. :ire
METHOD I

I The provtion for the u.e of more
than two traverse dianieterl. when .,pcc.-

RULES AND REGULATIONS

Vied by the Administrator, has been
deleted. If one traverse diameter la in a
plane containing the greatest exneeted
concentration variation, the intended
purpose of the deleted paragraph will be
f ulfilled.

2. Based on recent data from Fluidyne
(Particulate Sampling Strategies for
Large Power Plants Including Nonuni-
form Flow, EPA-600/2-76-170, June
1976) and Entropy Environmentalists
(Determination of the Optimum Number
of Traverse Points: An Analysis of
Method 1 Criteria (draft) , Contract No.
68-01-3172) , the number of traverse
points for velocity measurements has
been reduced and the 2:1 length to width
ratio requirement for cross-sectional lay-
out of rectangular ducts has been re-
placed by a "balanced matrix" scheme.

3. Guidelines for sampling in stacks
containing cyclonic flow and stacks
smaller than about 0.31 meter in diam-
eter or 0.071 mi in cross-sectional area
will be published at a later date.

4. Clarification has been made as to
when a check for cyclonic flow is neces-
sary; also, the suggmted procedure for
determination of unacceptable flow con-
ditions has been revised.

METHOD 2

1. The calibration of certain pitot tubes
has been made optional. Appropriate con-
struction and application guidelines have
been included.

2. A detailed calibration procedure for
temperature gauges hm been included.

3. A leak check procedure for pitot
lines has been included.

METH on 3

1. The applicablility of the method has
been confined to fossil-fuel combustion
processes and to other processes where it
has been determined that components
other than 01, CO:, CO, and NI are not
present in concentrations sufficient to
affect the final results.

2. Based on recent research informa
tion (Particulate Sampling Strategies for
Large Power Plants Including Nonuni-
form Flow, EPA-600/2-73-170, June
1976) , the requirement for proportional
sampling has been dropped and replaced
with the requirement for con.stant rate
sampling. Proportional and constant rate
stunpling have been found to give essen-
tially the same result.

3. The "three consecutive" require-
ment has been replaced by "any three"
for the determination of molecular
weignt, CO, and 0,

4. The equation for excess air ha.s been
revised to account for the presence of CO.

5. A clearer distinction has been made
between molecular weight determinat ton
and emission rate correct ion factor
determination.

6. Single point. integlated Napipling
h:ts been included.

MF:t two 4

1. The sampling tune of 1 hour lias
been changed to a total sampling time
which c, .1 span the length of time the
poi;oteot em1;;sion rate Li being d
mined or such tune a., specified In cit
aPPlicable ,m1)));trt of this :.tandaids

2. The requirement for proportional
sampling has been dropped awkagigard4
with the requirement tor oonsfant rate
saMpling.

3. 'The leak check before the test run
has been made optional; the leak check
after the run remains mandatory.

METHOD 5

1. The following alternatives have
been included in the method:

a. The use of metal probe liners.
b. The use of other materials of con-

struction for filter holders and probe
liner parts.

c. The use of polyethylene wash bot-
tles and sample storage containers.

d. The use of desiccants other than
silica gel or calcium sulfate, when
appropriate.

e. The use of stopcock grease other
than silicone grease, when appropriate.

f. The drying of filters and probe-filter
catches at elevated temperatures, when
appropriate.

g. The combining of the filter and
probe washes into one container.

2. The leak chIck prior to a test run
has been made optional. The post-test
leak check remains mandatory. A meth-
od for correcting sample volume for ex-
cessive leakage rates has been included.

3. Detailed leak check and calibration
procedures for the metering system have
been included.

METHOD 6

1. Possible interfering agents of the
method have been delineated.

2. The options of: (a) using a Method
8 impinger system, or (b) determining
SO: simultaneously with particulate
matter, have been included in the
method.

3. Based on recent research data, the
requirement for proportional sampling
has been dropped and replaced with the
requirement for constant rate sampling.

4. Tests have shown that isopropanol
obtained from comntercial sources oc-
casionally has peroxide impurities that
will cause erroneously low 802 measure-
ments. Therefore, a test for deteeting
peroxides in isopropanol has been in-
cluded in the method.

5. The leak check before the test rtm
has been made optional; the leak check
after the run remains mandatory.

6. A detailed calibration procedure for
the metering system has been imitated
in the method.

Mr.ruc,i, 7
1 For variable wave lengt.h , .

pt lotometers. a scanning procedure for
determining the point of maximum Ith-
t;orbance been inoolioraicki :us au
option.

Tvh-111,111 8

1 Icttokt.n interft.tintt k

hren IVAN] ft \ ind DM 11
I he method

2 The determiniit ion of filtrr:00e
particulate matter 'including 10.111

wwltantowly %c Oil St) ;ttif ) h.t.
1.Yeert allowed where applicable

".1 Since occiLs::hntally smne onilipl
LtIlv Nailable ,111:tnt itle, of :()p!.,p.tool
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have peroxide Impurities that win cause
erroneously high sulfuric acid mist mess-

a test PerOaltias lit=
panol hall been thetuded In the

4. The gravimetric technique for mois-
ture content (rather than volumetric)
has been specilled because a mixture of
isopropyl alcohol and water will have a
volume less than the sum of the volumes
of its oontent.

5. A closer correspondence has been
made between similar parts of Methods
8 and 5.

MISCELLANEOUS

Several commenters questioned the
meaning of the term "subject to the ap-
proval of the Administrator" in relation
to using alternate test methods and pro-
cedures. As defined in 1 60.2 of subpart
A, the "Administrator" includes any au-
thorized representative of the Adminis-
trator of the Environmental Protection
Agency. Authorized representatives are
EPA officials in EPA Regiond Offices or
State, local, and regional governmental
officials who have been delegated the re-
sponsibility of enforcing regulations un-
der 40 CFR 60. These officials in consulta-
tion with other staff members familiar
with technical aspects of source testing
will render decisioris regarding accept-
able alternate test procedures.

In accordance with section 117 of the
Act, publication of these methods was
preceded by consultation with appropri-
ate advisory committees, independent
experts, and Federal departments and
agencies.
(Secs. 111, 114 and 301(a) of the Clean Air
Act, sec. 4(a) of Pub. L. No. 91-804. 84 Stat.
1883; sec. 4(h) of Pub. L. No. 91-804, 84 Stat.
1687; sec. 2 of Pub( L. No. 90-148, 81 Stat. 804
142 U.S.C. 1867c-6, 1857c-9, 1857g(a) J.)

NOTE.The Environmental Protection
Agency has determined that this document
does not contain a major proposal requiring
preparation of an Economic Impact Analysis
'under Executive Orders 11821 and 11949 and
UMB Circular A -107.

Dated: August 10, 1977.
DOUGLAS M. COSTLE,

Administrator.
Part 60 of Chapter I of Title 40 of the

Code of Federal Regulations is amended
by revising Methods 1 through 8 of Ap-
pendix AReference Methods as
follows:

1.1N A k. \11

'F'.. r. fercocc Ii. tht.M. -.I this apperolet / r.-.1

.1, (so i 1 Verf..rinini.. ertal and olotrinorr
18111, ;. tnoriarri. sod Ntororitairee I rourrelnentto of 40
CFI( hut tto, $111,11ort A I loner& Provisional. Sts.t.111..
Irses i.f (hi se refi rem methods are des,rihed In trie
,toroltarls of perform:i ir... cOotaineri or the subpar ts,

MI Subpart I h
bit) h .landard of performance. 8 Ret'llor)

Fuld Pro, dures" is provided to 111
identify Mc test tool hods applicable 10 the Neat( y
subject to the rPslwellSe standard and t2i identify too
ciesial instructions or ..00ditions to be followed sis lo ii
nool tog a method ta the respective facilit y. Such tn.
sink-lions tfor example. establish sampling rates, vol
loom Or teniperallIres) an. 1,0 be used either 'III addition
In. or fi.c /1:311h.til Rote for prooedurft. in a roferenee met I asl.
Fitmlatiy, for soorees culrjeot to corhsloo tont,11.oron'
rptiffiretOeraN. else Int' heqr tivridt Ic-rlit!,.1, g Ii, ant 1/...
et a refervor, orr thr-1 ii. pr.% ,rir it r. . ow. rr
App. r.001,

Inclusion of methods fa this appendix I. not intended
le en sndoesement or denial of their applicability to
marine that ere not subject to standards of performance.

toothed. tont=tiosble to other sources_ ;
manned by eareful

en ppm ate evelletion et the eonditione prevaknt
at such sOureps.

The approach followed in the formulation of the ref
event* methods involves apeeitleations for equipment,
procedures, and Iwrfornialire, Iti eoncept, a performance
street neat loll approach would be preferalde In all methods
because this allows the greatest flexibility to the user
In practice, however, this approach isImpratlical ill m re.t
eases heetoise performance specifications cannot he

ivitablished. most of the methods deserilrd herein,
therefore, involve speclfie equipment specifications and
proeedures, arid only Is few methods ii his nirirembot rely
out perfl,r11/4/1111.1. rroeri.A.

Moor v111.1111;1.3 in Mc reftrellee in(-1110thl shoOld not
itere.zsarily affect the validity of the resuits and it is
nerwoiiefl that alternative and equivalent method.,
es ist, section fill a pro vldes authority for the Administra-
tor to speeify or approve (1) equt valeta methods, cer
alternative methods, and (3) minor ehangas in the
methodology of the reference methods. It should be
clearly understood that unless otherwise identified all
streti methods and changes must have prior approval of
the Administrator. An owner employing such methods or
deviations from the reference methods without obtaining
prior approval does so at the risk of subsequent disap-
proval and retesting with approved methods.

Within the reference methods, certain specific eqnlp-
tient or procedures are reeognieed as being acceptable
or potentially acceptable and are specifically Identified
in the methods. The items identified as acceptable op-
tions may be used without aPproval but Twist be identi-
fied in the test report. The potentially approvable op-
tions are cited as "subject to the approval of the
.Administritor" or as "or equivalent." Such potentially
Improvable techniques or alternatives may be used at t he
discretion of the owner without prior approval. I lowev er,
detailed descriptions for applying tbe.4 potentially
approval.le techniques or alternatives are not provided
in the reference methods. Also, the potentially approv-
able options are not necessarily acceptable in all applica-
tions. Therefore, an owner eletting to use such po-
tentially approvable techniques or alternatives is re .

sponsible for: (1) assuring that the techniques or
alternatives are in fact applicable and are properly
execu ted; (2) including a written deocripdon of the
alternative method in the test report (the written
method mUst be clear and must be capable of being per-
formed without addiUonal instruction, and the degree
of detail should be similar to the detailcontained in the
reference methods); and (3) providing any rationale or
supporting data necessary to show the validity of the
alternative in the particular application. Failure to
meet these requirements ean result in the Adminis
trators disapproval of the alternative.

Million 1 SAMPLE son VILOCITY t% m io-pr" rid(
:;TATIoNAIIIC SOl'itt

1 l'r.nopit rid Apidimbility

1.1 l'rinciple. To aid in the represemati(, 'A.-lin-
iment of pollutant etniesion.s and/or total volumetric flow
rate from a stationary source, a measurement site where
the effluent stream Is flowing In a known direction is
sele('ted, and the cross-section of the stack Is divided lido
a number of eqUal areas. A traverse point is then located
within each of theee equal areas-

1.2 Applicability. This method is applicahle to flow.
nig gas streams In duets, etacks, and Mies. The method
cannot be !toed When: (1) flow is cyclonic or swirling (see
Section 2.4), (2) a stack iS maller thou ahont meter
112 in.) 111 diameter, or 0.071 nit (113 in.:: liu cross.see
tional area, or (3) the measurement site is less than two
stack cr duct diameters downstream or less than a had
diameter upstream (mot a flow disturhats...

The requirements n1 this method most vons!ripnr-mt
Irefore eonstruction of a new facility from which StO1501jObti

will be measured: htihire to do NO MaY "slitr''"h%"111.'111
alterarionn to the stack or deviation from the standard
i.rncerbire. eases Involving vanish Ts .11141-1 i tO Ri-
l'rOVSl by I lie A rltwoo-ll :lir& .' te
PTOIevt,01. Av..-

t' ',..erdiie
lee( ion ol or

s tiretwor t1r01 rs pet frrroir 11 at a site located at
/east eight starit or dnel dooloriers rInuosIreato and two
dianuciers upstream from iSimy flys ONlorl,ono. suet) as
a twod, eipithewo, or COW rui-lont mo the Star S. Or frOm
s ISO& flame. If necca...ary, an alternative location may
be selected, at a position at least two stark Or duct di
airiemrs downstream arid P. hall diameter upstream from
any flow distuurtuust,ce. For a re, ningular cross section,
all e(Illivitient thattlytil 41).1 chtill 1100140"i from UM

poi Oaruoo. no mu. th- arid

'2 1.11

1. . II
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RULES AND REGULATIONS

DUCT DIAMETERS UPSTREAM FROM*FLOW DISTURBANCEx(DISTANCE A)

1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5

DISTURBANCE

A
MEASUREMENT

SITE

131 [
...DISTURBANCE

0.

* FROM POINT OF ANY TYPE OF
DISTURBANCE (BEND, EXPANSION, CONTRACTION, ETC.)

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

DUCT DIAMETERS DOWNSTREAM FROM FLOW DISTURBANCE (DISTANCE B)

Figure 1-1. Minimum number of traverse points for particulate traverses.

/ Iiglh MA II
If 2 Doe:mining the Number f Ita.er.e,
2.2 I Pariieulato 'fraver,es. hen ihe e,gla amt

two-dounetoreriterjem earl In' 111/4,T11011111111111)11111ilini.,.r
of traverse Points shall be ill twelve, tor eireular or
teetairguliir strii.ks with dtam. hers (or equivalent ill.
amo,.rso gr. nter than 11 til meter (24 iti.); (2) mht,
Uvular slacks with yopil unit

meter 12 21 in 1, co fig. reviniiinilar .1,1,,, with
bpi tti 0.31131: 1(.01110-ler %I2

ill
11:111 1t11.1 w.. It r .111,1iMi t 1.11

, 11.11 I I 1.1.1111% i th I.-I
',WI' 1 hunt F leIlft` I I. Ilan1 t. 114,104Z 10 111c

r, 1/11ii I (1.3'n 1
11',111,!1 -III' III OW I1.111.,-I 111,q1,3111 iti.,I tI"It
'I, 1)1'1 Mud .11%103 101 11.-I:1,. I % -18

I or ellio.nlent It. II, 1,111,11o, 1 /..
.11-1311. I. 111,14 I lie I uliwi 413111,h-I . ,.

mole limn I. wive I I th minimum moon,. i.f
01,11 1- to Ili, ..t

dile! Ihrtin,.-1..r!. /Ipsimilii 1st .1 2., hi Ili, i,(
I,-1, 1.. t iif

li." iI1111111 11111'11.'1s I., 4N/c.c.-I v31/1...
II kr for irenlar I 111/.14 !I 1 IP' th II,

.1..1% l :11.1.
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DUCT DIAMETERS UPSTREAM FROM FLOW.DISTURBANCE (DISTANCE A)

0.5 1.0 1.6 2.0

41757

2.6

1 1
I _.1

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

DUCT DIAMETERS DOWNSTREAM FROM FLOW DISTURBANCE (DISTANCE R)

Figure 1-2, Minimum number of traverse points for velocity (nonparticulate) traverses.

Vt-loelt y t Non Portit'olate) Traverses. When
yploelf %. or y(1111111(./rie flow tate fs to he determined (Imt
I...I pato-III:0.P matter), the game procedure a.a that for
lutrItoulato trutverset1 (i'1eeIlint 2.2.1) Is followed, except
0,11 Fioute 1 2 mat lw uiti1 ithglead of Figure! 1-

3 t S...iiottal 1..13,Out 1111d 1.0C:114111ot Travertir

1//31" tlo, Irtiv.r.c. points ott
1,,r1t...oli..ttlar tokotdotht to T,11.1.. I 1: itt..t

11... .1..Kt ii tt f.11011-.. 1 :t. Atli; t..ittottoil ifor
, 'mit t iiii.11.4/11$1.1.% 11.t1

to. ....tow %.ui't,'i 1.. I l,S' ill 1104, I 2 lttt 1.. ti-ect
ti ..f 4 i.l. I 2.

mu. th...11., .1, lc, hill In.
,1,1!tinilig 111i.0.-.1,%1,. 1,..t Lti
, , aft. I ot, .11.00. I../ /i/111) f/. /I. 111.

1.; ..f i.. 11.1 51.0, ..
c. II" th, 1,o .. I.. t. .

/ .1. CO. r t j.,
,1 .1

.,.1.1,, .. t..1 1.,i .1... ter. t t.;1'. t 0. tri
..11 .1 1. 1... -I, OA I.

I. I ..1 h 4,1,11`..1

,1 1. .-. csi "CO /I .1 ..../ /f
10 . I. '..4 .'1 1 . .1. /1 S, 1,

%. Is SI .1- t. 1%. 1.11 },..

I 1
S. 1.. 11.1'. ii '.1

...f .1. ...,' 1, .t 1.

1. I
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'TRAVERSE DISTANCE.
POINT % of diameter

1 4.4
2 14.7
3 29.5
4 70.5

85.3
915.6

RULES AND REGULATIONS

Figure 1-3. Example showing circular stac k cross section divided into

12 equal areas, with location of traverse points indicated.

Table 1-2. LOCATION OF TRAVERSE POINTS IN CIRCULAR STACKS

(Percent of stack diameter from inside wall to traverse point)

Traverse
Nint
number
on a

diameter

1

2

3

41

5'

6

7

a

9

10

11

121

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20:

21

22

23

24

2

Number bf traverse points on a diameter

4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24

14.6

35.4

6.7

25.0

75.0

93.3

4.4 3.2 2.3 2.1 1.8 1.6 1.4 1.3 1.1 1.1

14.6 10.5 8.2 6.7 5.7 4.9 4.4 3.9 3.5 3.2

29.6 19.4 14.6 11.8 9.9 8.5 7.5 .6.7 6.0 5.5

70.4 32.3 22.6 17.7 14.6 12.5 10.9 9.7 8.7 7.9

85.4 67.7 34.2 26.0 20.1 16.9 14.6 12.9 11.6 10.5

95,6 80.6 65.8 35.6 26.9 22.0 18.8 16.5 14.6 13.2

89.5 77.4 64.4 36.6 28.3 23.6 20.4 18.0 16.1

96.8 85.4 75.0 63.4 37.5 29.6 25.0 21.8 19.4

91.8 82.3 73.1 62.5 38.2 10.6 26.2 23.0

97.4 88.2 79.9 71.7 61.8 38.8 31.5 27.2

93.3 85.4 78.0 70.4 61.2 39.3 32.3

97.9 90.1 83.1 76.4 69.4 60.7 39.8

94.3 87.5 81.2 75.0 68.5 60.2

98.2 91.5 85.4 79.6 73.8 67.7

95.1 89.1 83.5 78.2 72.8

98.4 92.5 87.1 82.0 77.0

95.6 90.3 85.4 80.6

98.6 93.3 88.4 83.9

96.1 91.3 86.8

98.7 94.0 89.5

96.5 92.1

93.9 94.5

96.8

'18 9

2 1 2 Sta. IN With Diameters Fnual to or 1.0as Than
ID 61 rn (24 iii ) Follnw the procedure In SIN tem 2 .1 1 1,
noting only that any "itilprileir jxrtlrli shonlit he
relocated away from the ta, k walls to iii a distance of
1.3 ern pi :-41 iii 1, or (21 a distereli equal to the lloY.7.10
'wide diameter. whichever is larger

2.3 2 Rectangular Sta. ks Determine thr tonalsr
of traverite points its eiplanird in Sections 2 1 mid 2 1 or
this method Fr)m Table 1 I, detarmine the grid ..om
figuration 1 livid., the stark crtAN !,ectlott int. 'vs fenny
equal rectangular tunas as Um etm (emits.

and then In, ate a traverse ir.mt at the . entr..ji ,,r

equal BIM 114,0Iti111., to the tdosple iii FiKsse 1
The mtilation or traverse too .1 .11 to lite

Sta. k walls Is not exported to mese with res lamg slar
stn.-k ir this problem shiiiiiii ever ars-se, the Aslothss.
Vilna most lir contacted for resohition .4 the loath r

2 4 Vantivation of A 11.4.tIve 'y.11,111 1.1.°A Ir, eist
stationary -(ontem the dire. tam .4 sou k gas Sloss is
Ka...sill:Illy parallel to Ilse k %,a ll.svs ever.
cychintc 110W Piny rslt 11 erl.r o. sts 1. 'res. a V. I
and inertial demisters felloa ing Is talus .-ss 1,0.1.es .s. sir

ZI:ustacks having tangenUal Inlets or other duct con-
one wbieh twd to kidnee swirling; in these

instances, the presence or aboe of cyclonic ilow at
the unmans location must be merminea. The following
techniques are acceptable for this determination.

T --r- 7
I I

0 1 0 1 0 I 0

I I
1

10 . I 0 I 0
I

I I

I

--r-
I

1

I0 101010
1

1

figure 1 4. Example showing rectangular stack crots
section divided into 1 2 equal areaS, with a traverse
point at centrond of each area.

Level and zero the manometer. Connect rt Type R
pitot tube to the manometer. Position tho Type S pilot
(10)11 at each traverse Tw)lit, in succession, ao that the
planes of the face openings of the pitot tube are perpendic-
ular to the stack cross-sectional plane: when the TV,1?0 8
picot tub* hi in this position, it is at "00 reference." Nolo
the differential pressure (Ap) reading at each traverse
point. LI a null (zero) pitot reading is obtained at 0°
referenoe at a given traverse point, an acceptable flow
condition exists at that point. If the Mot reading la not
taro at 0' relerence, rotate the pitot tube (up to tti101 yaw
ang)e),untilanulireadingisobtalned.Carefullydeterminie
and re03rd the value of the rotation angle (e) to the
nearest degree. After the null technique has been applied
at each truvrse point, calculate the average of the abso-
lute values of er; assign a valnes of 00 to those points for
which no rotation was required, and include these in t he
overall average. If the average value of a Is greater than
10", the overall flow coiitlii Ion in the stank is unacceptable
and alternative methodology, subject to the approval of
the Administrator, must be used to perform accurate
sittliple and velocity traverses,
3. Bibliography

I. Determining Dust ('oricentrotion in a (las Stream.
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1147.
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111grItnn 2 DaTEHMINATION (/' VI'm "If ry
AND Vol.VMKTItIL: FLONV RATH t'i re: Plvcr 'ii et.)

1. i'rinciplc and Applicability
1.1 Principle. Th. nivel age gm-, clocity

deter times] nom the gas N and finis: inea 11t
nil 111. 11V1../11.1(` V00(.11 y head with It TN pe -li li

reeer.a. I epel pilot Ulla..
I 2 Apphcalnlit y. This Mot h".I is applical.le (se

cilipnt of the steerage essloril of a gas t remn liii
fin 111a11,01lOg Ras lam,

Thi Proee(hlro i..11.1 aPplls able so ossatharsissass
vslaels fall 111 11)1411 1 III. 11110/1a for \lob's.] I !...

11111 MO ,ltli111,1 111111,1111 f,,i 1111.4.1 111.11 11/11111111
1111%1-1.11/11.111 -%1111111.1 -t 1'14111,, I /11 lcili...1

`1111V.... h111W i,/ 1111111.111 11141, 1.1 W,1111 r 11.1a
11111011 11111 1111/WV1111,1111e 11/11.111M,, %I I, :diet go1110
1ilol. 01..p.r1 ( hi, ninon. al of the VI:. sksIl Ae-, o II I I1

vi.o111.1.1.1 -itch nittii,311% 1,111. lli 1 I.. n. 1,11
st,111.1111-1.1111Z V1l111 .1. 0111-01. h.. h.! 0 i..11; ,

tiIr ui -.1 143 g.1 I 111."11,
1.1., 110101111 :it' of it hull aut,

2.

1::1/i11.41;"11, r 11 lt 1111 "0, 40,1;
f,111, 1111 '113111 11, 11 11,1 - I - i, , 1 111 3
1:11 V I I. ,. up,. i .
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1.90-2.54Am°
(0.75 1.0 in.)

i_0111111111111111111

7.62 cm (3
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' -/.1.41.1/ ).

TEMPERATURE SENSOR
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TYPE S PITOT TUBE

'SUGGESTED (INTERFERENCE FREE)
PITOT TUBE - THERMOCOUPLE SPAC NG

LEAK-FREE
CONNECTIONS

MANOMETER

Figure 2-1. Type S pitot tube manometer assembly.

2.1 Type S Plug Tube. 'rho Type 13 pilot inhe
(Figure 2-1) shall be made of metal tithing (p.g . , slam.
lmts steel). I, is recommended that the external whim;
diameter (dimension D., Figure 2-219 be between 0.45
and 0.96 eentitneters (9-in and 5f1 inch). Thero shall he
an mual distance from the baso of each leg of the pina
tuho to its face-opening plane (dimensions PA and P.,
Figure 22h); it Is recommended that this distamp he
between 1.06 and 110 t imos the external tubing diame r.
The face openings of the pilot tube shall, preferabl-, ce

aligned as shown in Figure 2 2; however, slight misalign-
ments of t he openings are perntimible (sec Figure 2 :IL

The Type 8 pitot tube shall have a known coeillcient,
determlne4 ELI outlined In Neetimi 4. An ideniiiiranou
number shall he assigned to the pilot lobe: thc. ninniwr
shall be permanently plinked or engraved on I he tal)
of the tube.

FEDERAL REGISTER, VOL. 42, NO. 160THURSDAY, AUGUST 18, 1977



LONGITUDINAL
TUBE AXIS

TRANSVERSE
TUBE AXIS

RULES AND REGULATIONS

FACE
OPENING
PLANES

(a)

A-SIDE PLANE

111111MIMININIDO

B-SIDE PLANE

(b)

(C)

NOTE:

1.05 Dt 4 P <1.50 Dt

PA = PB

Figure 2-2. Properly constructed Type S pitot tube, shown
in: (a) end view; face opening planes perpendicular to trans-
verse axis; (b) top view; face opening planes parallel to lon-
gitudinal axis; (c) side view; both legs of equal length and
centerlines coincident, when viewed from both sides. Base-
line coefficient values of 0.84 may be assigned to pitot tubes
constructed this way..
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.1. Vi

ololmor

(e)

(f)

(g)

Figure 2-3. Types of' :e-opening misalignment that can result from field use or im-
proper construction of Type S pitot tubes. These will not affect the baseline value
of Up(s) so long as al and a2 < 10°, 01 and 132 < 5°. z < 0.32 cm (1/8 in.) and w <
0.08 cm (1/32 in.) (citation 11 in Section 6).
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A frendard pitot tube may be used insiesd ofA Type Si
Provided that it meets the specifioations of Sections 2.7
sod 4.1; Mee, itowereelf_ gip SUMS end
maws Mite of etennern plte4 vsnes-Ste
pinning in particulate-laden gas streams. eretors,
whenever a etanderd pitot tube is used to perform a
traverse, adequate proof must be furniebed that the
openings of the pitot tube have not plugged upduring the
traverse jelled; this can be done by taking a velocity
head lap) readivig at the final I raven, point, (leaning out
the impact and static holes of !lie standard pilot tube by
"baek-purging" with memorized air, and then taking
another At/ reading. If the a p readings tnade before and
after the air purse aro the sante ( 6 percent). the traverse
is aceeptable. Otherwise. reject the run. Note that if ap
at the final traverse point Is unsuitably low, auother
point may be selecterl. If "hack-purging" at regular
intervals is pert of the procedure, then comparative 4p
readings shall be taken, as above, for the last two beck
purges at which suitably high tip readings are observed.

2.2 Differential Pressure Cause. An inclined manom-
eter or equivalent device is Used. Most sampling trains
are equipped with a 10-in. (water column) Inclined-
vertical manometer, having 0.01-in. 11,0 divisions on the
0- to bin. inclined Seale. and 0.1-in. HO divisions on the
I- to 10-In. vertical scale. This type of manometer (or
other gauge of equivalent sensitivity) is satisfactory for
the miasurement of ap values as low 1.1.8 mm (0.06 In.)
110. However, a differential procure gauge of greater
seneitivity shall be Used (subject to the approval of the
Administrator), If any of the following is found to be
true: (1) the arithmetic oarlike of all Ap readings at the
traverse points In the Stack is leen than 1.3 mm (0.05 in.)
1120: (2) for traverses of 12 or More points, rnore than 10

percent of the Individual ap readings ere below 1.3 mm
(0.06 in.) 110): (I) foe traverses of fewer than 12 points,
more than one ap reading la below 1.3 mut (0.06 in.) 1141
Citation la in Section 5 deecribes commercially available
Instrumentation for the melt/UM:nen t of low-range gaS
vOlnelf1O14.

As an alternative to criteria (1) through (3) above, the
following calculation may be performed to determine the
neeposIty of using a more sensitive differential pressure
gauge;

1

where:
Apo-, Individual velocity bead reading at e traverse

point, mei 1130 (in. 11.0).
a-.Tot al number of traverse points.
IC..0.13 mm 11:() when metric units are used and

0.005 In 140 when English units are used.

If T is greater then 1.05. the velocity head data are
unacceptable and a more sensitive differential pnessure
gauge must be used.

Noex.-If (Inferential pressure gauges other than
Inclined manotneters are used magnehelic gauges),
their calibration must be checked after each test series.
To cheek the calibration of a differential pressure gauge,
cote pare ap readings of the gauge with them of a gauge-
oil manometer at a nilnitetim of three /mints. approxi-
mately reprenentit.g the range of Ap values in the atack.
If. at each point. the vette...of tip as read by the differen-
tial pressnre gauge and gang -oil nianoineter agree to
sett Me 5 pereviit, the differential pressure gacge shall be
considered to he in proper calibration. Otherwise, the
test Serie:4 glia11 either be %laded, of proeelltifes to adjust
the nien,sured Ap values mei final results shall be used,
subject to the approval 41( the A.iiiiinistretor.

Tempentuire I lenge. A thernmeouple,
bull. thermometer, bimetallic thermouieter. tttir

c:IfYill tio.rhoonen.r. or oilw Range of
v.111.111 1.*. piti, it 4 the mint.

Intim slack toutperatore shall he Used. Tile
teliipetaillte gauge shell 1,e atm, Ite(1 In the I.11,n1, tithe
Nin it (hal the si.trior lip .10"S not howl; any metal; the
gauge eben iu. Hi till Inlet f. relo-e free arratignment with
rest.e,.1 the plint inbe f.1,1 1,1)011111V tag, Figure 2 1
awl ale° 1 !wire.) +it !too 4.. Alb+rnat, ju.u.ih loos may
le used if the tilli,t lithe 1, nmenoure eange is

11.1,4.1ing to the pnwe.Iiire nf .4e,-tinn 4. Pro-
vph.(1 that a di:retell., .( n.h :o.re then I (k-r, en: in the
tv.etage inen,ul noliI Ili, tem.

RULES AND REGULATIONS

mature gauge need not be attached to the pitot tube;
this alternative is subject to the approval of the
Administrator.

11.4 Pressure Probe and Gauge. A plesomelar tube and
mercury- or waterelled U-tube mattotnater capable of
measuring stack preseure to within 2.5 non (0.1 in.) lig
is used. The static tap of a standard type pitot tube or
one log of a Type X pitot tube with the teen opetil iig
planes positioned parallel to tho gaa flow may also be
used as the pressllee Who,

2.5 Barometer. A reercory, aneroid, Or other barom-
eter capable of measuring atmospherie praetor.. to
within 2.5 mm lig (0.1 in. lig) may be used. In many
cases, the barometric reading may be ohtained from a
nearby national weather service station, in which (oleo
the station value (which Is therabsolute harometrIc
pressure) shall be requested and an adjustment for
elevation differences between the weather station and
the sampling point Shall be applied at a rate of minus
2.5 mm (0.1 In.) lig per 30-meter (100 foot) elevation
increase, or vioe-versa for elevation decrease.

2.6 Goa Density Determination Equipetent. Method
3 equipment, if needed (Soe Section 3.0), to determine
the stack gas dry molecular weight. and Reference
Method 4 or Method 5 equipment for moisture content
determination; other nwtbods may be used subject to
approval of the Adminigtrator.

2.7 Calibration Pilot Tube. When calibration of the
Type A pitot tube is necessary (see Section 4), a standard
pitot tube Ls used as a reference. The standard pitot
tube shell, preferably, have a k nown coefficient, obtained
either (1) directly from the National Bureau oLStand-
ards, Route 270, QuItice Orchard Road, Gaithersburg,

Maryland, or (2) by caitiff + Iit..011 unlit:it another
pitot tube with an N1b4-tracealtle ezetlicient. all .r .
natively, a standard pitot tube designed according to
the criteria given in 2.7.1 through 2.7.6 below and inns-
trated itt Petite. 3-4 Imp also (ilalione 7. s, feel 17 ii
Section (I) may he nat.& Pltot tol(r.; (I, +aviaal
to these speeineations will hese. baedlio...oedieeed..
about 0.1514 0.01.

'2.7.1 Ileinisplierieal (shown In 1,
or ...meld tip.

2 7.2 A minimum of six deonet.-r....11,11,.1.1 1.1., .1. I
D. the external diameter of the t tI.

tip and the static pressure holes
2.7.3 A minimum of eight diumetere et raight run

between tee Antic pressure hol,..; 1111.1 the el.lrl late nf
PIP external tube. following the en decree I...101

2.7.4 Static pressure holes of equel .Nimetely
0.1 I)), 144111111v Stiii,evil in a !deo .11,e1 lig e lemon Ion.

2.7.5 Ninety degree Nem, with vie ved or mitered
itt melon.

2.14 Differential Pressure (hinge t..r Type e. Pilot
Tube +Calibration. An itielitted nitinottitter or itlivilklit.
is used. If the single-veleeity cielbratIon 11.4.11111qm. is
eniployssf (see ;:ectInti 4.1.2.3), the calihretion differen-
tial Pressure gauge shall be readable to the nearest n.13
True (0.006 In. lis( )). For y valibratione,
the gauge shall be rttadable to the nearied 1).13 nun 1120
(0.005 in 11,0) for Ap values between 1.3 and 25 aim lilt)
(0.05 and 1.0 in. 11W), and to the nearest 1.3 turn 11/0
(0.05 in. 114(1) for ap values above 25 rniu 11,0 II n In.
Re0). A speeded, more sensiUve gauge will be required
to read ap values below 1.3 mm 1110 [0.05 In. 11.01
(see Citation 181n Section 0),

oft

CURVED OR
MITERED JUNCTION

STATIC
HOLES

("AID)

HEMISPHERICAL -
TIP

Figure 2-4. Standard pitot tube design specifications.

3. l'rucedure

3.1 Set up the apparatus shewn tt 1.'ivere 2 1.
Cepillary tithieg or maw. tanks instalfrd Ilia
tnauotneter and pilot tolue tint) he ilsod to (bullpen (ftp
litleciations. It Is recommended, but tub( required, that

pretest leak-elteek lie eooducted, as follows. (I) blow
through the pilot impttet ()netting Wail at i..3.4t 7.it cm

in.) yoloOlt) pre&siire registers mm t he inniennei er;
tlien, close off the impact 01)(41111g. Tile iirrsitire Shall
remain stalde foe as least 15 seconds: t'21 rio the same bir
the smile pneeettre side, except tbatig .nrilon to obtain
the minimum of 7.t; em (3 M.) liii. tither leak olleek
preets In res. subject to the am,rovol of the A nist rat or.
tony

3 2 Levol and zere the nemoilieter B....1,1,e lb,. itin

tunneler level anti zero limy .IttP P. v.l.r.o ,o,., Ill
beeperebire ehohges. to:tke peresbe eles ks durum; lids
traverse. Itecord neeeesary data aSs !thowtt to thou

(iample data shoot Figure 2 SI.
3.3 Measure tin+ cel(a+it y Awl I 'gaper:Oar, al I he

travene points speeitosi by Ntett.,,,t that ibe
proper (1fflerentml Iffessure gauge betog te...,1 for tl(o
range of Ap values encountered p.p.. Sve!i..n If II is
IIN:em-lry to change to a more .;ellSillt gallge. (19 So and
Min.:v:11re the Ay and banner:ince rending+ at ,swIt trn-
vers.. poi lit C,,n.ln..t a post-m-4 leak ..lierkititaltdattal,
tic (h.:v.10..4i ahoy,, to tiiht,itit, ut t Lit (1 +.0
run.

:14 11fensilry the Itin -I3.1+

iiiiie the lit
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PLANT
DATE MIN NO.

STACK DIAMETER OR DIMENSIONS, m(in.)

BAROMETRIC PRESSURE, mm Hg (in. Hg)

CROSS SECTIONAL AREA, m2(ft2)

OPERATORS

PITOT TUBE 1.0. NO.

AVG. COEFFICIENT, Cp

LAST DATE CALIBRATED

RULES AND REGULATIONS 41763

ma

11.

SCHEMATIC OF STACK
CROSS SECTION

Tuverse V.I. Hi.,to
Pt. No. mro (io.) H20

Stack Temperature
Po

tun (on TL °K (°10 mm Hi (In.Hg)

;

Average

Figure 2 5. Velocity traverse data.
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41764 RULES AND REGULATIONS

315 netertnine the dark gm dry molerular weight.
For combustion proclaim('d! or Proceeses that emit 011.4011-
1.1aUy COI. 0% CO, Lad NI, its. Method 1, For promises
omitting emendally Mr, sit anslyila need not be oat-
dueurd: Use a dry molecular weight of 29.0. For aim
proetasce, other methods, subject to the approval of the
Adm Mb-Armor, limit be, toed.

3 7 Obuun the moisture content hem Refereme
Method 4 tor equivalent) of from Method 5.

3 lhatettinne ernweeetinnal area of thn stc . k
or duct at the sainplIng halation Whet.ev er

yaivally mettigue the rite, k ditilettaious rather than
using bittepruita,

4 ettlibrOliOn

4 1 Type S ritet Till* Before its clonal use, rare.
fully examine the Type 14 patot tube In top, side, and
end views to Tarty that the face openings of the tube
are aligned within the specifleatIons Illustrated in FIgure
21 or 2 3. The idiot tube shall not be used lf It fells to
men those Idlintilaint speancatisna.

Anew verifying the (eve opening alignment, Itlea..411/11
Lild record the following dimensions of the pltot

(a) the external tubing diameter (dimension 1)1, Figure
2 '/b); and (b) the baseto-opening plane distances
(dim enslons l'A and Po, 14ire 2-2b). It DI is between
148 and 0.93 cm (Mc and I{ In.) and if PA and P. are
equal and between I. and LSO R., there are two poegible
opthms: (1) the pltot tube nifty be calibrated according
to the procedure outlined in fiections 4 1.2 thnnigh
4 I 5 below, or (2) a beseline (Lsolated tube) coettilthmt
value of 084 may be assigned t's the pltot tube. Note,
however, that If the Mot tube 11 part of an assembly,
cailbratton may still be *,,inired, &slide kttowledge
of the Dementia coellietemt value (,ses beetion 4.1.1).

If A. PA. and P a axe outside the specified limits, the
picot tube must be calibrated as outlined in 4 1 2 through
4 1.3 below.

4 1.1 Type R Hug Tube Assemblicas. ()arum sample
and velocity traverses, the Isolated Type 13 ulna tub" is
not always msed; in many Instaneas, the ottot tube is
used In combination with other source-sampling mini iou
eels (thermocouple, sampling probe, north') as part of
all "assembly." The presence of other sampling compo.
!lents can armlet Imes affect the baseline value of t he Type
s lona tube roe/11019ot ((itation 9 In Section 0), therefore
an assigned tor otherwise known) base lino coefficient

TYPE S PiTOT TUBE

value may nr may not I* ?AM for a given asqembly
baseline and assembly coeffichmt values will be lebsite .it
only whon the relative placement of the components in
the assembly is such that aerodynamic interfereme
effects are elfmtasted. Figures 2-41 through 2-8 illuetraio
itiferference-free component arrangements for Th.. .4
pito!. tubm having external tubing diameters le to 1i

0.48 and 9.95 cm (Ai and 311 in.) Type c4 phut I ilia.
blies that fail to meet any or all of the specifications of
Figures 2-0 through 2-8 shall lie ettlibrated neeortling to
tlie procedure outlined in Sections 4.1.:2 through 4 I

below, and prior to calibration. the values of the
component spachiSs (lilted-nozzle, pind-theinitasuoido,
pltot-probe sheati shall he nosonred and reeorded

Notts.Do not use any Typo 14 pltot tut* amprntily
whieh Ls constructed fIllell that tile impact pressure opec I.
ing plane of the idtot tube is below the entry plane of the
norzle (sen Figure 2-610.

4.1 2 Calibration getup. If the Type 8 pilot tube is to
be calibrated, one leg of the tube shall be permanently
marked A, and the ether, I. Calibration shall be clone in
a flow system having the following essecili.i: dcsIgn
Inaturmi.

1.110 cm 13/410 FOR On 1.3 an (1/2 in.)

SAMPLING NOZZLE

SAMPLING
PROBE

A. BOTTOM VIEW; SHOWING MINIMUM PITOT-NOZZLE SEPARATION.

SAMPLING
NOZZLE

STATIC PRESSURE
OPENING PLANE

IMPACT PRESSURE
OPENING PLANE

TYPE S
PITOT TUBE

NOZZLE ENTRY
PLANE

...

B. SIDE VIEW; TO PREVENT PITOT TUBE
FROM INTERFERING W!TH GAS FLOW
STREAMLINES APPROACHING THE
NOZZLE, THE IMPACT PRESSURE
OPENING PLANE OF THE PITOT TUBE
SHALL BE iVEN WITH OR ABOVE THE

NOZZLE ENTRY PLANE.

a

#

Figure 1 6. Proper pitot tube sampling nozzle configuration to preVeht
aerodynamic interference; buttonhook type nozzle; centers of nozzle
and pitot opening aligned; Dt between 0.48 and 0.95 cm (3/16 and
3/8 in.).

if ur.R al PCG1`),.(9 vOI .1) No 11.0 DIljaWAY. ALIG',.0.1 IR 1,;:'



THERMOCOUPLE

'RULES AND REGULATIONS

W >742 cra

THERMOCOUPLE

TYPE S PITOT TUBE

SAMPLE PROBE

I ft 0.1

Figure 2.7. Proper thermocouple placement to prevent interle,ence;

Dt between 0.48 and 0.96 cm (3/16 and 3/8 In.).

11795

iSAMPLE PROBE

1

y >7.62 cm (3 in.) Eon

Figure 2-8. Minimum pitot-sample probe separation needed to prevent interference;

Dt between 0.48 and 0.95 cm (3/16 and 3/8 in.).

4.1.2.1 The flowing gas stream must he confined to
duet of definite eress-sxtional area, either circular or
reiAangular. For circular cross-sections, the minimum
dims diameter shah be 30.5 cm (12 in.); for rectangular
cross-sections, tbe width (shorter side) shall be at least
25 4 cin (10 In.).

4.1.2 2 The eross-sectional area of the calibration duct
must be constant ever a distant:* of 10 or more duct
diameters. For a rectangular crom-section, Use an eqniva-
!mit diameter, calculated from r he following equation,
te determine the. number of duct diameters:

2 L TV

/..{

F.,1.1;ttit,ti 2 1

a I )
1). Foto vit., I !1.)!, pr

tr)1.1

11"

o po,,Ihre the t.ry-t.)04) of .),)1.11,, !)111,+ .1),v) )1)01 now

lubt terns at the calil.ral Intl Coe, or "test section," the
)IP !RIM IV located at lean eight thanoters doanNtreein
Sod t au dialiwb-r3 up-t eam froto the licarest dbdurb-
Lifire,.

Niir - The eight- Lod wo-diamoter criteria are not
41)...Inte; other tst sect ea, locations may be used (sub.

I. approval of the AllnuoiAratorl.provItied that the
row at the test tote is staide and demonstrably parallel
to the duct axis.

The flow sv,tein shall have the capacity to
r, I) ) tamp.): ).)1!) III non (3.000

This velocity mast lit constant with time to
guarantee steady flow during calibration. Note that
Type S pitot tube coefficients obtained by single-velocity
calibration at 915 rninfln (3;0o0 ft/min) will generally be
valid to within +3 percent for the mmurement of
velocities above MS iMmin (1,(.4) ft/min) and to within
+5 to 6 percent for the !immurement of velocities be-
tween IRO anti 305 m/min (600 and 1,000 itimln). if a
more precise correlation between Cs, ant. velocity 11
de.dred, the flow system shall have the capacity to
generate at least four distinct, time-invariant test-section
velueitiee covering the velocity range from 160 to 1,525
.n/min (600 to 5.000 ft/mini, and calibration data 811611

be taken at regular velocity intervals over this raage
Wee (itations 9 and 14 in Section 6 for details).

4.1.2.4 Two entry ports, one each for the standard
and Type S pitot tubes, shall be cut in the test section;

and TYr

tho standard pitot ontry port shall be located slightly
downstream of the Type fit port, so that the ,,tandard

$ impa.:t openings wifl lie in the same cross-
sectlona plane during calibration. To facilitate align-
meet of the pitut tubes (luting calibration, It is advisable
that the test section be constructed of pletiglas or some
other transparent material.

4.1.3 Lalibration Procedure. Note that this procedure
is a general one and mug not be itself without tirst
referring to the vecial coivilicrittimis pie:won:if in sec-
tion 4.1.5. Note ako I hat thi4 pr duro applios only to
single-veloci1} rablantion, To obtain ealibrat not dela
for the A and 11 s:des of the Typo s 1.itut till.e, pro. ord
as follows:

4.1.33 Make -tire that the manotimter is properly
fined and that /1)., oli is free from con tam; nal ion Mitt is of
the proper dens.0 v . !..11. .1., LI. AM o !,t,s;
rept-a tir If - it .

4.1.3.2 Level and zero the manometer, Turn in die
fan and allow the flow to stabilize. 8ea1 the Type S en y

DOM4.143 Ewan) that the manometerla level and veroNi.
Position the standard pilot tube at the calibration point
(determined as outlined in Seaton 4.1.5.1), and align the
tube so that its tip is pointed directly into the flow. Par-
tieUlar care should be taken In aligning the tube to avoid
yaw and pitch angles. Make sure that the entry poll
surrounding tbe tube is properly sealed.

4.1.3.4 Read Apme and record its Amine in a data tiffile
similar to the one shown in Figure 2-9. Remove the
standard pilot tube from the duct and disconnect it Irian
the nianometer. Seal the standard entry pat.

4.1.3.5 Connect the Type 8 pltot othe to tbe manom-
eter. Open the Type S entry port. t 'heck the inanw.i-
eter level and zero. Insert and align the Type 8 pltot tub()
so that its A side impact ot.enEng is at the mine point as
was the standard pilot tube and is pointed directly in o
the now. Make sure that the entry port surrounding the
tube is properly sealed.

4.1.3.6 Read 4p. and entor its valm itt the data table.

Remove the Type pitot tube from the duct and dis-
connect It (run! the Manometer.

4.1.3.7 Repeat )11.1P) 4.1.3.3 t hrungli 4.1.16 al.oNe
three I mir.i of k p readings have heen "Matra d.

4.1.3 8 Repeat steps 4 1.3.3 through .1.1.3.7 al)ove tor
the it Nt.1.. of iii.. Type S pilot !oh,.

Perform t 1.. : in
4.1 4 below.

-1.1.4 C3lettiation4
4.1.4.1 Fur each of the ,i bair et 1. .1

three from side A and three fr.,111 9,1e I+, ooleill,A in
twitoit 4.1 3 above. eit'oulat. !Ia. %shop of the T!, re 8

1:1-t .1 ft.:1,,ias
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41766 RULES AND REGULATIONS

PIYOT TUBE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER:

CALIBRATED BY:

DATE:

"A" SIDE CALIBRATION
..

RUN NO.

Apo!)
cm H20
(in. He)

Ap(s)
cm H20
(In. NV) Dp(s)

.

DEVIATION
Dp(s) COM

I

2
r.......

3

fp (SIDE A)

"8" SIDE CALIBRATION

RUM:
A Pstd
an H20

(In. H2O)

AP(s)
cm H2O
(in. H20)

--...__.

COO
DEVIATION

Cp(5).-dp(P)

t
.

2

.3

Ep (SIDE B)

3
F. Cp(s) -b-p(A OR 0)1

AVERAGE DEVIATION = (A OR 8) .4-- MUST BE <0.01
3

I Ep (SIDE A)*Ep (SIDE S) kMUST BE <OM

C.

Figure 29. Pitot tube calibration data.

N P.

Eritititi. di 2 2
Where..

Type S pilot. VOW ct)ollh iota
Cv r,,: =Standard OVA tube coefficient; use 090 If tlie

cocilklent is unknown and tlic 1. ;be is tle.,ig nod

according to the iliteria c1 Se, Lions 2 7.1 to
2.7.5 of this method.

- elocity head measured by the standard pi tot
tube, cm 11:0 (in. 1110)
Velocity head measured by the Type 8 pitot
tithe, cm lip (In. LW)

41.4.2 Caleulaia C, (side A), the moan A-side coot,
flcient, and (.; (side 13), the mean Et-sido coefficient:
calculate tho iidfcre,100 bet wept, Cava) two average

.

4.1.4.3 Calculate the deviation of each of the three A-
side values of ego from 01, (sidtth ), and tho deviation of
each Weide value of Upon from C, (Aldo 11). Use tho fol-
lowing equation;

. Deviation =- ewe, rc( A B)

Equation 2-3
4.1.4.4 Calculate n, the average deviation from tho

mean, for both the A and 11 sides of the pilot tube. Use
Itw following equation;

a

I Cool r( A or 13 )1

a (sick, A lir B)
3

Equation 2-4
4.P4.5 Use the Ty pe°8 pilot tube imly if the values of
.(side A) and e (side li) are less than or equal to OA

and if the absolute value of the difference between r!,
(A) and 1."' (I3) is 9.01 or less.

4.1.8 ppecial Considerations.
4.1.6.1 Selection of calibration polint.
4.1.5.1.1 When an isolated Type 8 pilot, Mho k cali-

brated, select a calibration point at or near the center of
the duct, and follow the procedures outlined in Sections
4.1.3 and 4.1.4 above. The Typo 6 pitot coefficients so
obtained, i.e..74 (side A) and C, (side T), will be viald,
so long as either; (1) the isolated pilot tube Is used; or
(2) the OM tube is used with other components (nozzle,
thermocouple, sample probe) in an arrangement that is
free from aerodynamic interference effects (See Figures
2-6 throith 21).

4.1.6.I. For Typo S pitot tube-t herm orouple com-
binations (without sample probe), slect a calibration
point at or near the center of the duct, and follow the
procedum outlined hi Sections 4.1.3 and 4.1.4 abbve.
The coefficients so obtained will be valid so long as the
pilot tube-thermocouple e6mbination is used by
or with Other components in an interfereme-free,mratige
nient (Fig'ures21) and 2 8).

4.1.8.1.3 For assemblies with 3e mph, prol.es, the
calibration point should be located at or near the center
of thc duct; however, insertion of a probe sheath into a
small duct may Cause significant cross-:.eetional area
blockage and yield incorrect coefficient "values (Citation 9
in Sectiona). Therefore,.to Minimize the blockage effect,
the calibration point ;nay bu a few inches oft-center if
neeessary. The actual blockage effect will bo negligible
when tho theoretical blockage, as determined by a
projected-area model of the probe sheath, is 2 percent or
less of the duct cross-sectional urea for assemblies WI thou t
external sheatl.s (Figure 2 10u), and 3 percent or less for
amemblies with external sheaths (Figure 2-lub).

4.1.5.2 For those probe assemblies in which pilot
tnbe-nozzle interference is a factor (i.e.. those in which
the pitot-nozzel separation distance falls to meet the
specification illustrated in Figure 2 6a), the value of
Coo depends upon the amount of fret-space between
t he tube and nozzle, and therefore is a function of nozile
size. In those instances, separate calibrations shall be
performed with each of the commonly used nOzzle sizes
in place. Noto that the single-velocit y calibration tech-
nique is aeceptable for this purpose, eVell though the
larger nozzlesizes (>0.03.5 cm or !, in.) are not ordinarily
used for isokinetic sampling at velocities around 915
niimin (3,000 ft/inin ), which is the calibration velocity;
note also that It is not necessary to draw an isokimtic
Nimple dining calibration Vey C 'iltil101t 1911) Section 0),

4.1.5.3 For a probe assembly constructed such that
U.( pilot tube 111 always used in the same orivillnit Ion, only
one side of the pitot tune need be ealibrati.d (the side
w filch will fate the flow). The pilot tolw must still meet
line alignmi-lit specifications of Nunn. or :1, ho%%

flIi)111.:1,: 3ti 1. la ..(11 ),1 ter
I."!, t.l.4_t
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(OM

41787

EXTERNAL
SHEATH

(4)

ESTIMATED
SHEATH

x W

BLOCKAGE DM AREA
(%)

Figure 2.10. Projected:area models for typical pitot tube assemblies.

4.1.6 Field' Usand Recalibrat ion.
4.1.6.1 Field Use.
4.1.6.1.1 When Type S pitot tube (isolated tube or

assembly) is used in the fleld, the appropriate t.eettIclent
value (whether assigned-or obtained by calibration ) shall
be used to perform velocity ealculations. For calibrated
Typo 8 pitot tubes, the A side coeflieient shall be used
when the A side of tho tubs faces the flow, and the B side
coefficient shall be used when the B side faces the flow;
alternatively, the arithmetic average of the A and B side
coefficient values may be used, irrespective of which side
faces the flow.

4 1.6.1.2 When a probe assembly is nsed to sample a
^mall duet (12 to 36 in. in diameter), the probe sheath

sometimes blocks a significalit part of the duct cross-
section, causieg a reduction In the effective vahte of

Consult Citation 9 in Section 6 for details. Con-
ventional pitot-sampling probe assernblie.s are not
rectonmended for nse in duets having inside diameters
timelier than 12 filches (Citation 1e in Section

4.1.0.2 Reealibration.
4.1.6.2.1 Isolated Pito; Tubes. Alter each field itSe, ibe

pltot tube shall be carob illy reexamined in tee. side, end
end views. if the pitot eve openings are still aligned
within the specifleations illustratd in Figure 2.2 or 2 1,
it eau be assumed that the baseline eoethitleto uf the pilot
tube has tiot chnegesi. If, imwever. the 11,be hai lwen
damaged to the eitent that it fin lutig..r me. Is the siltvill-
eallo.ts of Figure 2 2 or 2 3, the diming. shall either he
repaired to restore proper alimineiit (if the to+ ciielhngS
or the tube t,!ttill lte tbs. artieti.

1.1 6.2.2 Pilot Tillie AS.4.11thhc.S. Aftpi (11.1,1 OSP.

cheek the Nee opening oliglinient of lii, pipit tube, RN

4.1.n.2.1; aiSii, remeesure the interemillemeni
teflc or the tvs<nillv. If thf ititctuutivoli,tit Ntittellgq
hay,: cud vhallgl,i oil tilY hive Opechlig alignowlit
accriAtitule. it out t,e as-t.nind that the methyl. tit tif the

ln_s not ,Iranc,41. If the fw., opel,ine
is no us.t bin P. Spl 1111.:11:1111, s 2 or

2 cittiet repair the thitli:We or rtihtet iii. F:tof liii.
111rot.11. the It<NS th, wit!.

sparin. hat,. Chitlig, ci. l',.tt.r. thy
it.,:..thhis..

4 2 r:tattanrd Pilot lulu' (if If o
pi:tit thin, p. ti-ed for the velneit rm.. the infe...hnfl

t., the 7 mot
shall ro<tt:,-:,14 tu0,
the talehlrti tuhe it it, pitnt of WI 71,,e11.11:,

the tube shall be In an Interferenee-free errangement
(subject to the approval of the Adnulnistrator).

4.3 Temperature Gauges. After each field use, call.
brute dial thermometers, liquid-filled bulb thermom-
eters, thermoimple-potentiometer systems, and other
gnugcs at a temperature within 10 pereent of the average
absolute stack temperature. For temperatUres up to
40° C (7810 fe), use an ASTM mercury.in-glass reference
thermometer, or equivalent, as a reference; alternatively,
either a ,ferfftice thermocouple and potentiometer
(calibrates., by NHS) or thermometric Multi points, e.g.,
fee bath and boiling water (corrected for liarometrie
pressure) may be used. For temperatures above 40re' C
(761° u" use an N143-calthrated reference thermocouple-
potentiometer system or an alternate reference, subject
to the approval of the Administrator.

If, durrag calibration, the absolute temperatures meas-
ured with the gauge being calibrated and the reference
gauge agree within 13 percent, the temperature data
taken in the field shall be eousidered valid. t /*)iere se,
tbe pollutant entilikdon tent shall either be ecniskiered
invalid or adjustments (if appropriate) of the to t results
shall be made, subject to the approval of theAdministra-
tor.

4.4 Itarmileter. I alilirate the 1i:ire-mei. used against
a mercury Munn( ter.
h. l'ole Ow:1),a

carry red mil. Id:0 htinit,g 11 0:1,1 ii. esira
&cloud figure hoyinel flint iif lie. -.1 .1.1i.1

tiff figures after float eat niat liii
Niiiiiiniclattlic

A rtr<ft k. ths7N1.,
H.. "Mel' vitPor If: (h. c:e; 'luelt,ti iff-.10- `P. ;!. !

e Mcti....1 4. j.utqi..nt;.!' I.y
Pilot h Ow 0°1'1. :<I1 Ps

I !Cr-

(Iii

Itt

for the Enelish system.
Af 4Molecular weight of stack gas, dry basis (see

Section 3.6) g/g-mole (lb/lb-mole).
31,=Molocular weight of sleek gas, wet basis, g/g.

mole (lb/)b-mole).
=I M4 (1.-B.,.)4. 18.0 13,, Equation 2-5

Pb.,, Barometric pressure at measurement site, mra
lig (in. r(g).

Prs,Stack static prassure, mmi(g (in. 1(g).
P,.Absoluto titavk gas praeture, nem lig ((n. Hg).

Pear+ Pr Equation 2-6
Standard absolute pressure, 760 mm Ha (29.92

in. lig).
Q.v. Dry volumetric stack gas flow rate eorreeted to

standard conditions, dscinjhr (dscatr),
t,e,Stack temperature, 9C (9F).
7',- Absolute stack temperature, oh:

.273+ t, for metric
160+1, for English

Equation 2 7
Equation 2 8

Standard al 'solute temperril ure, '293 °IC (1280 It)
r,.Aventge stack gas velucit y. nose,: (ftisee).

oVolocily howl of Hilwk etis. mitt lie) (in. Hi(l).
3,00n Con vet sion tailor, siw. hr.

Pi (I Molecular weight of water, g g mole

2 A su.r:ive elle eehneit

i. 11%1

f 1,.', .:0.1 : .1.t.ii(1

, 1\ 1. ;,, 111).

. ) St
i. If,' 7

\( : .1. I N,V1
NI, H flu I u.k t i..e If

. ( ;t
5 ri St. i ,. if.11 hiii

Pirs(eatt
K ,c (N ..SP3'41 V P4.1i.

I.t01:11 9

.1., . ;,;,<(,.. 11.0A role.

I ,
( (

Pet.i)T.-e,/
Ftplutiun 2 10
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11. Hhigeimm, R. T. W. F. Todd, and W. S. Smith.
iSivifleance of Errors n Stack Sampiing MeastIroments.
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Memnon 3-(1, ANALTEIX van CannOat Droaina,
OXYGEN, E USA:4 AIR, AND Day MOLECULAR WEIGHT

1. Principle awl Avileabilfly
1.1 Principle. A gas AtiMple is extracted from a stack,

by one of the following methods: t1), single-point, grab
sampling; (2) single-paint, integrided sampling; or (3)
multi-point, integrated sampling. The gas sample ie
analyzed for percent carbon dioxide (COaj, 'percent oxy-
gen (Os), and, If necessary, percent carbon monoxide
(C01. If a dry molecular weight determination is to be
made, either an Orsat la a Fyrite t anajyter may be used
for the analysis; for excess air or &trine:don rate corredion
factor determination, an Orsat analyzer must be used.

1.2 Applicability. This method is applicable for de-
tPrulining CO: and Os concentrations, excess air, and
dry molecular weight of a sample 4rom u gas strewn of a
basil-fal combustion proms. Tip method may also be
appilcab le to other processa where it btusheezsdetoetnlmmd
that compounds other than C01, Os. CO, and Atmgen
(NH are not present in concoutrations sufficient to
affect the results.

Other methods, Le well as modifications to the proem-
dnre described herein. are also applicable for emne or all
of the above determinations. Examples of specific meth-
ods mid niodi titanium imsludte multi-point sump-
ling method using an Orsat analyzer to anal) te indi-
vidual grab samples obtained at taseh point: (21 a method
using t. Os or Os and stoichionutrle calculations to deter-
mine dry molecular weight and excess air: (31 wsigning a
value of 30.0 for dry molecular weight. In Heti of actual
measurements, for processes burning natural gas, coal, or
oll. These methods and mealitications may be used, but
are subject to the approval of the Administrator.
2. Apparatus

As an alternative to the sampling apparatus and sys-
tems descrffied herein, other sampling systems (e.g.,
liquid dispfficement) may be used provided :arch systems
are capable of obtaining a repmentative sample and
maintaining a constant sampling rate. and are otherwise
capable of yielding acceptable results. Use of such
systems is subject to the approval of the Administrutor.

2.1 Urab Sampling (Figure 3-1).
2.1.1 Probe. The probe should be made of stainida

steel or borosilicate glass tubing and should be equipped
with an imstnek or out-stack filter to remove particulate
mutter ta plug of glass wool Is satisfactory for this pur-
pose). Any other material inert to O. COI. CO, and hit
and resistant to temperature at sampling conditions may
be used for the probe; examples of such material are
alunthann, copper, mums glass and Tenon.

Pump. A one-way squeeze bulb, or equivalent,
is used to transport the. gas samplo to the analyzer.

2.2 Integrated Sampling (Figure 3 '2).
I Probe. A probe such as that described in Sootion

2.1.1 is suitable.

- ot trade names or specific products does not
cm-innate endorsement by the Euvuoinuentel Protege
non Agency.
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Figure 3.1. Grab.sarnpli, ng train.
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Figure 32. Integrated gas.;ampling train.
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2.9, nder.An. le or vacoted c4S4i ether soodenert that vift not,rO O
CO,,V0gid NL ms bu14 oaoyèSzts
which would lnterieze witu the operation of the pump
and flowmeter.
2.2.8 VaIn. * needle valve Is wed to adjust ample

r gas flowesle.
2.2,4 Pup, A Iesk4ree, dlsphragm4ype pump cv

equivalent, Isused to transport sample gas to theflezible

beg. install cams!) acrga tank between the pwnp and
rate meter to eliminate the pulsation effect lb. die.

phragnm pump on. the rotamneter.
2.2.8 Rate Meter. Tb. rotameter, or eQulvilentahe

meter uSed should be capable of nmeasurliig flow *$te
to wlihln ±2 percent of t1e selEcted flow rate. A ow
rate rsngfl of 500 to 1000 cm'Jmtn Is suggested.

2.2.6 FlexIble flag. Any leak.freo plastic (e.g., Tedlar,
Mylar, Teflon) or plastic-coated slumlnqm (e.g., alumni-
nlsed Mylar) beg, or equivalent, having a capselt
consistent with the selected flow rate end lime lengt
of the test run,'may be used. A capacity In the range of
55 to UOHler is suggested.
To leak-cheek the bag, connect It los water nianornoter

and pressurize the beg toSto lOom 1I0('2to4ln. 11,0).
Allow tq stand for 10 minutes. Any displacement In the
w*tor menometer Indtetes a leak. An sIte,n*tive teak.
eheck method Ii to pressurize :he big to 5 to 10cm 110
(2 so 4 I . 0) md allow tostand overnight. A deflated
bag Indicates a leak.
2.2.7 Pressure (lange. A water-filled U-tube manom-

eter. or equlnient of about cm (12 In.) Is used for
the flexible beg es'cheek

2.2.8 Vacuum (lange. A mercury manometer or.
equivalent, otat leset 700mm hg (301n. 11g)teuse for

the ahzpllng trlJri leekeheck.
2.3 AnalysIs. For Great and Fyrfte analyzer math-

tenanee andoperation procedures, Sollew the Instructions
recommended by the manufacturer, aumless otherwl...i,.

2.8.1 DryMolaculsrWelghtDctsrndn*tboo. An Orsat
pier or gyzite type combustiongas analyser may be

2.3.2 Eznlwon flats Correction Factor or Excess Air
Determination. An Oreat analyzer murt be used. For
low COt (less than 4.0 percent) or high 0, greater than
15.0 percent) concenttaUune, the meat1 fl$ burette of
th. Otat must have at least 0.1 percent ubdlvisIons,

S. Dry MOleCular WeIJ5S Vetnmfnc.Uon

Any of the three mpUng and analytical procedures
described below may be used for determining the dry
molecular weight.

3.1 Blngte-Point, Grab Sampling *nd Analytical
Procedure.

3.1.1 The anipling point In the duct shall either be
at the centrold of the cross seUen or ate paint no closer
to thowails than 1.0Cm (3.3ft),imlsssothorwlaespeclllsd
by..tur Administrator.

s.1.2 Set up the equipment is shown In FIgure 3-1,
making sure all connectlous ahead of the analyzer are
tight and lesk-free. If an Gmat analyser is used, It Is
recommended that the analyzer be leaked-checked by
foflowlit, the procedure in Bectiom, 5; however, the leek-

RULES ANP REGULATIONS

lbs dry molecular weight as

$1.8 Ripest the ialyda arid esleulatlon procedures

unt4l the Individual dry molecular weights for any three
analysis differ from Ibal, mean by no more than 0.8
Øg.ngcle (0.8 lb/lbeuole). Ayersge these three molecular
weights1 and report*be results to the nearest 0.1 g/g-mole
(0.1 lb/Lb-mole).

33 Multi-PoInt, Integrated Smnpungs.nd Analytical
Procedure.

a.fl Unless otherwise specified by the Adminla.
irstor, aminimum of eight traverse pointa shell he used
for circular stacks having diameters lena then 0.61 in
(24 In.) a minimum of nine shall be used for rectangular
alanks mavtng equivalent diameters less than 0.61 in
(94 In.). and minimum of twelve traverse points shall
-be used for all other eases. The tr*verse points shall be
located according to Method 1. The use of fewer pointS
is subject to approval of the Administrator.

8.3.2 Follow the procedures outlined In SectIons 3.2.2
through 8,2.5, except tar the toIlowing trarerso all sam-
pling points and sample at each point for an equal length
ol time. Record sampling data as shown In Figure 3-3,

4. Esnfufoa Rate Gbtredlon Fader or Raceu Al, Deter.

Noes-A PyritMyp. combustion gas analyser is not
acceptable for excess air or emulsalon rate correction factor
determination, unl approved by the Administrator.
If both percent COs and percent 0, are measured, the
ahalytleal results of any of the three procedures glvea
below may also be used for calculating the dry molecular
weight.

Each of the three procedures below shall be ted only
when specified In en applicable aubpan of the standards.
The use of these procedures fur other ps' rposes must have
specific prlo. approval of the Adm1nt titter.

4.1 Slngio.Polnt, Grab Samnptin'. and Anatylleal
Procedure.

41.l The sampling point In the duct shall either be
at the cent reId of the cross-section or at a point no closer
to the walls than 1.0Cm (3.3 11), unless otherwise specified
by the Administrator.

4.1.2 Set up the equipment as shown In FIgure 3-1,
making sure au connections ahead of the analyzer are
tight sad ieak.freo. Leak-check the Or-sat analyzer ac-
cording to the procedure described In SectIon 6. ThIs
look-check is mandatory.

TIME TRARSE
1pm %UEV.

AVERAGE

a%UEVm (fl.Uavg)100
(MUSTBEt1U%)

- Uavg

t r i'itP%Ilr%I'1 ei,. l,4.

3.l. Placethe probe Iii the stck, with thetip of the
i.ö ISI. P1T9JiIJ i IL UULU,

prbeiozit3ned at the sampling point; purge time sampl-
ing line. Drew a sample Into the analyzer and iramno-
diately analyze it for percent COs Sud percent Ox. Deter-
mine the percentage of the gee that is N, and CO by
subtractIng the sum of the percent GO, and percent o
from ill percent. Calculate the dry molecular weight 5'
indicated In 8cetlon 0.3.

3.1.4 Repeat the sampling, analysis. and calculation
procedures until tIne dry molecUlar weights of any three
grab samples differ from tin-It mean by no more (lien
0.3 g/gmote (0.1 ib/ttu.mole). Average these three molec-
ular weights, and report the results to the neareet
0.1 g/g.inrne (iblib-ruole).

3.2 Slngie4k'Int, lutepated Sampling and Analytical
rr-ocedure.

3.2.1 Time sampling poInt In the duet shall be located
aespecifteci In Section 3.1.1.

3.2.2 Leak-cheek (optional) the flexible bag as In
...jruCLIon 2.2.6. Set up the sqUlpmollt as stnowr In Figure

8-2. Just Drier to sampling, look.eheirk toptional) the
train by placing a vat-own gauge at the condenser Inlet,
pulling a VaCUUm of at leaSt 250 rant hg (10 in. hg).
pinigaung the oUtlet at tie quIck dh'eenneet, and then
turning off the pump. The vacuwn shoukttenialfl stable
for at least 0.5 mInute. Evacuate the flexible hag. Connect
the probe and t,it%cu' it in the stack. with the tip of the
proht' positloam at thi s,'snmpiir.g point; purge the eampi-
lug line, Next, eohunect the hag anti make sflre that all
'."nneetlons are tlgt us:d leak fri-c.

3.23 ttampte at ,'smstant ride. The sampling run
should be slmudtari.ouns with, ani fur ttw sarie total
length of time as, the pollutant enrissiuto rate detereunina-
Lion. Collection of at ieat Itt liters (I in 1(1) (%f iat:tpli' gas

is rn,eonitnpnuled however, snntailer volumes may be
coIl' 'ed, If desires..

:I2 I 'htaini one Integrated fir,,' gas Stout,' during
eat-h poihntaut enitisslon trite d,'t.eruiiiuiatu,nu "'ititiri 14

bout's after ne staple Is taku'ui, eralycu- it for iii'riu'nt
00, and percent O tail; g either a. Orsat analyzer or a
Yyrlte.type combuistico (! turalyzer. Ii at: ()rsCt aria-
lyxer is used, it ii, recosninnendosi that the Orsot It-n)'-
check described in Section 5 be perlornru'd hoforr ht6
deteumlruatlon; however, the check Is optional Deter-
mine the pereentage of the gas that is N, and (0 by sub-
tractirig the sum of the tereont CO and pel'ceflt Os

4.1.3 Place the probe In tire stack, with the tin of the
probe posItioned at the sampling point; purge the sam-
pling line. 11mm a sample lntathe analyzer. For sinhlaslon
rate correction factor determinatIon izuxuedlateip ann-
ly's thou samie, as outlined in eedon 4.1.4 and 4 1.5.
tom percent C 0, or pem'cent 0,. 11 excess air is desired,
proceed as follows: (1) ImmedIately analyze tIme sample
as In Sections 4.1.4 and 4.1.0, for percent COt 0,, and
GO; (2) determIne the percentage of the gas that hi Ni
by subtracting the sum of the perot-nt GOi, pt.rcent 0,,
and percent CO from 100 percent: and (3) calculate
percent e. :038 air as outlIned In SectIon 6.2.

4.1.4 To ensure complete absorption of ,'e CO,. Oi,
or If applicable, GO, make repented u,asaee through each
absorbing solution until two consecutive readings are
tile Same. Several passes (three or lout) should be made
between readings. (it constant rearings cannot be
obtained Siter three contecutivo roadinigui, replace the
absorbing solutiu,n.)

4.1.5 After the analysis is completed, lnak'cheek
(mandatory) the Ormt analyzer once again, its described
In Sectloa 6. Før the results of the analysis to be valid,
the Orsat n'naiyrer must pass this teak test before and
after the ,..aiysis. NoTz.-Slumec (iris single-point grab
sampling and analytical tirocodure is normally conducted
In conjunction with a sinigle-;xuirut, grain tauniulinig and
analytIcal procedure for a pollutant, only Oniui riumlysls
is ordl'rari y conutlucted. Ttur'rt'firu'. great ear'b' must ho
taken to oiiLaln a valid Saniplu- id atiahysis. Although
In most casea only CO, or 0, Ia required, it is mt-emil-
mended that iith ()r curd. 0, be miit-asnnred, and that
Citatia" . in the Ilihtliography be used to validate tine
eiiniiyt., iii data.

4.2 Sin,xlc-i'orurt Iuttegr.iueti iaruiplii.i' tuid A uiriiytical
1 ruu't"turr'.

4.2.1 'lii" SOinhihi tu14 lxiii ii, ,r the dnu't stial, it-s' .'.l
s ipeti uiu'uI in i4u-s- tonI 4.1.1 -

4...2 Leak-clock (nitnndiittiryh the Ut-ill;',- hug as In
Section 22.1. Set ui thu' t-uiuii,uuieffl as ittuiwni iii l-tgirre

'2. .'nit p1 or to si.n:ii pit rig. leak .cii,'t-k (unrand uI ory) I ho
train by placing ii vacuum gauge at tine couudeniuu'r uuulu't.
pulling a vaeulmnnri of at isst 250 ninn hg (10 in. Jig),
plugging the outlet at the qunick thaco,incct. and ttnitri

tmrnmlng 'iff the pwup. The vaiazunr shall remain stable
for at least 0.6 mierte. Evacnate the flexible bag. Con-
Imecit the probe and place It In the stack, with the tip of the
probe positioned at time sampling point; purge the sarn
pilng ltuo Next, connect the bog and make sure that
all connctIons arc tight and iek free.

4.2.3 Sample at 0000stOzit rate, or us specified by the
Admlnistrotor. The sampling run must be simultaneous
with, and tar tim same total length of time as, the pollut-
ant emIssion rate determination. Collect at least 30
liters ll.D0 ft) of sample gas. Smaller volummios mnay'be
'collected, subjt'ct to approval of the AdmInistrator.

4.2.4 Obtain ann Integralod flue gas saz'rple during
each pollutait. mission rate determination. For omissiuu
rate corr,ictl.,n factor detormninat Ion, analyze th sample
wIthin 4 hours ttftr it is tu4cen for percent ('Ot Or percent
0 (as or.' " ' in 8ectinnm 4.2.5 through 4.2.7). '1'ti

()rsat flifist be k'ak-(-lleeIcpd (sea Section 6)
before ti..- ,' t.ysis. If excess air is desIred, proceed as
foliow: (,) within 4 hours after the ramp Is takoti,
analyze it (as in Sectkms 42.5 hrtrigh 4.2.7) for l*reiIt
('Oa 0,, anti CO (2) determine the porct.rriage of I ha
gas thai is N, i.y ominIracting (lie ru'' Ott t" peeer1l ('os,
ilereent (i and percent (!o) Ira 0 .'ci'rt; (3) ciii.

ciliate pt-reel ,-s'ns. air, as r'uii in rs,-cti'irr f.2.

4.2.0 Tn ent.cure complete atis .-th,n of the ('U,, (ti

or if appll"ah,le, (u), make repeated Iiasas-r through cacti
al surbitig s,ilutttin until 1w c c,,n_Qvcritive rptii rigs nr. the
satin'. th.virtii passes cibris' ot' tint) should be molt- Lie.

twt'cn r.-a, ii rigs. (if ciflhr'tuilt ritit tugs "turin I it' ciiutiii unit

aft,'r (tires' counsucutive readIngs, r,'piaco tire absu.rluinig
s.,l Uhioti.

4.2.0 Itt-peat tue iuuniy'lsuntii the following criteria
are lull

4.2.0.1 For ix'tt-,'nit ('Or, r,ptat tile analytical pr
Ct,'l nrc unifi Lii,' r,-aurit (if city Lii run anal ses iii flit by no
rliura titan (a) 0.3 percent by vr.ittiure when o:'>, is greater
thou 4.0 js're"uit Ot ti;) 0.2 in': Pill by vuiwne when (()
is i-la Luau Cr equal U-i 4.0 i-rent. Avaptge tiutt tiirus ne-
(-ept.a(,ie values 'if percent CO, and report tire resulL to
the Itt-artist 0.1 larl'u-rl(,

4.262 For Jw'res'iiI t), repeat the analytical procedure
uuUi t.;x result,s of ally three analyses dinrer by nu wore
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FILTER

OR OUT OF STACK)
(EITHER IN STACK

STACK
V WALL

PROBE

RULES AND REGULATIONS

CONbENSER-ICE BATH SYSTEM INCLUDING
SILICA GEL TUBE

ORIFICE

THERMOMETERS

BY-PASS VALVE

VACUUM
GAUGE

MAIN VALVE

AIR-TIGHT
PUMP

Figure 4-1. Moisture sampling train-reference method.

2.1.1 Probe. Thc probe Is emistructed of stainleas
steel or glass tubing, sufficiently liontc.1 o preve.it
water condensation, and is equipped with it filter, eit her
Inlitack (e.g., a plug of glass wool Insertd Into the Pod
Of the probe) or heated out-tarta (e.g., as described ill
Method 5), to remove partenthtte 'matter.

When stark conditions permit, ether metals or plastic
tithing may be used for the probe, subject to the approval
of tho Adrniolstra'or.

2.1.2 Condenser. The condenser consists of four
Impingers i:onnerteil in 3Pries with ground glass, leak.
free nttings or ally similarly leak-free tanowitittamiliat I fig
fittings. The f)rst, third, and fourth impingers shall be
ef the tireeithurgshnith ilesten, by replacing
t' tlp with a 1.3 einitimeter it-, in .1) I ) etas.j tiths
e 111ig to about I 3 el:I iti In.) from the bottom of
the bask. l'he socinot itobitieer shall he of the I reetibure-
Smith design with the landard tip. Modifications (P.p.,
USIIIC reilineulloti:: bt %reel) tile
materials other limo ginAs, MTH'S

to Connect Ole !Mil !WWII 10 the may he
used, subje,1 to the approval of the Adnionsi rotor.

The first two impinge corlaitt know!) volutting
of water, the third shun be elms: y, idol the fourth shall
emitain R known weight of 6. to litonesii indicating
Mlles gel, or &lint/alma desiccant. If the silica gel /11.9
been previously used. dry at 175 C F) for 2 hours.
New ziliea gel may be used as rereived. A Memel:tele%
capable of measuring teMperat Ore to t' (2° 1,1,
shall be placed at the outlet of the fourth impinger, fur

Alternatively, any sysIeti may I.e trqs1 ,stili!oct to
the approval of the .'.ilininistrator) that riots the 'Zi'nrie

qincint and allows neastirentent n: both the wither
that has been condensed and the innkillre li,vir, !he
condenser. each to within I ml or I g. Areupl,11.1.. IlWatts
are to measure the condensed water, either grovi.
inetrieally nr volittnetrically and to ItlellSilte lbe
tore leaving the (condi-neer by (1) tnonitoring the
temperature and prcastire at the exit of the condenser
and using Dalknt's law of partial pressures. or :2) tat.tiSiiig

the sample gas Ptreani through a tared silica gel (or
equivalent dititecant) trap, with exit gases kept below
20° ( : ma° P). Iont determining the weight gain.

If means other than gullets gel are used to determine the
amount of moisture leaving the emidenser, It is recom.
niended that siliea gel tor equivalent) still be used be.
tweet! the condnser System and pump. to prevent
moisture ('oodoo:4111mi in the :mow and metering
deviecs itad to avi.ol the need to make e.irreetions for
moisture hi the metered

21.3 t'oeling System Art ice linth contain. and
crushed Ice tor equivalent) arc toted te aid In condensing
moisture.

2.1.1 /defiling System_ This system nullities a Vile-
until gauge. leak-free punip. therumniwors capable of
measuring within 3° 1' .5.10 Fl, dr) ens
meter capable of louring -online to wit itin 2 percent,
and related equipment RN Sliuw/1 4-1 other
metering systems, capable of com.tailt
A:towline rale al oiotog Wt. %,111.1.e, fully
be used. subject to the appr.ival of the Ad:id r.

2.1 5 113N:tinter Menlo's, aneroid, or ot tol bar .ing
eter capable of measuring at mosphi ri. prs-ssure ti wIthir
2 5 111111 lIg '01 ill. llg) noty be used lo :natty she

wimetrie reading may he obtained fr no a nearby
national weather service stahoo. in Windt case the tni.
lion value :oiled) is the abs'dllte tzirmiefrie srestite)
shall be requested and an adjustolent ta ideva'ion
differences between the weather stagan tool the 4.1111.
iliitg p -int shall be applied at ii rate of tiil t lg

(LI 1 In. 1(g) per till tit 000 ft) ehvalion if., row.. ..t vice
versa for elevation deertaise.

2 1 6 tiraituated t ylirifkr and ir Paltioen These
items are used fo measure condenegi 15:1e. 1 Intl ittri-
caught in the silion eel wliblo I nil or e. I intuilittlett
eylihdeN ll:IVe 2r,:ther hi.,imm II:1.
Ni();:t labOyhay at, etipahle uf to the
nearest O. g or less. This" balivoces are suitable for
use here.

7.2 Procedure. 'I he f..11 eAine procedure is written for
a eotidenser ,:elt w tbe ..i.nit;er system de-

Scribed In Section 2.1.2) Incorporating volnmetrir analy-
sis to it ensure the condensed moisture, and silica gel and
gravimAr le analysis to measure the moisture leaving the
condi" Pr

2.7.1 Unlessotherwise specified by the Administrator,
ft minIntum of eight traverse points snail he used for
cir2nIsr sleeks having diameters less than 0.61 m 124 in.),
a trionitilito of Moe points shall be used for rectangular
staeka having equivalent diameters less titan 11.61 in
(21 ii. 1. and a minimum of t we:ve Pavers ponds shall
be used tit all other eases. The tritver.a. points shall be
located according to Method 1. The use of fewer juit-ts

sohject to the approval of the A,Iiuiluili,traliir ,i,l1, t a
stotithle limbo and probe :midi that all traverse
pohits can he sampled. (foltsitier sampling from opposite
sides of the sleek I froir total sampling ports, for large
stacks. t" Portilit IttfP of shorter probe lengths. Mark toe
probe %MI heat reststatit tap. or by solile Ot Ile. IlletbOd
to dvilote the proper ihstatiee into the staek or ihiet for
intch sa..tioing unit. l'IRee know ii volumes of water in
the lost two inipingefs, find record the weight of
the stilea 0.1 to the insiredt tt it fer the sihea
yid to the fourth implotter, alternatively, the ton. a 2..1
nn.y nrst be tr:inlferted to the I:opt:leer, aml the weight
of the silica eel pins I Itliturt r recorded.

2 2.2 Select a total sailipillig sitelt that a mini
mom tot.0 gas volume of 1%01 14111 :411 will In: NA-
krtiqh, ill. 3 rate no greater than o.ilz1 01.7*. elm),
When both floist e content tool pollutant emission rate
are to tie .1.3,1111111yd, the mon:tote determination shuJI
lie 'Smolt mewls tv.tli. and for the same tiltal length of
time as, th. lailtlit tot ellossmo rot: ron tones.; herwise

.c.i in (in ninth:31.1e solitiar t ot the stitiolards.
2.2.3 Set tip the atimlImi,C tram 3S .dio in Figure

4 I. Toro on the probe heater and (if applicable) tho
filter heating nOtelli to teittp,ratittes of al.iut 120° C.!
e2-its" Fl, Li I pl event water condensation ahead of the
rineliniser. [show time for the temperature.. to stabilize.
Place crush,t1 Ive in the We bath container. It Is rocoin
niodeti. hilt nut required, that a leak cheek Int done, as
follott s. I nseo.it wet the probe front the lust ImpInger at
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(i( applicable) from t)u, filter holder. Plug the inlet to the
first impinge: tor filter holder) and pull a MO nun (15M.)
I Ig vacuum; a lower vacuum may he used. limy/tied t hat
It IF not exceeded during the test. A leakage rate in
(Avec., of 4 percent or tlw average sampling rate or ii.nuara
In'unin ef wh;ehever is less, i 4 attiteeeptahle.
Fallowing the eak check. reconnect the ',robe to the
wimp:mg tram.

2.2 I During the eampling runu. maintain a sampling
mle ithin lo perivnt t con.tittit rale. oi '1,14 111111

th Miliiiiisirator Fin each flu it. re,orit the +On rip-
wIlted on the example /lista sheet shown in Figure 4 2.
he sine to record the ,IrY gas nieter tending at the
MIT and nd at each sampling time Increment und ts Itute

RULES AND REGULATIONS 41773

ever sampling is halted. Take other appropriate readings
at each %ample point. at toast once during each Uwe
nerfMICIlt

2 2 !, To begin sampling. posit Ion the probe tip at the
flrZI traverse point. hit me.liately start the pump 1111ti

(Whist the HMV t.0 the desited rate. Traverse the cross
at erieh traverse polot for an equal

length of time. Add more h WO. If neemetary, call to
maintain u L. inperature of less than 20" C (1;8* F) at the
silica gel enth I

2 2 u. After collecting the sample. if t lie probes
Irmo the fillet holder for from the find in &longer I Witt wil-
ding. a I sk check (mandatory) as described in Election

PLANT

; OCATION

OPERATOR

DATE

RUN NO

AMBIENT TEMPERATURF

BAROMETRIC PRESSURE

PROBE LENGTH DIN

SCHEMATIC OF STACK CROSS SECTION

2.2.3. Record the leak rate If the leakage rate exeeeds the
allowable rate. the tester shall eit her reject, the test re-
sults or shall correct the cample volt tale as in Election n
f method if,. Neat. nielgoire volimie of the ?punitive

comlinsol to the nearest mi. lieternline the incren.se in
weight of the cillea gel for stills gel phis Impingeu l to tile
nearest 0.5 g. Record this information (see example data
shet Figilte 4. 31 and ealmiluto the moisture ilereentage,
as 4mi-rib/A in 2.3 below

2.3 l'aletilations. Carry out the following 104-.111'1110ns.
retaining at leitst one eatta iwyinui that of
the ae.piaeil data. Home] oll figures after lima ealeula
Lou.

TRAVERSE POINT
NUMBER

SAMPLING
TIME

M. min.

STACK
TEMPERATURE

aC (cF)

PRESSURE
DIFFERENTIAL

ACROSS
OMFICE METER

(AM,
retr(in.) 1420

METER
READING

GAS SAMPLE
VOLUME
m3 (ft3)

AVM
at3 (fag

GAS SAMPLE TEMPERATURE
AT DRY GAS METER

TEMPERATURE
OF GAS

LEAVING
CONDENSER OR
LAST IMPINGER,

0C (IF)
INLET

(Telid, aC (*Ft
OUTLET

(Tmaut), aC (111

....

___._...

TOTAL
.

.

Avg. Avg.

AVERAGE----- . . .... Avg..

- - - --
Fi9ure 4 2. Field moisture determination refernce method.
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IMPINGES
VOLIA111.

ad

SILICA GEL
EIGHT.

a

FINAL

INITIAL. _....
DIRERINCE

Figure 4.3. Analytical data tete, cote method.

2.3.1 Noinetwititure.
Al Proportion of water vapor, py volume, in

the gas stream.
Mw -= Molecular weight of wider. 18.0 gig-tnole

(18.0 lit/lb-mole).
l'. - Absolute pressure (for this method, seta°

fig 1/11,r0IIIPtrle pressu(e) at the dry gas meter,
aim Ilg Ile).

...standard absolute pressure, 700 tam Ilg
t29.02 In. lig).

R =Ideal gas constant. 0 06230 (nun lig) (rot)/
(g-tnolo t°K) fig metric units and 21.85 (in.
lig) (ft1)/(10-Mole) CIO for gaglish units.

T., Absolute tempt-retort. at meter, °K (g).
-Statidard absolute teinperature, 293° K

(528" It).
Dry gas volume measured 1.y dry gas meter,
dem filet).

At'n Increment el dry gas voluine measured b5'
Illy gas meter tit viiell traverse plaid. dein

-ilif;r4;.gas volume mensored I.y the dry gas
meter, correeted to standard Conditions,
tiseni idsef).
,Vollone of water vapor isititiensed corrected
to standard conditions, sem (sef).

Vwsit,ed, -.Volume of water vapor collected in silica
gel corrected to standard condit lolls, scut
(sef).

1*/... Filial volume of condenser water. itil.
Initial volume, if ally, of condenser water,
mi.

II Final weight of silien gel or siliea gel pins
impinger, g.

W. -Initial weight of ',diva ize: or silien gel phis
imphiger, U.
I iry lets tneter fie.tor
Delisity of wat. r, 0.9'1/.2 c ttt

,!Iiiiii i.f afer Lapor eittlifeneed.

rt I 1;11
(V, V p., Ts..?

K

where.
.K:=11.0(11333 lot nil for metrie units

aro; ft +int for English noit
2 3 3 Volume of water vapor enlieeted in ;alive gel.

Foliation 4 1

(117 i) RT1 ,4
P,,,AI

4 2
Whert.:

IL",0011133(1 for into he unit,
-0.04715 (HT for English toms

2 3 4 if ample gas volume.

17in (.0) = 17'61 -(1),,,i)( Tin)
V1). .

m 1 3

Kv.. ii 3h6.1. K:111111 Ha for inetrie otitis
-.17.04 11111. Ilg for Enelish milts

NrrIT. --If the post-test leak (Set-two 2.2 tf) e.
ceeds the allowable rale, correot the value of Vet 111
Equation 1 3. as described ill a 3 id. Metiliei 1.

2:11, Mondure Content.

Ixt 1) V. $4 Ibt n
I.

(mid) 1 ie 1-1111 It1.'1,1,1:17;11:11

No Tit- III saturated or looistme illoplet-luilett
Mira tils, /, caletdat MM.( Of ate moisture conteni of the
!dark gas shall he made, otte aging a value hosed opoit
the FillIka1Pd l'011dit1011$ (SPP geolon 1.2), and another
based the resolts of the Ittipitwer analysis The
towel of these two values of 11, shall be considere.d cor
rmyt.

2.3 if Verilieation of constant sampling rate. For each
thee immanent, determine the AU.. Celculate the
average. if I111, 1/011Ie for any time inerenient differs from
the average by more then 10 pen eill, rejeet the restills
and repeat the MD.

3. ,.t000llieutfien Lit thed

The approsimation method desi-illeql below is NV*
wilted only as a suggested method (see seet ion 1.2)

3 1 Apparatus,
3 1.1 Probe. Stainless steel or glass tubing, sit alchmtly

heated to prevent water rondeusation and equirdrd
with a filter (either iii-stat,k or heated oubstaek I to re-
move particulate matter. A plug of glass wool, ittserte
into tlie end of the probe, Is a satisfactory filter.

3.1.2 Impingers. Two midget linitIngers, each with
eapaeit y, or eiplivalott .

3 1.3 fee Bath. Container .311d hee, 1..0 aid III rondens.
jig inoistitre III impingers.

1.1.4 Dryille ithe. Tube parked with new or re%
tt,ni.lo,N1 6- to lo-olesim in,11,31Ing.?!.1w silitit gel (or
tomcat, itt desierailt ), Iti Llry the sample gas end to pro.

tv'.:11.15"'111:1flit..re."'N"leil.i;illltm.liL':11%e. to regulate the 51"111,' gas

1.Ptati 4114., (11;1p/101/1ft: typP, Or 0111iyli.
p1111 11:1 PIN 9I1IIIII1P through the tram.

3.1.7 ilium. meter. 1/ry ass meter, stiliteietilly ae-
(Mat c to measure the sample volume within '2'74. and
calibrated over die range of flow rates and coinfitions

neminiered durlite sampling.
3.1.x Aisle Aleter. Hotioneter. to measure the flow

range from Li tel 3 I pm (I) to 0.11 Hall.
3.1 0 LirttrIttated Cylinder. 25 mi.
3.1,30 lb.ntileder. Mercury, aneroid, or otlier barom-

eter. as described in Ejection 2.1.6 above,
Vatfunm Gauge. At least 700 rom lig (30 in,

lig) gauge, to be used for the sampling leak cheek.
3.2 Proeedttre.
3)2.1 Place exactly 5 ml distilled water hi each (Im

;linger. Assemble the apparatus without the prom, ns
shown in Figure 4-4, beak cheek the train b) placing a
vacutant gauge at the Inlet to the first infitinger and
drawing a vacuum of at least 250 rum Hg (10 in. lig),
plugging the outlet of the rommeter, mid then turning
oft the pump. The vacuum shall remain constaitt for at
east 01IP minute. Carefully release the vaetiont gauge
Ilieture miplogeing the roiameter end.
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FILTER

(GLASS WOOL;

MIDGET IMPINGERS *PUMP

Figure 4-4. Moisturesampling train - approximation method.

LUCATION

TEST

DATE

OPERATOR

BAROMETRIC PRESSURE

COMMENTS

CLOCK TIME

GAS VOLUME THROUGH
METER, (Vm),

m3 (It3)

RATE METER SETTING
m3/min. (ft3/min.)

METER TEMPERATURE,
oc fOr"

----...-..

Figure 45. Field moisture determination - approximation method.
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3.2.2 Connect the probe' theca into the Meek, and
sample at *constant rate or 2 1pm (0 (VI ettn). Continue
sampling until ths dry gas meter registers about 30
liters (t.1 fts) or until visible liquid droplets are carried
over from the first impinger to the seeand. Record
temperature, pressure and dry gas meter readings as
required by Figure 4-5.

3.2.3 After collecting the eample, combine the con-
tents of t lie two impingers and measure the volume to the
nearest 0.5 nil.

3.3 Culaulutione. The ealculation method presented is
designed to eetimate the moisture In the stack gate
therefore, other data. which are only tweessary for ac-
curate moisture determinations, are not collected, Tho
following equations adequately estimat- the molsture
content, for the imrpose of determining Indic *un-
pile.: rate settings.

3.a.t Nomenclature.
BoeoaApproximate preportion, by volume, of

water vapor in toe gas stream leaving the
second bnpingcr, 0.023.

Be,=Water vapor in t he gas st ream, proportion by
volume.

af...Molecular weight of water, 113.11 g/g-molo
(18.0 th/l)-mole)

PoniAbsolute preseure (for this method, same as
barometric present%) at the dry gas meter.

P.se--- Standard absolute pressure, 760 twu lig
(29.92 in. Bg).

.1t=1deal gas constant, 0.06238 (ram hit) (mi)/
(g-mole) (°X) for metric units and 21.85
(In- 111) (fti)/lb.mole) (°R) for English
units.

TwesAbsolute temperature at meter, °X (°R)
T.sea.Standard absolute temperature, 293° X

(528° R)
VPOFinal volume of impinger contents, ml.
Vs ...Initial volume of Impinger rentents, ml.
V.'" Dry gm volume measured by dry gas meter,

dein (dc1).
(sse) Dry gas volume measured LI dry gas meter,

corrected to standard Conditions, dscm
((Ise°.

V..,sei..Volume of water vapor condensed, Corrected
to standard aonditions, aem (a).

41.0.1)ensity of water, 0.9082 ghni (0.002201 lb/M).
3.3.2 Volume of water vapor collected.

(V - V i)p.RT ledV=we
Pstd M

K1(11.1 -17i)
Equation 4-5

where:
Ki (1.0(113X3 ni3,nil for metric unit s

=-0.04707 ftlind for English unit s.

3.3.3 OW volume.

Ty ) (7%,)
Vfn m(ps,74 ,T7-;-

r,A2 T-
Equation 4-6

wlwre:
Ri=.0.365,5 K min fig for metrk units

..17.111 Hg for Engibb units

3.3.4 Approximate moisture content.

Vwe Ti

v.,
V,

V,4- V.7.,,-0+ (0.025)

Equation 4-7
4. Calibration

41 For the reference method, calibrate equipment OR
Ow:filed In the following sections of Met hod 6: Sect ion 5.3
(metering system); Section 5.6 (temperature gauges):
and Section 5.7 (barometer). The recommended leak
cheek of the metering system (Section 3.6 of Mr
also applies to the reference method. For the approxima-
tion method, use the procedures outlined in Section 6.1.1
of Method 0 to calibrate the metering system, arid the
procedure of Method 6, Section 6.7 to calibrate the
barometer.
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MaytioD5-DETEM4INATIon mien; EMISSIONS
FROM STATIONsni b.)1 I1cE5

1. Principle and Applkabfiity
1.1 Principle. Particulate matter is withdrawn.. Iso

kinetically from the source and collected on a glass
fiber filter maintained at a temperatare in the range of
120*14s 0 (248i250 F) or such other temperature as
specified by an applicablo subpart of the standards or
approved by the Administrator, U.S. Environmental
Protection Agenoy, for a particular application. The
partkulate mass, which includes any material that
condenses at or above the filtration temperature, is
determined gravimetrleally after removal of uneombined
water,

1.2 Applicability. This method is smplleable for tho
determination of particulate emissions from stationary
sources.

2. A pparsinex

2.1 Sampling Trail.. A srhematie of the sampling
train used in this method is shown In Figure 3 I. (om-
plete construction details are given in A PT1)-0.5141
(Citation 2 in Section 7); commercial models of this
train are also available. For changes from A PT 1)-05s1
arid for allowable modifications of the train shown in
Figure 5-1, see the following subsections.

The operating and maintenance procedures for the
sampling train are described in A PTD -0674 (Citation 3
in Section 7). Since correct usage is lin port ant in obtain-
ing valid results, all users should read A PTU-0.570 and
adopt the operating and maintenance procedures out-
lined in it, unless otherwise stwei tied herein. The sam-
pling train ci listS Of the following components:
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NIPERATIIRE SENSOR

PITOT TUBE

PROBE

TEMPERATURE 'HEATED
AREA

SENSOR

STACK

IMES AND .REGULATIONS
41777

P IMPINGER TRAIN OPTIONAL:MAY BE REPLACED
BY AN EQUIVALENT CONDENSER

PROBE
WALL

THERMOMETER

FILTER HOLDER

THERMOMETER

' ° VALVE
CHECK

REVERSETYPE
PITOT TUBE

PITOT MANOMETER
!WINGERS ICE BATH

BY-PASS VALVE

ORIFICE

THERMOMETERS

2.1.1 Probe Nozzle. Stainless steel (316) or gime with

s
tspered leading edge. The angle of taper shad

littrYlliOand the tapa shall be on the outside to preserve
a constant internal diameter. The proble nozzle shall be
of the button-hook or elbow design, uuless otherwise
specified by the Administrator. If made of stainless
steel, the nozzle shall be constructed from seamless tub-
ing; other materials of construction may beused, subject
to the approval of the Administrator.

A range nozzle sizes suitable for ieokinetic sampling
should be available, e.g., 0.32 to 1.27 cm ( to /X in.)
or larger if higher volume aunpling trains are used
inside diameter (ID) nozzles in increments of 0.16 cm
(He In.). Each :mule shall be calibrated according to
the procedures outlined in Section b.

2.1.2 Probe Liner. Borosilicate or quartz glass tubing
with a heating system capable of maintaining a gas tem-
perature at the exit end during sampling of 120±14° C
(248±25° F), or such other temperature as specified by
an applicable subpart of the standards or approved hy
the Administrator tor a particular applieation. (The
tester may opt to operate the equipment at a temperature
lower than that specified.) Since the actual temperature
at the outlet of the probe is not usually monitored during
sampling, probes constructed according to A PTD-Olial
and utilizing the calibration curves of APT ti 070 (or
calibrated atcording to the procedure outlined in
APT 1-0576) will be considered acceptable.

Either borosillehte or quartz glaa, probe liners may be
used for stack temperatures up to about 4110° C MU° F)
quartz liners shall be used for :emperatures between .ttin
and Wu° C MOD and 1,650° F;. Both types ot liners may
be used at higher temperatures than specified for short
periods of t ime, subject to the approval oi the Adntints-
tralor. The softening temperanire for borosuwate is
620° C 0.508° fr and for quartz it e 1.50 ° C C2,732°

Whenever practical, every effort shrinkd he made to ti..e
borosilwate or quartz gins, probe doers. Alternatively.
metal liners le.g.2316 stabiles. steel, I oeoloy 82I. or oilier
corrosion resistant mouths, Made of smears.- tubing may
be used, subjee. to the approval ol I he Administrator.

2.1.3 Pltot Tube. Type 6, w desur:bed in Set dim
of Method 2, or other device approved by the A &Hues-
trator The pitot tube shall be attached to t he pruti, (as
shown in Figure 5-1i to allow oonstant monitoring of the
stack gas velocity The tenpiel (high pressure) opening

Mention 01 trod. name., or slieeifie protillet tfoet not
et-Institute eudorsement 1.y Ow En cirimin ental Probs...
Lion Agency.

DRY us METER AfFITIGHT
PUMP

Figure 5 1. Particulate-sampling train.

plane of the pitot tube shall be even with or above the
nozzle entry plane (see Method 2, Figure 2-6h) during
sampling. The Typo S pitot tube assembly shall have a
known coefficient, determined as outlined in Section 4 of
Method 2.

2.1.4 DifTerentia. Pressure Gauge. Inclined manom-
eter or equivalent dev c item), as vscrIbed in Section
2.2 of Method 2. One manometer saall be used or velocity
head (Ay) readings, and the other, ior orifice afferent...
pressurt readings.

2.1.5 Filter Holder. Borosilicate glass, with a gime
frit filter support and a silicone robber gasket,. Other
materials of construction (e.g.. stainless steel, Teflon,
Vlton) may be used, subject to_ approval of the Ad-
ministrator. The holder design shall provide a positive
seal against leakage irom the outside or around the filter.
The holder shall be attached immediately at the outlet
of the probe (or cyclone. If used).

2.1.6 Filter Beating System. Any heating system
capable of maintaining a temperature around the (liter
holder during sampling o. l2O14° C (248±2:, le). or
such other temperature as specified by an applicable
subpart of the standards or approved by the Adminis-
trator for a particular application. Alternatively, the
tester may opt to operate theequliinieuit ut it tempera ure
tower than that specified. A temperature gauge etipuble
of measuring temperature to within 3' 2 (5.4° Ft shall
be installed so that the temiwrature around the filter
holder can be regulated and monitored during sump)ow.
Heating systems other tban the one shown In A1'1'1)-
0581 may be tped.

2.1.7 Condenser. Th.. following Ny-trin hi. 1111,1

to determlill' he ',tack gaz moiqur- colitent: Figir
SITI.'s a it h 1:round

glas, fittings or any si in1,u
fittings. liii lirsl tnr.l. und -.lion he

the lireenburg i Lesign. 111.1.11.1g

the 111) With 1.312111 (I; th.) lii 1.;1:1S, tithe ex tei.tioic ii

alinut 1 at 1,1 n.J irt,I.1
SeVtitil S11.11, Ow IP,10.11rt: 11,,01
With I /I- ,latitiart-1 hp. 11,xild"

coon. n th.. 11,1tig i11 MIN
Othil Walt ORS,. Imr 11,111V IOW!.

the filter fielder tim iii. ton),' limit i., 11,11.

te the approciLl Ad.
seeniel Inipinger: cm.:1,:on kilo% 1;

%utter (S,-(1(.11 4,ltl Ow 01/1'4 41,1: ht. wpi Ihe
,hali rota %lit a gri, or

equivulynt ;.irl'.,It ,t ihm-rnionn t.-r, ne

VACUUM
GAUGE

MAIN VALVE

VACUUM
LINE

ing temperature to within 1° C (2° F) shall be placed
at the outlet of the fourth impinger for monitoring

pullis3t:r1riatively, any system that cools the sample gas
stream and allows measurement of the water condensed
and moisture leaving the condenser, each to within
1 ml or 1 g may be used subject to the approval of tLe
Administrator. Acceptable means are to mamma the
condensed wat sr either gravimetrically or volumetrically
and to nieas, .d the moisture leaving the condenser by.
(I) monitoring the temperature and pressure at the
exit of the condenser and using Dalton's law of partial
pressures; or (2) passing the sample gas stream through
a tared Milers gel (or equivalent desiccant) trap with
exit gam; kept below 20° C (68° 1) and determining
the weight gain.

If means other than silica gel are used to determine
the amount of moisture Waving the condenser, It is
recommended that 'Ilea gel (or equivalent) still be
used between the coodenser system and pump t" prevent
moisture condensation in the pump and metering &Wei*
and to avoid the need to nutke corrections for moisture in
the metered volume.

Non:. If a determination of the particulate matter
collected in the impingers Is desired In addition to mois-
ture content. the lnipInf!er system descilbed linove shun
be used. without trioditicallon. individua. Stale; or
coetrol agenetes requiring this information .411311 lia
enotaeted as to the sample recovery and analysis ol the
impinge: ethitteirs,

;Ads Metering Systetn. Vacuum gange, leak.'ree
pimp. i Iternionieiers capable tit Int.asitring tytti(yllat tate
tut% It ilimi :r` 1:(5.4°F).tlrylni.s toeteremiable iii ineamising
volume to walini and rehited
'list', in Flgt113. !t- I. Initor int.11.rtng stt.tits rapaltl, of

tlatittalnita; ciimijmlutig ralts, ttittlitt 1:0"

L1111'1,c 111.1 0: titirrIttlillne voinint., to within
itereent may he 11:331, siskeel to the approva: n the
Admminniiar. When the ilit.11,1111S! qy 1,111 IN litit m: .11

1.0,illitt11011 %%1111 Hint tlibv. 011. sy,l,111
el ell.. rites.

lit:Itinig metering systems desicime,1 tor
r Om% nth., 1.1rto tli:11 (1,6,.!,Itt.t1 in Art' -05st ltr

APT It it..71, may ht used psovided that the speillect-
LIIM'. Ilf. 111(.t.

II IrmIlmiel,r. Mercury aneroid, or other haronieter
measuring atmospheric itrv(Stirt, Ill %WIWI

: elm lle tn.! in HO Imi III3Ity caceS. Ole
.tt-ty 014.1111,d from 3 nearby mit mown weal It.'r

sit, e I it .to, lit h., 11 lit. notion Valtkl (41hit'll as
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t Ii (Ii 'ciIiil ,' )',Irni, ,t t ii' pi '..-.ur. ) i)i;iii I U' refit l".'t "(I at:il

flu :ecljtI.'t mint for elevation diif'rttce, l)iitWfl'fl the
wi'attiet stitto and sUnIIIITIg P1lt imtiU be applied at
rile ut muilius 2.Fi utti hg (0.1 JIg) per O in (100 tt)

i %'ut iii:: i rii'r,ti'w or 'lt' r"i or "lewit ion iIi'ti'flco.
2 I 10 (las j)ensity l)ctermlnatlon Euhtiihimnt.

'I'pm:uporatllre sunsor &nd pruistmre gauge, as dt'serthiod
In Su'etiot:s 2 3 rend 2.4 of Method 2. amid gs lMlaly!er,
if t:erestftry. as det-ribed in Nb4hod 3. Tin' temperaturo
si-miiir shall. pn'k-raliiy, he per tORus: ut y at tu,hi-d to
I hi' pitiut I hut' or tnpling priilie in ii *c'i eon figu:Tauinmt,
t:eh that the tip oft he ensor estends l'u'yrnut the leading

eiige of the ;'robo sheath and tIoi's not tnuch lucy lUetal.
Atiermiittivt'ly, the senuor may hi' ictiashed just 1r1n1
In tie,' Iii tilt' lieiui Nuts', however, that it the Iu'm:i;,t'ratiirs'
CrtsnT lit at ttiilie') Iii the field liii' 's'tisor in :1st bt' p t','i1
it: an mnterfprenes'-frve atlThigi'niu'tit will: ru's(iu':t to the
i'ypt' $ pilot t t thi' opt:: logs see Met hod 2, I' igiiTe 2-7).
As su':: it iii alt sr:iat lye, if a di IT.'ru't:ue of riot niore tlimtt:
I iirt In the average vi.),', uty nwaeu:ru'tmii'uut Is to hi'
iii) rod: aid, t lie It'::: jis'rnt lIT:' gutigs tiu'ed mit be rtt hislitsi
to the iWOhiii CT )iitijt It he. 'This alter: tat lye is suhjt'u't
is) lime' approval iii the Ad::iimiitritiur

2 2 $airpie Reeovu'ry. 'Fits' following lfrt:t are
ii,u'itr'd.

2 I l'ruil:s'.t.itis'r and l'ri;he.Norph' flritslis'.'t. Nylon
bristle brushes with stalmilu'ss sts'el wire liam,dks. The
Itrobc tirush duel) have exts'twlone tat least as long as
11w probe) of stuliil+'ss steel, Nylon, Teflon or ln:llar!y
turn matinal. 't'ht' hnut'uhes shalt he prtqiu'rly sized and
shaped to brush out tin' probe litter ten:) nozzle.

2 2.2 Wash Buttles'I'wo. (ilass was): botths are
ru::tmn:ns'nde,t; ;s'lyethyhena wash bettles may be used
at the option ofthe teeter. It is re'oninus'r:ds'd that at't'toue
not lie stored in polyethylene bottles for longer that: a
111,10th.

22) (Ilses.s Saint It' Storage ('ontainers (iu'mlcaily
eejtat:t, horo'.tIlsiete glmc.ss hottlt's. for ftt'etonC Wttsites,

.'uXt ml or 1000 m1 Strew eap litters shall either be Tubber.
basked Teflon or shtell be eotwtruiti'd so as to ha leak.freo
amid resistant to el:entleal attatk by aeetone. (Narrow
month glass bottles have been found to be less prii,ie to
ls'akilge.) A i(u'rtiativi'iy, polyvi hyh'r:e l,uttie tony be
imod.

'2 '2 4 l'stri Dishss Fur titter sattipis's. glass or
ethylene, tani,'s.s otherwise s;*'i liled by tuts' Aiiimiimu-
isirator.

2 2.' I rilitu'it ('ylindir amid or flahnee 'nt
tire ,o:iiiu::suuI wet i'r lii wi I hin I ml or 1 g rauli:aii'iI
i-yliitders stout) have smitidivisions mu:: great.'! titan 2 mm:).
Most )ahwiratitr v liatam:iss arc iahie of wu'igii t tig to lice
mts'arest (1 ' ii or lu's. Any of t he,. )tulamiC' is t ijtttbls ft ir

:tu' hire aunt in s', loin 2 1

2 i, l'iastii iornge (:iyitteiuiu'r Air-i itztil iummiuimt,.rs
ti 'Ion' 'iltia gil.

227 Funiis'I auth Rut,),, r l',,li'!:ati Tn alit i'
tnncf.'t of siitia gil to ,iimital:i,r: I,,,: its-, is-i'j it s,iiu'a
t.'s'i is wi'tu:iit'uh it:: lie (1,1:1.

22 iiiuitil I tIas ot pilvri)tl.iis-. I,, :0') III

'2 Si A ':y- i- Fr i"ti '-S. ti I. .'I, t, :,:''. it

ii I 'tIll'' t5t.3'}flfl 1tI,
4 2 1 Ii's uhF

:1 t TOtI\ I. uI Italac. i' :,-'' 'i .11

1 1 ltiul'o' p Ii, I':' ;u..;jI, I. sti, I

3 il'5ul(r i' il
'2:,.'; ilygrtnui'lsr I,i ii,i:sir, I.' '. u. I., I

of 'Ii,' luei'''rtelory 'uI%:r'',I'i..''t.
................................................

iii r'' I I. -i) , ,'. . . ,, ... .

;t...
1. -.. ,..

i i I F ' r- I, 5,3' F :. ' . -ii.

ii, r xt- ._ ................ . -

p. .. : .. . . .,,. -. :.

'iii5t .:r .. -. -. I -i . . .....
Ii ''I i. ii' ...-w-.L t'.)' . .... III

- -h.. :1. i - ti , ti , . I .i . .
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RULES AND REGULATiONS

..11 Analy°is. Two re-ogu'muts are requIred for liii' analy.
ala;

a.3.I Acetone. Same a 3.2.
3,:l.2 Ileslecatut, Anhydrous calcIum sulfate. Indlcat.

log t jme. Ahteriiatively, other type.s of (hiI,'iI(('iUit$ :ziay be
wit'd. sulijeet to tin' .sIsjltoval ci the Asln:iiuistrahor.

4. I';ors-dure

4.1 Stuttilulimig, 'Ilie i'S,titlili.Xlt :,' t his :ii,'t )uinl jsmtih
tliuut, ii: order to ofitain rehlnhle rs'sulis, tssters liij:uhd be
trni,ii-4 a:t.i cislu'rit':ie'd with thu. test f)roei-dmlre.s.

4.1.1 1 'ri-test I'ri'parat Ion. All thu Cuni)utllei'CutS shall
be mu 'aim, fuji tied niot mnetil,rits':t as'eorsll flg to I bet lwoeedUro
dcs.-ni i't'd itt A I ''I' I) -(11,711, U: i less oh twrw jsi spit-i lied
his- i--uui.

"iiili su-ii-uul 2()Olo:tOflg p:urtimustu1silieucgi'l iii dr-tight
so: if uj uu:'rs ii: I lie :wicnest (1.1 g, ltss-ursl I tie total weigii t of
ttu' si li"a gil plus tent at tier, Oil iii- It tsO,lai tiu-r. As an
::lfi-t sum lv'', Iii,' siiii-:i gel ni-i-ti tiot ho iirs'c-s-igiir-,I. hut
immity ii ws-igiii'i) dins-t ly it: Il ivnhiitigs-r sin s:e:u:iliiig
li'il, ti-n ju t liriol to traiui :tssm'mti 1,1 v.

I 'lit-i-h flit '-rs F l.sualiy agal mist ugh I (sir irri-ituilItrit is_s an')
fluew s iir p11 ilimil links. Label lilt i'r iii It,:' : :ntsj it-v tlianu:'ts'r
ot, t lit- liiuc'k mle near the u'mlge tususg mill iii i's-ri hg tuuui-hl:is:
Itak - As ami aIterntivm', lithe') the st:ipp:iig eomii'litim'rs
(g i:i_s cur t'Iast 1,2 ;us't ii 'I ishts's) SIlO) km's-lu liii' Ii lter'i In I hce
iiinh:imm i-i-s at all ti tites I'stel it. slur: I ig semi: i:Umu: maui
ws'ighulmuz.

I lisle-fl: C the lilt i-Is at '2lt. 1,11 ( ( t It)' Fi and
atm: hn'tut rr.ssure for at bsjst 24 tuisnrs amid ws-lg It at iii.
t.'rvitlit rut at tm'ast 0 hours to a eiimisfntit wt'Igi,t, i.e.,
<U., ntg t' luatige friimti prs'vlmitus weigh, I ng; ru':'or,I re.sm:lts
1st lii,' :tm':ers'st 0,1 mog. I )tmri mig eat-li ws'Igti mig tim Ii lti'r
iuilst 111:1 hi' - insist to I tie laboratory at tnflSltFls'ts' for it

i it-rind greal er that: 1 mmli nute amid a relict: vi- lin mmuid It -

tIli(l%i 110 pu'reu'n( , Altu'r:untively (:zmiless tstliu'rwhutu spoil.
tied tiy the Amlmnlmilcrator), the filters may be (IVCII
dried at l0i° C (2200 1.') for 2 to 3 hours, mlisic<-ted for 2
humirs, tmd wmighm'd. )'rmicedurcs other thamu thse dii.

ni l's',t, ,' tileim um','mimu mit fscr relative hunuidit y m'lfrt'ts, rumay
be ue'ii, smuttjm'ct to time upproval of tile AilmtttiIstrator.

4.1.2 1 'nut, tim iar% I )&terml limit iotis. Select the earn-
huhutug silt' u,miil ii:.' miiim:inuu:n miuiiths-r of sampling poInts
;ust-orili tit to Met ioiI I or as 5111-I- itied Isy the Admtiinitra-
ton. I )i-i i-rut: im:e t hue stacl, ,'issuri', li'tfl ps'rat art', and I tue
tutlu;zs' of vs'lm,i'it y hu':jil a ui lug Ms'l boil '2: Ills rec'on,tni- iimlm'd
lmat a l.'ak.i-fiui'k of t lie lutot limii-_s isis' Mit Ito') 2. Set'.
liii:: Ii to- ui': (:,riili-,u. I uts't thuimi- iii'' n-'isl mire i-suit u-lit
ii&lit1 .ttiliflijultiRtliiui Mt-thud 4 or 1:5 udih'-rti:ctu ci's for
I lit' p1:1 pus'- st :ui,-lj,t,g usostimi'', u' C.ututh)lutiiT Tilts' sst tings,
I lst,-ruui:I:s' II''' st ti-k cues tiry tuiiul'-'-iuliir w'-igtit - ristlu's.
--ru' ii in l'-tlI:id '2, , tic':, :1.0. if ,i:h;-grlil''il Mi-thou 3
s:eTm,iml,uug is iis''st f:e :ns,Is-i :uhuii s , ii,'i'l 'l'-isruiuu:ioh mm:, tius'
i:its-,.'ricls'sf t'IU! SStuuiIiis- tui,iiIl lie I:.h,'m, -iuiisihh:tii'"i:uslt,-
je'tbi. an'i ('it lii" N,iliut' tout? I' i-n Ii i'( uttu:- ft,, this' l:uur'
II' It?,,,:' ';it?titulO thu.

I n u,''ii_Is' sui,- ii:t_s,-,l mutt ii-- r.tu,gs- i'f-u ''i':tv lu-ole,
'iii-!, thuet ii :, lout iui-,-i-,.-SIT% lii ,-Iuutuii- th'' :euii'- 5175' II
'i 't'-r so tui:uIiil:liui is:,l, liii' it- sitmiuluhtmug rot's. I 'iur,uuut tIn'

'ii. nut -lintiCs- I It's 0,7,5'- -i/u-. l'ui,-mu:'' I lout Iii,'
liFt-F hut-u it;:el pi-..-.uui-- c.s::g'- ,- t-e' ii I''r hli'- ruTig.-
,,f -ju,- us I,'-.u'ls- s'i'''Tiiul' ti .,. ' ., ,'':,.ii '. uI sl'-lli'iui

--i:: '1:1 il'''- IF--i,,- hiu.-r ._,,ii ri.' '7,3' -ii.?: Ili:11
ill tF:iV,-r-:' tilT's iit5 tie S3uiill?I 1. Fr t,r'' ,:.u' k-.

S I': in.,, 'ps-,.. :- ''i'- ' f ut ---- I ';. 1< m n

-iii' 'tIe' t'-iigt I' i'? mu')'-
'-I ii t'e:I suI-hIli',i,' iI'i3'' i-I- _' it,:,.i''-' iii? i,:iii 'I - ,iI1U!. i ti- :1 '-,ui :11113 - .7 list '''' i.,,i ii II-:' t '-'t
.!utt.'' lir Ilu-Cl,,-- ii'tt i i_t I b,iil ill TI,'

iii,- Ti'',- '- rI''::: ''i' I I'---' TIsti' 5,' ii-::. '.r ''i,-,',
i-ri. s_il s 1-1,1 l's tI'- _%I'__, urn?-.'

I',.- ,:-'i'i, v-iSiS--; i_I.--. 'ii -''i I',

, ------
- '

': ''- :

-- ' ' ' - ' .1 - ' '- -
' 't

{-i - I 3

,.:',, ,
- .I. I' II, , ..- i -

- 1 .,.. ---- - ------
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- -' ----- T - I. 1 I -------
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0.181 I, I II but u-ot:ii'u-i log uystm-m:i t:sim:g s-iflis'r -'tIC, htiIn
lest; steel or Teflon ferrules amity tie toad. Whom: ruim'tul
liners are used, Itmstall tile ,ionle above or by a hm'ak'
free diret n:ccbui'ett'al m'omuui'etlon Mark the htt'O!' with
heat resistAnt tnfn' or by Suzuts' oh hit rm:s"t iotd to detuifo
the prosier dist:etu'-&' Imuto the siamk or dmui t fur s'au-tu satim-
plItig Iimiilmt

Siit lull thus, traimi as Itt Flgumne !i-1, htslmii (If Iuoeesiiary)
a very light cnt of ilk'otum' grease on all gr(:mulud glass
jnI mits, grt-uesu mug i:lu I y tin' cutter luortlomu is.'Is A I 'l I )-tt.m')
to avoid pususibull it 3i of i-ontlu:t mat hum luy I hiss ,:l Ill-oils
grm'Tese. Stibjet-t 1 ii I lnu aT)turnv:e) of t lie A mliii mi si tiuti:t. a
glass cyclone cm' y he mused hu,twes':i thut' ):rohe meu:ul till sr
holder wiu,-n iii,' total I:ulrlhi-:tl,slm' i-au-h Is i's1,,',-t,-,i tim
e'xt-es'tt 11111 mug u: w lieu w tt en tlrojuts'l s elm' lirs-s:' lit lii tiui
tmtmk lists.

j'h:u-s' uruisloul iu-e ,unouumuu) tIme himtlIiiig:r3.
4.1-4 Lei:k-( 'hits-h l'usjt-emltiie's.
4.14.1 1 'ru't,'st le't:k-( ')ui'u'k - A lint-I '-f Ii'suK., h:u-, IC '1

rs-u'o:i:tuieiidtsl. limit hint ns'uliuired. It this' t:'stm'r suits I,:
rum idiot tIlt' I'm ut t'Si li-utk.-eltei-k , the folIos; iuug )irVi-m'mtiul U
slit,)) be tuseti,

A ftc'r t h: satiupli mug Intl ii l:ii )ui'i'T: aeesmi:hili'iI , tint: on
atiti net the tiller i&tid probe he'atmtig sysle'Imusiit time ctu'shti'd
operatIng tm'uuup.'rnt tmm - Allow tim: up for t ho' te'mii I um'ruethurs's
tie tieh:illze. i(uj \itomi A O.rhng or ruttimir leueh.frei' i'cuntueu-.
lion Is tmsr'd lit aspn:h:Ii mtg t he proho' nozzle to the lurolue
Ii tum'r, leak.m-hus':-k t lit' trai ii at t Ia' sucuopli mig site' by plmug.
gi mig tIn' m iuuzlm' a: :d ill I mug a 3i0) :mn I tg (I - it: - It g)
5111-110 lIt.

No'ru.A li,-i'r vau-msilmn itusty be titut'tl - !lrm,%lded tlluut
It is not Q%l't'i'dsd di Im'im:g I-list ti't

ii ten au'be;it as st ri hg h tised, di: :ir,i s'o:utui',-t the jurl)Ifl'
to true trutin dtmrltug the Iisk-u'Ius'ik - lmtsteauj, li'ak.u-tit'm k
I lie I rid:: by lINt pltuggi mug the I nls't to t hi lUte -- holth'r
(ry:'Iomlc, If aliplii'ablt') tend puuIII m:g a 3t) iturn II g (lli i ti
Jig) viwlummumu (see Nuts' lmuu umum'diiIt4')y ahovel - 'I hen u'on
fleet the' prohum' to tho ti-imu aiud IuuI;.m'hei-k at aboumt 2."
'-ii mn JIg (1 In. lIg) vie-i tim mm: ; iults'nuuah Ively, the probe mtuay
ii' Iouk.t'lui',-ks'uI vmt I: I ti,' rest of t lie sauuu;ulitug trait:. II:

one Step, itt lttsfl itu mu Hg (Ui ii:. hg) v:etumumii. Leakage
rates itt s'%i-u'55 of 4 Pu'ru-t'tut of the avi'ruge erimmifilimig rat"
or 0.0OOi7 to rnImu (I.m( c'fmit), whuii'lu'c s'r I:: )s,ss, axe
ummac'-eptabk'.

'Iii:, fotI:s I iug li'i:k.m-iie'i- IC list r:m:-f ions for I lie sIumilulit:g
ral ii (Is's:-ri hid Itt A h'T I 1- 4t.:; it mid A I ''I'l )-(LS I mluicy list

tu:-)htfuil. art utus' i urn p wIt h huy p:u.s,s V ul cc 'uuIl y :uuuu.m u
a: ml ,',iarss' ailli ist ';il 5-i' tilt: i I)h'I"IY u'Iuis,',I - I 'utrI i.ull y
opt''' 1 but' -o:urei' ul tmiet uti vu' :ut:ul slowly thu's, I uu, liy:iu,ss
vulve nut ut lit- ilu'sire'd s-:uu-:amu:i: is rcas-imm'mI, In' tout rt'ti'"
:lure-i-tinn of tuvj::iss valve'; this will e:i5IS' Wuemi'n to hsit' k
III: ititu I lii' litter lmolml.'r. If thm' (I,'nrs',I %:Ii-uiulmmu is Is-
,s'ulu-d. 'if ii'-r l.'uk .i-l:"-k at. tluls iuiglis'r Vuui-uuiliiu cur s-i'd

this' lt',ik tie' -k us iii n'R :: hieliuw amid L.crt mJVi'r -
%5.i:-'uu If:,' l.'uk-. ies"k is 1.u:muilul,.Ieuj. tirit 'luutvly rs-:oiic I'

tite muliug (ilium, I Its' ii,hu-t to this' I)tilfil'. Iiii,-r huluh'i - or
i-%iI,:lus' if ;ii,1,Ii.--,t,ls'I sjimtl ui:lti:,-,hi,iI.-1 hint u_ui ii,,'
5-au--Intl l:uuumiti. 'liii' hur''tt mlii' Stiit,-r uti uiii' u:ilpiug'-rs
fromti 11,-nIL' lure,') l'.i'ht; :jril :litii lii'- 1:11,-n ii'il,l,- ,uinl
ttiiit Ti-I ts-'uuui l'i'iiug i-i,t:..'t's''l hi i'-kes:ul liii, tiui- uluimil

iou;, 111c.i -
4.1.1.2 I,s-_uk.( his- h I )iu:iig ;ti,upl.' liii. It, 3fituiTig

liii' SIIT,,Inhi'Ig Till,, :u i-it!:ii'u'u,ilt I,' g - 1:11,-n -u's,'i'
cur iTiitiu,gs'u- . -hug,- hi,',-u,ii.i-e mi'' i ..,m y. :e hi'.ihc.t'h,-, K
sli:ilt be .-.,r:'ii- ;,'mi uli,T:si'uliuit:'ly h-fun' tlis' u'liteiiits' I.'
nioul.'. 'lii,- I'- k--I''- k shIn1? l,i' 'Ii'i, --ti ''riling hi i(''
ltr(ui't't 'SI-'- ,,iutli-'-ui ii, si-' iiultu I I - I_I ut'i'i'. - s'pI ilisit
II. sf1-ill I', ,i,,TlI ii a t-:i-luilris i-fluisil tn,'r v-ru'.li'r ti.:?' bbi''
T,,.:Sii?-uuTuu %-;ili-'' r''"i'f''l 1:11 ti, lI:t ;u,1t t1 i!ii
if tIn' l,:ih:ug.- r ,- f-,,'l I'' in- Ti,, Cu'- ut': IL sit :ui'u,'',7

ot lit,,' '"'III iii:? lug
r,Li- sslii' In-ui I,-.-- tI'- u,--iIS" ,II''-'- It it. --------- t

it,',' .' II ''ft - I.' ,,- ; Is'-'??' 'I,'- t I uI s-sn'
u,1 l' ,':,. '' -'. i,.i i'_ t'-i,i-s.'r. -i I,i,-hii-r I'-h--'
''''I- ,,.i. tI- i, -i 1,_il, ii'n ''n''-''.i- I I!.-
I -t ' -I I I , . I - ' . i ,?-,'_, -?.'', -I' is''-'' I- -tu --

- .5 u'! ii, s-. ¶1.1. ., -1 tI si--i :'_- -

Sr ... ,...,.,1,-. ,k
.It '- '.1 I ---------- _.,,_:, ', ,_,_j__, ' ' 5 -sl'-.i---,_luil,i--,'--'''-.I ------

S - I- ----------- I 5... s .\ - -

.7.,! -1 -- -- - - I I . I, - '-

1'JLA'5 R,j,,f ',L'. .' si-:- I,-_, ..?tiit2IY r.ut,u: III ' 1,,'
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thr rd(ui41uIvtcI vEhnr h 2fttlenM un C'Ie&u the Dor o1eiflotO ttl$.tMt run te rnhtlrnlrs ef the I iitI üuvplI fMito w(tut tuI,e

:tIiiat e4;Istthoflt fl. flew 1W t'tD te .stI

-. .......... -.. .tlmtHIftItP. IIIaU.t nIiçIPm

- . .IrIf:4i t3V1Ilth)M ftiI(I II'ItbLUItI4,:flS Ihttk'tirIug lt1tlt
...

ANI'

ue io uuj uiu prou iu propry poiutmi. u wu u wa it'i; an e P OO41W in,
Ion the noulo ut the tUt tve potn with the tip -wing Uu nntnogilis It-C, w, M .ro outtde ttu----
hug dtrrtIy. into thoai LftMn; luuiu.tIutoty fl---ebove stnt1 rtttigic do-not uo-th t wgrl%phM unIt'

imp .itnd- ad$ut-the-flowto iinkiitUe dhtion- upIto 01
(1phUUC Mhiej W)ioI iI1L lii ili& ruj)hlI iUit( to t jill noto (or thi $ 1iihj . L

J-- AMIENTTEMPERATUflE

lOCATION ..- IAHOMEIRIC PRESSURE --
ASSUMED MIflSTURI %_. --
PROSELENUTk1m(ft},.......

- 2t110Np40, _ .
AV8AGE CAUDHATED NOZzE OIAMTER,

PRO8EI4EATHSTT1NI - :

LEAK RAYE, m3lmht,(thn)_..... * .- -' . PRODEUNEHMATERIAL._.. ..L

P4TOTTUECDEFFICIENT,Cp .
LMATI OF STA(..KR1SSR,IION ._..*

'I

- Fli.TEANO._._._ - _ --------- .- .. _ i _ -- _ - tS- -__.S _ -

TMVLRSE POiNT
NUMBER

SAMPLING
TINE

($1. miii.

VACUUM
Enm H;
(in. Hg)

STACK
YEMPaRATURE

IT5)

Sc t°r

'U0CFIY
I4Ab
tAP5).

nun.I2Q

PRESSURE

UIFFERENTIAL

ACRODS
ORIFICE

ni UO
tin. 20)

-.

GAS SAMPLE
VOLUME
,, ttt3

3AS SAMPLE YEMPEPATURE

AT DRY (AS MET(R
I-IOLDEU

TEMPERATURE.

(F)

,TEMPERATURE

LEAV1
CONDENSER OR
LAST IMPIN(ER,

C (°F)
INLfl

C 1°F)

OUTLET

c °F)____ _____ _____
.4 _ -- _.fl

_____
. _

_____ _____
'I- r.... .

£_ --- -- -.
-

.tL

,----.---t--.-t--._-- -
_ .-' -

I-

- 1

-_ _ .

.a. La._.______.

-.

_.. t___

- -

..___-__

.
-

-.
-.

Ls
-

_.__- F -- r .a-_a.a .--

e_.__ . _L
____

-J
-

- *
-U--

.------ ----
-

,- ---. *---: --.-- --a--.

TOTAL.
Avg. Avg.

AVERAGE__
EIUure .2. particuiito fioid dati.

V to-n Ii a*l twk Is iii itt'r sig 11.-ant i n'ut lv.. ITO NUIO I hOt wi 1130 tWo or itiOre trattlo nm 11110d, sn;)nrafo

(haigh t of Itlipli igt'r .tolll ), thki' -iwo to oIsn thio tOIlSO tiit $(\M Of the tIOtitIlIlIf titI (If Hu)ilIItltI it ittli liiigor

i1jitst aI ye etnr lnsi'rl In tho prolio (tim tho KI I"k to t'JitI1I3M frotti Ouch train hiatI ho ImrforineLJ, In ilej. I itotit I-

h1rc'oIt wiutor troth tjiii-king lilk) thin 1111or hobby. ft iat noz?h) siro worn Itsod on U traIt1, ill whkh yjso, the

ii.oP.5iiry tin) imiiiii 110W 1)0 turned ott with the coarso frmut.hMf ciatcli&w from tile PnhIv1)Iuil trains ttiiy he
InipittgneinIju.t vavo tboseil

Iii'ii the f)1ObO is lit 1)1)511 1011, l)1oi'k Ott tltii oj.iit 11KM

oninbinid (as litoy thit' ratihi) IU1II 00(1 analysis

(ii frotit-iiiilf eatril 1111(1 81113 naIyis of titi ptttger otiii
roii ttct tilti Pt abe *III1 Port 11(110 to pro Volut ifiurolil U- itiiw be i inrturtiiod I 'Otll.tlIt with t he Au iiiolst valor for

SOIl t atire (1111 It hut (if (III' gas UtIL'Ott I tIotaII'i criltrellI I II t tin tit-iiiat lou of list I Its win'ti I. wo or

'Iravoise thn stark it-os-sei'1toi1, tic roqitired by Motliott -tioro trIlito. Iwo utsoil

I or its spediluot by t lit. Ad Iii III hittitf or, liii og (-ar, tot hot At lID' Otid Of I lii' aicilpin TI 10, II 101 tIlT (lii' )iiOtIf' OitJi it
to lit IIIIp the lirobo 110171(3 Iiito thu sI ut-k wiuil \i'iti'i I iui 'o, TohI1oVo t h* Pt nih' 1111(1 I 1(11711' 1oiii tIli' 41111 k ti
4AiitptIii3 tROT thu. walls or wlut riuniiving 01 iItsnrtiiIg iT 11),' ;iitttp, iot-i,rii (lii' lit,ut thy ilik i,u.lor ri'aihitig iuii,1

the probe thirongb thin portliolin; this tiiIIitlIhIUth1 liii) ii*iiihui,t A tct -list lnk-,-tiii-k 1k, lull Ilinul lii io, I nit

(lilt))' of i'\t ifl,liflg ihi'tiol1iuI littlirli'tt. 4 I I 1 AlSO. IrOkitli' k liii' f>ttiif. lIli 115 thoi I )lii,i iii

I )iit'iug tlit test nih, uliitko lilt iiid1) iiiljitsi hlietliS to ifnttioih 2. l-1 IiIII 1.I (III' litiuts iiiiist i01J5 I fib titk-ihir k.
k't'p tho ti'nlpi'nalilro arolittil tthi3 tiiit'r ttotil,'r at tim iii rird.l- tO valtiiat III.' v.Iii-ity tiiuf ilititI.
hirPor ti's-ui; aulti tii.itn il' and. If tki u-scary, sail LI) -1.1 fl I 'ab-itlal oh of l'iri'outt (akiiii'to. ('iititti.ln
iiiitln a t'tilln'ratiiru of fns I han 2(P ( (ISa F hit Liii' piri-itit lsoktio.tIi' is.-o tiil iItI luiii, 1-Oi'i bun i Ito ui,'Irr

,.iiiioiirr-Itj.- pu-i (nit lot, Atn, putinifi ally t-liet-k iiiltin wiitli.r (iii' 11(11 Wf.-. vaii1 iT 111(1)1 luir liSt till)

tili t,'vl tutiil 7(00011 III' thlit(to)IhlI'tOt. - shiiiithil ia ,uiaZ,. Ii 1 iut was ifihili lilly Ill hiifl:tilflhiil1
if io p t',-itrn (li-oil Ornilsa Liii' litter t.m'i-otIli'4 toil high, bokinot ii' oo iii Ii uiii ii -,ntil iun . 1114111) liii,

baking tiukiunitu' silniiuhiilp rhtllirttlt to itialtititlit, tiio (lit. A1itinuiI jul it- lit iit,ti lii iii.,' n Liii' i'i'kiii-ti-

Ilitir tiituy hi ti9iiari'il in tin' 1111(1St ot a ttuttipfn thin. it rRl.4.
1$ ii'i'iiiiiiiituuit'iI that OhiOtihi'i (Olti(iii'tA' litton asi'iiuhui 4 1-uhi;l. f,--.- 3--ny. i'!ii'l i-I -uliiil I .......... lii'.

It. iii.,.! l:uilini' 1111111 uttthiipiliig to u-til1hi1u' tilt' iihii- iifh_ l''ii-' "'Ii ii,' lii' t0t i'. n-i ....... I hi-ti lii.- '-li-i, it
hI illS iltir utssi'lhhliiy is iistiutlt'tl tondiict us look. Liii .1 i1 I ti- -..nhittt :.g pi uhf -' tow lii' iii

I
i lii .'iit.

lii' It (Sit' Au,-tioti 4.1.1.2) 'liii' total partlilutatui ss-u'iplut 1% liii I hi' I
nil ...... iii iii sl(i-t ti-iii.iiu'i, '*' lix' tilt ott

luaiI ihit-hiidt' Liii' sllitIlflOtIOtl of till Ilttt't assonilily tatt-hu. rlinittul tori li'iituut- Ihii,l i-v li-ar I Iii liii ol liii' i'n'i(
A sttiiii 1111)11 shall ho itsod for (Iii' (1111111 SlIllulili' tiiti tniii I' alit it i '(i',.i) lilt I Ii lii ri-v-ill hii'tlI1 Or 0111 ii(ili(

,-s -pt Ii acts a li0t-' Stnihlitahii*oitN SaunfItiug I ri'qilioiI fi:lII ii'illulio liii hr. Ii. ii _i ((IT I lii' ;ii-tu lit. t 10th ly

in two or loot_ti stparaLe thirt-s or lit two or 111010 chiiiu'tu'iit wiiil. tin' iiiillii liotii iu i .iotti't' ,iiii 1.4 htil4 \siiiuit
iiatlofl within tiloSfltIlC duct, or ti 10)5071 whire o'ttttp rtoitu ii '.Ii-ili1thi iii Ill. hithi-r ti,Il'r liii' ilia lb;o sill

tn-hit blur' necessltatiss a rhistigo of trairug hit till other Irii,ii tIlt' iluiiilii0.'r liihti liii litlir lint-lit.
sitiittoii, tlut'nsoof ttio or 1nov13 ttajtis s'ihi lit' ShIbji', t to 11,-fun Ills llg (li. xiliiit't' iiilii Ii. liii otJiiJliti -li,

tlut' liplIruvat of the Adtniidsttlltor, ti-tOil. il.- u-lu (iOu 41 ------- -- t' i'.lI, sit ...... iT it

SItiloIhI Ilios,i', 1111(1 i-II lilt' opi't on I lot of I hu probi', lb
itinuftil hInt to illS, h0i (lutilliilSfllu' 111111 nulght tui' prt'st'ult,
Sipo off thio sill coin' grlbu e fl-t011 tilt' Ii itor Inlet Whom lila
prilhie was fast 011011 11101 ('9 It, Ui'mivn thIn 131111)11110)1
cord froti. tho I ast li l 'I uipi-r 1111(1 cap the lull pluigu'r. if a
ItniI blo 11110 Is tist'iI lIlt svt'i'tl thin first I itipl tgtir or t41t1
ilotiser isuid t iii' Itttor Iiotuler d iOt'Qti nu'et tilt' hIm at (lie
1 iltir holdu'r 011(1 tot fltmy t'u)tl)lu'hltt('d si-ut or cur tiqitlut
drnin tub tiuo ilIt)ItlICi'li' or cntiil'nnu'r A flor wIping otT
tlit. cli li'oiit' (lu 'Ills', ('Ill) ott Liii' lilt or ho1 br Ohltlit Ill oh
ituhjutihgi'r ill it Fittlpl gtOhlthd-t(ibr's 3mtIIipOrM, IbO;tlul

us or 'unrIlIti ethIc uiiiiy it.' iis.xl to e)tmst' tI ui'S" tuIso iiu it'. ii.
l'tllihSfir tIlt' I - 1)1)0111111 liititIhiiiIIiF1'r ti,tSu'II11u15' to (Ill

t'ti'iiiuiji lUll. 'I'll" ilti'hl Stiti)Ilif l'o ''1111 0111 iurluIotu.l
fl-hill 11)0 is,iiii so lliuit (iii' t-hami-,- iii i'i'lii:illiliilitlhig of
ii-nhi ttu IlitlibItu siti liu buIlt Ihittiul -

t':lVi' I) lilt_I toil of lihi' II,,-lll'i' liii Ii '-I'.,lilIp 1.- 3

it111111. 'l'aLi' 'iMilhIi ill Iii., 1.-lilt. III. i( (Ill (1113 --tl

hilIti' lu-too iiuu'iI uuiul ;tu.,- it II uu gill -'uliulhi'. 'lit uui
''lull i'll'- I 'Inil:

iiojii'I ii. trIll jilw II iiid tiiiiio tI.*.. u.iI-iy Ill-I
luille :iiuy titunliiol t'oiuiull., .. -1 'll Ill' I,uluib.'u III
fi,ttisitilt. .l,r 'so. I ( ':tnu'(iiitv r-h!i 3,. liii- lit T frIll itt.
(ill. r Ii'Iit.'t utuil 1110-- II uli U' lil,-i-ilii.'t 1.-ti 111411 tOl,
m.umii-r_ t u' ii li-Ill- itt Illi '/i-i-. iiil'ui I.Ui lli$IilIi,IiIl
Jih(l:l-lll $lIlIVi_4 Ill tu,iiuitli' III' hitiur_ it it Ic II ,m''us,lly Ill
t.i Ill.' ILii,'r, dci ii 'Jli thIllI i hi' 1,11 tihiliul,' iil.t l.c

Iluulitu' t ii.- (ti. I ')nl'(lt'ity trOuiulil to till' ;t'Iri (lIlt lIlly
i:unLiIttlhii 011th il iuuiil(lr 11th cr Iiiiu'tii w1uItu iirllti'ro to
liii' tuilu-r illIllir c'isk,h, by il-tug a dry ii) loll bri-oio
it 11411 tul ir 1 stiiuniu.iio.iI tii'ud,u. iloal tilt' cohitatlit'r.

I ii.ilalii,r 'so. L 'i'akltug cart' to 0041 that ditt out tIlO
IlulISIlli' f liii' lOt. or oi tsr u'iIi'rior suniuice dux%3 hut

(-'I hi't It.- --iii;It.. tluloIibiuolivi'Iy riov0r lltICUt
I 4 .4 i--I to Ill' trlllui Lii' 'nobo nonio, pnob
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Mtn plebe Una, and front halt al the fuer holder by
waah these eantibouenla with sW.ecte plaelaW

a alas eantegnw. IMILW be

and in be toed when tet Nowa wino by t
In theme ems, to ye a water Ida t and halm the Admin.
latratorl d.netions au analysis. Perform the acetone
rinses am knows:

Carefully remove the probe nozzle end clean the Inside
surface by rinsing with acetone from a wash bottle and
brushing with a nylon bristle brush. Brush until the
acetone rinse shows no visible partleles, altar which
wake a haat rinse of the Middy matice with eeetone.

Brush and rinse the inside parts of tho Swagelok
fitting with iteetone tn a eimiltu way until no vialble
fiat:tines remain.

Unmet the probe litter with acetone by tilting rind
rotalleg the probe while Attaining avetone into its upper
end so that all hadde madam will be wetted with aee-
tone. IA1 Ow,fteelone drain from the lower end into the
sample milliner, A funnel *leas er polyethylene) may
be used to tid Iii tnmsferring itiltihi wlitilleVi to the eon-
Miner. Vol ow the aeetent, rinse. with a probe brush.
Bold the probe in an inclimal posliton, squirt attelone
IBM SIM Ilplwr end at the view Itnish Is beiefg puttliNi
with a twistitik alien through the probe; hold a (temple
rentaltwr mulerneMh the lower eed of the probe,_qad
catch any acetone. and partieulate matter WW1 is
brushed nom the mist. Rnn the le tush through -the
Probe three times or snore until no visible paniculatli
matter is etwried oat alth the rwetone, or imul wine
remains in the probe liner on visual inspection. With
stainless steel or otlwr metal proles, run the brush
through in the above prescribed minter at least six
times since metal probes have small crevices in which
partieulaw matter ran be worupped, Rinse the brush
with acetone, and quintiludi vely collect' these washings
in the sample container. Alter the brushing, make a
final acetone rinse of the probe WI deseribed &neve.

It la reconunended that two people be used to clean
the probe to mlnimite sample Imes. Between sampling
runs, keep brushes clean filld protected from Oontainhut-
%ion.

Mat ensuring that all Mitts have been wiped clean
of silicone grease, clean the inside of the froid half of the
filter holder by rubbing the surfaces with a nylon bristle
brush and rinsing with acetone. Mute each surface

es or more If needed to remove visitile pat:tim-
e nnal rinse of the brush and filter holder.

rinse out the glen cyclone, also (if applirahle).
tone washings and partieulate matter have

it. the sample container, tighten the lid
on the senuple container so that avetone will not leak
out when it is snipped to the laboratory. Mark the
height of the fluid level to determine whether or not
leakage occurred during transport. Label the container
to clearly identify its eowtents.

Container No. S. Note the eolor of the indicating silica
gel to determine if it his been Completely spent and make
a notation of its condition. Transfer the silica gel (rom
the fourth Impin er to Its original container and seal.
A funnel may ma it easier to pour the silica gel without
spillin . A rubbe pout-emelt may be used as an aid in
remov ng the ea gel front tIee hapinger. It is tint
necessary to remove the small amount of dust particles
that may adhere to the hupinger wall and are difficult
to remove. Since the gain in weight 18 to' ha used for
-moisture ealesdations, do ma use any water lir other
liquids tO transfer the silica gel. If a balance is available

- in the field, follow the provedure for container No. 3
hi SeetionA.S.

hoping& Water. Treat the iniphigers as follows: Make
a notation of any color or film in theliqumid catch. Measure
the liquid which lain the !Ina three Impingers to.withiti
M. i ml by using a graduated cylinder or by weighing it
to within te0.6 g by using a halanee (if one is available).
Record the volume or weight of liquid present. This
information is recinird to calculate the moisture content t"
of the effluent gas.

Discard the liquid after nwasnring and recording the
volume or weight, unless analysis of the inminger catch
is required (see Note, Section 2.1.7).

If a different typo of condenser is wed, measure the
anunmt of moisture eondensed either vohunetrically or
gravimetrically.

Whenever poesible, eontainers should be shipped in
such a way Vat they remain upright at all times.

4.3 Analysis. Record the data required on a sheet
811C11 as tho one shown in Figure 5-3. Ilandie each sample
container as follows:

Container No. i. Leave the contents in the shipping
container or transfer the filter and any IOW particulate
from the sample eontainer to a tared glass weighing dish.
Daticeate for 24 hours in a desiccator containing anhy-
drous calcium suffate. Weigh to a constant weight and
report the results to the !invest 0.1 mg. For purposes of
this Section, 4.3, the term "constant weight" means a
difference of no mere than 0.5 mg or 1 percent of total
weight less tare weight, whichever is greater, between
two consecut.ive weighings, with no lass than 6 hours of
desiecetien lime between weighings.

RULES AND REGULATIONS

Plant

Date Nomose
Run No,

Filter No. _
Amount liquid lost during transport

Acetone blank volume, ml

,Acetone wash volume,

Acetone blank cor,centration, mg/mg (equation 54)

Acetone wash blank, mg (equation 5-5)

CONTAINER
NUMBER

. WEIGHT OF PARTICULATE COLLECTED,
mg

FINAL WEIGHT TARE WEIGhT WEIGHT GAIN

1

f

Less acetone blank

*Weight of particulate matter ,
VOLUME OF LIQUID
WATER COLLECTED

1MPINGER
VOLUME,

ml.

SILICA GEL
W...IGHT,,

0

FINAL

INITIAL

LIQUID COLLECTED

TOTAL VOLUME COLLECTED * ml

* CONVERT WEIGHT OF WATER TO VOLUME BY DIVIDING TOTAL WEIGHT
INCREASE SY DENSITY OF WATER (1g/ml):

INCREASE, g
VOLUME WATER, ml

OM

Figure 5-3. Analytical data.
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Ailtrnattvi'ly. ihi samitli tiuty ii' oven uIried at 1n4 C
(2211° I (or 1 to :i hours cook'c) in the desiccator. anti
weighed to a constant welght,'tuiieas oUterwise petint'd
Luy the Atlinlitlstritor. The tester nay alto opt to ôvt'n
dry the sample at I(i( ° ('t22' F) for 2 to8hotlrs, weigh
tin' saijiple, miii use title Weight as a (Iiiat weight.

(tub! ,,, jr L Note the ievt'I ofliquiti in the container
and couilrin on the isitalyBiS hii't wtwtbi'r or out ii'akago
ix'('nrre(l dot log transport. if a noticeable anloiutt of
htik age haS oenrred t'itIicr void (lie s,iiuph' or use
iii' thod, ci iject to the iiiiproYl or the' A(IiIiiiil$trlltt)r,
to t'Orj,ti the linal results. Mi'aiiure tins liquid in this
container i'(tlier volunwtrlcafly to fr1 nil tsr gravi.
nntrli'ahly to 0.5 g. Transfer tin' ewitiunts to a i-tired
25)-:nl beaker and evaptwala to dryness at ambient
t('tnlWriiturO anti pressure. I)t'stvuatt' fur 24 Ii tilts and
weigh to a noustatit weight. Ru'port tilt' tt'sult to the
nearest 0.1 lug.

(,ntiuer No, 3, WeIgh (liii spout slhien gel or silica gel
plus tuipiiiger) to thin nearest 11.5 g liSilig a lititiuct'. 'l'hiiii
step may be c'ondiictod in the ikid.

ActSon Blank". conbahtier. Measure in'etotle lit this
container either volumetrically or griivimetrieauiy.
Transfer the atono to a t&ud 21'O-rni beaker nnd t'vitp-
orate to drynt'se at anthietit totuportitnec anti pressure.
J)oslccata for 24 hours and weigh to a cotitiuit wtdglit.
1teport tint results to the nearest 01 tug.
N0TLAt the option of the tester, the contents of

Container No. 2 as well a, the acetone blank contaiaer
may tie evaporated at temperatures hIgher than atoM.
etit, If evorntloii Is done at an elevated ti'tziporattire,
the tetaptirature must be below the boiling point of the
solvent; also, to prevent ''humping,'' the ovuporation
process lit oct he closely supervised, and the Cfliit.eti'.s Of
the beaker must be swirled ocaslu,naiiy to enalittitit. an
even teinjwtatilrt'. (iso t'xtr,'rtin care, as ct'torte is highly
liatunialule and has a low hash iiolttt.

5. ahUtralicn
Maintain a laboratory log of all ealibral lotte.

£1 Irot.o Norle. Probe no,.rlt's shall ito i'alli'raieuJ
tetIore their initial use in the fluid. tTs.ttg a ttllerontu't&'r,
measure the Inside dititnetur of tIn' i,oZlt' to the' u,'ttrcst

RUBBER
STOPPER

RUBBER
TUBING I

CLOSED
BLOW INTO TURING
UNTIL MANOMETER

READS 510 7 INCHES
WATER COLUMN ORIFICE

MAIJOMETER

6. 1 Nonitutchtuitre
.4. (ross-su'e it,ttiiil trio of nec tit. nil f t 1 -

i!_, .%Vttir vapor iti the gas str"tiin, 'roi.rI Ituti
by volume.

C. \cone blank residue concentnit ions, uig!g.
C.

.Gont'pntration of llaruculeio matter in stmiek
gas, dry basis corret'u'd to stultilard cutt,Ii-
tions. g!dsom ('g/mLseh.

I I 'en'unt of isokillet Ic sanupli ng.
1.. Motiniutu wceptable leaktig" rat' for ,'htitcr a

lirotest leak check or for a leak check follow-
ing a component o1iange equnt to a.0005l
Tltitfllfl (0.02 chit) or 4 percent of the' average

tmpi,iig rote, wbiciinv,'r Is less.
3,, . I ut,iiylduuil lu-akiege rt,IC obsu'rvcd during I he

leak c beck conducted rut lot p, I Its 't ''
u'.ttnponu'rit ehaitgo (I h , 2, 3 .... a),
ltttn,in (efint.

1, leakage rain oitservd tinting tint (uOt test
('ak clock, itt3 nt,it (cfi
'fittiti mill toutut of ;

umirt lu hi IC iii alt ic ,,llu' lii,
tug.

ii!, M'uiecniar weight of waler, 1* 0 g ntolc
(iSi Dli, 'lituuinlet

- 'ula of residue of acnt,u!lo mifier ovtlt'trat inn,
mug.
ltar,,tuetrC prt\isitro t I tnt ScOtt thug site,
ut.'n hg (Iii. flg.

F'. '
Abso'itetack guts hmru\4lro. unrut hg (Ic.. 1(g).
ettauulnrd nlucolutA' pr".'itire, 'OO turn hg
(bv.9'2in. Hg).

RULES AND REGULATIONS

0.025 nun (0.001 in. 1. Make three separate rneasurucrneiits
using different diameters each time, and nittai ii the' avi-
age of the tiieasuremeunta. The dlth'reuce itetween tiii' high
and how numbers ahaU not exceed 0,1 unto iO,004 In.).
When non%es hec'tsme niakd, dented, or corroded they
shail he reshaped, shiarpcuned, and recalIbrated cut'roro
lice. Each nozzle shall tic la'rluanently atiul UI tiqt,t'ly
ithuuiti Ihuid.

5.2 l'l tot Tui'e. The 'I'y Pu' S pit ut title nssuiuthtly shall
lit putilitruti e'tl arctirtl lug to the htruced Ore out iii ted in
14,'ctiuti 4 of Method 2.

£3 MeIi'rhuug System. lii'for,' its initial use in the I1,'ltt,
the nu't,'ri uig systu'nl shall bit ctihi Itrutt'd twcttrthilig to tue
procedure outlined in AL'2'1-,7tI. Instead vi nluyskahIy
atijusting the dry gas tnt-Icr dial readluigs to correspond
to the Wet test nit'tor reaulings, eaiiitrution liertttrs may lie
tteiI to niathiuuttttlt'ielly ct,rri'ct titi' RtiSun,'t t'r dial reatilitgs
to th 'c tto ,i'r ytilues. hit'fi,rt' e'ahlI 'rat lug tilt' iut'ti'ritig sys.
tu'tn, It Is suggm'st<'d lilat a ieutk-ch,'t'k hue coud filed.
l"or iui'teri uig cyst tunic bay I iig tiiuiphirtto in iuuini ps I Ito

tioriutuil it-ak-check pr ..eutiir, will ,iot tit't.u'ct le'aiuiges
wit bitt the' pUlilp. 1" ir tlit'se east's the followi it lu'ak-
check procedure is suggested: untok.' a l0-iniiiu11' eallIura-
thou nut at lI.0tttu7 to h1111 (0,112 cfrn); 14 tItu' nitul of tIi
run, take the eiiiIe'ri-nce of the nietesuretl wet test tneti'r
and dry gas iliu'ter volumes; divide the ehiltereite'u' by 10

to get the leak rate. 'l'hio leak rate shoUld not
U.tUt',7 In tfiniti (0.02 cfni).

i.fter each field use, the ealll.ulout of tInt nteti'niiug
sy (em hiti1l it cheekc'd by perlternititg three calibration
russ at a single, iiiternn'tliate orifice sitting the-aid on
ti a previous ilu'id lest), with the vacuum set at the
tnaxinutimu value reached during the test series. To
adjust the viwuitin, Insert a valve between the wet test
nwter and the inlet of the nn'tttniug system. Calculate
tint average value of tttseahthratloit factor. If the csilbrtt.
titni has cltangu'd by fllore than i percent recaihttrate
the Tae'er over the lull range of orifice settings, as out.
fluted In AL'TD-4.L76.

A Iteritail ye btrne,',ltlrt's, e.g., usiutg the orIfle" m"ti'r
cot'lii elu'ti is. titity hi' used, cultjt'et to (ii" it(u(trovmil of tint
Ad tuti nistrat or.
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'u''e.lf (hue ,try guts n,etu'r t'oi'mci'-iut vuulttu'cu obtutiuted
h''(ore auu,l aft ,'r ii teal sines di tIer by 1,10th 1 (mIt " h iere''i it,
the teSt st'ri'w shall i'll her in' vi'ltle,I, or ehu'i thitioiis ft,r
the Intl su'rie shall hue ha'rfornwti usIng wh,Itthe'ver nli'I"r
coefihelemit value (i.e., before or after) ghvtt the lower
vitltzo of t.otisl stun uh.0 vuillunu'.

5.4 Vrtulw I teal u'r I 'utlhbriti lout. The hurtuh' haiti tug
s5st u.lui shall lu, call lurd t'ui tti.fttte I l.a liii I hal um' lit I ItO

Iiu1th ut'ruirthl hut to Iii,' I urllm','tlur,' tnt Iii tu,'ul iii A I''I' I) -1)571,.

I'uoia's ru)uustrtlu'lt'ui tit't'utrtiiiig to A i''t' I )-flf,SI neal utuit
1w u'a)l I 'rat iii hr it,' null I tttit lutit corel's In A 1'i'il
art' tist',i.

'I'i'uui tu'rnt tIn' ti uiutgu'ui, I; in t hi' pra'u"h on' in
ccii bin 4.:u uuh t,'lhit,tl 2 to t'ililtrait' itt-stack ti'nihn'rutulre

gitilguis. I thu I Ii"rtnoiiiu't ,q's, st,t'h as an' uist'tl (or tlt'' dry
gum ttt,'I"n tOt ii enut tlu'i n'u'r otttl,'t, slut) be alibu uttu'eI

ugttl ui-at Iiwrct iry in glass I hu'rtnlunt'tera.
S.t Leak t'iit-hc of M"tt'niiig )ystl'iu1 Showut In l"lguine

1,- 1. 1'ht;ti ut-tl lull Ill tiii' stout p11 hg train truth tilt' ii nip
to (ii'' cr1 lit'" ni'-t t'r houlld It,' lt'tik cheek u-ti hIrlor r o lull hal
itSu- itttti aft ''r e edt sith htltteltl. Leitkngu. u(ii'r I lit' PU ruut Will
ruaiillt iii lees vo lii iii,' hal tig n,a'ordi'ti tintu Is i_el tinily
Sal ii h 'lu'ul. Thin luil low lug lurucuafurt' Is suggested (Ste
F'}guni' 5-4): (lt,st' Iii,' ittain valve on the mutter I,oi.
1 tict'rt ii ouie-hmole riihb,'n ito (uIk'T with rubber told tig
all ached I ulto lit,' tIn fleu' exhtausl ph ha'. i )lScouulPot anti
vt't it t hit' low sI ci,, of thu on tie',' inututoumieter. (hoe oil tilt'
low stilt' orilic,' ttlp. I'rntaurize tht' system to (3 to IS CIII

(5 to 7 In.) wa(t'r colututo by blowtng into the rubiu"r
tohhcig, l'h,ich oft the tnhting amid observe the iuuiutouneter
(tin Quit' ittictute. A loss of itrescuire on the iuiauuom,-t,'r
let ,iieatt.s a 1,-ak in the uietu'r box; leaks, If pront, lutist
(t' correett'd.

.'i.7 1Jttrorut"i,'r. Cauih,rntti against a iiiiltC(iry titU'tltil'
eti'r.
0. (.'al'uilqf ions

('arty out calct,luutInuus, reluuiutitig at l"uit on,' extra
decimal flynn" hi'yttud that of lit,' acttulru'd data. Round
otT ilguineut afte'r the final calculation. Other forms of thu
etItlt'.tiotus may be ust'd as long as (lily give equiivauu'nt

VACUUM
GAUGE

ORIFICE BY-PASS VALVE

VENT

MAN VALVE
CLOSED

AIR-'UGHT
PUMP

Figure 5-4. Leak check of meter box.

U ('loud gum constant, fl.0036 11eti ltg-unl/°K.g-
tumiulo (21.85 in. llg'fttI" R.lb-ninitu).
Alisttltuie average tiny t'as meter touctpe'uiture
(cci' Figure 5-21, °K ('14).

7', -oAttiuliite tivorage cttock gum teiitpu'rniore (scm
l"u3uro 5. ") 'K (014)

'I'. - : t tnui:tr,i absohnto tent Iuenil tire, 2tcu° K
(525i° 141.

1,', \'tuhn ii,' u,f :uu','t tint' i,uttuk - huh.
I . I 'ibm" if ui'','t,tuue iis,',i ut a'uu,'hu, ritl

I, -. 'J'u)tiil vutiuutcu,' of iii1ttid roiit'itett itt icui(tuuugt'rs
atuti siitca gel (Sue Ftg,tre 5 3), ciii
Ioi,uuIuu' muf gas smit,,'b' em ,iueesitru'd by dry gum
it u,'i or, d''ni (u itf)

-n , . \',titu lute of gas sueuu uIci' ni'mtst ured luy I ii dry
guts uutt'i en, t'orrcete'd to :1 at tuittrd Lull iii I lotus.

dcccii (tisif).
I .o,t, lt,luumutuu of water vapor n thte gum aut)iule.

cttrru't ted tit stittiulard du I 'ut us. ant (a'f).
V. mctat'k gas Vu'huxity, <ah'ttlttted by M,'ihod 2,

F:ijuuatlusn 2 9, utIt, tiata oi,taltte'd frottt
\j 'fl itud 5, uci!soc (ft/su't' ).

if', Wt'ig?tt of ric.slulijo iut au'u't,t,,o wash, uctg.
1' . I)ry gas uut,'tnr u'auiluratIotr fat t,ur.

MI Av"ritge huru'..ustcruu d,fl,'reu,Iiui) at-ru".', the orjfl.
uttetOt (ccc, Figuire 5-2), niH, tici) (iii hit) I

e. P''u'suty of a'','tit'ttu, cutg'uii me Itilel out

1,,,t tie
p,' ilu'iLaity of water, 0 'a'2 g tI (0 ()u2201

hhu'unl I
6 'l'uttuii cautuliutg lute, u,

0, 'ttufl,ijug I iuutn iutlu'rval, frtntu tIn' it'giituticug
of a rauc 1111111 th llrt L'ounpoca'uit eIattgti,
tilitu.

ii, 'lacutfuling tiuute itutcurval, between two site-
'e,.t.sive c'tctujtttu,euit tltatigr.c, huegiutitlng wit hi
(iii' iuutenval b,'tw 'hIt the unit auud sc't'ocitl
t'htactges_ ittjtt.

U, 4aiu,piIcug Iiuuue It,t,'nvat. tr,uurt him' flint (it'')
u'titulhto,u,'clt ihinuign uu,utti tb, ,t'i itt t lot

Stitiutulilig rttuu, cciuuu

13 f, 4p,','uuiu gravity ( item-lucy.
iii de'a-'ucutn.

hIS) I 'it vu-r.it tu to iwrt -u'tti
0 2 Average dry gas cc,"ti'r tectthu,.rauuir.. nil tie 'rutt'u

ori(I,'e It'n'm' ulitip llei' data 'iltei't ' I'uguuc e ..

0.3 l)ry (tati Vtth,iuute. I "rrou't tIte aurtjiu' V'! it C
measured by tInt dry ga ut utter to St tou,tiaril ''ut it!. ut
(20' C, 71)1) nuict Jig Ot b80 j.' ) '2 in Jig' I'y ti-u,
14 qilatiout -' 1

, (

7..)

{
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41782 ROLES AND REGULATIONS

when:
asm11.11.541Mmrn lig kr intik units

647.14 HS 2:111ffsit traits

Nrez-10114V-vIsiet wed el written sakes
the fki she usandatal

.e., post-te41% cheek or leek Weeks
lIalucted prior to component changes) woods L.. U

ce bi exceeds h., Equatton 11-1 must be inodUled al
move;

(a) Coes I. No ereuponeM. changes made during
eampling run. In this eerie, replace V. in Equation 5-1
with the expression;

(b) Cam IT. One or more component changes made
during the aumting run. In thiS 011913, replat'43 Vie In
Equatim 6-1 by the expression:

-

L )8, ( La)ed

and substitute only for those leakage rates (/4 or 4)
which exceed L.

4.4 Volume of water vapor.
Equation 6-2

fee % T,!4)
Vw(stc1)=V141 (lic) -paid

where:
24.41.001833 rOml for metric units

e.0.04797 ftt/m1 for English units.
6.6 Moisture Content.

V ( to11

toed) + (win

Equation 5 3

Nots.-In einureted te water dropletleden gas
atoms, trajaktistions of the moisture content of the
stook as be mode, one from the Irminger analysis

irettiag IL_woad from the assumption of
saturated Tbe lower el the two values ef

be wondered correct. The peocedure fbr deter-
Zing tire mgisture content bead upon assiunption of
saturated conditions is given in the Note of Section 1.2
of Method 4. For the purposes of this method, the average
stack gas temperature from Figure 5-2 may be used to
=AMU determination, provided that the arcuracy of
the inirestek temperature sensor is 1 C (2° F).

0.6 Acetone Blank Concentration. -

end

C4 TA

6.7 Acetone West' Diane.

Koz-- C pa

Equation 6-4

Equation 6-5
6.8 Total Particulate Weight. Determine the total

particulate catch from the sum ot the weights obtained
from containers 1 and 2 lase the acetone blank (see Figure
6-3).M:rm.-Refer to Section 4.1.8 to assist in calculation
of results involving two or more filter aseemblies or two
or more sampling Mine.

6.9 Particulate Concentration.

48= (0.001 pl/ng)

Equation 5-8
6.10 Converelon Factors:

From To Multiply by

prf
IWO
feftl
IOW

nil 0. 02832
gr/ftl 15. 43
lb/fig 2. 205X10-1
ginia 36.31

6.11 Isokinetle Variation.
6.11.1 Calculation From Raw Data.

1 -100 T,I1C,V 1, 4- (V IT) ( PI,+ AH/13.0)]
. 00 Ov,P, A,

where:
.K1-.0.0034M mm Ur-inI/m1-*IC for metric mutts.

...0.009840 in. lig -ftil/m1-.°R foe English unite.
5.11.2 Calculation From Intermediate Values.

T V P 100',odd) std
Tye) .0 A.P.00(1- isa

T ,V, ona,
-1),V ,)

Equation 5-.8
where:

Kee4.320 for metric units
-().00450 for Enallsh unite.

1.12 Acceptable Results. If 90 percent < /5110 per-
eent, the results are acceptable. If ihe ram& are low in
ooinparison to the etandard and / is beyond the accept-
eble range, or, if / is less than 90 peroent, the Adminis-
trator may opt to accept the results. Use Citation 4 to
make liniment% Otherwise, reject the results and rePent
the test.
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MI moo 6-1) ernne reAstoe 0? RUI.PIIR l)iti\irri
EMIRSIONS FROM STATIONARY SOCHI-LS

1. Principle and Applicability
1.1 Principle. A gas sample is extracted from the

sampling point in tbe stack. The sulfuric acid mist
(including sulfur trioxide) and the sulfur dioxide are
separated. The sulfur Coddle friction is messured by
the barium.thorin titration method.

1.2 Applicability. This method is applicable for the
determination of sulfur dioxide emissions from stationary
sources. The minimum detectable limit of the method
has been determined to be 3.4 niilligrams (mg) of BOOM
(2.12)011-4 lb/ft I). Although no Upper limit has been
established, teats have shown the concentrations as
high as 80,090 mg/xol of ilOr can be collected efficiently
in two midget impingers, each contatning 15 milliliters
of a permit hydrogen peroxide, at a rate of 1.0 lpm for
20 minutes. Based on theCretical celeulations, tbe upper
concentration limit in a 20-liter sample is about 93,300
nnt/Ins.

Poseible interferents are tree ammonia, water-eoluble
cations, and fluorides. The cations and fluorides are
removed by glass wool filters and an isopropanol bubbler,
and hence do not affect the EiOs &naivete. AVben ear.ples
are being taken from a gas stream with high concentra-
tions of very fine metallic fumes (rush as in Inlets to
e Introl decima), high-efficiency PM 6,.ber filter suet
be used in place of the glass wool plug u.e., tee cce to
the probe) to remove the cotton interferenta.

Free ammonia interferes by reacting with flOs to form
te sulfite and by reacting with the indicator,

rtriefauiltammonia is present (thia can be iletamined by
knowledge of the women and vatic* white particulate
matter in the probe and isoprepanol hubblerkmailitaartz
live metbods,subleet to the ap_peoval of the A
tor, U.S. Environmental Protection Age-ny, are
required.
2. Apparatus
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RATE METER
NEEDLE VALVE

F igure 67,1

11 flatuplirg. The marnplIng train is shown in Figure
04, anti component parts are discussed below. The

ter bas opekod of substituting
mat deaftibed in Method ti in place of the mi t
Ringer Eintpment of Method 6. However, the ethod 8
than must be modified to !naiads a heated filterbetween
the probe and ifopeocanol impinger, grid the operation
et es sampling tisin and wimple similysis most be at
tbe flow Ma and volltdon volumes defined in Method S.

The tester also tra the ()Non of determining SO,
S itoultanevosly with particuLte matter and manure
.deterzninations by (1) replacing tbe water in a Method 5
Unplug& @Teem with S peroent perioside solution, or
(2) by replacing tbe Method 5 water impinger system
with a Method $ teopropanoldllter-peroxide system. The
Mg_ yds for 801 must be oonsist.snt with the procedure
fa Method 6.

2.1.1 Probe. Borolelcate glass, or itainiesa steel (other
Materials of construction may be need, subject to the

a
of the Adinialstrator), approximately IS.r..mIgraldlameter, with a heating system to prevent watt,

condensation and a filter (either in-stack or heated ce.t.
S tack) to, remove particulate matter, including sulfurto
acid miet. A ping of glees wool is a satisfactory filter.

2.1.3 Bubbler and Impingers. One midget bubbler,
with medium-coarse glass frit and borosilicate or quartz
glass wool pecked In top (see Fia.re e.-.1) to prevent
sulfuric acid mist carryover, and three 30rml midget
Impingers. The bubbler and mideet impingers must he
connected In seriee with leak-free glass connectors. Bili.
cone grease may be used, if necessary, to prevent leakue.

At the option of the tester, a midget impinger may be
used in plsce of the midget bubbler.

Other collection abeoen and flow rates may be need,
but aro sublect to the approval of the 1 dmirdstrator.
Alio, collection efficiency mutt oe shown to be at least
09 percent for eech tat run and must be documented In
the report. lithe effkiency is found to be acceptable atter
a eaW of three testi, further documentetion is not
reQuired. To conduct the efliciency test, an extra lib-
ember must be added and analysed separately. This
extra absorber must not contain more than 1 percent of
the total fiOt

3.1.3 Glue Wool. Borosilicate or tarts.
2.1.4 Stopcock Orem*. Aceton Insoluble, heat-

stable silicone grease may be used, if eceseary.
2.1.5 Temperature Gauge. Dial thermometer, or

equivalent, to mewsure temperature of gas leaving lin-
pinger train to within 1° C (2°F.)

3.1.0 Drying Tube. Tube packed with 6- to 16.mesh
indicating type silica gel, or equivalent, to dry the gas

S02 sampling train. SURGE TANK

sample ad to protect the meter and pimp. If the sillies
eel bas been need previously, dry itt 176* 0 (LlO* F) for
2 hour'. New silica gel ma be used ne received. Alterne-
tively, other types of deslecanta (equivalent or better)
May be used, subject to approval of the Administrator.

2.1.7 Veins. Needle nlue, te regulate sample gas flOw
rate.

' 9.1.8 Pump. Leak-tree dliphrsglet_ .pumP, or *Wily-
sleet, to pull gas through the train. Install a small tank
between the pump and rate meta to ellminate the
pulsation effect of the diaphregm pump on the rotemeter.

2.1.9 Rate Meter. Rotameter, or etpdvalent, capable
of measuring flow rats to within 2 peroent of the selected
flow rate of about 1000 cc/min.

2.1.10 Volume Meter. Dry gap, meter, Sufficiently
accurate to meseure the sample voibme within 2 percent,
calibrated at the selected flow rate and conditions
actually encountered during Nampling, and equiPPed
with a temperature gauge (dial thermomees, Of equiv-
alent) capable of measuring temperatte e to within
VC (6.4°F ).

3.1.11 Barometer. Mercury, ameroid, or other barom-
eter cgpable of measuring atmospheric pressure to within
3.5 rom Hg (0.1 in. Ht). In many came, the barometric
reading may be obtained from a nearby national weather
service station, in which case the station value (which
is the absolute barometric) pressure) shall be requested
and an adjustment for elevation differences between
the westher station and sampling point shall be applied
at a rate of minus 2.5 mm Hg (0.1 in. Hg) per 30 m (100 (t)
elevation increase or vice versa for elevation decrenae.

2.1.12 Vacuum Oauge. At least 760 mm He (30 in.
Ilg) gauge, to be used for leak check of the sampling
train.

2.2 Sample Recovery.
2.2.1 Wash bottles. Polyethylene or glass, 500 ml,

two.
2.2.3 Storage Bottles. Polyethylene, RIO ml, to store

impinger samples (one per sample).
2.3 Analysis.
3.3.1 Pipettes. Volumetric type, 5-ml, 20-ml (one per

sample), and 25-rni sizes.
2.3.2 Volumetric Flasks. 100-nil sire (one per wimple)

arid 100-ml sire.
2.3.3 Burettes. 5- and 50-mi sites.
2.3.4 Erlenmeyer Fluke. 250 ml-sise (one for each

sample, blank, and standard).
2.3.5 Dropping Bottle. 125-ml size, to add indicator.
33.6 Graduated ( ylinder. 100.m1 sire.
2.3.7 pectrophotometer. To measure absorbance at

352 nanometers.

PUMP

S. Reagents
Vnlese otherwiee indicated, ell religents must eankeut

to the specificetions setabilsbed by the Committee on
Analytical Reagents of the Ametioan Chemical Society.
Where sucgrilcationa are not oval/able, Use the bust
available3.1 Sampling. _

8.1.1 Water.Delonlied,_distiliod to Conform to ASTM
specideation D1193-74, Trype S. At the optisn of the
analyst, the RkinO test far oxidiseble organic matter
mag be omitted when ,high ceneentraticeir of organic
miner are not tweeted to be present.

with 20 ml of deionited, mita. ObaskialassPLIVg
3.1.2 Isopeopanol, 80 percent. Mil 10 ml al

isopropanot for parotids impurities as follaWs: Blake 10
ml of isopropenol with 10 nil of freshly gemmed 10
percent potwedum iodide volution. Prepare s blink be
aim ilerly treating M nil of distilled water. After 1 minute,
read the abportence at 153 nanometers on a metro-
photometer. If absorbance exceeds 0.1, reject alol ex
use.

Perosides may be removed froth leoproponol by radii-
tilling or by plissage through a oolumn of activated
alumina; however, reagent Iffei tannotntnni *4°4
suitably low peroxide levels may cinema from met.
niercial sconces. Rejection of contaminated lots inny,
therefore, be a more efficient procedure.

3.1.3 Iledrcgen Peroxide, 5 Percent. Dilute 30 percent
hydrogen peroxide 1:9 (v/v) with deionised, distilled
water (30 ml is needed per sample). Prepare fresh daily.

3.1.4 Potassium talkie Solution, 10 Percent. Dissolve
10.0 grams ICI in delonised, distilled water and dilute to
100 ml. Prepare when needed.

3.2 Sample Recovery.
3.2.1 Water. beionised, distilled, as in 3.1 1.
3.2.2 Isopropenol, 80 Percent. Mix 80 all Of isopropanol

with 20 ml of deionised, distilled water.
3.3 Analysis.
3.3.1 Water. Deionised, distilled, as in 3.1.1.
3 3.2 Isopropanol, 100 percent.
3 3.3 Thorin Indicator. 1.(o-arsonophenylaso)-2-

naphthol-3,6-disulfonic .acid, &odium salt, or equiva-
lent. Dissolve 0.20 g tn 100 mi of delonised, distilled
water.

3.3.4 Bytom Perchlorate Solution, 0.0100 N. Dis-
solve 1.95 g of barium perchiorate trihydrate flia(Clo oh
31401 in WO nil distilled water and dilute to 1 Ilter with
eopropenol. Alternatively, 1.22 g of IBaCie 211101 may

be used instead of the perchlorate. Standardize as in
Section 6.5.
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3.3 5 Sulfuric Acid Standard, 0 0100 N Purchaee or
standardize to e.O.0002 N against 0.0100 N Na011 which
has previously been standardised against potassitun
acid phthalate (primary standard grade).
4 Procedure.

4.1 Sampling.
4.1 1 Preparation of collection train. Measure 16 ml of

80 percent isopropanol into the midget bubbler and 15
ml of 3 percent hydrogen peroxide into each of the first
two midget inipingers. Leave the final midget impinger
dry. Assemble the train as shown in Figure 6-1. Adjust
probe balm t. temperature sufficient to prevent water
etruderatiort. Place cruShed ice and water around the
impinges%

4.12 lask-check procedure. A leak cheek prior to the
Sampling run Is optional: however, a leak check after the
sampling run Is mandatory. The leak-check procedure is
SW follows:

With the probe disconnected, place a vactnini gauge at
the Welt* the bubbler and pull vecuum of 250 mm
(10 in.) Hg; plug or pinch off the outlet of the flow meter,
and then- turn off the pump. The vacuum shall remain
stable for at least 36 seconds. Carefully release the
vacuum gauge before releasing the flow meter end to
prevent back flow of the irnpinger fluid.

Other leak-check procedures may be toed, subject to
the approval of the Administrator, TT.S. Environmental
Protection Agency. The procedure used In Method 5 Is
not mashie for diaphragm pumps.

4.1.3 Sample collection. Record the initial dry gas
meter reading and barometric pressure. To begin earn-
piing, poeitiop the tip otthe proloe at the sampling point,
connect the probe to the bulobler, and etart the pump.
Adjust the sample flow to constant rate of ap-
proximately 1.0 liter/min as indicated by the rotameter.
Maintain this constant rate (1,40 percent) during the
entire sempling run. Take readings (dry ges meter.
tempnaturas at dry gas meter and at impiliger outlet
and rate meter) at least every 8 minutes. Add more ice
during the run to keep the temperature of the gases
leaving the last impinger at 20° C (68° F) or less. At the
concluelon of each run, turn off the pump, remove probe
from the deck, and record the final readiuts. Conduct a
/eak cheek ILT In Section 4.1 2. (This leak check is manda-
tory.) If a leak is found, void the test run. Drain the ice
bath, and purge the remaining part of the train by draw-
ing clean ambient air through the system for 15 minutee
at tha sampling rite.

Clean ambient air can be provided by passing air
through a charcoal filter or through an extra midget
impinge'. with 15 mi of 3 percent 1110i. The tester may
opt ta simply use ambient air, without p-hritication.

4.2 Sample Recovery. Disconnect the Impingers after
Purging. Discard the contents of the midget bubbler. Pour
the contents of the midget impingers Into a leak-free
polyethylene bottle for shipment. Rinse the three midget
Impingers and the connecting tubes with delonized,
distilled wet.% and add the washings to the same garage
container. Mark ths fluid level, Sol and identify the
eample container.

4.3 Sample Analysis. Note level of liquid in container,
and confirm whether any sample was loet during ship-
ment; note this on analytical data sheet. If a noticeable
amount of leakage haa occurred, either void the sample
or use methods, subject to the approval of the Adminis-
trator, to correct the flnal results.

Transfer the contents of tea storage container to a
100-ml volumetric Risk and dilute to auetly 100 ml
with deioulsed, distilled wa:e Pipette 20-ml aliquot of
this solution into a 250-ml lerlenmeyer flask, add 80 nel
of 100 percent lsopropanol and two to four drops of thorin
indicator, end titrate to a pink endpoint using 0 0100 N
barium perehlotate. Repeat and average the titration
volumes. Run blank with each series of samplee. Repli-
cate Mations mist agree within 1 percent ar 0.2 ml,
whichever la larger.

(Nors.-Protect the 0.0100 N barium perchlorate
sOlution from evaporation at all times.)
5. Calibration

8.1 Metering System.
5.1.1 Initiel Calibration. Before its initial use in the

tleld_, first leak check the metering system (drying tube,
needle valve, pump, rotameter, anel dry gas meter) as

follows place a vacuum gauge at the inlet to the (It Ying
tube and pull vacuum of 250 nun (10 in Ile, plug or
pinoh off the outlet or the flow meter, and then turn off
the pump. The vacuum shall remain stable for at lea.st
30 seconds. Carefully release the vatAlum gauge before
releasing the flow meter end.

Next, calibrate the metering system (at the sampling
flow rate specified by tho method) as Mimes: connect
an appropriately sized wet test meter (e.g., 1 liter per
revolution) to the inlet of the drying tube. Make thro3
indopendent calibration runs, using at least five revolu-
tions of the dry gas meter per run. Calculate the calibra-
tion factor, Y (wet test meter calibration volume divided
by the dry gas meter volume, both volumes adjusted to
the same reference temperature and pressure). for each
run, and average the results. If any Y value deviates by
more than 2 percent from the average, the meteling
system is unacceptable for use. Otherwise, II40 the aver-
age as the calibration factor for subsequent test rune.

5.1.2 Post-Test Calibration Check. After each field
test series, conduct a calibration check as in Section 5.1.1
above, except for the following variations: (a) the leak
check is not to be conducted, (b) three, or more revolu-
tions of the dry gas meter may be used, and (c) only two
independent rune need be made. If the calibration factor
does not deviate by more than 5 percent from the initial
calibration factor (determined in tilection 6.1.1), then the
dry gas meter volumN obtained during the test series
are acceptable. If the calibration factor deviates by more
than 5 puicent, recalibrate the metering system as in
Section 5.1.1, and for the calculations. use the calibration
factor (initial or recalibration) that yields the lower gas
volume for each test run.

6.2 Thermometers. Calibrate against mercury-in-
glass thermometers.

5.3 Rotameter. The rotameter need not be calibrated
but should be cleaned and maintained according to the
manufacturer's instruction.

5.4 Barometer. Calibrate against a mercury barom-
eter.

8.5 Barium Perchlorate Solution, Standardize the
barium perehlorate solution against 25 ril of standard
sulfuric acid to which 100 ml of 100 percent isopropanol
has been added.

6. Coleulal ions
Carry out calculations, retainleg- at least one extra

det Imal figure beyond that of the aequired data. Round
off figures after final calculation.

6.1 Nomenclature.
..Coneentrstion of sulfur dioxide, dry basis

corrected to standard condiunns, ingldscm
ab/dscf).

Na Normality of barium perchlorate titrant,
milllequivalents/ml.

Pbar..Barometrics pressure at the exit orifice of the
dry gas meter, mm He (in. Hg).

Pad...Standard abaolute pressure, 760 mm lig
(20.92 tn. His).

T....Average dry gas meter absolute temperature,
°K (°R).

TH. -,Standard absolute temperature, 293° K
(528° R).

1/..-,Volume of sample aliquot titrated, ml.
V.e.Dry pa volume Le measured by the dry gas

meter, dem WO-
Va(ad).. Dry gas volume measured by the dry gas

meter, corrected to standard conditions.
dscm (dad).

V.A. -Total volume of solution In winch the sulfur
dioxide sample is contained, 100 ml. -

VI...Volume of terium perchlorate titrant used
for the sample, ml (average of replicate
tltrations).

VaaVolume of barium perchlorate titrant uaed
for the him*. ml.
Dry gas metercalibretion factor.

32.03- Equivalent weight of sulfur dioxide.
8.2 Dry sample gas volume, corrected to standard

conditions.

( on 17,0" -7;i114) (-fobs) K y
A m

Equation 0-1

wheit:

E int m fig for metric units.
°It,in. lig foe English units.

6.3 sulfur d ;oxide concentration.

Vi - Vo) N( Va

Va
Cso2 .7:7' K2

n(slcD
Equation 6-2

iniemeq. fur metric units.
.1.061E1n-is th 'meg. for English units.
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METHOD 7-DII1-ERMINATTON 01. NerlitooRie OXID!
Eausatoae Ftiost STATIONARY Bounces

1. Princfpie and Applicability
1.1 Pri, :ale. A grab sample is oollected In eh evacu-

ated flask coutaining a dilute sulfuric acid-hydrogen
peroxide absorbtng solution, and the nitrogen_ neldo,
extvpt nitrous oxide, are meesured colorimetertolly
=Mg the phenoldlstillonlcs acid (PD8) procedure.

1.2 Applicability. This method is applicable to the
measurement of nittogen oxides emittedfrom stationary
sources. The range of the method hes been determined
to he 2 to 400 inilfigramna NO. (as Noa_Per dry standard
cubic meter, without having to dilute the ample.
2. Apparatus

2.1 Sampling (see Figure 7-1). Other grab sampling
gystems or equipment, capable ol measuring sample
volume to within *2.0percent and collecting a aufilelent
sample volume to allow analytical reproducsibllitetro
within d5 percent, will be considered sioceptable
natives, subject to spproval of the Adm,or, .0.
Environmental Protection Agency. The Mowing
equipment is used in sampling:

2.1.1 Probe. Borosilicate glass tubing, suElcientl
heated to prevent water condensation and equl
with an in-etack or out-etaok filter to remove
matter (a I of glue wool le othdactory IX this
purpose). Keel or Teflon I tubing may also be
used for the probe. Heettnc is not 04011.11/y We VOW
remains dry during the purgine period-

Mention of trade names or specific products does not
constitute endorsement by the Environmental PM
tection Agency.
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Figure 7-1. Sampling train, flask valve. and flask.

2.1.2 Collection Flask. Two-liter boroeilleete, round
bottom short neck and 24/40 standard taper
opening, ted against implation or breakage.

21.3 Valve. T-bore Inquiet connected to S,

200 standard tapar joint.
2.1.4 Temperstme Gauge. Dial-type thermometer, or

other temperature gauge, cepable of measuring 1° C
(2° It) intervals from 6 to 50° C (25 to 126* F),

2.1.5 Vacuum Line, Tubing of witUtanding
* vacuum of 75 mm Hg2014. lig) a ute pressure, with
"T" connection and T

2.1.6 Vacuum Gauge. Us-ttgreninometee, 1 meter
(36 in.), with 1-rtim (0.1-In.) divisions, or other gauge
capable of manuring pretwore to within *2.5 nun lig
(0.10 in. Hg),

2.1.7 Pump. Capable of evacustiug the collection
flask to preemie equal to or los then 75 tam' Hg (3 In.
Hg) absolute.

216 Squeeze Bulb. One-way.
2.1.9 Volumeldo Pipette. 25 ml.
2.1.10 Stowe* and Ground Joint Grease. .1 high-

waeuune higtotaniperature ohlorofluoroearbon terse ts
required. Halocarbon 2548 hu been found to be affective.

&Ill Barometer. Mercury, aneroid, or other barom-
eta eapible of measuring atmcepbsie pressure to within
2.5 mm Hg (0.1 in. lig). In many cases, the barometric
seeding nay be obtained Isom a nearby national weather
service station, in which case the station value (which is
the absolute barometric pumme) shall he requested and
an adjuatmeot foe elevation differences between the
weber station end sampling point shall be applied at a
rate of naps La Hg (0.1 in. Bs) Var 20 m 000 ft)
elevation Meese, or viee veras for elevation decrees).

2.2 Sample Recovery. The following equipment ls
required for sample recovery:

2.2.1 Graduated Cylinder. 50 ml with 1-ml divisions.
2.2.2 Storage Containers. 7.eale free polyethylene

bottles.
12.3 Wash Bottle. Polyethylene or glass.
2.2.4 Glass Stirring Rod.
12.5 Test Paper for Indicating pH. To cover the pH

Range of 7 to 14.
13 Antalya* For the analysis, the following equip-

/neat Is neided:
2.21 Volumetric Pipettes. Two 1 ml, two 2 ml, one

I ml, one 4 ml, two 10 ml, and one 2h ml for each sample
6nd standard.

2.3.2 Portelath Evapetsting Mhos. 175- te 250oin
capacity with lin for_pouring, one tor each ample and
each standard. The Coors No. 45006 (shallow-form 105
tril) hes been found to be eatiskatery. Alternatively,
polymethyl pentene beakers (Nalge No. 1209,150 ml), or
g1ass beakers (150 ml) may be tend. When glass beakers
are used, etching of the beakera may cause solid matter
to be present in the 'Wylie& step. the solids should be
removed by filtration (see Section 4.3).

2.3.3 Steam Bath. Low-temperature mere or theme-
Matlettly controlled hot plates kept below 70*C (1110° F)

are scceptablo atternatives.
2.3.1 Dropping Pipette Or Dropper. Three required.
2.3.5 Polyethylene Polkeman. One for each sample

and each standard.
2.3.6 Graduated Cylinder. 100 ml divisions.
2.3.7 Volumetric Fluke. 50 n1 (one (or oath sample).

100 ml (one for each sample and each standard, and one
for the workinn stendard }ENO, solution), end, 1000 ml
(one).

2.s.8 Spectrophotometer. To measure absorbance at
410nm.

2.2.9 Graduated Pipette. 10 ml with 0.1-ml divisions.
2.3.10 Twit Paper for Indienting p11. To cover the

pH range or 7 to 14.
2.3.11 Analyticel Balance. To measure to within 0.1

mg,
3. Reveille

Unless otherwise indicated, it is intended that all
reorients conform to the specifications utablished by the
Committee on Analytical Reagents of the Ameriran
Chemical Society, wom aucu specification., are aveit .
able; otherwlee, use the beet availablegrade.

3.1 Sampling. To prepare the absorbing solution,
cautiously add 2.8 ml eoncentrated 11,904 to 1 liter of
delonited. distilled water. Mix well and add e nil of 3
percent hydrogen peroxide, freshly prepared from 30
percent hydrogen peroxide solution. The absorbing
solution should be used within 1 week of its preparation.
Do not expoto to estreme heat or direct sunlight.

3.2 Sample Recovery. Two reagents are required for
auspie recovery:

3.2.1 Sodium Hydreelde (IN). Dissolve 40 g NeOH

lit deionleed, distilled water era dilute to 1 liter.
3.2.2 Water. Deionleed, distilled to conform to Al3Tht

sPectfleation D1193-74, Typo 3. At the option of the

ENCASEMENT

spume FLASK
2-LITEL.ROUND4OTTOM. SHORT NE'CK.

WITH SLEEVE NO. 24/40

analyst" the =NO. tad for esidirahls sclainis matt&
nay be omitted wben high concentrations of orSsnia
matter ars not expected to be pesient.

Analyds. For the anklysle, the 8:41owing reagents

a WS mum:
112.1 Fuming Sulfuric Acid. llipsreent by weJaht

free aultur trioxide. HANDLE WITH CAUTION.
.31.11.2 Phenol. White solid.
3.3.3 Sulfuric Acid. Coneentrated,_95 _percent mini-

mum assay. HANDLE WITH CAUTION.
3.3.4 Potassium Nitrate. Dried at 106 to 110° C (220

to 720° F) for ad
mmum of 2 boors just prlor to prepare-

tion of standar solution.
3.3.3 Standard ENO, Solution. Dliaolve ataotly

2.190 g _of dried Poleallum nitene (PIO.) In detaufteal
dittilkd water and dilute to- 1 mar with &kinked,
distilled water in 1,000-ml volumetric Eaek.

3.3.6 Working _Standard KNOLSehitfon. Dilute 10

ml of the standard *Anion to 100 ml with deioaleed
distilled water. One mthilltee of the workintstanderd
solutton is equivalent to 100 jig nitregen elloside (NO t).

3.3.7 Water. Deienized, dladlled as ln Section 3.2.2.
3.3.8 Phenoldisulionio Acid Solution. Dissolve 25 g

of pure white phenol in ILO concentrated sulfuric
acid on a steam bath. Cool, add 76 ml fuming sulfuric
acid, and heat at 100° C (212° F) for hours. Store In

dark, etoppered bottle.
4. Procedures

4.1 Sampling.
4.1.1 Pipette 25 ml of *boort:ling solution into a

flask, retaining a sufficient quantity for use In pre ng

the calibration standards. Insert the flask vele! pper
Into the flask with the valve in the "purge" position.
Mumble the munpling nein as shown in Figure 7-1
snd place the peels et the AMMAN Pint. Maim lure
that all fittings are dght and Uak-tree4 and that all
panid glass joints have been properly greased with a
highlattillta, high-temw.rMi are chIceolluorocarbon-
based nopeock grew. Turn the Mak valve and the

litmp
_valve to their "evacuate" posis. Evacuate

ileilask. to 78 mm Hg (a In. Hi) absolute pressure, or
leas. Evacuation to it preimare epproachleg the vapor

Miurof water at the stating temperature le duffels.
tle pump valve to its "vent" tuition and turn

oft the pump. Check lor leakeee by ovirtg the ma-
nometer tor any premure fluctuation. (Any veristion
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greater thn 10 mm Mi (0.4 In.
I fl2IflUtI is not IOCIP4IbISL and
used until the leakage proniem
In the flask is not to exceed 75mm

lOflr p1Od lfldlC*t
must be corrected belor

train. Shake the flask ror
4.1.2 If the being
ygen for the couverak

pUcable subpart of the
sample of a calibration I

ygen aball be lnuoduo
cenvarelon. Oxygen mu
by pn of three matho
lampllng flask flush wi
evacuate fisk1075mm

Hg ( In. H) vacuum
tins final pressure, and
mothve until the fasta- pienwi.

4.2 Sample Recovery.
oilS hews and then aha
Connect the flask to ama

pressure, and the difleren
n the manometer. The
the flask (F,) is the ban
mm& reading. Tanar
leak-free polyethy1 b
with 5-mi portions of dak
th. rinse water to the bet
a and 12 by adding sodit
(about 25 to $5 drnps).
itlrring rod Into the eclut
to the pH test paper. Rem
during this step. Mark tt
that the cotiinar can
transport. Lbet the cot
contents. Seal the contali

43 Analysis. Note the
and oonflrin whether or n
ihIment; hots this on t
noticeable amount of lest
the eample er use metho
the Administrator, to cot
stely prior to analysis,
shipping container to a
rinse the container twIce
distilled water. Add the
dilute to the mark with
thoroughly. Pipette I 2&
evaporating dish. Retur
sample to the polyethyt
ttis 25-mi alluuot to dryn
to cool. Adda ml phenol
dried residue and ttlturat
erie polIceman. Make u
residue. Add 1 ml delon
drops of concentrated iii
on a steam bath for $ ml
Allow the solution to coot
water, mix well by ttlut
monium hydroxide, dro
until the pu Is 10 (as de

'I

r $ period of
Is not to be

ted. Pressure
Ug) absolute
d the volume
crsture (Ti),
flask valve
snd do the

robe and the
condensatlois
tea, best the

sint
the

the i
veto

mathing in the flask, record
en vent the flask to the at-
pressure Is almost equal to

at the flask set for a minimum
the contents for 2 mInutes.

org filled U-tube manometer.
flask to the manometer and
iturs (Ti) the barometric
between tie mercury levels

beolute Internal pressure in
saUte presaire lees the man-
be contents of the flask to a
tle. Rinse the flask twice
Ised, distilled water and add
a. Adjust the nfl to between
s hydroxide (1 N), dropwise
heck the pH b dipping a

md then touching the rod-- -- iIeI.. --0U
s liquid level so
g leakag, after
ny identity Its

ei of
any'

I, a.stIUed water and four
Ic acid. fiSat the solution
as with occasional stirring.
.d 20 ml deionized, distilled
and add concentrated am-
ss, with constant stirring,
rined by pH psper) I the
es must be removed by
in acceptable alternative,
Administrator), as follows:
41 Idtex paper into i0O-ml
raporating dish with three
listilled water; filter these
with at least three lf,-ml

led water. Add the filter
the volumetric flask and

can be
and

r. Mix
re the
r the
15511

a

e exceeds Ai, the
(SCe Section 6.2.2).

5. Chilbrefton

5.1 Flask Volume. The volume of the colleef Ion fl
flask valve combination must be known prior to wn
ping. Assemble the flask and flask valve and fill with

water,
10 ix

RULES AND REGULATIONS

volume of water Lu d.4 Sam10 concentration, dry basis, corrected to,
flask, standard conditions.

5.2.1 OpjjjmWivelungth Deternilnettim. For both
fixed and variable wavelength spectrophotonirt'ts.
calibrate against standard certified wavsleiigth of 410
nm, every 6 months. Alternatively, for variable WSvn
length epectrophotometers, scan the ehectrumn between
400 and 415 nm using a 200 pg NO, standard solution (sac
SectIon 5.2.2). its peek does not occur, the spec tropho-
tometer is probably malfunctioning, and snould be re-
paired. When sneak is obtained wt.hiii the 400 to 416 urn
range, the wavelength it which this peak occurs shall be
the optimum wavelength for the measurement of ab-
sorbance for both the standards and samples.

5.2.2 Dotenuinatlon of Spectrophotometer Calibre.
Pen Factor K,. Add 0.0, 1.0, 2.0, 5.0, and 4.0 ml of the
KNOt working standard eolution (1 mI-IOU pg NO,) to
a series of five porcelain evaporating dishes. To each, add
25 ml of absorbing solutIon, 10 ml detonited, distilled
w5ter, and sodium hydroxide (iN), dropwise, until the
pH Is between 9 and 12 (about 25 to 35 drops each).
Beginning with the evaporation step, follow the analy-
sis procedure of Section 4.a until the solution has been
transferred to the 100 ml votumotric flask and diluted to
the mark. Measure the absorhsiwe of each solution, at the
optimnuni wavelength as determnined in Section 6.2.1.
This calibration proceure must be repeated on each dey
Ilait samples an' anslyred. Calculate the spectrophotom-
eter calibration factor as follows:

K 100.A,+2A3+3A,+4A4

Equation 7-1
where:

K,'. Calibration factor
Ai-Abeorbanee of the 100-pg NO, standard
A,-Absorbsnoe of the 200-pg NO, standard
A,-Absorbanoe of the 500-pg NO, standard
41-Absorbanoe of the 400pg NO, standard

et3 Barometer. Calibrate $aimit a mercury baroni-

6.4 Temperature Gauge. Calibrate dial thermometers
against mercury-in-glass thermometers.

6.5., Vacuum Oauge. Calibrate ineeb *nicai gauges, If
used, against a mercury manometer such as that speci-
fied In 2.1.5.

5.6 AnalyUoal Balance, CeUbrate against standard
weights.
5. Caleuloftoas

Carry out the ca!oulaUone, retaining at least one extra
decimal figure beyond that of the acquired data. Round
oft figures after final calculations.

6.1 Nomenclature.
A- Absorbance of sample.
C-Concentration of NO, as NOi dry batis, cor-

rected to standard conditions, mg/dscm
(Th!dect).

P-Dilution factor (i a., 26/5, 25/10, ate., required
only if sample dilutIon was needed to reduce
the abeorbance into the range of calibration).

K.-Spectrophotometer calibration factor.
,x-'Hess of NO, as NO, in gas sample, pg.
P,-PInl absolute lreasureof flack, nun Hg (In. Hg).
P,-lnitial sboluk 1-resslmn- of flask, mm Hg (In.

Hg
I,td -Stundard ebolute pressure, 7'') mm Hg (29.92111.

Ti-Final bsulute temperature of flask ,°K (°R).
7'i-initial absolute temperature of flask 'K ('H).

2'..e-Standard absolute temperature, 2t,l31 IC (528° R)
V.,-Samplc volume at standard condItions (dry

bOsle), ml.
V,-Volume of ilask and valve titI.
V.-Volurne of absorbing solution, 25 tnt.

2-f,0/26, the aiiq;lot factor. (If ')ther than a 25-mI
allquot was used for snalysia, the correspond-
ing factor niust Is ubitituted).

5.2 Sample volume, dry basis, corrected Co standard
conditions.

T.1.,
- r, P.

Vg,= j- (';- Va) I
(at4 L1 I.

=K,(V,- 25 nil)

Equation 7-2
where

O.383S
°K for metric tlnitl

Him Hg

17.64 : for Enmg!h4h units
In. hg

(3.3 Total pg NO2 per sample.

sn=2 K, .IF

Equation 7-3

Noi'a.-lf other than a 26-mI aliquot is used for analy-
sis, the factor 2 must be replaced by a corresponding
factor.

C-K,

Equation 7-4

where:

mg/rn'
K5 103 for metric unitr

,mg/ml

lbfscf
6.243X 101 ---,- fog' English unito

g, ml

7. IMblforaphy

1. Standard Methods of ChemIcal Analysis. 6th ad.
New York, D. Vna Nostrand Co., Inc. 1962. Vol. 1,
p. 329-330.

2. Standard Method of Test for Oxides of Nltrosen In

p. 725-720.
3. Jacob, MB. 'The Chemical Analysis of Air FoUnt-

ants. New' York. Interacience Publishers, Inc. 1960
Vol. 10, n. 251-255.

4. Beatty B. L,, L. B, Berger, and H, H. Bthrenk.
Determlnaton of OxlduotNltrcgn by the Phenoldisul.
Ionic Acid Method, Bureau of Mines, U;S. Dept. of
Interior. P.. I. 5687, February 1943,

5. Ramnil, U. F. and 1). B. Camann. Colliborstive

6. lIatnil, H. F, and H. B. Thomas. Collaborative
Study of Method for the )rtennInat1nn of Nitrogen
Oxide Etnissionj from Stationary Bow sea (Nitric Acid
Plants), Southwest Research Initlti'tm report for En.
vironmental Protection Agency. ;.eseizoh Tml.angte
Pzk, NC. May N, 1t74.
MaTROD B-Dxva'sxiwAvsOw OP ULJ'U*)C Acm Mae
AND SULFUR Dioxw$ Eliaslosa Faou 8eartotay
SOUac&s

I. PrfnandApplkeblWv
1.1 PrInciple. A gas sample ii extracted isokiutically

from the stack. The sulfuric sold mist (including sulftfr
trlozide) and the sulfur dioxide are lerarated and both
fractions are measured separately by the bidum4borin
titration method,

1.2 ApplicabiUty. This method ii applicable for the
determination of sulfuric acid mist (including sulfur
trtoxlde, and In the absence of other particulate mitlec)
arid sulfur dioxide emissions from stationary sowuss.

meter (0.03>' 10-P poundsJcubio foot) for sulfur triozid.
and 1.2 mg/zn' (0.74 10-' lbJft') for sulfur dioxide. Nq
upper limits have been establisited, Based on theoretical
calculations for 200 tnllllhiters of a percent hydrogen
p' oxide solution, the upper concentration limit for
sulfur dioxide In a 1.0 m' (35.3 ft.') gas sample Ii about
12,500 mg/rn' (7.71(10-' lb/ft$). The uper limit can be
extended by increasing the quantity of peroxide solution
in th lnipingc'rs.

PossIble interfering agents of this method are fluoridei,
free ammonia. acid dimethyl aniline. If any-of these
Interfering agents are present (this can be determined by
knowledge of liii' process), alternatIve methods, subject
to the ppruval of the Administrator, are required,

Pihteralil,' pathiculat matter may be determined along
with SC), and SO, (subject to the approval of the Ad-
nti,mlstralor); however the procedure used for particulate
matter must be eoncd.'ctent with the specIfications and
proct'dures given in Method 5.
2. Appa rains

2.1 tarnpllng. A schematic of the samplIng train
tiseti in this method Is shown in FIgure 8-1; it is similar
to the Method 5 train except that the filter position is
different and the filter holder does not have to be heated,
Comniercial models of this train art svallable. For those
who d.'aire to build their own, however complete con-
rtrurlloiI details arc described in APTIJ.a'ul. Changes
front the APTD-0681 document and allowable modi-
ficatiomma to Figure 8-1 are dlseusst'd In the following
subsections.

The operating and maintenance procedures for the
sampling train arc deactibed in APTI)-0676, Since correct
usage Is Important In obtaIning valid results, ill users
should read the APTD437S document and gdopt the
operaUng and maintenance procedures outlined In it
tinles otherwise specified herein. Further details and
guidcliimes on operation and maintenance are given In
M"tl'od S and should be read and followed whenever
they arc applicable,

2.1.1 Probe Nasal.. Same as MethodS, SectIon 2.1,1.
2.12 Probe Liner. Borosilicate or quartz glass, with a

heating system to prevent vlrlt)ie condensation dining
sampling. Do not use metal ,rohe liners.

2.1.3 Pkt Tube. Same as Method 5, Section 2.1,8.
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TEMPERATURE SENSOR

PITOT TUBE

TEMPERATURE SENSOR

PROBE

FILTER HOLDER

THERMOMETER

CHECK
VALVE

REVERSE TYPE

FITOT TUBE I s I I
0 III

i I Is
1,ils (ill:: IO 0 et

' p,1

iese ,:8- :btu;

PITOT MANOMETER

THERMOMETERS

ORIFICE

ICkATH IMPINGEKS

BY-PASS VALVE

DRY TEST METER

AIR-TIGHT
PUMP

Figure 8-1. Sulfuric acid mist sampling train.

13.4 Differential Pressure Gauge. Same as Method 5,
Esetion 23.4.

2.1.5 POW Holdcr. Borcsilicate Maw, with glue
Mt filter su port and a silicone rubber gasket. Other

MImaterials, e.g., Teflon er Viton, may be wed eub.
the ap114WW of the Adrninisketer. The holder

desige shell provide a poaitive seal naiad leakage from
the outside or around the filter. The filter holder shall
be Owed between the first and second Impingera Note:
Do uot beet the filter holder.

2.1.6 Jm_plitgemFour, es shown in Figure 8-1. The
find and third shall be of the Chtenburg-Smith design
with Mandan! tips. The emend and fourth shall be of
the OreenbargSmith dedgn, modified by replacing the
insert with an approximately 13 millimeter (0.5 in.) ID
glum tube, having an unconstricted tip located 13 min
(0.5 tn.) from the bottom of the flask. !Waller collection
systems, which have been approved in the Adminis-
trator, =II be Wed.

11,7 &Uterine Bram. Same 11.4 Method 5, Section
LLB.

11,13 Barometer Same as Method 5, Section 2.1.9.
2.1.9 Gas Derwity Determination Equipment. Same

as Method 5, Section 2.1.10.
11.10 Tentperatute Gauge. Thermometer, or equiva-

to measure the temperature of the gas leaving the
im tiger Min to within 1° C (2° F).

2 llample Recovery.
2.2.1 %eh Bottles. Polyethylene or glass, 100

(two).
2.73 Graduated Cylinders. 250 ml, 1 liter. (Vette

metric flask' way also be wad.)
2.2.3 Stomp Bottles. Leek-free polyethylene bottles,

IMO mksise (twO for tech sampling run).

2.2.4 Trip Balance. 500-gron capacity, to measure to
*0.5 g (necessary only if a moisture content analysis is
to be done).

2.3 Analysis.
23.1 Pipettes. Volumetric. W ml, 100 ml.
22.2 Busrette. DO nil.
2.3.3 Erlenmeyer Flask. 250 rnl. (one for each sample

blank and dandard).
2.3.4 Aradeated Cylinder. 100 nil.
2.3.5 Trip Balance. 500 g capacity, to measure to

*0.5 5.
2.3.6 Dropping Bottle. To add indicator solution,

125-ml site

1 Reagent.
Unless otherwime indicated, all rements ere to conform

to the specifications established by the Committee on
Analytical Reagents of the American Chemical Society,
where ouch specifications ere 'mailable. Otherwise, use
the best availeble grade.

3.1 Sampling.
3.1.1 Fillers. Same as Method 5, Section 3.1.1.
3.1.2 Silica Gel, dame e,s Method 5, Section 3.1.2.
3.1.3 Water. Delonized, distilled to conform to ASTM

specification 7)1193-74, 'TTpe 3. At the option of the
analyst, the ninth test for oxidizable meank mattes
may be omitted when high concentrations of mettle
matter are not expected to be present.

3.1.4 Iropropanol. fin Peroent. Mix 800 ml of isopro-
panel with WO ml of delonlsed, distilled water.

Non.Experience has shown that only A.C.S. snide
leopropenol I. satisfactory. Tests have shown that
tioproponol obtained from oommercial sources ace*.

hes pomade Impurities that will clause sr.

41781

VACUUM
LINE

VACUUM
GAUGE

MAIN VALVE

ennecusly high soltwio *cid in. I mmeneement. Use
the following test for detecting penal:Lift in web 1ot of
isopeopenel: Shake 10 ml of the Isopeoperrol with 10 MI
of freahly prepared 10 pement peed= iodide solution.
Prepare bleak by ry treating 10 ml of distilled
water. Alter 1 minute, reed the abeorbrooe oa a spectra
pbotorastar at 252 aerometers. If tbe absorbance exceeds
0.1. the impropanol shall not be need. Peroxide may be
removed from of by passage
through a column ol sell alnmina. However. re-
age n4rade isopropenol wi Suitably low peroxide hvels
is reiWily evadable front oommwela emilwal therefore,
rejection of contaminated lots mey be more &Went
than following the peroxide removal procedure.

3.1.5 Hydrogen Peroxide 3 Percent. Dilute 100 ml
of 30 percent hydrogen peroxide to 1 lila wita delonitede
distilled water. Prepare freeli daily.

3.1.5 Crushed Ios.
11.2 Sample Recovery.
3.2.1 Water. Same as 3.12.
2.2.3 Isopropecol. 00 Percent, Same ILS 2.1.i.
3.8 Analysts.

- 8.3.1 Water. game la 3.1.11.
3 3.2 Isopropanol, 100 Percent.
3.3.3 Thorin indicator. 1404.rsonophehesse)-2-naltb-

feclisulionle acid, disedium salt, or equivalent.
D issolve 0.20 g 100 ml of delonised, distilled water.

3.3.4 Barium Normal). Divots%
1.95 g of barium perchkeste ydrate (B4C10.1e3010)
in 200 ml delonited, distil wateraind Mute to 1 litet
with isopropenol; / .22 g of birium-chleride dihydrate
(BaC12.21110) may be need indeed of the bertum Der-
chlorate. Standsrfte with sulftnie aild es in Section 5.2.
This solution must be protected argon *vowel:ion at
all timee.
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s.3.5 Sulfuric Acid Standard 0100 N). Purchase or
standardise to

y
*DbeOM N 00 N MOH that

has previauslen against primary
standard potassium said phthalate.

4. Procedure
4.1 Sampling.
4.1,1 Pretest Freparstion. Follow the prooedure out-

Lined in Method 5, Ibrction 4.1.1; filters should be tn-
oftted, but need not be desiccated, weighed, or identi-
fied. U the effluent gas can be tonsidered dry, , ie., inois-
lure tres, ,the silica gel need not be weighed.

4.1.2 Preliminary Determinations. Follow the pro-
adult outlined in Method 5, Section 4.1.2.

4.1.3 Preparation of Collection Train, Folio* the pro-
eedure outlined in Method 8, Section 4.1.3. (except for
the secant) paragreph and other obviously Inappllftble
ports) end tire 'Figure 8-1 instead of Figure 6-1. Replace
the second paragraph with: Place 100 ml of 80 percent
isopropanol in the first impinger, 100 ml of 8 percent
hydrogen peroxide in both the second and third im-

PLANT

OPERATOR

DATE

RUN NO.

SAMPLE BOX NO,

METER BOX NO.

METER 4

C FACTOR

PITOT TUBE COEFFICIENT, Cp

RULES AND REGULATIONS

News; retain a portion of each reagent for use as a
max solution. Place about 2001 of allies gel in the fourth

Noms.If moisture content is to be determined by
inminger analysis, weigh each of the first three irophigers
(plus aborbincrolution) to the nearest 0.5 g snd record
these weights. 'rhe weight of the silica gel (or silica gel
plus container) 131110 also be determined to the nearest
0.5 g and reoorded.

4.1.4 Pretest Leak-Chock Procedure. Follow the
-basic procedure outlined in Method 5, Section 4,1.4.1,
noting Abu the probe heater shall be adjusted to the
minimum temperature required to prevent condensa-
tion, and also that verbage such as, plugging the
inlet to tho filter holder ," shall be reple by," plugging the inlet to the first irnpinger
The pretad leak-cheek is optional.

4.1.5 Train Operation. Follow the basic procedures
outlined in Method 5, Section 4.1.5, in conjunction with
the following special instructions. Data shall be reoorded

4

on a sheet similar to the one in Figure 8-2. The sampling
rate shall not exceed 0.030 inr/min (1.0 elm) during the
run. Periodically during the test, observe the oontrectift
line between the probe and first impInger for signs ol
condensation. If it does occur, adjust the probe heater
setting upward to the minimum temperature required
to prevent condensation. If component changes become
necessary during a run, a lealmteck aball be done im-
mediate y before asch change, according to the procedure
outlined in Section 4.1.4.2 of Method 5 (with appropriate
modifications, ss mentioned in Section 4.1.4 of this
method); record all leak rates. It the leakage rate(s)
exceed the specified rate, the tester shall either void the
rut. or &hall plan to correct the sample volume as out-
lined in &dip 6.3 of Method 5. Immediately after cam-
poneat changes, leak-checks are optional. If these
leak-chocks are done, the procedure outlinod in Section
4.1.4.1 of Method 5 (with appropriate modifications)
shall be used.

STATIC PRESSURE. mm HI (in. Hg)

AMBIENT TEMPERATURE

BAROMETRIC PRESSURE

ASSUMED MOISTURE.%

PROBE LENGTH, m (ft)

NOZZLE IDENTIFICATION NO.

AVERAGE CALIBRATED NOZZLE DIAMETER, ern tin.).

PROBE HEATER SETTING

LEAK RATE, m3/nlin,(cfm)

PROBE LINER MATERIAL

SCHEMATIC OF STACK CROSS
SECTICir= FILTER NO.

Ala

TRAVERSE POINT
NUMBEF.

SAMPLING
TIME

On, min.

VACUUM
mm Hs
(In. Hs)

STACK
TEMPERATURE

(Ts),
It (°F)

VELOCITY
HEAD
( APs),

mm H2O
(Ia. H20)

PRESSURE
DIFFERENTIAL,

ACROSS
ORIFICE
METER,
mm1120
(Is. H20)

GAS SAMPLE
VOLUME,

m3 (f13)

GAS SAMPLE TEMPERATURE
AT DRY GAS METER '

TEMPERATURE
OF GAS

LEAVING
CONDENSER OR
LAST IMPINGER,

sC (11)
INLET,
6C ('F)

OUTLET,
0C (6F)

.--
TOTAL.

Avg
,---

Avg

AVERAGE Avg

After thrhing ort tho pump and r(l,rll.li lb flutl
readilisq at t h. tint of ach run. re:::, . If e probe
from the stack. Conduct a poatost iniandainry, lit
cheek as la Seet on 1.1.4.3 of Method t (w'tli 14,1414'4" Pito
montiicatioh; and reeord the leak rate. If the post.tel,
Ientsge rate con Petit; the specified acceptable rote. tno
tester 511all either eorrect the sample vollime, inithned
in Ft,ction 6.S of Method 5. or shall vold the run.

Dpun the ite bath and, with the probe die, inneeted .
purge tho remaining part of the train, by (111454'1w lean
ambient air through the system for VI mn.utett at the
average flow rate ilted for sampling.

NorE.Clean ambient air can be provided by paming
Air through a charet.al filter. At the option of the titster,
ambient air (without cleaning) may be used.

4.1.5 Calculation of Percent lqokinetic. Follow the
procedure outlined in Method 5, Section 4.1.6.

4.2 Sample Recovery.
4.2.1 Container No. 1. 11 a moisture content analysis

Fiqure 8-2. F leiu data.

it, to h,. done, V. igh hesi pl.I.
the :1 a:01 re i b., e eight

Thu.:- .r Lii. SIT. Ill !trNt Implriver I. n 1

grininated cylinder. it.bse the 1,1,l e. hrs..
, obnert l 13sso,:tre r, RT. 1 II fi,1_1 lol!
of the filter hold./ v.111. Athi
rilvw solution to e, dider Dib.te to .! ith sil
txreent I soproptle filter In Il:14 t
and transfer I.., the St 4;.4 (.4 talher. Pro!, th: (111111 !

Nflt.tk the 1..1el ilj .2,11110 1.1 1,.

Cuataint`r 4411(11-atif), ampli. eon( tonor.
4 2.2 robbliner No .1. a iticiva tire 44,(4,eat

is to he done. V eiati the ttoemin and third rs
(plus contents) to OW nearest 0.5 g and reeor.I th,
weights. Also. weigh the spent silica gel iat silica gel
plus itnpinger) to the nearest 0.5g.

Transfer the solutions from the second and third
impingers to a aino-ini graduated cylinder. Mahe all
connecting glassware (Including hack ballot niter holder)
between the filter and silica Rel impinger with deienited.

.1 ...11or Bd.{ willer to the Inuier
Oil,! ..1 10. hi u.th I. di%t111,1

T! . f r 14) r,tio ,i.tanel 'sfu-k
, ''' ; 11.1.1 . tif .dentify the

Z,ITRr.
4 .1

41,1 trid
/1.. I -1 (1:ir.44.g Khip-

, if it M4114,-
I. 1.0.1 r V II Ito)

tip- a; ; nyu. ,f the
I 01111 `11..,

1.3 r Nti I t..! holdmg
the 1:..eprepanui %elution anti the 'ill, t. If the filter
breakit tb, fragments to -.ett .0 for a few minutes
before removing a samplo Pipette t. ino-mi aliquot of
title solution into a 2.rA1-itil Fi limmoyer flask, add 2 to 4
drops of t burin indicator. anti titnite to a pink endpoint
utimg (U)1ix) N hartinn per, tilorete. Repeat the titration
with a second aliquot of sample and average the titration

N..ft. i .41 14,11 4, 4 i4 4441.1

1,..1,

t... .1, 11Iti
. t .r I y" ., .

1041. .4 ilk 1. 4.. 411; ,

SW..11.114 jr 1:-. met! ..0, t I
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RULES AND REGULATIONS

values. e titrations mud agree within 1 percent
or OA col, Ter greilgioughly

4413 con 0. IL
in the container ing the contents onettioqiinl
tbird IrOpingen. Pipette a 10-ml aliquM of sample to a

Zrienmeyer_ auk. Add mi of isopropanol, 9 to
4 drops of tborin Indicator, and titrsteto a pink endpoint
using 0.0100 N barium peroblerste. Repeat the titration
with a Psoond aliquot Meample end &verses the titration
values. Replioste titratioas must agree witM 1 percent
or whicheyer mate.

42.3 Ilitaks. Prepare blanks by adding 2 to 4 drops
of thorin inftstor to 100 ml of IN Percent lsonmptn01.
Titrate the blanks in therm* manner its the samples.

5. Celibrefies
5.1 Calibrate equipment Wang the procedures sped-

fled in the tollowing sections of Method 5: Section 5.3
(metering system); Section 5.5 (temperature gauges):
Section 5,7 (barometer). Note that the recommended
laak-check of the metwing system, described in Section
5.5 of Method I, also applies to this method.

5.2 Standardise the barium perchlorste tolutior with
25 ml of standard sulfuric mid, to which 100 ml of 100
percent impropanol hm been added.

8. Calculations

Note.--Carry out calculations retaining at least one
extra decimal figure belyond that of the acquired data.
Round off figures after fina calculsdien.

8.1 Nomenclature.
A." Cron-sectional area of nestle, int (Itt).

B,,,Water vapor in the gas streem, proportion
by volume.

CR180eloSulfuric gold (including SOO concentration,
&sem (lb/dscf).

CSOeStifiur dioxide concentration, g/dscm (lb/
dad).

1., Percent of isokinetic sempling.
Nom Normality of barium perchlorste titrant, a

equivalents/litet.
PbarmBaromettics pressure at the sampling site,

Intn Ht (in. Hd.
Pe-Absolute stack gas pressure, min Ile (in.

KO.
PeldBtandard absolute preesure, 750 mm Hg

(29.92 in. Kg).
T.E. Average absolute dry gas meter temperature

(see Jigure 8-2), ° X (6 R).
TeAvbrage absolute 'tack gas temperature (see

Figure 9-2), ° X (6 R).
TetdosStandard absolute temperature, 293° X

(528° R).
Ve.Volume of sample aliquot titrated, 100 ml

for ROO, and 10 ml for SOs.
VI,Es Total volume of liquid collected in lmpingers

and silica gel, ml
VaVolume of gas Bantle as measured by dry

gas meta, dem (de .
V.,(std) " Volume of gas sample measured by the diy

gas meter corrected to standard conditions,
(nem (dal).

e,-Aversge stack gas velocity, calculated by
Method 2, Equation 2-9, tieing data obtained
from Method 8, mien (Won).

VsolabsTotal volume of solution in which the
sulfuric acid or sulfur dioxide sample is
contained, 260 ml or 1,000 ml, respectively.

VI-Volume of barium perohlorate titrant used
for the sample. nsl.

Vie-Volume of barium perchlorate titrant used
for the blank, ml.

Y-.Dry gas meter calibration factor.
Ali.wAverwe pressure drop across orifice meter,

mm (in.)-Ht0-
0 ...Total sampling time, rain.

13.5 -.Specific gravity of mercury.
60 -.sec/min .

100-Conversion to percent.
6.2 Average dry gas meter temperative and swap

orifice pressure drop. See data sheet (Figure B-2).
6.3 Dry Gas Volume. Correct the sample volume

measured by the dry gas meter to standard conditions
(20° (1 and 760 mm lfg or 68° F and 29.92 in. lig) by using
Equation 8- 1.

po AU \

v Y 2.(11\ /
Klyrot /.3a.,+tax/13....11

Tr,

Equation 8-1

whore.
0.38.S8 °Riwin lig for metric units.

°R/In. lig for English units.
NoT6.-If the leak rate observed during any manda-

tory leak-checks exceeds the specified acceptable rate,
the tester shall either correct the value of V. in Equation
11-1 (as descrlbod in Section 6.3 of Method 5), or shall
invalidate the test run.

oklaytoilume of Waft %Tepee an
Toltitne ol erstM. ming ltailattnot

d
tat

in the
16111666.011ht y ton

11 (the gone y of water Is 1 giZM:
mate moisture contalt of the Auk gas, Ming_Eque-
thin 5-3 of Method 5. The ' Note" in Section 6.5of metnod
balm applies to this method. Note that if the effluent gas
dream oan be conaidered dry, the volume of water vapor,
and moisture content need not be calculated.

8.5 Sulfuric, sold mist (including 804 concentration.

N(Irf -Vo) (-rreldji-9)

Cgrisoi =Kg
Val (aW)

Equation 8-2

where:
K1,4.01904 g/milliequivalent for metric units.

1.081X10-4 lh/meq for English units:
6.6 Sulfur dioxide concentration.

ibr(Vt-Vrb) (59-1-)
CMOS = Ks

'KG (atcS

EquaLion 8-3

where:
ks 0.02403 remeti for metric) units.

44.051 X10-6 lb/meq tor Englin units.
6.7 Isoldnetic Variation.
M Calculation from raw data.

100 T .[K 4171, + (11. I To) PbT + 411/13.6)1/= 00 017, P, A
Equation 8-4

where:
Ko.0.003404 min lig-int/m1-6X for metric units.

.4.002576 in. He-nth:al-6R for English units.
6.7.2 Calculation from intermediate vaunt.

71Vo, Pp14100
T110,e44241 60 (1-awg)

T Vm (so_
Po 6440 (1-Bwa)

Equation 8-5
where:

Xs..4.320 for tnetrio units.
-0.00450 for English units.

6.8 Acceptable Results. If 90 percent <I 110 per-
cent, the results are acceptable. If the results are low in
comparison to the standards and I is beyond the accept-
able nage, the Administrator may opt to accept the
results. Use Citation 4 in the Bibliography of Method 5
to make judgments. Otherwirt relect the results and
Ter311t the
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Method 5 Particulate Test
Calculation Form

1. Neccessary Data

A. Reference Method #1
Area of stack.. .ft2
No. of equivalent diameters upstream
No. of equivalent diameters downstream
No. of uaverse points
Total test time (0) minutes

B. Reference Method #2
Average stack temperature Ts °F+ 460 =

Stack absolute pressure in. Hg.
Barometric Pressure in. Hg.
(izsVave __(in H20)1/2

C. Reference Method #3
%CO2;

D. Reference Method #4
Water collected

lmpinger H20_ml
Silica Gel gm

F. Reference Method 45
Aiea of nozzle ft2

Average Alf in 1120
Average meter temperature Tm +460=
Dry gas meter correction factor
Volume metered Vm= Cl.

Particulate Weight gin

0 R

II. Calculations

A. Standard Volume Metered Y =Dry Gas Meter calibration factor

Tsui 3.Pb 4- 16
Vm(sul)' v m Tm

M(st(1)
5280R

29.92 in. HO

U

R /
dscf



B. Moisture.Content of Stack Gas

I. H20 collected in impingers in standard cubic feet

Vwc(std)= K (Vf Vi)
Vwc= 0.04707 1t3/ml ( m1)- sd

2. 1120 collected in silica gel in standard cubic feet

Vwsg(st(l) K (WI WI)
Vwsg(std)r" 0.04715 ft3,givi ( gin) scf

S. Moisture content of stack gas (Bws)

Vwc(std)+ Vwsg(std)
Bws

Vwc(std)+ Vwsg(std) + Vm(std)

Bws-
scf)+ ( scf) + scf)

scf)+ ( scf)

C. Molecular Weight of Stack Gas (lb/lb-mole)

1. Md (Dry molecular weight). EMx8x

Md = (.44) %CO2 + (.32) %02 +

+ (.28) %N2 = lb/lb-mole

2. Ms (Wet Molecular Weight)= Md(1 Bws) *18 Bws

Ms= (1 18( )=

D. Average Stack Gas Velocity

/ Ts
= K CP PYp m

s s ac

vs = 85.49 ft ;sec

1/2

lb/lblmole (in. H
°R(in.H20)

(in. 1120) ft/set

F. Average Stack Gas Volumetric Flow Rate

Qs (3600 sec/hr)(vs)(As)t I Bws) std
Ps

Pstd

lb/lb-mole

)°R
in. Hg)( lb/lb-mole)

528°R in. Hg
Qs' (3600 sct '111R-ft set R f(2)0

Qs dscf

29.92 in. Fig °R



F. Pollutant Mass Raw

PMR
mass

Vm(s(d)

PMR = dsci hr x
1 lb hi)gm

dscf 454 gm 'lb

G.%Isokinetic Variation (Intermediate Data)

Ts m(st est d 00
% I AnOvsPsTstd60(1 Bws)

°RA ds(f)(29.92 in. lig)
%= 1t2A min)( . ft sec)( in. H0528°R)(60 sec min)(1
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A GUIDELINE FOR EVALUATING COMPLIANCE TEST RESULTS

(Isokinetic Sampling Rate Criterion)

R. T. Shigehara
Emission Measurement Branch, ESED, OAQPS, EPA

Introduction

The sampling rate used in extracting a particulate matter sample

is important because anisokinetic conditions can cause sample concentra-

tions to be positively or negatively biased due to the inertial effects

of the particulate matter. Hence, the calculation of percent isokinetic

(I).is a useful tool for validating particulate test results. Section 6.12

of the recently revised Method 51 states, "If. 90 percent < I < 110 perCent,

the results are acceptable. If the results are low in comparison to the

standard and I is beyond the acceptable range, or, if I is less than

90 percent, the Administrator may opt to accept the results."

This guideline provides a more detailed procedure on how to use

percent isokinetic to accept or reject test results when the sampling rate

is beyond the acceptable range. The basic approach of the procedure is to

account for the inertial effects of particulate matter and to make a

maximum adjustment on the measured particulate matter concentration.2 Then,

after comparison with the emission standard, the measured particulate matter

concentration -ategorized (1) as clearly meeting or exceeding the

emission standard or (2) as being in a "gray area" zone. In the former

category, the test report is accepted; in the latter, a retest should

be done because of anisokinetic sampling conditions.

Procedure

1. Check or calculate the percent isokinetic (1) and the particulate

3 05
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matter concentration (c ) according to the procedure outlined in Method 5.

Note that c
s
must be calculated using the volumesof effluent gas actually

sampled (in units of dry standard cubic feet, corrected for leakage).

Calculate the emission rate (E), i.e. convert c
s
to the units of the

standard. For the purposes of this guideline, it is assumed that all

inputs for cal:ulating E are correct and other specifications of Method 5

are met.

2. Compare E te the standard. Then accept or reject cs using the

.criteria outlined below. (A summary is given in Table I):

a. Case 1 - I is between 90 and 110 percent. The concentration

c
s
must be considered acceptable. A variation of + 10 percent from 100

percenOsokinetic is prImitted by Method 5.

b. Case 2 - I is less than 90 percent.

If E meets the standard, c
s
should be accepted, since

s
can either be correct (if all particulate matter are less than about 5

micrometers in diameter) or it can be biased high (if larger than 5

micrometer particulate matter is present) relative to the true concentration;

one has the assurance that c
s

is yielding an E which is definitely below

the standard.

(2) If E is above the standard, multiply cs by the factor

(I/100) and recalculate E. If, on the one hand, this adjusted E is still

higher than the standard, the adjusted cs should be accepted; a maximum

adjustment which accounts for the inertial effects of particulate matter

has been made ard E still exceeds the standard. On the other hand, if the
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adjusted E is lower than the standard, a retest Oiould bc done.

c. Case 3 - I is greater than 110 percent.

(1) If E exceeds the standard, cs should be accepted, since

c
s
can either be equal to the true concentration or biased low relative

to it; one has the assurance that E is definintely over the standarH.

(2) If E is below the standard, multiply cs by the factor

(WOO) and recalculate E. If, on the one hand, this adjusted E it still

lower than the standard, the adjusted cs should be accepted; a maximum

adjustment which accounts for the inertial.effects of particulate matter

has been made and E still meets the standard. On the other hand, if the

adjusted E exceeds the standard, a retest should be done.

Table I. Summary of Procedure

Case I Category Decision

1 90 - 110 Accept

2 < 90 E < Em. Std. Accept

(I/100)+ Eadi > Em. Std. Accept

(I/100)+ E
adj

<.Em. Std. Retest

> 110 Accept

c 5(I/100)4- Ed. < Em. Std. Accept

c
s
(I/100)-+ E

a
> Em. Std. Retest

3
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Summary

A procedure for accepting or rejecting particulate matter test

results based on percent isokinetic has been outlined. It provides a

mechanism for accepting all data except where anisokinetic sampling

might affect the validity of the test results. This procedure is one

of several useful tools for evaluating testing results.
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1. Method 5 - Determination of Particulate Emissions from Stationary

Sources. Federal Register. 42(160):41776741782, August 18, 1977.
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Interpreting Stack Sampling Data. Stack Sampling News. 1(2):8-17,

August 1)73.



STUDENT HA0OUTS "HOW EPA VALIDATES NSPS METHODOLOGY" AND

"CORRECTION OF S-TYPE PITOT-STATIC TUBE COEFFICIENTS WHEN

USED FOR ISOKINETIC SAMPLING FROM STATIONARY SOURCES"

REMOVED DUE TO COPYRIGHT RESTRICTIONS.



SOURCE SAMPLING FOR PARTICULATE EMISSIONS

AIM COURSE NUMBER 450

PltETEST

DIRECTIONS: Circle the best answer (there is one and only one correct answer for each question). Mark
answers both on your Exam Sheet and on the Answer Sheet. You will be uked to turn in only the
Answer Sheet. (The August 18, 1977 Federal Register and a scientific calculator may be used during this
teat. You should take no more than 45 minutes.).

1. How would you correct the "C" factor of your nomograph if your pitot tube had a coefficient

of Cp = .79?

a. Take Ccorrnomog
= 0.85/0.79Cnomog

b.
0.79 Cnomog

nomog

1

c. The nomograph can't be corrected for a different C. 1

d. Use Cc' (0.79)2 Criomonom og g

2. The Type S pitot tube has demonstrated several characteristics that are important in under-

standing its proper function and appliestion in measuring gas velocity. Those characteristics

which can affect its performance are:

a. Tube length and diameter

b. Sensing area and tube length

c. Sensitivity to turbulence and orientation

d. Sensitivity to temperature variation and abusive environments

3. What assumptions does the nomograph make about the stack gas molecular weight?

a. Th p! molecular weight can be corrected for %CO2 and %02.

b. The dry stack gas molecular weight is measured to be 29.

c. The molecular weight (wet) is assumed to be 29.

d. The stack gas molecular weight is directly related to ve, the stack gas velocity.

4. Correcting pollutant concentrations to 12% CO2 is applicable to:

1. Non.eornbustioi, processes

b. All chemical processes except oil refineries

c . Combusti on p roc esses

d. Only those processes burning No. 2 diesel oil
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5. If the particulate concentration is measured as0.1 grains per dry stamiard cubic foot (DSCF),

and the stack gas flow rate is 70,000 DSCF per minute, what is the particulate emliaion rat:.

in pounds per hour (7000 grains = 1 pound)?

a. 60 pounds/hour

b. 1 pound/hour

c. 10 pounds/hour

d. Need more information

6. If the gas analysis is 6.2% 02, 14.2% CO2, 0% CO, 79.6%N2 and the %1120 is 7.0%, the wet

molecular weight of this mixture is:

a. 29.6

b. 23.8

c. 9.0

d. 30.9

7. The greatest source of experimental error for a stack test arises oui of the measurements for:

a. Moisture content of the stack gas

b. Molecular weight of the stack gas

c. Velocity of tht: stack gas

d. Sample point position within the duct

8. The most important aspect of a safety evaluation procedure designed to prevent accidents is a

continuous:

a. Reminder to personnel of previous accidents

b. Accident analysis program

c. Safety indoctrination program

d. Stronger enforcement of safety rules

9. The on-site sampling team should follow:

a. Their developed safety methods

b. Plant safety regulations and those guiddines given in the CRC safety handbook

c. All plant safety guidelines in addition to those developed specifically for the sampling

team

d. Posted plant regulations

10. The Glass Fiber Filter used in Method 5 particulate sampling must:

a. Exhibit at least 96.5% collection efficiency

b. he dessieated 24 hours and weighed to a constant weight

c. Be deaskated 24 hours and weighed to the nearest 1.0 mg

d. Be dessicated 6 hours and weighed
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1.. Turbulence ie created by inly acemsury adjacent in the Type S pilot tube. The effect of

turbulence upon the calibrafion of the Type S pilot tube is minimized when the acceesory

is separated from the pitot tube by a distance:

a. 7.62 mm

b. 3/4"
c. 2"
ci. 3"

12. The term jH,isdefinedas:

a. The sum of the stagnation pressure and static pressure in the duct.

b. The tlow rate of dry air flowing through a flat, suarp-edged orifice

c. Samiling Meter Console calibration factor

d. The pressure differential acrois the sampling console orifice meter that creates a How rate

through the meter of 0.75 cfm dry air at 70°F and 29.92 in. Hg.

13. The Type S pilot tube must be properly oriented in the gas stream if it is to measure the

correct gas velocity impact pressure. A serious di awback of sampling probe design in some

equipment systems is:

a. The pitot tube is permanently welded to the sampling sheath

h. The pitot tube-probe sheath assembly can be accidently twisted into misalignment in the

gas stream

c. The pitot tube is constructed of 316 stainless steel

d. The pitot tube-probe sheath assembly is out of round

14. Blowers are necessary on transmissometers to:

a. Prevent mirror lock-up

b. Pravide a purge system through the instrument to eliminate the effects of corrosive gases

c. Air-condition the optical system

d. keep the optical windows free of particulates

15. How is transmittance related to opacity?

a. % opacity = % transmittance Ringelmann number

b. Transmittance = (1 % opacity) x 100

c. Transmittance/opacity = Ringeimann number

d. % opacity = 100% % transmittance
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16. The cascade impactor particle sizer can give representative particle size data if:

t7-
a. It is properly calibrated and operated

b. A cyclone is used tb knock out large particle in the gas stream

c. Only if it is not at stock temperature when sampling

d. Agglomeration and fracturing of particles takes place in the device

17. For tangential cyclonic flow in a stack, the beat way it-a determine the velocity is:

a, erient the pilot tube until maximum reading is obtained. This is the true Ap.

b. Orient the pitot tube parallel to the sides of the stack and the tip reading is the

upward vector of the velocity.

c. Measure the impact pressure and the static pressure separately and by diff:rence

obtain the velocity head (AP).

d. Install gas flow straightening vanes and sample in the usual manner.

18. "Isokinetic," in stack sampling, means:

a. The volumetric flow rate at the tip of the probe nozzle is equal to the volumetric

flow rate at the metering device.

b. The velocity at the tip of the nozzle ia equal to the velocity at the metering device.

c. The velocity at the tip of the nozzle is equal to the'velocik'y of !he approaching

stack gas stream.

d. A term used by stack samplers to impress plant penonnel.

19. Cascade impactor particle sizing devices are subject to errors produced when the sample gas
flow rate through the device is too high. These errors are caused by:

a. Poor leak test procedures

b. Process fan fluctuations

c. Scouring and reentrainment of particles deposited on stage plates

d. Under isokinetic flow through the impactor

20. The Type S pitot tube is the most commonly used device for the EPA Method 5 sampling
train gas sensor. It aids in the measurement of the stack gas velocity. The Type S pilot
Aube directly measures:

a. The gas velocity impact pressure and static pressure

b. Gas flow rate through the A and B legs of the tube

c. Stack gas viscosity

d. The difference between gas viscosity and gas density
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21. Source sampling nozzles should be:

a. Tapered to ea 400

b. Must riot exceed 3/4" diameter

c. Calibrated regularly to the nearest (0.001 inch) 0.025 mm

d. Replaced at specific intervals

22. ln the following equations

Vs = stack gas velocity

A = stack cross-sectional area

An nozzle cross-sectional area

= sampling time (minutes)

Vm = standard volume metered st the dry gas meter

Vn = volume at stack conditiont passing through the nozzle

The % isokinetic for a stack may be calculated using equation:

i. % isokinetic =
As

x 100

b. % isokinetic

An

Vn

v5 AS e

V
c. % isokinetic = n--.

.
...

i 6 A v
n s

d. % isokinetic =
Vm

A5 ve

x 100

23. The New Source Performance Standards for a Fossil Fuel Fired Steam Generator define a

particulate as:

a. Any solid or liquid in the stack pa

b. Any solid in the stack gas

c. Any solid or liquid other than uncombined water in the stack gas as measured by Method 5.

d. Any solid or liquid other than uncombined water as measured by Method 5 sampling

train maintained at 25400°F
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24. An Orsat analyzer is commonly used to determine the composition of a combustion effluent

where N2, 02, CO, and CO2 are the principal constituents of the gas stream. It directly

measures:

a 0 N CO and CO2, 2" 2

b. C°1 °92102

IC. CO21 021 N2

N2, 02, al

25. An Orsat analyzer yields results on a:

a. Wet basis because it essentially is a wet chemical analysis.

b. Wet bask because the effluent usually contains moisture.

c. Dry basis because the Moisture condenses until the effluent is dry.

d. Dry basis because the vapor pressure of water remains the same.

26. The order in which we analy ze the components is:

a. CO21 02, CO

b. 021 CO2, CO, N2

c. CO, 02, CO2

d. N21 02, CO

27. The Type S pitot tube must be calibrated while assembled in the sampling configuration

for whkh its use is intended. This is necessary because;

a. The Type S pitot tube is not an accepted standard for gas velocity measurements.

b. It may be Reyuold's Number dependent

c. It is not manufactured according to an established National Standard

d. All the preceding reasons in conjunction with the dictates of good experimental procedure

for preparation and use of any scientific measuring device.
+s-
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28. Sive( the equation that lirsl &ocean* thy calibrutnni of a paw why using a known standard

pito it Who'.

Q /
a. c

1)

A

p

KI) Pe Me

b. CP =
V As

stack cross.sectional area

pitot tube calibration coefFzient

Cp(atd) = standard pitot-atatic tube cali-

bration coefficient

K dimensional constant

K......P/Ps A p Ms = wet molecular weight of the gas

Ts Ms Ps = absolute pressure o the gas

c. Cp = Como A p(std) A P = pitot tube velocity pressure

A p(test) Ap(test) = test pitot tube velocity pressure

Ap(std) = standard pitot static tube velocity

d. (: =
p(std)

13(lesiT
P

C
pressure

p(std)
Vs volumetric flow rate

Ts = absolute temperature of the gas

29. The D50 of a cascade impactor stage is defined as:

a. The particle diameter at which the stage ia 50% efficient

b. The D of that stage

c. The particle diameter at which the stage is 50%

d. The D50 aerodynamic diameter of the particles on that stage

30. The photopic region is

a. The region of the electromagnetic spectrum covered by the spectral output of a tungsten

filamen t.

b. The effective sensing area of the detector on a transmisaometer.

c. The range of particle sizes which scatter viible light.

d. The visible region of the electromagnetic spectrum.
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31. Th a. moisture content of the stack gas enters into calculation of the wet midecular weight of
the gas, in the expression:

a. Md Z M c. Ms = Md (1Bwg
Bx

) + 0.025
x

b. M = Md (1-11ws) + 10 (Bwg) d. Mg Md (1--Bwa) Bwa

B
WS

mole fraction H20 (% H20) Ms = weight molecular weight of the
stock goo

32. What must you do if you encounter effluents other than C1)2, 02, CO, or air in order to
determine the molecular weight?

a. 3 uess the molecular weight to be 29.

b. Use appropriate analytical procedures to determine the mole fraction of eh constituent

of the effluent gas.

c. Go ahead and use the (haat anyway. The principle is "anything is better than nothing".

d. Use a Fyrite.

33. If you sample over-isokinetically, your particle concentration will be

a. Less than the true concentration

h. Greater than the true concentration
c. The true concentration
d. Greater than the true concentration only if large particles make up a significant percentage

of the particle size dietribution

34. A quick approximation of stack gas velocity in aduct can be made using the equation:

d V = 2.46 p

85.48 A p)

k
P

Cp

Tm PI

Vs = K C Viss LPp p

Ps Bw



35. The ideal gaslaw states that:

PV = RT

Select the statement that is false.

a. The universal gas constant, R, is dimensionless.

b. The above relationship can be used to find the density of a gas at any conditions of

P, T, and M.

c. Molecular weight is determined by knowing the composition of gas stream.

d. T must be in absolute units.

36. Why is the determination of moisture content of the effluent gas important in isokinetic

sampling?

a. Because moisture tends to corrode the nozzle.

b. Because it enters as a variable in the isokinetic sampling equation and must be considered

in setting the isokinetic flow rate.

c. It can dissolve particulates and yield low results.

d. It is not important in isokinetic sampling.

37. One of the important hydrodynamic principles used in isokinetic considerations, is

a. Large particles tend to move in their same initial direction.

b. Barriers to flow develop vortices.

c. Pressure is inversely related to volume.

d. A flowing gas stream will decrease the pressure in a tube normal to the flow direction.

38. Which one of the following relates pressure differential across a system to the flow rate
of the gases in the system:

a Stokes Law

b. Reynolds Number
c. Bernoulli' s Theorem

d. Avagadro's Number



39. Reference Method 4 in the Federal Register outlines the procedures for determination

of the moisture content of a stack gaa. Moisture content is best determined from the

equation: (Note Bwo is the same as Bw5)

a. BW8
V

WC
+ 0.02

Vwc Vm

b. B Vwc(std) Vwsg(std)

Vwc(std) Vsestd) Vm(std)

c. B W8
1

V
WC

+ Vm

d. Bws 1 [ LyS1
Vm

40. The % isokinetie calculated at the end of a Method 5 test is a measure of:

a. The precision with which sampling rates were set based on test velocity and

volumetric flow rate data t
b. Experimental discrepancies

c. Experimental error

d. Accurate pollutant mass emissions

TRUE FALSE

41. The static pressure of a duct is that pressure which would be indicated by gage moving

along with the gas stream in the duct.

42. The nomograph supplied with most commercial EPA trains is the most accurate method

for setting isokinetic flow rate.

43. When any fuel is burned at 50% excess air, the flue gas will contain the same %021 and

% C°2.
44. An inclined manometer must always be leveled and properly zeroed if good Ap readings are

expected.

45. Gas straightening vanes will mist in reducing gas turbulence within s duct.

46. The standard pitot tube has standard design criteria accepted by the Natonal Bureau of
Standards.

47. The analytical technique and properties of the pollutant and other constituents are of

prime importance when designing sampling trains and experiments.

48. Sampling for the average pollutant concentration at the point of average velocity is

common practice for isokinetic sampling.
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49. The optical density measured across a stack can be correlated to maasemission concentration.

50. The relationship used to find the proper isokinetic um-tning rate when the Lip is known, is;

K Ap.
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_ANSWER SHEET

I. ate d 26, a bed

2. a b.c d 27. a bcd
3. a bc d 28. a bcd
4. a b c d 29. a bcd
5. a bc d 30. a bed
6. a b c d 31. it bc d

7. a bc d 32. a bcd
8. a bc d 33. a b c d

9. abcd 34. a bcd
10. a bc d 35. a bcd
11. a bc d 36. a bcd
12. a bc d 37. a bcd
13. a b c d 38. abcd
14. a b c d 39. a bc d

15. a b c d CIO rl I 40. abed
16. a bc d 41. TF

17. a bc d 42. TF

18. a bc d 43. TF

19. a b c d 44. TF

20. a bc d 45..TF

21. a b c d 46. TF

. 22. a bc d 47. TF

23. a bcd 48. TF
24. a bc d 49. TF
25. a bc d 50. TF



SOURCE SAMPLING FOR PARTICULATE EMISSIONS
APTI COURSE NUMBER 450

POST TEST

DIRECTIONS: Circle the best answer (there is one and only one correct Ammer for each question). Mark

answers both on your Eileen Sheet and on the Answer Sheet. You will be asked to turn in only the
Answer Sheet. The August 11k 1977 Federal Register and a acientifac calculator may be used during this
test.

1. If the particulate concentration is measured as 0.1 grains per dry standard cubic foot (DSCF),

anerthe stack gas flow rate is 70,000 DSCF per minute, what is the particulate emission rate in

pounds per hour (7000 grains = I pound)?

a. 60 pounds/hour
b. 1 pound/hour
c. 10 pounds/hour

d. need more information

2. A Stack Teeter needs an estimated stack gas velocity for pre-survey information. He is told that

the stack gas is exiting front ik-mbqttitinActurr..ef nd that the aveeage stack gas temperature is

440°F. A velocity traverse wiNklaA (C 0.85) gave the average A p = 1.0

in 1120. Estimate the gas velocity in the duct.

a. 69 ft./sec.
b. 74 ft./sec.
c. 60 ft./sec.
d. 78 ft./sec.

3. A Type S pitot tube was calibrated against a standard pitot-static tube assigned a Cp = 0.998

by NHS. The Type S tube measured a A p = 0.500. The standard tube measured p =0.350.

What is the C of the Type S iube based on this data?

a. 0.998 (0.7)2
b. 0.998/ j0-.7-
c. 0.998 VOT
d. 0.998/(0.7)2

February 14, 1980
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4. A Stack Test was performed at a wood fired boiler. The stark gas contained 10fv H20 and

traveled up the stack at 30 ft./see. The stack had a eross-sectiona area of 20 ft.2, average

temperature of 335°F, and absolute pressure of 20.92 in. Hg. What was the volumetric flow

rate in dry standard cubic feet per hourt

a. 144,000

b. 1,300.000

c. 130.000
1 ,966.000

5 Nbllod I presents guidelines for the selection of a sampling site and minimum number of

sampling points for a particulate traverse for a stack diameter greater than 24 inches.

The criterion for using 12 sampling points in the duct statesThat the
sampling site is at least:

a. 8 duet diameters downstream and 2 duct diarneters upstream of a flow disturbance.

b. 2 duct diameters downstream and 8 duct diameters upstream of a flow disturbance.

c. 4 duct diameters downstream and 8 duct diameten upstream of a flow disturbance.

d. 6 duct diameters downstream and 2 duct diameters upstream of a flow disturbance.

n. 1 hr ( :ode of Fderal Regulatituis outlines the proredures for Method 3. The method gives

details on hi iv., to analyze theimiirlhirrihittirlittiVIrtnomponenbi using the Orsat. Omit

anal% sis makes possible the' "I

I. Mole frartion of (:1 )9, 09, and (.4 dr ge, molecular weight and percent excess air in

the Wirt

11 Prrrrid exress uir. (:(1.). and volumeirir flow rate (dry)

r. l'ereeni (:( 12, 4 )9, and (:1), and moisture content

the percent oxygen present in the dr% gas

Method 1 guidelines suggest that all sampling points in a rectangular duct be located at the

crntroul of an equal area s., that:

a. Therr is a length to width ratio of 1:4

h. .1 herr is a length to width ratio of 2:1

C. Two and five are concentrk equal arras

d. There is a balanced matrix



8. Using Method 1 guidelines it is tircessan to calculate an equivalent diameter

( ) for rectangular stacks to he sampled. This is done using:

1. (L)(W)

072
b. (L)

D =
e

e. 2(L) (W)
De= L + W

d. 4(L) (W)
De=

W + L

9. If fibers from oa filter adhere to the gasket part of the filter assembly a proper procedure to follow would be to:

a Wash the gasket in an acetone/water rinse.

b. Retain the fibers on the gasket for the next run.

c. Scrape off the fibers into the filter recovery dish

d. Wipe the fibers off with a Kimwipe.

The mole fraction of 1129.in a ita,cligusgRoltitH by the
10' Reference Methodilretilrelft, taiila

V
B

Ws
'7

+ 0.02
V + Vmwe

b. liwq = Vwe(std) + sg(std)

vwc(st(I) vwsg(std) Vro(std)

ws
V wc

V Wt' III

V I VMwe
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1 1 . The following statements give slmw of the ark antages gained by using a Type S pilot tube.

Ilhich statement is not always true?

a. The Type S pitot tube is easy to use in small sampling ports.

b. The Type S pitot tube resists abusive environments and holds its calibration.

c. The Type S pitot tube consistently calibrates to a known C value of0.84, therefore,

individual calibration is not necessary.

d. The laige gas sensing orifices of the Type S pitot tube help prevent clogging in heavily

loaded particulate gas streams.

12. The standard pitot-static tube has small openings surrounding the tube for measuring:

a. Standard pressure

b. Static pressure

e. Rotational gas velocity v ec to r

d. Parallel gas axis angle

13. The small opening surrounding the standard pitot-static tube may clog with particulate in a

heavily loaded gas stream. For this reason the standard pitot-static tube should:

a. Never be used for this ty pe situation

b. Used only to calibrate a Type S pitot tube

e. lie a second choice to a well calibrated Type S tube in this situation

d. Protected from clogging b5seinatt rail eon opening

1 4. The Type S pitot tube is the most commonly used device for the EPA Method 5 Sampling

Train gas aensor. It aids in the measurement of the stack velocity. The Type S pitot tube
directly measures:

a. The differvnce between total pressure and static presgure

h. Gas flow rate through the A and 13 legs of the tube

c. Stack gas viscosity

d. Difference between gas viscosity arid gas density

15. The requirements concerning minimum distances for separation of the Type S pitot tube and
any accessory on the sampling probe are established because:

a. The Type S pitot tube has a slow response time when gas turbulence exists a rout the

Benson:,

b. The Type S pitot tube has exhibited a sensitivity to gas turbulence that can effect its

calibration coefficient.

c. The Type S pitot tube must be isolated from the sampling nozzle to ensure that the

volume at the nozzle equals the velocity of the approaching gas stream.

d. Manufacture calibration guarantees are void if the pitot tube is too close to other train

components.



16. hi the isokinetie rate equation LXII K Ap

. Always mien! to 1,84

11. Only a function of the stack temperature
c. A function of many variables

d. Independent of the Cp value

17. lsokinetic sampling is:

a. Used only for gas sampling (cum stationary sources

b. 18 necessary when sampling for gases as well as for particulates to obtain the proper
influx of pollutant

c. The same as proportional sampling

d. Is necessary to obtain a particulate sample having the same size distribution as that occurring
in the stack

18. What is the purpose of the Method 5 nomograIh?

a. It is a type of slide nile used to determine the A p for the chosen sampling train.
size.

b. It is a type of slide rule used to correct the nozzle velocity to standard conditions.
c. It is a type of slide rule used to determine f. I m e observed Pp,
d. It is a type of slide rule used tO tg e observed PH.

19. In the expression LH= K Ap, K represents the reduction of several variables into a constant
term that may be calculated for the existing conditions at the source. Which of the following
variables is assumed to be zero in the reduction of terms to K?

20. A Source Test was p(rformed at an isokinetic rate of 86%. The emissions calculated from
this test are biased:

a. l4 large particulates and a higher emission rate than true

b. B) large particulates and a lower emission rate than true
c. Small particulates and a higher emission rate than true
d. Small particulates and a lower emission rate than true



21. A trar missometer measures the opacity of an effluent stream using light with wave lengths between

500.600 nm. These wave lengths are chosen for which of the following reasons?

a. These wave lengths are svcifie to fl) ash particles

h. Transmissometer opacity readings in this area of the electromagnetic spectrum are free from

112(1 and

c. Present technology does not allow economical construction of instruments employing other

wave lengths
d. Combustion sources emit light in this region of the spectrum

22. The percent isokinetic should be 100%, and if it is:

a. It ensures sampling accuracy.

b. It means only that, based on the volumetric and velocity data, the proper sampling

rates were used.

c. It means that the source is in compliance with regulations.

d. It means that only the pollutant max.% rate will be accurate.

23. ln dn. clean.up procedures of an EPA particulate train, acetone is used to wash all internal

surfaces of:

a. Nozzle, probe, and front half of filter holder

h. Answer "a," except the iiiihe jinfr ie Omill ir' "e. Probe and filter holder onl

d. Acetone is not used because it is highly volatile 6

24. A sampling team performed reference method 5 particulate test at a municipal incinerator. Test

results showed an emission rate of 0.01 lb./dacf with 8% CO2 in the stack gas. What is the

emission rate connected to 12% CO2?

a. 0.01011h/doe(
b. 0.015 Ibidoef
c. 0.0201b./doef
d. 0.0251k/doe(
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25. Error analysis of the Method 5 sampling sy stem suggests that the greatest errors occur in

determination of:

a. Stack gas velocity and dry molecular weight

b. Stack gas velocity and sampling site selection

c. Stack gas velocity and wet molecular weight

d. Stack gas velocity and moisture content

26. If entrained water is observed in the stackwhich of the following methods
would give the best estimate for Diva?

a. Just use the saturated moisture value at the stack temperature
b. Use the wet bulbdry bulb method
c. Use Method 4
d. Just use the saturated moisiure value at the mnbient temperature

27. The moisture content of the stack gas enters into the calculation of the wet molecular weight

of the gas, in the expression:

a. Md = E Mx Bx

b. Ms Md(I-B,.) 4 18(Bwd

c. M8 1: Md(l-Bws) 0,025

d. M5 Md("ws) 4 BWR

IMO

28. For tangential cyclonic flow in a stack, tlw hest way to determine the velocit) is:

a. Orient the pitot tube until maximum reading is obtained. This is the true Ap

b. Orient the pitot tube parallel to tht sides of the stack. The Ap reading is the upward

vector of the velocity

c. Measure the impact pressure and the static pressure separately and by difference obtain

the velocity head ( Ap )
d. Install gas flow straightening vanes and sample in the usual manner



29. Hest Tester sampling team had just completed a Mithod 5 teat at a cost of $2000 to the source.
The value obtained for the emissions, E, in lbs/10" Btu, was below the standard, indiradng
dirt the source was in compliance. The test itself, however, was only 80% isokinetic. This
test data:

a. Would be rejected by EPA since it is not within + 10% of 100% isokinetic.

b. Could be easily corrected to give the value of F. at 100% isokinetic conditions.

c. Could be accepted by EPA since the value of F. would be even lower at 100% isokinetic

conditions.

d. Could be accepted by EPA since the value of E would be even higher at 100% isokinetic

conditions.

30. Correcting pollutant concentrations to 12% CO2 applicable to:

a. All processes

h. Incineration processes and other combustion sources

e. Sources in iperation prior to April 1, 1970

d. Sources eovered by State Implementation Plans

3). The ideal gas law states that:

Select the statement that is false.

a. The universal gas constant, R, is dimensionless.

b. The above relationshiii can be used to find the density of gas at any conditions of

P. T, and M.

c. Molecular weight is determined by knowing th. composition of gas stream.

d. T must he in absolute units.

32. The I )10 of a cascade impactor stage is defined as:

a. The average aerodynamic diameter of the particles on that stage

b. The physical diameter of the particles on that stage

e. The particle diameter at which the stage is 50% efficient

l. Calibration coefficient of that stage



33. (41seadc Impactor partklei.iznig devices arc subject to errors produced when the sample gas

flow rale through the device is too high. These errors are caused by:

a. Anisokinetic flow through the impactor

b. Over isokinetic flow through the impactor

e. (hider iaokinetic flow through the impactor

d. Scouring and reentrainment of particles depoeited on stage plates

34. The maximum total angle of radiation that can be projected by the lamp assembly of the
tranamissometer is known as.

a. The angle of trajectory

b. The angle of declination

c. The light scattering angle

11. The angle of projeetion

35. Ilow is transmittance relatcd to opacit} ?

a. transmittance = hog1 0
(1.oparity)

b. transmittance/opacily = naql

yaeity = I00% transmittance

d. % opacity = % transmittance naqi

,

36. A transmissometer will provide information on mass emissions from a pollutant source for

a given time period if:

a. The neutral density filters are calibrated to 3% and the particle characteristics do not

change.

b. A reference light source is used and the particle characteristics do not change.

c. The manufacturer pplies a calibration chart.
d. The optical density can be correlated to grain loading and the particle characteristics

remain unchanged.

37. If a post-leak check of a Method 5 train gives a value of .032 cfm,
the test should be:

a. Rejected without question.
b. Accepted without question.
c. Accepted, if Vm is corrected, using the leak rate value
d. Accepted, if Vm is modified by averaging the pre-test and

post-test leak rates.



000

The following questions are related to the diapam of the Method 5 Sampling Train. Questions

%ar) in complexity from simpk identification of equipment to others that test understanding

and etithprchension of equipment use.

38. IN hen purforming an ITA Method 5 test, in order to draw a sample through th, sampling

train at a controlled rate, the by-pass valve is:

a. Turned all the way off

h. Turned clockwise from a fully open position

c. Turned counter-clockwise from an off position

d. Turned to a fully open position



39. What is the function of the orifiee meter in a Method 5 test?

a. It ia used to eliminate correcting the sample volume to standard conditions

b. It is used to detennine the value of k of the isokinetie rate equation during the wit

c. It is used to determine the flow rate of the gas through the sampling train

d. It is used to determine the flow rate of the gas in the stack

40. In the EPA Method 5 Sampling Train, what are each of the impingers filled with and what is
the correct order?

a.

Ii .

C.

d.

I 100ec 11201 2 - Dry, 3 - 100cc 1129, 4 -
I - 100cc 11201 2 200ce 1120, 3 - Dry, 4 -
1 - 100ec 11201 2 - 100ce 1120, 3 - Dry, 4 -
1 - 200ce 1120, 2 - 200ec H20, 3 .-- , 4 -

41. All leak checks for the sample train should be conducted:

a.

b.

C.

d.

Silica Gel (100g)

Silica Gel (200g)
Silica Gel (200g)
Silica Gel (100g)

From the nozzie inlet with all train components at operating temperature

From the filter inlet at room temperature
From the probe inlet at ambient temperature
From the nozzle inlet at ambient temperature

42. The post-test leak check at the eitinetk stack test is:14=4 aka

a. An unnecessary and useless procedure because it is not required by present

regulations

b. A possible source of error creating particulate penetration through the glass mat filter

c. Required in the August 18, 1977 Federal Register revisions to Method 5

d. The work of a novice tester unaware of the possible problems

43. The August 18, 1977 Federal Register gives guidelines on the type of sampling probe liner

that may be used in the Method 5 sampling system. It recommends that probe liners be:

a.

h.

c.

d.

Borosilicate glass

Borosilicate glass or stainless steel

Quartz glass or stainless steel
Borosilicate or quartz glass; stilinless steel with the approval of the administrator

oc"



'14. The Federal Register guidelines for Method 5 sumest a pre-teet leak cheek of the eampling traht

The fest reetainnenduthms are:

a. A leak check of the entire system at operating temperature and a vacuum gage reading of

15 in. Hg

b. A leak check of the entire system at a vacuum gage reading of 14 in. Hg

c. A leak check at the filter :Met at vacuum gage reading of 14 in. Hg and mrimum leak

rate of 0.02 cfm

d. A leak check at the filter inlet at a vacuum gage reading of 15 in. Hg and maximum leak

rate of 0.25 cfm

45. The FFactor is:

a. Used to determine the concentration of the stack gas.
b. Permitted by the Federal Register to convert emissions

data for FFFSG into the units lb/106 Btu.
c. Used to calculate the stack gas volumetric flow rate
d. Used to determine tile (pmr) pollutant mass rate.

46. The EPA Method 5 Sampling procedure specifies that the out-of-stack filter temperature
(unless stated otherwise in the subparts) lw maintained at

a. 250°F'

b. 250°F

c. No greater than 248°F 4. 25°F

d. 250°F

47. Maintaining the filter at this temperature is:

a. Part of the definition of "particulate" as the method is written

b. Necessary to prevent sulfate formation on the glass mat

c. The best temperature to assure a leak-tight filter holder

Easier than setting it at any other temperatun.

The desired flow rate through the Method 5 Sampling Train is 0.75 cfm dry air at 68°F and
29.92 in. lig. These conditions are designated by a singie term ,A H@. Solving the orifice

meter flow rate equation for a A 14 that meets the stated conditions we find:

2a.

Km. 2

b. in, H@ I

2

e. A Elf& 0.9244

Km2

d. L 11(& = Qm [ Prn
Km Tm
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ANSWER SHEET

Name Date

1. a bcd
2. abed
3. a bc d

4. a hc d

5. a b c d

6. a bcd
7. a bcd
8. a bc d

9. abed
10. a b c d

11. a b c d

12. a b c d

13. abed
14. a bc d

13. a b c

16. a bc d

17. a 11 c d

18. a b d

19. a bed
20. a b 4. of

21. a 1) d

22. a bed
23. a b c d

24. a b c d

AMMO

26. a b cd

27. a b cd
28. a b cd

29. a bcd
30. a bed
31. a b cd
32. a b cd

33. a b cd
34. a bcd
35. a b cd

36. a b cd

37. a bed
38. a bcd
39. a b cd

40. a b cd

41. a 1) c tl

42. a bcd
.3. a bed
44. a I) e d

45. a 14 4. 41

46. a II c 41

47. a b cd

48. a bcd

abed rn1i c0
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